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ABSTRACT 

The primary purpose of this study was to provide a descriptive comparison of 

newspaper editorials in Thai written by native speakers of Thai (TT), in English written 

by both native speakers and non-native speakers of English published in Thailand (ET), 

and English written by native speakers of English published in the US (EA). The corpus 

used for textual analysis was composed of 10 editorials from each of the groups. 

A secondary purpose was to explore and contrast reader practices, expectations 

and perceptions relating to English-language editorials in Thailand and the US, which 

involved analysis of response to questionnaires by 30 native Thai (TS) and 30 native 

English speakers (ES). 

It was found that more EA editorials were published per day, covering broader 

topics than did editorials in Thailand. The Thai texts are more linguistically complex than 

English as there are typically more V-Units (terminal 'Verb-Units', posited in this study) 

in Thai sentences. ET editorials were more similar to EA than to TT on the range of 

purposes and the numbers of purposes per editorial. TT editorials have more diverse 

types of titles than do ET and EA editorials. 

ET editorials were more similar to EA editorials in terms of organization type 

preference. EA editorials follow Schneider and Connor's model of coherent text (1990) 

most closely and Witte's model (1982) least closely. Both TT and EA editorial writers 

generally write about their countries/people while ET writers write about other 

countries/people more often. 
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Most ES subjects are correct in identifying the place of publication as the US or 

Thailand while guesses by Thai subjects are only at the level of chance for both. Linear 

organization, strong voice, grammatical structures and certain idiomatic expressions 

generally led ES subjects to believe an editorial was written by a native speaker of 

English. Methodologies used in this study could be useful for EJP and ESL students in 

Thailand. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

To leam only what has happened from news columns may not be enough for 

readers in this information age. To know how it may affect their lives is more important. 

By interpreting news, editorials help the reader understand what to think about it. By 

giving opinions, editorials get the reader to think about issues from more than one point 

of view and encourage a debate over them. Thai readers who can read English editorials 

are able to expose themselves to more different points of view including those of 

foreigners than those who caimot. Well-informed and critical readers are frmdamental to 

the development of a democratic Thai society. 

This study is intended to provide a descriptive comparison of newspaper editorials 

in Thai written by native speakers of Thai (TT), in English written by both native 

speakers and non-native speakers of English published in Thailand (ET), and in English 

written by native speakers of English published in the US (EA). In other words, it 

involves triangulation of Thai LI, English LI and English L2 texts that were constructed 

by skilled writers in a single genre. Some significant EFL/ESP (English for Special 

Purposes) pedagogical implications from the findings were anticipated, especially for the 

teaching of English for journalistic purposes in Thailand. 

1. Rationale for the Study 
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A written medium rather than a spoken one was chosen for this study for two 

basic reasons. First, literacy is an important part of modem society. Consequently, to be 

literate in not only one's native language but in English, a lingua franca in the present 

world, is very vital. Second, Thai students who learn English as a foreign language, as 

opposed to a second language, generally need English more for reading and writing 

purposes than for speaking. 

English is the only foreign langiiage taught as a compulsory subject in public Thai 

schools. English newspapers serve well as a source of relatively inexpensive and easily 

accessible authentic material in the classroom. Thanks to the Internet, the availability of 

English newspapers, especially those published in foreign countries, becomes less of a 

problem. However, the ability to read them is both a widespread skill and a widespread 

need. 

Good command of English is necessary for success in many workplaces as well. 

English newspapers are not only a credible source of information but also material to 

practice English with outside the classroom for many Thai readers. English editorials, 

certainly, are good exercises for critical reading. 

Editorials rather than other journalistic genre such as news were chosen for 

several reasons. Although both Thai and English editorials have lower readership than 

news (K. Paritanon, personal communication, December 1,1999; Rystrom, 1983), 

editorials remain very important to any newspaper because they represent "intellect" 

(Sukkasem, n.d., p. I) and a viewpoint of the newspq)er. Thai editorials further expand 

the Thai reader's horizon from simply knowing what has tu^pened. English editorials 
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written by native speakers of English serve as a reflection of how others view Thailand 

and other international events. 

Another reason for selection of this genre is its originality. Editorials are written 

by writers of the newspaper that publishes them. On the other hand, much of news 

material in ET newspapers comes from the wire services such as Reuters and Associated 

Press (AP). It is likely that much in EA comes from the same sources as well. Lack of 

text originality can undermine the validity of comparative discourse analysis. 

2. Theoretical Perspective of the Study 

Contrastive rhetoric (CR) is the study of how language is used in writing in 

different cultural settings (Kachru, 1996). CR traditionally identifies writing 'problems' 

encountered by L2 writers (i.e. departures from LI rhetorical strategies) and attempts to 

explain them (Comior, 1996). In other words, there is an assimiption of a clearly 

established norm of writing in English, and its effect is to devalue rhetorical patterns 

which do not conform to the native speaker's expectation (Kachru, 1996). 

Early studies in CR were focused entirely on examining the English writing of 

non-native English-speaking students to detect systematic textual differences with the 

primary interest in finding solutions to this immediate ESL pedagogical problem. 

From the vantage point of the present, however, these concepts look, "naive and 

oversimplified, ignoring, for example, emic/etic considerations" (Kaplan, 1988, p. 278). 

To overcome this flaw, modem C!R studies have broadened their scope of inquiry 

to include comparative analysis of writing in different Lis as well as the L2. These LI 
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texts from different cultures, often professional published work, written for native 

speakers, are examined with their riietorical and socio-cultural contexts in consideration. 

As LI contrastive riietoric, this study will look into TT editorials from this perspective 

when comparing them with EA editorials. 

My inclusion of ET data involves comparison of authors' LI identity as well as 

social contexts of writing (Thailand vs. the US) since some of ET editorials were written 

by native speakers of Thai, who are thus English L2 writers, and some by native speakers 

of English. I will take the position advocated by Kachru (1996) in which CR is viewed 

from the perspective of cultural meanings in rhetorical styles across languages and 

discourse communities in the broader context of the use of English as an international 

language. This takes CR out of the realm of traditional English as a second language 

study and into the realm of the multilingual and multicultural uses of world Englishes. 

3. Research Questions 

The present study addresses the following general questions: 

1. What are the textual characteristics of TT, ET and EA editorials in terms of their 

purpose, structure, and content? 

2. What are the textual similarities and differences of editorials written in Thai (TT) vs. 

English, and in English language editorials written by L2 and LI authors and 

published in Thailand (ET) vs. by LI authors in the US (EA)? 

3. What features do Thai LI and English LI readers perceive as salient differences in 

English editorials published in Thailand vs. the US? 
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The first two of these general questions involve various aspects of comparative text 

analysis, while the third adds perceptions from within the two communities of readers to 

analyses and interpretation of results. 

The comparative text analysis, which comprises the bulk of this study, addresses a 

number of specific subquestions: 

1. What is the complexity and length of linguistic units? 

2. What types of text/form in composition are represented? 

3. What purpose(s) are conveyed? 

4. What type and structures of titles occur? 

5. What linear organization patterns are used? 

6. What weight is accorded different sections? 

7. How is text coherence achieved through topical structure and development? 

8. How is content revealed in verb type, argument/participant structure, and semantic 

categories? 

4. Significance of the Study 

It is expected that this study will make a contribution to the field of applied 

linguistics and EFL/EJP (English for Journalistic Ptirposes) in the following ways. First, 

to my knowledge no prior linguistic study has compared Thai editorials with English 

ones, either published in Thailand or in the US. This study will describe and compare 

models of newspaper editorials in both languages and cultures. 
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Second, this study adds to the variety of genres accorded contrastive study in Thai 

and English. 

Third, while many contrastive analyses compare compositions written by ESL 

students to those of native speakers (e.g. Kaplan, 1966; Indrasuta, 1987), or by LI 

students in different languages (e.g. Connor, 1987), this present study compares samples 

of language written by professional writers in both LI and L2. It is thus a comparative 

study of expert writers, rather than of novices with those who are more proficient. 

Fourth, methodologies used in this study can be useful for ESL/EJP students as 

tools in their research. For example, the topical structure analysis can be used to examine 

how coherence is achieved in ESL writing and the content analysis of topical subjects and 

focal actions/event to examine the ideologies underlying discourses. Moreover, the new 

terminal unit posited in this study can be used in other applied linguistic studies to 

compare Thai or perhaps other typologically different languages with English. 

Finally, the reader perception component of this study sheds some light on what 

makes native speakers of Thai and English identify authors as LI or L2 in English and 

decide where the editorials were published. This information adds to the validity of the 

textual comparison and has implications for the teaching of EJP. 

S. Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is arranged in five chapters. Chapter One has introduced the 

topic and its rationale, and has listed the general and specific questions to be addressed. 
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Chapter Two is an introduction to the Thai language, with particular attention to features 

of written Thai which are relevant to this comparative study and to conventions of 

composition of newspaper editorials in Thailand. Chapter Three describes the procedures 

for collection of the editorial corpus and for its analysis along with a summary of 

findings, integrating a review of related research where that is relevant. Organization of 

the third chapter follows the delineation of specific research subquestions listed above; 

procedures and results for each are discussed in order. Chapter Four describes the 

procedures for collection of background information and collection and analysis of 

information on reader perceptions and reports those results. Chapter Five reviews the 

major findings and discusses their implications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE THAI LANGUAGE 

This study is concerned with the comparison of written newspaper editorials in 

Thai and English. General information on the Thai language regarding distribution, 

orthography, phonology, morphology, and syntax will be presented in this chapter to give 

the reader who is not familiar with the language a general understanding of linguistic 

forms which are being contrasted. Next, the instructional traditions and functions of 

writing in Thai culture will be discussed along with the journalistic practices in Tliailand 

in order to provide more social context for the analysis. 

1. Relationships and Distribution 

Thai (Siamese, Central Thai) belongs to the Tai language family, a subgroup of 

the Kadai or Kam-Thai family of languages. In the tripartite division of Tai languages 

into a Northern, a Central, and a Southwestem branch. Thai falls into the last branch. 

Today the Tai family includes langtiages spoken in Assam, northem Burma, Thailand, 

Laos, northem Vietnam and a few southern Chinese provinces (Hudak, 1987). However, 

"the relationship between Tai and other families is unclean links have been proposed 

with both the Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian families" (Crystal, 1992, p. 382). 

Thai serves as the official national language of Thailand. Standard or Central Thai 

is based on the idealized speech of the educated eUte of Bangkok and large portions of 

the Central Plain. (Kartman & Hudak, n.d., p. 1). It is the language taught and used in 
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school and used for all government affairs. It is also used by the media and in business. 

According to the 2000 census, slightly over 60 million people live in Thailand (the 

National Statistical OfBce, n.d., p. 1). An estimated range &om SO (Hartmann & Hudak, 

n.d., p. I) to 80 (Hudak, 1987) to almost 100 percent (Government Public Relations 

Department, n.d.a, p. 1) of this total speak Central Thai. 

Outside of Bangkok and the central plains, other dialects coexist with the 

standard. They are Northern Thai (Kam Muang or Yuan) in the north. Southern Thai in 

the south and Lao or Northeastern Thai in the northeast. The younger, educated 

population of these regions is typically bi-dialectal due to the success of the central 

government's literacy programs (Hartmann & Hudak, n.d., p. I). According to the 

numbers provided by The World Bank in 1999, approximately 95 percent of the Thai 

population age IS and above are literate; illiteracy is defined as "cannot, with 

understanding, read and write a short, simple statement about their everyday life" ("Adult 

nUteracy," 2001, p. 98). 

Other Tai languages such as Lue, Phuthai and Phuan are spoken as small speech 

islands in various parts of the country (Hudak, 1987). It is claimed that there is a great 

deal of mutual intelligibility within Southwestern Tai as the dialects share as much as 

70% common lexicon. The most distinguishing feature of any dialect is tones. Southem 

Thai is said to have seven tones, the highest number among different dialects of Thai 

(Hartmann & Hudak, n.d., p. 1). 

In addition, other principal languages in Thailand are Malay and Chinese 

(Government Public Relations Department, n.d.a, p. I) namely Taechiew and Hailam 
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(Hartmann & Hudak, n.d., p. I). English, a mandatory subject in public schools, is 

claimed to be "widely spoken and understood, particularly in Bangkok and other major 

cities" (Government Public Relations Department, n.d.a, p. 1). 

2. Linguistic Features 

2.1 Orthography and Phonology 

Modeling on the Brahmi script of South Indian called "Grantha" (Ronakiat, 1997, 

p. 1) through the medium of the old Khmer characters. King Ramkhmhaeng of the 

Sukhothai dynasty instituted the Thai alphabet in 1283 A.D. (Diller, 1996; Kreutz, 2001b, 

p. 1). Certain changes were introduced to the Sukhothai script through the process of 

time. For example, based on the Sukhothai script, a new script called "King Li Thai 

script" came to be used in 1357. Later in 1680 "King Narai script" was brought into use. 

It has been developed and preserved as the national Thai script up to now (Ronakiat, 

1997, p. I). 

The Thai characters are written from left to right, usually without regular word 

spacing. Phrase/sentence boimdaries are sporadically indicated by a short gap called iiifi 

/wak/ in otherwise contmuous text. Such gaps, however, "have only very loose governing 

conventions; most are unpredictable and are often influenced in printing by 

considerations of justifying margins, centering material, etc" (Jones & Jorden, 1976, p. 

13). 

There is excessive number of consonant letters in relation to the phoneme 

inventory. There are 44 consonant symbols in the modem Thai alphabet, but only 21 
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consonant phonemes (Diller, 1996). Some scholars such as Hudak (1987) and 

Hoonchamlong (2001, p. 1), however, report only 20 consonant sounds because the 

glottal stop, written as a and appearing initially before a vowel that lacks a syllable-initial 

consonant or consonant cluster, was "not listed as a separate phoneme" (Hudak, 1987, p. 

760). The nonphonemic consonant symbols are chiefly used in transliteration of Sanskrit 

and Pali words (Kreutz, 2001b, p. 1). Thai is also often romanized etymologically, 

especially for proper nouns of Indie origin (Diller, 1996). 

There are nine short monophthong vowel sounds and nine long counterpart vowel 

sounds plus three diphthong sounds in Thai. However, there are 28 so-called vowel 

forms. (Hoonchamlong, 2001, p. 2) Vowel symbols may occur before, after, above or 

below their associated consonant letters. Some vowels are written using compound vowel 

forms in the orthography (Diller, 1996) which are a combination of vowel symbols and 

consonant symbols used together as vowels. 

In standard or Central Thai there are five tones (mid, low, falling, high, and 

rising) but only four tone markers since the mid tone is unmarked. A tone marker is 

written above its associated consonant letter. When written together with a superscript 

vowel symbol, a tone marker is aligned on top. Tone is phonemic in Thai; it differentiates 

one word firom another. Changing a tone may change a sequence of letters either from a 

word to a non-word or from one word to another. The rules associating tone markers with 

tones are relatively complex but systematic. (See detailed rules in Diller, 1996.) Both the 

Thai alphabet and the tone chart, provided by Hoonchamlong (2001), can be seen and 

heard at http://thaiarc.tu.ac.th/host/thaiarc/thai/thaiindexJitm. 

http://thaiarc.tu.ac.th/host/thaiarc/thai/thaiindexJitm
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Thai also has a set of numerals from zero to nine. Used mainly in government 

documents, Thai numerals are less popular than Arabic ones. Both Thai newspapers in 

this study use Arabic numerals in their editorials. 

There are a few other symbols in Thai scripts such as «) 'word repetition sign'; i 

'abbreviation sign'; sai 'et cetera sign'; and ' 'silent letter diacritic'. Western style 

paragraphing is used along with other "borrowed" symbols such as quotation marks, 

parentheses, exclamation mark, etc. A comma and a decimal point may be used with 

numerals; however, neither of these symbols is used to indicate clause or sentence 

boundaries. 

2.2 Morphology 

Thai is classified as an isolating language because of its typical word structure 

(Burusphat, 1991). An isolating language is "a language in which it is generally true that 

each word consists of just one morpheme and cannot be further analysed into component 

parts" (Li & Thompson, 1981, p. 11). Most Thai words are monosyllabic. Each word is 

complete in itself and admits no modifications as do inflectional languages with their 

differences of case, gender, number, tense, etc. It stands distinctly and independently, and 

concedes no joining of sounds or assimilation between words (Kreutz, 2001a, p. 1). A 

number of Thai words are disyllabic. Most polysyllabic words in Thai, however, are 

compound words or borrowed words fix)m Pali, Sanskrit, Khmer, Chinese or English 

(Burusphat, 1991). 

Due to the limited number of combination of sounds which the consonants admit, 

there are many homonymous words in Thai. To overcome this shortage. Thai uses many 
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devices such as tones to differentiate homonymous words. Juxtaposing two meaningful 

words of the same or allied meaning, explained Kreutz (2001 a, p. 3), is another way to do 

so. For example, since wn /kha:/ 'kill' is homonymous with wi 'value' and in T, the 

introduction of v(\i /fan/ 'slash with a weapon' will serve to clarify its meaning. As such, 

/kha:fan/ cannot mean anything other than 'to kill'. 

Many Thai words including verbs are formed this way. However, not all 

compounding follows Kreutz's explanation. For example, the following four verbs: 

/dad/ 'bend'; /plasiij/ 'modify'; un /khae:/ 'correct'; and In /khai/ 'solve', none of 

which has a homonym, can be used together in a series, meaning 'to modify or fix'. 

Some juxtaposed words creat a new meaning. For example, /ba:nmuar]/ 

means 'country or nation' while the former word alone means 'house' and the latter alone 

means 'town or city'. 

2.3 Syntax 

Basic Word Order 

At the phrasal level, the order of the constituents is opposite to the order in 

English; the Thai noun (N) precedes its modifier. For example, 

N modifier 

unu Iviu 

baoi mai 

house new 
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At the sentence level. Thai is usually described as a subject-verb-object (SVO) 

language. However, Diller (1988) found that in informal conversation other orders such 

as OSV and SOV frequently occur. It is believed that these orders sometimes occur in 

written language as well. 

Expressine Time in Thai 

As mentioned above. Thai verbs do not have inflections. Therefore, Thai 

expresses time through other linguistic units, namely, time phrases, time markers, aspect 

markers, and special verbs such as wti /ha:i/ (be lost) and /mod/ (expire), which 

imply past time. Kanchanawan (1978) pointed out that the time phrase is the most 

important factor for expressing time in Thai. 

Nevertheless, she further indicated that preserial verbs (Vpre), auxiliaries (AUX), 

postserial verbs (Vpost), and particles (PART) (See examples of these Thai words in 

Burusphat, 1991, pp. 6-7) can function as time markers and aspect markers. An example 

of these categories occurring together given by Burusphat (1991, p. 7) is shown below. 

AUX Vpre Vmain Vpost Part 

anu uai 

khor] ja a:n ma: Ix:w 

might will read come already 

might have read (it) already 

* Some words such as 111 /pai/ (go) and /ma/ (come) may fimction either as preserial 

verb, intransitive verb, postserial verb or particle. 
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Verb Serialization 

Since there is no morphological distinction between finite and non-finite verb 

forms and since nominals are usually not required by syntactic rules, collocations of 

"bare" verbs are very common in Thai. 

Diller (1988) claimed events are often reported by placing several verbs in order 

according to what h^>pened in a temporal sequence. The example below is adopted from 

his work (Diller, 1988, p. 281). Each word in the string can be classified as a verb. 

ItJ lan Ml utJa<i un In 

pai au ma: dad pizeit) khae: khai 

go take come bend modifycorrect solve 

(She) went (and) got (it), changed (it) around, (and) fixed (it) up. 

Filbeck (1975) disagreed. He wrote: 

(Thai) verbs occurring in sequence do not necessarily describe separate events or 
actions occurring serially; rather, all verbs in a series refer to a single proposition, the 
proposition contained in the S dominating the whole construction. The initial verb, or Vi, 
of a series is propositional, i.e. this is the verb that carries the true predicate meaning of 
the proposition; any subsequent verb, or states a functional meaning which is related 
to the predicate or propositional meaning of the initial verb (Filbeck, 1975, p. 119 as cited 
in Burusphat, 1991, p. 8). 

In the following example, adopted fi'om Burusphat (1991, p. 9), Vi carries the true 

predicate meaning of the sentence and Vj carries a functional meaning related to Vi's 

propositional meaning. 
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SUBJ V, V2 N PREP N DET Vpost PART 

5>4 anwTj fi nu uu ua-i iin liJ 

khaw pai chim a:han thi ra:n nan ma: laeiw 

He go taste food at restaurant that come already 

He has already been to that restaurant to taste the food. 

Topic-Prominent Laneuaee (To Language) 

Unlike English, which is classified as a subject-prominent language, *Thai is 

considered a topic-prominent language" (Burusphat, 1991, p. 9) because it has many 

characteristics found in Tp languages. These characteristics are: 

1. Topic vs Subject 

Tp languages have "a siuface coding for the topic, but not necessarily for the 

subject" (Li & Thompson, 1976, p. 466). Contrary to the subject, the topic has no 

selectional relationship with the verb, i.e. it is not determined by the verb but by the 

discourse. In other words, any noun phrase can be the topic of a sentence without 

registering anything on the verb. 

The topic in Thai is usually in initial position and may be followed by words 

Jt * comparable to determiners in English such as u /ni:/ and VTu /nan/. For example. 

Topic DET V Vpost 

voui u nu in 

khanom ni: kin dai 

dessert this eat able 
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This dessert, (anybody) can eat (it). 

2. Subjectless/Zero Anaphora Constructions 

The notion that the subject plays a less prominent role than the topic leads to a 

characteristic called "subjectless constructions" (Indrasuta, 1987, p. S3) or constructions 

with "zero anaphora" (Diller, 1988, p. 277). Zero anaphora in spoken and written Thai is 

found in contexts where subject-prominent language such as English would require overt 

pronouns. Using colloquial Thai as data, Diller (1988) found that Thai nominals or 

nominal referents which are either understood by interlocutors or else deemed by the 

speaker to be unnecessary to specify may be absent in surface syntax. "That is, most Thai 

nouns can be freely dropped" (p. 277). 

The context of situation will normally indicate the omitted subject. However, zero 

anaphora in Thai is not always simply a matter of understood information. There are "at 

least 47 pronouns, including 17 /s and l9yous" (Samovar & Porter, 199S, p. 155) and 

kinship terms, titles, etc. Nearly all of them are sociolinguistically sensitive. This may 

lead to avoidance of an explicit term referring to oneself or others in many occasions 

when none of the forms is deemed appropriate. However, in editorials the Thai writer will 

refer to him/herself only as i-n /rao/ 'we', similar to usage of the English editorial writer. 

3. Lack of'Dummy' Subjects 

Like in other Tp languages, 'dummy' or 'empty' subjects are not found in Thai. 

When a subject is not necessary, the sentence can occur without one. For example, 

riu TQU uin 

thi:ni: ron ma:k 
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here hot very 

It is very hot here. {It is a 'dummy' subject.) 

4. Rare Passive Constructions 

Passivization is not common in Tp languages including Thai. This is so because 

"it is the topic, not the subject that plays a more significant role in sentence construction" 

(Li & Thompson, 1976, p. 467). 

In conclusion, important syntactic features in Thai as observed by Diller (1988) 

include "topic-first word orders, widespread zero anaphora (with the use of overt 

pronouns often for social coding rather than for grammatical place-holding), heavy use of 

verb serialization, rather sparing use of overt prepositions and conjunctions" (p. 247). 

These syntactic features of Thai, especially zero anaphora and serialization of bare verbs, 

make it challenging to compare Thai and English using a terminal unit such as the T-Unit 

(Hunt, 1966) or the English sentence that requires an overt subject and a finite verb. 

Consequently, the creation of an analytic unit is necessary of reliable syntactic 

comparison between the two languages. This new terminal unit is posited and discussed 

in Chapter 3. 

3. Writing: Instructional Traditions and Functions 

The teaching of writing is an important part of education in Thailand since the 

early days when schooling was basically limited to two groups of people: children of the 

royal household and sons of nobles who were educated to serve in the court. Buddhist 

monks gave basic education to boys in classes set within the compounds of monasteries. 
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The mass of society made up of farmers had little need for literacy as village history, lore, 

and local philosophy were transmitted orally and occupational training was generally 

handed down within a family or acquired through apprenticeship. (National Identity 

Office, 1995, p. 1; Ministry of Education, 1998, p. 2). 

The Thai education system was modernized as the need for better-trained 

persoimel in royal and governmental services was recognized during the reign of King 

Rama V (1868-1910). The Conmiand Declaration on Schooling, issued in 1871, signifies 

the advent of a formal education (Ministry of Education, 1998, p. 3). Schools in the 

modem sense with their own buildings, lay teachers, and timetable (including a few 

schools for girls) were set up during this period. Schooling became more accessible to the 

public, although essentially still for the elite. 

At present, a 6-3-3 school system is in use. A 3-year optional kindergarten is 

followed by 6 years of compulsory primary education. A 3-year lower secondary school 

and a 3-year upper secondary school precede higher education such as a 4-year college. 

Thai children may learn to read and write the Thai alphabet as early as in the 

kindergarten. Standard or Central Thai is taught and primarily used as medium of 

instruction throughout the primary and secondary schools. English is taught as a foreign 

language in government schools no later than the 7^ grade. Private schools usually begin 

teaching it earlier. Table 1 shows the minimum weekly hours of language teaching in 

Thai schools according to Smalley (1994, p. 23). 
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Table 1; Minimum Weekly Hours of Language Teaching in Thai Schools, 1986 

Thai English 
Lower elementary 7 
Upper elementary 4 3-5 
Lower secondary 4 4-6 
Upper secondary 3-5 6-8 

Some private schools also teach 6-10 hours of Chinese and may teach English 

more than shown above (Smalley, 1994). Students with elementary education are 

expected to know Standard Thai enough for practical purposes. Those with secondary 

education are expected to also know some English. Both Thai and English are 

compulsory subjects in the national entrance examination to many college programs. 

Except for the so-called intemational programs, higher education in Thailand generally 

uses Thai as the medium of instruction. However, formal instruction of Thai is 

discontinued in many programs as students are assimied to have mastered the reading and 

writing of Thai. English remains an important subject in many disciplines throughout 

college years. 

As Thai people speak other languages and/or different dialects of Thai at home. 

Standard Thai serves as the national language—a symbol of identification for the Thai 

nation. "Next to the King and along with the Buddhist religion. Standard Thai may be the 

strongest such symbol," claimed Smalley (1994, p. 14). It is the written medium shared 

by speakers of any Thai dialects. As the official language used in school and by the 

government, businesses and the media. Standard Thai puts people who cannot use it 

properly at a disadvantage in terms of social mobility. An old poem by Sunthom Phu, a 
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renowned poet, equates a man's handwriting with rank. An interpretation is that only men 

who could write well were able to serve in the royal court and earn high ranks during the 

times when education was not accessible to every Thai child. Although beautiful 

handwriting is not as important these days, the ability to write is. 

4. Journalistic Practices 

Early Thai journalism developed within the "higher circles," apart &om 

missionary circles. Thai print journalism historically originated out of the royal court, and 

was influenced by Western traditions. Lately the Thai press has been considered one of 

the freest in Southeast Asia (Suriyasam, 1997, p.l). There are SO Thai-language dailies 

and two in English—the Bangkok Post and The Nation. These Bangkok-based 

newspapers are available across the country. Published every 15 days, provincial 

newspapers are also available (Government Public Relations Department, n.d.b, p.l). 

Newspaper reporters have typically graduated from a university with a degree in 

journalism. They usually take more courses in the Thai language and writing than their 

peers in scientific fields. It is claimed that journalism students are more interested in 

practicing writing news than editorials (Boonsiriphan, 1984). Good command of English 

is helpful, especially for those who want to work with the English language newspapers. 

At Thanmiasat University, apart from fundamental English courses, two EJP courses are 

compulsory. How to write English headlines, leads, and body of the news along with 

related grammar rules and vocabulary are components of the EJP curriculum. 
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University graduates in other disciplines can become journalists as well. They 

usually have good basic language skills to begin with and leam to write professionally as 

they work. The Deputy Editor of The Nation is one of them. (See his interview siunmary 

in Chapter 4.) It seems that a journalism degree and education abroad are a plus, but not a 

necessity, for one to be successful in a newspaper career, while writing skills are 

absolutely essential. 
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CHAPTERS 

TEXT ANALYSES AND RESULTS 

This chapter will first discuss how the corpus was selected. Each research 

question which makes use of comparative text analyses will then be discussed, including 

reports of methodology used related literature and findings. 

L Corpus Selection 

Thirty editorials were used for analyses in this study. They are equally divided 

into three groups by the language and place of publication; 

1. TT group: written in Thai and published in Thailand. 

2. ET group; originally written in English and published in Thailand 

3. EA group: written in English and published in the US 

Two newspapers were sources of editorials for each group. 

1. Selection of Newspapers 

Concerning the TT group, among many national Thai newspapers, Thairath and 

Daily News were chosen because they have the highest and second highest circulation in 

the country. According to the Deputy Editor of Daily News, the circulation of these two 

newspapers is up to 1,000,000 and 700,000 copies a day respectively (K. Paritanon, 

personal communication, December 1,1999). Moreover, their readership covers the 

widest range of readers firom all walks of life, finm educated elite and middle class in the 

cities to less educated with lower income in the rural areas. Their editorials generally 
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reflects what average Thai people are interested in or 'liot** topics at the time of 

publication, which mostly are limited to what happens in Thailand. Editorials in other 

Thai language newspapers such as Matichon or Krungthenturakii. which are considered 

of better quality by some well-educated Thai readers, were not used because their 

circulation is generally limited to big cities with an educated middle class readership. The 

latter, belonging to the same publishing company as The Nation, focuses on business 

news. fKrungthep is what Thai people call Bangkok and turakii means 'business.') Their 

editorials generally voice the interest of these readers, which might not be that of the 

general Thai population. 

Concerning the ET group, there are only two English newspapers in Thailand— 

Bangkok Post and The Nation. Therefore, both were used in the study. Educated elite and 

middle class city-dwelling Thai people as well as foreigners who live in Thailand are 

their typical readers. The rough proportion between Thai and foreign readers of The 

Nation is around 5:3 (T. Taptim, personal communication, November 25,1999), and that 

of Bangkok Post is believed not to be significantly different. These English newspapers, 

therefore, were written mainly with Thai readers in mind and their editorials generally 

voice opinions from the perspective of Thai people about what happens domestically and 

globally. In other words, editorials in the English language newspapers generally have 

wider range of topics than those in Thai language newspapers because their readers are 

"well-mformed and have varied interest" (T. Taptim, personal communication, 

November 25,1999). 
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Compared to Thai newspapers, circulation of the English newspapers in Thailand 

is a lot lower. According to its Deputy Editor, The Nation has a circulation of 40,000 

copies a day. However, the English newspaper readers are more interested in the editorial 

than those of Thai newspapers. As many as 90 per cent of SOOO-6000 readers who read 

The Nation on the Intemet read its editorial (T. Taptim, personal communication, 

November 25,1999) while not many Daily News readers read this column (K. Paritanon, 

personal communication, December I, 1999). 

Concerning the EA group, there are many more newspapers available in the US 

than in Thailand, both locally and nationwide. It was expected that editorials firom both 

kinds of newspapers would have a wide variety of local, national and international topics 

to compare with those found in Thai and English editorials published in Thailand. 

The New York Times was chosen as a representative of a national newspaper 

because it is similar to the TT newspapers in three aspects. First, it has high circulation. 

With a circulation of l.l million on weekdays and 1.7 million on Sundays (as of March, 

2001), the New York Times has the highest circulation of any seven-day newspaper in 

the US according to its website for advertisers (the New York Times Company, 2001b, p. 

1) 

Second, it has similar readership to the ET newspapers. Its typical reader is 

claimed to be "nearly three times as likely as the average US adult to have a college or 

post-graduate degree, almost 2.5 times as likely to be a professional/managerial and three 

times as likely to have a household income exceeding S100,000" (the New Yoric Times 

Company, 2001c, p. 1). It is also the US publication with the strongest metropolitan base. 
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Additionally, it is similar to ET newspapers because it has wide variety of coverage "of 

the news— from the arts and entertainment to sports and science, business and technology 

to dining and home design" (the New Yoric Times Company, 2001a, p. 1). Its editorial 

topics reflect this variety of news. 

The Arizona Dailv Star (Tucson, AZ) was chosen to represent the local EA 

newspaper because it has a higher circulation than the other local English newspaper. The 

weekday circulation is 98,000 as of August, 2001. Typical readers of the Arizona Dailv 

Star have lower education and income than those who read the New York Times. They 

are a combination of retirees, professionals, and working people. 

2. Selection of Editorials 

Editorials from the six newspapers were collected in the same three-month period 

from May 1 to July 31,1999. My sister, who lives in Thailand subscribed to both 

Thairath and the Dailv News to collect their editorials for me. Those from the Bangkok 

Post and The Nation were photocopied and delivered to me by friends. Living in the US, 

I subscribed to both the New York Times and the Arizona Dailv Star in order to receive 

their editorials directly. The total number of editorials in each group is not the same 

because the TT and ET newspapers usually publish one editorial a day except Sundays 

for Thairath. while the Arizona Dailv Star typically publishes two and the New York 

Times three. The numbers of editorials collected are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Distribution of Editorials Collected from Mayl-july 31,1999 

Newspaper May June July Total 
Daily News 31 30 31 92 
Thairath 26 26 27 79 
Total TT 171 
Bangkok Post 31 30 31 92 
The Nation 31 30 31 92 
Total ET 184 
Arizona Daily Star 62 61 61 184 
New York Times 90 94 100 284 
Total EA 468 

To form the corpus of thirty editorials, ten from each of the three groups were 

selected, based on similarity of content. Ten sets of editorials (one from each group) were 

constructed using the following procedures: 

1. Since the editorial title did not always reveal what the article was about, I read and 

briefly characterized each of them. For example, my characterization of one entitled 

"Raking it in and dishing it out" was 'Thai economy/interest rates." 

2. Using my characterizations as a guide, I coded all the editorials according to their 

subject(s). This resulted in eighteen broad subject headings. These are listed in 

Appendix A, along with tables showing their distributions by newspaper and by 

group. 

3. To have an idea of how many editorials from each subject should be included in the 

corpus, I calculated the average percentage of every subject code in each group. This 

distribution is also displayed in Appendix A. 

4. Subjects which did not appear in all three groups were excluded from the corpus. 
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5. To assure that the corpus was representative of the collection, one set of editorials in 

any subject code that reached ten percent of the collection was selected to be in the 

coipus. Some less frequent subjects were combined if judged to be similar in content: 

for example, "international economic issues" was combined with "local economic 

issues." 

6. Whenever there was more than one qualified editorial per group, I randomly selected 

one in constructing a set by drawing a number. 

The ten sets of editorials which were selected for analysis belong to the following 

subject categories: 

1. Foreign/international affairs 

2. Foreign/interaational affairs 

3. Federal or national politics 

4. Human rights (witness protection) 

5. Human rights (police behavior) 

6. Military spending 

7. Economic issues (interest rates) 

8. Environmental issues 

9. Family issues (youth crime) 

10. Human rights (freedom of information/press) 

A listing of these thirty editorials with source, date, title and subject code is included as 

Appendix B. The full corpus of thirty editorials is included as Appendix C. 



n. Text Analyses and Results 

1. Length and Complexity of Linguistic Units 

Different units of measurement were used in this study to describe and compare 

the length and complexity of linguistic units in the texts. How each was counted is 

explained below. 

1.1 Word 

As "the smallest of the linguistic units which can occur on its own in speech or 

writing" (Richards, Piatt and Piatt, 1992, p. 406), word boundaries in English writing 

are usually recognized by spaces between the words. The number of words in each ET 

and EA editorial was easily counted by the "Word Count" function of the Microsoft 

Word program. However, there is no regular word spacing in Thai (Diller, 1996), where 

many words can be written together without any space to form phrases or even sentences. 

Word boundaries, therefore, cannot be recognized in the same way as those in English. 

Bandhumedha (1979) suggested using meaning to distinguish words from non-words in 

Thai. I counted the number of word in each TT editorials manually using my intuition as 

a Thai native speaker. Basic to this procedure is distinguishing between bound 

morphemes (units which contribute to meaning but which cannot occur by themselves) 

and free morphemes (units of meaning which can occur independently). Some decisions 

on word boundaries were somewhat problematic, and I kept a record of these to ensure 

consistency in my analysis. As a guideline, I used the following rules. (Each example that 

is used is referenced by text mmiber, with the full corpus included as Appendix C.) 



1. A bound morpheme is not counted as a word: e.g. the prefix nn? /ka:n/ and fiinu 

/kwa:m/. These are derivational morphemes which are usually used to change verbs 

into nouns. The prefix plus stem have a unified meaning and are counted as one word. 

For example, 'a protest', although two morphemes, is counted as a single 

word (TTOl). 

2. Compounding of units such as noun and adjective is not unusual. A series of free 

morphemes with similar meaning and same part of speech is counted together as one 

word when each morpheme alone has a different meaning from the combination. For 

example, nmnu 'excited' is a combination of mu 'awake' plus 'dance'; iTtuuutj'i 

'violate, insult' is a combination of iwSou 'put a foot on' plus tin 'stomp' (TTOl). 

3. However, a motion-purpose sequence of verbs, usually including the verb liJ 'go' or 

Ml 'come,' is counted separately because the motion verbs themselves are meaningful 

and can stand alone. For example, 'step come' is counted as two words (TT02). 

4. A series of free morphemes with the same meaning and part of speech is counted 

separately when combination does not change their separate meanings. For example, 

tirsiiiiu is counted as two words. (Both ilirn and lu mean 'person/people') (TT06). 

5. A series of free morphemes with different meanings is counted separately. For 

example, is counted as two words. (S^ means 'shoot' and nau means 'ruin by 

force, which could be but is not necessary by shooting*) (TTOl). 
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Words were counted from the title to the end of each editorial. The numbers of 

words in each editorial of in the corpus are shown in Table 3, along with the totals for 

each group, mean, and range. 

Table 3: Numbers of Words in the Corpus 

Ed No TT ET EA 
1 358 670 419 
2 528 595 401 
3 623 747 445 
4 481 657 579 
5 540 702 472 
6 518 696 364 
7 567 689 376 
8 470 566 457 
9 502 709 585 
10 568 627 536 

Total 5155 6658 4634 
Mean 515.5 665.80 463.40 
Range 358-623 566-747 364-585 

1.2 V-Unit 

The definition of comparable units beyond the word level was also potentially 

problematic. Wide spread zero anaphora and extensive use of verb serialization in Thai 

(Diller, 1988) ruled out both Hunt's T-Unit (Hunt, 1966) and the clause as defined by 

English structural criteria. Moreover, many features in Thai discussed in Chapter 2 make 

it difficult to recogni2e complete Thai sentences, making judgement at this level 

unreliable. Indeed, in a study where four Thai informants were asked to mark a text for 

possible "sentence" divisions, "extreme variation resulted " (Jones & Jorden, 1976, p. 

13). 
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For reliable comparisoa between the two languages, a new terminal unit called 

Verb-unit or V-unit was posited for this study. I define a V-unit as a string which 

contains a verb, other than a) one which serves as a relative clause modifying a noun or 

b) a complement of a verb. Unlike an English independent clause, this string may or may 

not be finite (i.e. have tense) and may or may not include an overt subject component. 

Using this definition, the following structures (+/- subject and +/- finite) are 

counted as a V-unit for comparative purposes. Examples are giving below in both Thai 

and English. When an example includes more than one V-Unit, the V-Unit which is being 

illustrated is underlined. All examples are taken from the editorial corpus for this study. 

Separate V-Units are divided by a slash (/). In some cases, multiple translations of the 

Thai are provided. 

1. A string of words which includes only one verb 

TT07 iiTuyri'Jiaananynwujua'JiJirinflu 
(This) is another option for the people. 

ET07 Life is so unfair. 

2. Each part of a compound verb phrase 

TTIO anun'jnu«n"nsu>i'aiinSH'nj?5«iiiaijI«»a»i7'irrm 
The Royal Thai Police, who are directly responsible, agreed/ but (they) still want 

the (press license) registration 

ET08 These recommendations are indeed iustifiable/ and should be taking up seriously 
by UNEP whose primary concern has been how to promote its activities to the 
public. 

3. An independent clause 

TT03 nwawmi^ruoa'jwaWn''wa'»7alMuian7y4am7iwuYn^naiJ>4n^nnfn'iiJi;tymi8ianau 
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TT03 owtiwrm^suoa^Ha'l»i/ri'wa<?alwman73>4twi7i8uyn^n«u»ji^inwi^tJ^iiifnt?unau 
Before (they) could finally report the results/ fthevt had to wait for the Prime 

Minister to return from abroad 

ET09 The measures concentrate on the symptoms/ when they should be addressing the 
cause. 

4. An adverb or adjunct clause 

TTOl u»i»iiuyi»4nrr an^aoi 
But the Burmese will claim so every time/ in order to avoid responsibility 

/ so that fthev) can avoid responsibility 

ET05 According to police he was killed in a gim fight with Pak Kret officers late that 
night/ while trying to steal a car. 

5. A non-defining relative clause using 'which' to refer to a whole clause, not just one 
word 

TT07 iw a1wJirTn'Bm4iMuaanMi^u^ia'l'B8iaa/nr:4nT>nr;wt4mTi^u'Wifi'»5n^ 
so that the people spend (their) money/ (which) is a way to revive the economy 

/ (and this) is a way to revive the economy 

EA07 Mr. Greenspan, in Congressional testimony, referred to "modes pre-emptive 
action" to head off inflation/ which probably means that the Fed will raise the 
general funds rate-the rate at which banks borrows from one another-bv only a 
Quarter of a percentage point. 

6. The second constituent of a compound relative clause 

TT02 inuir/Tnmir ufiulriofiufiannyiwS^nnuMw^inftil^ua'jflmTBmjTan/ 

nTiaa>4-njttasm7auijauwnnuiuinnwlwTrmjfiu'i<ii4l^ 
Dr. Supachai Panichpakdi is the next Thai who campaigned for an important 
position in an international institution/ and received an approval and support from 
many countries in the level of which fwe) should be proud 

EA09 In Littleton, Colo., the two boys who snapped/ and terrorized hundreds may have 
been the product of obsessive attachment to violent video games, explosives and 
guns. 

7. The second constituent of a compound complement clause 
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TT08 ivinsthilu»nfi-njan'lw3Tgwfn'wyw7^iia^irq|Tn>iin^Ts^tj1>iWuar^;nT)'liJo4^<iU 
because nobody can tell how serious the phenomena are/and how (thevl \yill 
develop 

ET09 They assume that it is in the psyche of members of the sub-culture to behave in a 
violent manner/ and that whatever it is that motivates them is an unstonpable 
force. 

V-Units were counted from the body of each editorial, excluding the title. The 

numbers of V-units in each editorial of the corpus are shown in Table 4, along with the 

totals for each group, mean, and range. 

Table 4: Number of V-Units in the Corpus 

Ed No TT ET EA 
1 27 61 35 
2 38 48 33 
3 39 54 35 
4 25 48 42 
5 45 63 31 
6 42 53 25 
7 48 50 29 
8 31 40 25 
9 33 48 46 
10 40 50 40 

Total 368 515 341 
Mean 36.8 51.50 34.10 
Range 25-48 40-63 25-46 

1.3 Sentence 

The sentence was also used as a unit of analysis, in spite of its problematic 

determination in Thai. In English a sentence normally contains one independent clause 

with a finite verb (Richards, Piatt & Piatt, 1992). A written sentence must begin with a 

capital letter and end with a period, a question marie or an exclamation mark (Alexander, 

1988). Using these rules, I counted sentences in ET and EA editorials manually. 
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In contrast, a Thai oravok. which is considered to be a counterpart of a sentence in 

English, has none of these visual clues. Moreover, serialization of uninflected verbs 

makes it difBcult to pinpoint a finite verb in such structure. To compare Thai sentences to 

English orthographic equivalents, first I translated the Thai editorials into English. 

Although I tried to keep the original Thai structures as much as I could, I followed basic 

English grammatical structure and used English punctuation marks in my translation. 

Next, I broke up the translated text into sentences using the rules below. In the 

examples, double slashes represent a sentence boundary and a period is added to the 

English translation for convenient recognition of the end of a sentence. Words in the 

translation which are omitted in the original Thai text appear in parentheses. 

1. Break any compound sentence into two (or more) simple sentences: 
1.1 inSVO/ZandSVO 

TT08 wiiHa>ianauu«iaanHai7'immnTiusj// uwm^uwri* 
Many trees bear firuit sooner than usual.// But some rarely produce crops 

1.2 in SVO// and (different S)VO 

aan'^nninuliJ»j'V/ u 

But the deceased's relatives confirmed that the deceased was "taken" firom (his) 
house to (be) executed.// And (the police) disguised (it) as an extra-judicial killing 

1.3 in SVO// and (same S)VO 

TTIO anuh'jntwinTJ^uM'jijnSHTijSwiraijIwafi'j'jrrwi*u«na// u»iiftatnn\viiimis«»yci{jou 
The Royal Thai Police, who are directly responsible, agreed^/ But (they) still 
want the (press license) registration. 

2. Do not begin a new sentence: 

2.1 when a conjunction such as and combines two phrases (underlined) 
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TT02 
there is no true friend and permanent foe 

2.2 when two verbs combined with a conjunction are non-finite 

TT05 ttWfmlYimrn^s'Ui1wfm>4au1i<uasw>i^aa-atralttfnffiT;yhfla^fiTn^ 
But Thai people usually do not care and question the police's action 

2.3 when two clauses combined by a conjunction function as complement clauses of 
the same finite verb 

because nobody can tell how serious the phenomena are and how thev will 
develop 

2.4 when a relative pronoun is followed by two verb phrases 

TT02 viTni'awnawwrfn^qiltm'ifmTnrmjIan ttarlw^mTaan^... 
who campaigned for an imnortant position in an international institution and 
received an approval... 

2.5 when a subordinate conjunction and its subject in an adverb clause are followed 
by two verb phrases 

.. .although sometimes the deceased's relatives file a complaint and charge the 
police officers involved... 

Like V-units, sentences were counted from the body of each editorial, excluding 

the title. The numbers of sentences in each editorial of the corpus are shown in Table 5, 

along with the totals for each group, mean, and range. 
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Table 5: Numbers of Sentences in the Corpus 

Ed No TT ET EA 
1 14 28 22 
2 23 27 20 
3 20 29 19 
4 13 25 23 
5 27 35 22 
6 21 26 17 
7 27 28 16 
8 16 22 20 
9 11 28 30 
10 26 32 23 

Total 198 280 212 
Mean 19.8 28.00 21.20 
Range 11-27 22-35 17-29 

1.4 Paragraph 

I counted the numbers of paragraphs in the editorials using original 

indentation as a criteria. Table 6 below shows the numbers of paragraphs in each editorial 

of the corpus, along with the totals for each group, mean, and range. 

Table 6: Numbers of Paragraphs in the Corpus 

Ed No TT ET EA 
1 4 15 7 
2 7 6 5 
3 4 12 5 
4 4 11 6 
5 7 26 6 
6 4 10 4 
7 7 8 6 
8 4 11 12 
9 4 9 10 
10 7 11 7 

Total 52 119 68 
Mean 5.2 11.90 6.80 
Range 4-7 6-26 4-12 
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l.S Discussion and Summary 

The comparative length and complexity of linguistic units are reported below. 

Table 7 shows the total number of words, V-Units, sentences, and paragraphs for each 

group. 

Table 7: Total Nimiber of Words, V-Units, Sentences and Paragraphs by Group 

Groups Words V-Units Sentences Paragraphs 
TT 5155 368 198 52 
ET 6658 515 280 119 
EA 4634 341 212 68 

Among the three groups, ET has the highest numbers in every unit of measurement; EA 

has the lowest numbers of words and V-Units; and TT has the lowest numbers of 

sentences and paragraphs, indicating that there are more words in a Thai sentence and 

paragraph than in English. This is shown in Table 8, which compares the mean number of 

words per V-Unit, sentence, paragraph, and complete editorial text. 

Table 8; Mean Number of Words per V-Unit, Sentence, Paragraph and Text 

Groups V-Unit Sentence Paragraph Text 
TT 14.01 26.04 99.13 515.5 
ET 12.93 23.78 55.95 665.8 
EA 13.59 21.86 68.15 463.4 

TT has more word per V-Unit, sentence, and paragraph than ET and EA, while ET has 

the most words per text. EA has fewest words per sentence and text, and an intermediate 

number per V-Unit and paragraph. 

Mean numbers of V-Units per sentence, paragraph and text are shown in Table 9. 



Table 9: Mean Number of V-Units per Sentence, Paragraph and Text 

Groups Sentence Paragraph Text 
TT 1.86 7.08 36.80 
ET 1.84 4.33 51.50 
EA 1.61 5.01 34.10 

This shows the parallel finding that TT has the highest mean number of V-Units per 

sentence and paragraph and ET has the highest mean number per text. EA has the lowest 

mean nimiber of V-Units per sentence and text and is intermediate per paragraph. The 

highest number of V-Units per sentence in TT could be due to greater use of adverbial 

subordination than in the ET and EA groups 

Mean numbers of sentences per paragraph and text together with the mean 

numbers of paragraphs per text for all groups are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10; Mean Number of Sentences per Paragraph and Text; and Mean Number of 

Paragraphs per Text 

Groups Ss pert Ss per Text Ks per Text 
TT 3.81 19.80 5.2 
ET 2.35 28.00 11.9 
EA 3.12 21.20 6.8 

TT has the highest number of sentences in a paragraph and the lowest number of 

both sentences and paragraphs in an editorial text. In contrast, ET has the lowest number 

of sentences per paragn^h and the highest numbers for both other measures, hi other 

words, on average an ET editorial has almost 1.S times more sentences and twice as 

many paragraphs as do TT and EA groups. 

In summary. Table 11 shows the relative length of linguistic units per group. 
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Table II: Summary of Relative Length of Linguistic Units 

(H = High; I = Intermediate; L = Low) 

TT ET EA 
Total Words 
Total V-Units 
Total Sentences 
Total Paragraphs 

1 H L 
I H L 
L H I 
L H I 

ET has the highest numbers of units at each level, with EA the lowest numbers of words 

and V-Units and TT the lowest numbers of sentences and paragraph. 

Table 12 shows the relative complexity of linguistic units per group as judged by 

the number of constituent elements in each: word per V-Unit, sentence, paragraph and 

text; V-Units per sentence, paragr^h and text; sentences per paragraph and text; and 

paragraphs per text. 

Table 12: Summary of Relative Complexity of Linguistic Units 

(H = High; I = Intermediate; L = Low) 

TT ET EA 
Words per 

V-Unit 
Sentence 
Paragraph 
Text 

H L I 
H I L 
H L I 
I H L 

V-Units per 
Sentence 
Paragraph 
Text 

H I L 
H L I 
I H L 

Sentences per 
Paragraph 
Text 

H L I 
L H I 

Paragraphs per 
Text L H I 
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Overall, EA editorials are the least linguistically complex. Referring back to 

means reported in earlier tables, it is especially interesting to note that EA is closer to TT 

than is ET to TT in terms of numbers of all units, words per V-Unit, paragraph, and text 

V-Units per paragraph and text, sentences per paragraph and text, and paragraphs per 

text. EA is closer to TT than to ET according to total number of all units per text, mean 

number of words per V-Unit and text, and mean number of V-Unit per text. EA is closer 

to ET than to TT according to most other measwes of linguistic complexity. There is thus 

very little indication of TT influence on ET according to these quantitative measures. One 

notable exception is the mean number of V-Units per sentence, which is very similar for 

TT and ET. As suggested above, this may reflect greater use of adverbial subordination (a 

feature of the Thai language) by native Thai editorial writers in English L2. 

2. Problem-Solution Analysis 

The Problem-Solution (PS) analysis was conducted to determine what types of 

text are represented in the editorials in the corpus. There has been disagreement on this 

matter in earlier work. Both Ricento (1987) and Zizi (1987) used editorials from the New 

Yoric Times as part of their data; however, they respectively classified them as expository 

and argumentative texts. This is largely because different criteria were suggested to 

distinguish an expository text fi'om its argumentative counterpart. Werlich (1976, as cited 

in Tirkkonen-Condit, 1985) suggested using linguistic features such as sentence type, 

sequence type, and tense. For example, while phenomenon-identifying and phenomenon-
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linking sentences are widely used in expository texts, quality-attributing sentences are 

generally used in argumentative texts. 

The text's overall illocutionary point or communicative purpose can also be used 

to distinguish between the two types. The difference between exposition and 

argumentation according to this criterion is that the former is to inform the reader while 

the latter is to convince him/her (Aston, 1977, as cited in Tirkkonen-Condit, 1985). 

Kummer (1972, as cited in Tirkkonen-Condit, 1985) suggested that the process of 

argumentation can be described as an instance of the cognitive process of problem 

solving. The argimientative speaker or writer's goal is to change the hearer or reader's 

mind so that it approaches and ultimately equals the writer's own view of the state of 

affairs. Tirkkonen-Condit (1985) suggested that this basic problem-solving pattem can be 

seen in written text structure as well. Acknowledging that authentic texts can be mixtures 

of text types as in magazine articles used in her work, she suggested using problem-

solution analysis (PS analysis) to identify argumentative texts (Tirkkonen-Condit, 1984, 

1985). According to Tirkkonen-Condit (1985), the superstructure or global text structure 

of an argiunentative text can be described as "a sequence in which the structural units 

situation, problem, solution and evaluation can be identified" (p. 30). In longer and more 

complex texts, however, "the PS description does not as such apply to the description of 

their linear progression" (p. 26). Since the components other than the problem "may 

remain implicit in the concrete text" (p. 26), an argimientative text may consist of the 

problem component alone or a combination with other components. Moreover, the 

solution components may appear together or scatter throughout the text. 
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2.1 Coding Procedures for PS Analysis 

Adopted from Tirkkonen-Condit's model (1985), the following codes were used 

in this study for the PS analysis: 

1. Situation: background material, i.e., facts and view intended for the orientation of the 

reader to the problem area 

2. Problem: assertion that things go wrong. Tirkkonen-Condit (1985) called it 

"imdesirable state" (p. 29) while Hoey (1983) defined it as "an aspect of situation that 

requires a response" (p. 51). 

3. Solution: the writer's response to the problem, typically on how to correct or reduce 

it. The writer may respond by offering his/her or citing others' solution(s) to the 

stated problem(s). Solution is the "desirable" state (Tirickonen-Condit, 1985, p. 30). 

4. Evaluation: how successful the conjectured outcome of the suggested solution is. 

Two examples of how I coded the editorials for this analysis are given below. The 

first is a Thai editorial with its English translation; the second is an English editorial. All 

the codes appear in the left column while the whole editorial in the right. A square 

bracket indicates the part of the editorial that corresponds to the code on the left. 
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Situation 

Problem 

Solution 

Evaluation 

TT06 
^ A m 

naittSw^nmu 13.000 anuunn ^nnimifnman-jawjjaiwimn^ufiittfln 

fî Mna'jlnaYî www Iwawwnuioî ^naniiflmluyinajyw'lriaVunliJrinnTTi'n 

imnfin-}nai4a>if]iiNa^%Yiaaa'̂ 'iait]m?iin'iT7«i4aa'i'jB^yiIinJn-nun4u«ii}4a 20 

ilnauv-iiilui^utMiTuiasvianiua wananirniT^^aQn'jima'ii^aMfjn^r 

maliJ^nalvitj^^fvia'i'^Bfii^ 

i>iijfi»!n'i'snauuu^'iu'?uun^ij>jni]mvinriMal»4uiau4'iul«iu 

H>iSuani?a>iMtuJinmaWniJT:f^wni^aaTjirinu'mmiv»4i;aiuiiBinfn'j 

nan^aMTpn liwmsriiJisirwliiaiJ'isau^nqfiyn'Jifiwjn f̂nTYiTjunau 

(iam?unau»jn>ianaijn^nq«imn:1ui}'^^ijuinlni:aann'naan'}s 

^nlmJnTCuli^ifiTn uas^^nu^^>J•Jtta^ wu^^namunfiawuyiTjuna 

fwariTwna^jyrwTuTiJ^ijiJ'KWituria-^navin'liiwua'jww-jTia'ana'jrrw uwaan'ilsi'Ui 

s^)U'l^rlt]ul.7a>l^lJ^1J«'l^JI«laQn«la^ua'} lua^i^nninu'li^uiJ'niluiuas'l-i 

[aa^'J'l^n»n^^»IT^a'J^u1nn^Yn'Jna'J1waa^nsr1^lwua^u^^na^JltJ 

na^iirmui^ iuaosnnir^^ijV4na<ifir(Qnn«i<3iiiJT;>j'in4a4n>i 40 nJaiivuvi] 

[^<iMnn'nJlnwnMn7anulutj'n«i'i[HU'ii>iaim']'i %iauaiiaut4a')uuiJr;»4'itu 

10.000 anulJnyo4nutJ l̂nul̂ u>1a'lvmfl'l>3 •)m auiMiliilxini'nauuniua'i-iB 

^nlsiJn'TmuarilnaiJiuuara'fflnmifi'î  1] Tia '̂iuiiniu^<i«i')a'3'iMiT(yinn'i7 

rnnî -a f̂i'lwnaTinjifa'aiflumTiJ'RTiwyuiMiairiVm uncuwu 13.000 

anuunnwjfjliJuaT inftjnnuwiatnimtiTi'l̂  aiwrfimiua^aaT îmn 

4unan^M7a'Ui«ia'a«iii{]uIfi74nn7ii<i«iiuii7alu Mma^aniunnijuiamtwi'ia 

nfi4%M'i>iuiJi:»i'inu4'il>i fiauua îilufn'iM^u 

m-riia  ̂IwnTjuaanjjnun r̂iiliun'jaannn'jyiiiBmT Taufimnum-j 

aiufiunn7ifi»4S^ulvai{Iu'inna^vhiau'lai3tJ'iauu Vî i-nunua'̂ 'in'Uiu'i 

iviTirn'iii]mimi!m^?>)tJ-Kinii4nfi4'Uiiiii4fi-)airnl«it4n Nunna<3ym 

la^ntia î̂ iij'iuma'iia îTia'iuif'MfltuluTia'i ua:fia<iliisiali4S<3y|̂ ntIu 

[nmamlw^uwnuaita'iM'iu^n^'ianu ^ciamiianni'mia tfin-nj 

nnili^naiia^na^TivilviS^Yi^'iiiluiruijij'ianm^iJiJ^M'inliiaQua') 

nn îanTa^uMifiaia^Tjijna'Uiu'iiiltuiw^nfia^aa'i'iuuiiaTi] 
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Situation 

Problem 

Solution 

TT06 translation 
Are the armed forces really threatening? 

[In response to the news that there is a claim that at present the 
government by the Bank of Thailand has withdrawn all the sum of 
13,000 million baht from the Central bank of the United States of 
America to its bank. The amount of money (we) mentioned was the 
money that the Thai armed forces deposited at the Central Bank of the 
US in order to gradually pay for the purchase of weapons since 20 
years ago, which is both the deposit and the interest. When we 
ordered (some) weapons, the US armed forces would withdraw (the 
money) by installments in order to pay the different weapon 
companies.] 

The reason for the withdrawal of this money is because not 
long ago someone commented about the simi of more than ten 
thousand million baht (we) deposited to guarantee the weapon 
purchase that during the time when Thailand has the economy crisis, 
this cabinet should withdraw the money in order to alleviate the crisis 
because at present we have delayed the purchase of weapons 
temporarily. And should (we) actually have a say, this money (we) 
mentioned is the money that the government gave the armed forces in 
the form of spending budget. (The money) is not at all the private 
money of the armed forces. Therefore, it could be an action which 
(the government) carried out rightly because had (Thailand) 
maintained (the deposit), then (it) would have been of no use. 

[However, there is a news report that the armed forces want 
some of this money to retum to the armed forces because at present 
40% of the armed forces' budget had been cut.] [Therefore, there was 
a discussion among the armed force leaders that (they) would ask for 
around 10,000 million baht of this sum to divide between the armed 
forces to use in the weapon repair, training and welfare programs.] 
The news report also claims that the Armed Force Commander said in 
an armed force leaders' meeting that 13,000 million baht had all gone. 
We sadly learn (it). But whether there will be a request for weapon 
purchase with the (money from) central budget or not, (they) will 
consider whether the project is urgent or not. If (it) is urgent, should 
the government agree, (the govenmient) will find the money for (the 
armed forces). Now (to get the money for the purchase) remains a 
dream. 

That there is this news out of the blue could be due to the 
news release which (we) call "throw rock to find the way." But on the 
distortion to make (it) look like the armed forces are threatening the 
government, (we) beUeve (it) is not true because if it is actually true. 
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the people will not agree. The armed forces leaders themselves must 
know t^t our country does not have much money at the moment. 
And (the government) needs to spend on things that are necessary. [If 
(the government) withdraw the money and distribute (it) among the 

Evaluation arm force, wouldn't (the government) rather not to withdraw? For the 
spending of the armed forces on what is necessary, the government 
has set aside the money. If (they) use this conflict to negotiate with 
the government, (it) is certainly not right.] 
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Situation 

Problem 
Solution 

Problem 

Evaluation 

EA06 
Lessons of the F-22 

The House of Representatives should follow the lead of its 
Appropriations Committee and deny the Air Force money for buying 
the costly and unnecessary F-22 fighter. [The F-22, also opposed by 
Speaker Dennis Hastert and the minority leader, Richard Gephardt, 
had been scheduled to begin production next year at an average cost 
of S200 million per plane. The Senate has already approved buying 
six F-22's. But if the House stands firm in a vote expected today, only 
research money will be available next year.] 

It is rare for Congress to kill a major new weapons program 
after billions of dollars have already been spent on development costs. 
But it makes no sense for the Pentagon to proceed with three separate 
advanced fighter programs when no other country has a chance of 
threatening America's air superiority in the foreseeable future. 
America's current top fighter, the Air Force's F-15, remains a highly 
effective warplane. Two successors now under development, the Joint 
Strike Fighter and an updated version of the Navy's F-18, should 
prove more than adequate to future needs. 

[Continuing all three fighter programs would cost $350 billion 
over the next two decades.] [Eliminating the F-22, produced by 
Lockheed Martin, could save about $S0 billion.] [Costly and 
duplicative weapons programs, fueled by intra-service rivalries, 
distort the defense budget and American military capabilities.] [The 
Joint Strike Fighter, designed for use by the Air Force, Navy and 
Marines, represents a more rational approach.] 

The Pentagon needs to reduce wasteful duplication and shift 
purchasing away firom modernizing the cold war arsenal toward 
meeting the very different military needs of the 21^' century. It should 
spend less of its budget on short-range fighters like the F-22 and other 
dubious and expensive projects like the S37 billion Comanche 
helicopter program, leaving more for readiness, mobility, pay and 
pensions. It needs to equip itself for peacekeeping operations and to 
counter biological and chemical weapons and international terrorism, 
missions it is much more likely to face than aerial dogfights against a 
technologically advanced foe. Fighter planes still have a role to play 
in 21"* century warfare. But they should not consume a 
disproportionate share of the Air Force budget. 
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2.2 Results and Discussion 

Table 13 indicates whether there were the components of situation, problem, 

solution and evaluation in each of the editorials in the corpus. The entry of 1 means yes, 

and 0 means no. 

Table 13: Results of the Problem-Solution Analysis 

Ed No. 
Situation Problem Solution Evaluation 

Ed No. TT ET EA TT ET EA TT ET EA TT ET EA 
I 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 I 0 1 1 
2 I 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I 0 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 0 1 I 
4 I I I I I I I 1 1 0 I 1 
5 I I 1 I I 1 I 0 1 I 0 1 
6 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 I 
8 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 
9 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 0 
10 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 

Total 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 6 9 8 

Judged by the criteria proposed by Tirkkonen-Condit (1985), all the editorials in 

the corpus appear to be argumentative rather than expository because they include at least 

the problem component. For the optional components, both ET and EA editorials do not 

always have the solution while all TT editorials do. On the other hand, TT editorial 

writers appear to be reserved on giving an evaluation of the solution they have presented. 

Among the three groups, ET editorials offer an evaluation most often, followed by the 

EA group. 

3. Editorial Purpose Analysis 
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Editorial Purpose Analysis (EPA) was conducted to determine the purpose(s) of 

each editorial in the corpus and to compare/contrast them as a group. 

Stonecipher (1979) suggested that an editorial might be thought of as a 

journalistic essay which attempts 

1. to inform or explain; 

2. to persuade or convince; 

3. to stimulate insight in an entertaining or humorous manner. 

Cited in Toommanon (1993, p.49-50), Pantagoeng-amom (1990), on the other 

hand, classified editorials by their purposes as 

1. to inform or explain the news; 

2. to argue against a person or an idea; 

3. to convince the reader and call for action; 

4. to praise a person or institution; 

5. to announce or call for an aimouncement of policy; 

6. to amuse or entertain. 

3.1 Coding Procedures for EPA 

An editorial may have more than one purpose; therefore, I read the whole editorial 

to determine what the purpose(s) was/were. I coded them as primary and secondary 

purpose(s) using the following codes adopted firom the two models described above. 

1. to inform; the writer explains, discusses and/or interprets the news for the reader's 

better understanding of what has happened/is happening. Its meaning and/or potential 

impacts are usually included. 
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2. to argue that/for/against: the writers tries to convince the reader that something is/is 

not true, should/should not be done and usually gives the reasons why s/he believes 

so. 

3. to criticize: the writer expresses disapproval of someone or something as 

inappropriate or not acceptable and usually gives the reasons why s/he believes so. 

4. to praise: the writer pays a tribute to someone or something 

5. to call for action: the writer tries to persuade the reader that the reader or the third 

party should do/should not do something 

6. to amuse: the writer conveys his/her message in an entertaining or a satirical manner 

Examples of these purposes are listed below. The letter 'P' after the editorial 

number indicates the primary purpose(s) and the letter'S' the secondary purpose(s). The 

number in the parenthesis indicates the code number listed above. 

TTOl P to argue that Thailand is too weak on international affairs (2) 

S to explain how Burma has not respected Thailand's sovereignty (1) 

to call for Thailand to be stronger diplomatically and militarily (S) 

TT02 P to criticize WTO election result and US's behavior (3) 

to explain how and why US has influenced the WTO election (1) 

S to call for Thailand to keep the relationship with US for its own sake (S) 

to praise Dr. Supachai Panichpakdi for his achievement at the international 

level(4) 

TT03 P to criticize the bureaucracy in the Chuan's administration (3) 

S to call for the improvement of the administrative system (S) 
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TT04 P to criticize the revelation of witness identities (3) 

S to explain why such revelation causes many problems (1) 

TTOS P to argue that extra-judicial killing by police is not justified (2) 

S to call for the authorities to unveil the truth about the latest extra-judicial 

killing case and to be serious in amending the criminal procedure laws to 

validate the people's right in practice (S) 

TT06 P to argue that it is not true that the armed forces appear to be threatening 

the government and argue against the armed forces if they would use the 

money matter to negotiate with the govenunent (2) 

S none(0) 

TT07 P to call for the government to intervene in the interest rate crisis (5) 

S none(0) 

TTOS P to call for the goveimnent to support the research on environmental 

changes caused by global warming (S) 

S to argue that Thailand should be knowledgeable to prevent the disaster 

rather than simply relieving the loss after it happens (2) 

TT09 P to argue against tough punishment on violent youth (2) 

S to praise Ministry of Education's boot camp as a better solution to the 

problem than criminal offence charges (4) 

mo P to argue against the 2484 Act of Press Law (2) 

S to call for its repeal (5) 

ETOl P to argue that UN and world leaders have to address the Balkan issue on a 
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regional basis because not only Kosovo is afiected and needs help (2) 

S to inform the UN fund-raising results to rehabilitate Kosovo (1) 

ET02 P to argue that it is still in the interest of NATO to keep Russia in its peace 

plan although Russian's role needs to be defined (2) 

S to call for Russia to cooperate with NATO (5) 

ET03 P to argue that Prime Minister Chuan has gained control over the 

economic crisis and thus regained his political strength (2) 

S to call for the Prime Minister to be more hands-on and use his strength to 

solve the current problems such as protest by EGAT workers (5) 

ET04 P to argue for witness protection (2) 

S to call for Ministry of Public Health to protect the identities of the witness 

in the medical supplies procurement scandal (5) 

ETOS P to criticize extra-judicial killing by police as showing no respect to a 

human live and a lack of intelligence (3) 

S none(0) 

ET06 P to argue against the military's purchase of expensive fighter jets that are 

not necessary (2) 

S none (0) 

ET07 P to argue that commercial banks rather than Ministry of Finance and Bank 

of Thailand are responsible for misery interest rates (2) 

S none(0) 

ETOS P to argue that UNEP has become less relevant on many environmental 
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issues and should tune its activities to local needs (2) 

S to call for UNEP check corruption in the bureaucracies of countries 

receiving international funding (S) 

ET09 P to argue that the existing measures, uicluding boot camp, do not address 

the cause of the vocational school violence and this problem cannot be 

solved until the cause is addressed (2) 

S none (0) 

ETIO P to argue for press freedom (2) 

S to call Thai journalists to continue fighting for press freedom in Thailand 

and greater professionalism among themselves (5) 

EAOl P to argue that basic security has not yet been established in Kosovo and that 

NATO forces must move more aggressively to establish peace there (2) 

S none (0) 

EA02 P to argue that Russian troops can strengthen peace in Kosovo only if they 

participate on the terms agreed (2) 

S to explain what Russian troops have done and why Russia could be a 

threat to NATO's effort in peace keeping in Kosovo (1) 

EA03 P to argue that President Clinton has retumed to his domestic agenda after 

concentrating on the war in the Balkans (2) 

S none (0) 

EA04 P to argue for strengthening of the Whistle-Blower Protection law (2) 

S to call for both Houses to re-examine the issue (5) 
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EA05 P to argue for a Federal monitor on New York police (2) 

S none (0) 

EA06 P to argue against the purchase of costly but unnecessary F-22 fighter 

S none (0) 

EA07 P to inform that the Federal Reserve Board is likely to slightly increase the 

interest rates and that it is confident that it can limit the economic damage 

if there is a stock maricet crash (1) 

S none (0) 

EA08 P to argue against the White House's endorsement of the military's request 

that the Department of Defense take over ecological administration of the 

Barry M. Goldwater Range in Arizona from the Interior Department (2) 

S to call for the Arizona Senator John McCain not to authorize the take over 

(5) 

EA09 P to argue that law enforcement agencies failed to coordinate warnings 

about the killers in the Columbine High School event (2) 

S to call for law enforcement agencies to read the signs and intervene before 

the crime begins (S) 

EAIO P to criticize Prime Minister Blair's new bill to reduce freedom of 

Information (3) 

3^ Results and Discussion 

Table 14 shows the total count of primary (P) and secondary (S) purposes by 

group, reported in terms of the categories which were described above. 
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Table 14: Primary and Secondary Purposes by Group 

Editorial Purpose 
TT ET EA 

Editorial Purpose P S P S P S 
inform/explain 1 2 0 1 1 1 
argue that/for/against 5 1 9 0 8 0 
criticize 3 0 1 0 1 0 
praise 0 2 0 0 0 0 
call for action 2 5 0 5 0 3 
amuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In addition to the primary purpose of each editorial, TT texts convey 10 secondary 

purposes, ET 6, and EA 4. 

The total count of editorial purposes by group regardless of whether they are 

primary of secondary is shown in Table 15. 

Table 15: Editorial Purposes by Group 

Editorial Purpose TT ET EA 
inform/explain 
argue that/for/against 
criticize 
praise 
call for action 
amuse 

3 1 2 
5 9 8 
3 1 1 
2 0 0 
7 5 3 
0 0 0 

In terms of purpose, the only identical feature among the three editorial groups is 

that none of the editorials in the corpus aim to amuse the reader in an entertaining or 

satirical manner. Apart from that, ET editorials are more similar to EA editorials than to 

TT editorials in many respects. ET and EA are both less likely than TT to inform/explain, 

to criticize, to praise, or to call for action. ET and EA are both more likely than TT to 

argue that/for/against something. ET and EA editorials are also more similar to each other 
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than to Thai editorials in the numbers of purposes per editorial. Six EA editorials and 

four ET editorials have only one purpose, while eight Thai editorials have more than one. 

In other words, English editorials try to accomplish only one goal about half of the time 

while Thai editorials usually convey multiple aims. Table 16 shows the purposes of each 

group in descending frequency. 

Table 16: Frequency Order of Purpose 

(* = tie within group) 

TT ET EA 
call for action 

argue 
•inform 
•criticize 

praise 

argue 
call for action 

•inform 
•criticize 

argue 
call for action 

infomi 
criticize 

As can be seen, the most salient contrasts in order are between call of action (first in 

frequency for TT and second for ET and EA) and argue that/for/against (second in 

frequency for TT and first for ET and EA). Only TT conveys praise in this corpus. 

4. Editorial Title Type and Structure Analysis 

The title analysis was conducted to compare 1) the type of editorial titles in the 

corpus and 2) grammatical structure of the titles. 

4.1 Coding Procedures for Title Analysis 

According to Paoinchan (1987, as cited in Toommanon, 1993), editorial titles can 

be classified into one of the following types. Her examples are in Thai and my 

translations in quotes. Examples of alliteration are underlined. 
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1. Label Head: the writer simply tells the reader what the editorial is about. It does not 

attract much attention. For example, 'Makabuja Day*. 

2. Summary Statement: the main idea of the editorial is summarized in the title to 

convey the message that the writer considered important. For example, 

fniiiuwuniinvnnu 'Farmers and city people should unite'. 

3. Striking Statement: the writer uses catchy words, phrases or sentences to immediately 

attract the reader's attention. For example, cj^iuiviaQuiir'Polluted Environment', 

* • _ 

wwunu-mwanvni 'The Starving Village'. 

4. Descriptive Phrase: the writer uses descriptive words such as adjectives or uses words 

figuratively to create a vivid picture in the reader's mind. For example, 

iruuTiiim'jmjijnninwitruinw 'Bureaucratic Civil Administrative System', 

'Bangkok, City of Angelic People'. 

5. Quotation: the writer may quote others' words and put them in the quotation marks or 

uses a well-know phrase such as a proverb. For example, nwiT 'One 

should depend on him/herself — a Thai proverb. 

6. Alliteration: the writer uses the words that begin with the same sound to make a 

special effect. For example, /mii phid rai phai / 'Poisonous (but) Harmless' 

However, in this study this category was changed to "Parallel or Repeated 

Structures" to include both repeated sound structures and parallel granunatical 
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Structures since both have similar cohesive efTects. 

7. Literary Allusion: the writer brings attention to a particular subject by indirectly 

referring to a person, event or story. For example, the writer purposefully misspells 

ynmij? /thon / 'Tolerating Residents' instead of the correct spelling of the same 

pronunciation 'residents of Thonburi' to refer to the fact that these residents 

have to tolerate certain difficulties. 

8. Question: the writer asks a question as a title. For example, ilTCiciSiJlfitiiifiQlfii? 

'Democracy for whom?' 

9. Direct Address: the writer directly addresses someone, who can be the reader or the 

third party. For example, wmnwimlytti 'Wake up. Thai people'. 

10. First or Third Person Statement: the writer uses first or third person pronoun to 

announce editorial policy. For example, i-nnQ-jmniiwiilflilQ 'We want qualified 

people'. 

In terms of grammatical structure, Paoinchan (1987, as cited in Toommanon, 

1993) claimed that most editorial titles were written in phrases rather than sentences. For 

the Thai titles, the presence of a verb was used as the key element in distinguishing 

between a sentence and a phrase. Each title is identified as phrase or sentence. The thirty 

titles in this corpus are listed below, followed by the nimiber which corresponds to 

Paoinchan's coding system. Sentences are mariced with an asterisk; alliterative and 

parallel structural sequences are underlined. When alliteration occurs in a summary 



statement, the summary is considered primary for coding purposes. Use of capital letters 

in the ET and EA titles follows the usage of the papers in which they appear. 

Table 17: Type and Structure of Editorial Titles 

No. TTTi t ie  Type ET Title Type EA Title Type 
I flhSfiiYi^niinS 

Violated Dignity 

3 UN must focus 
on entire 
Balkan* 

2 Kosovo's 
Incomplete 
Peace 

4 

2 yimnfia 

MRlJirltlllU 
Permanence is 
interest* 

2 Russian role in 
Kosovo needs to 
be defined* 

2 Russia's Military 
Role in Kosovo 

1 

3 injuinu 
Chuan's System 

1 Premier's hand-
on style delivers 
results* 

2 Mr. Clinton 
Looks Home* 

4 

4 wunuiran 
The witnesses 
(are) afraid* 

4 Protect those 
who would 
protect us* 

6 Helping Whistle-
Blower Survive 

3 wunuiran 
The witnesses 
(are) afraid* 

5 

Motto and 
Reality 

6 Police caimot be 
judge and jury 

2 Monitoring New 
York's Police 

1 

6 

Are the armed 
forces really 
threatening?* 

8 Purchase must 
be tailored to 
need* 

2 Lessons of the F-
22 

1 

7 ifunaafinu^iau 
Government, 
don't stay still* 

9 Rakine it in and 6 Hints of a Mild 4 ifunaafinu^iau 
Government, 
don't stay still* 

dishinz it out Fed Action 

8 ilnnflm-nu 

aufina 
Dangerous 
Phenomena 

3 Greater checks 
needed on 
environment 
funds* 

2 Meshing bombs, 
nature 

4 
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Table 17: Type and Structure of Editorial Titles (Continued) 

No. TT Title Type ET Title Type EA Title Type 
9 ifinliilnanuqjini 

Children are not 
criminals* 

2 Get to the root of 
the disease* 

9 Read the 
warning signs* 

9 

10 i3ni^aTin{)v»iicia') 

tiiSu 
Scrape the 
obsolete law* 

9 Price ofQress 
freedom is 
eternal 
vigilance* 

2 The Citizen's 
Right to Know 

1 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

The types of editorial titles are listed by group in Table 18 below. 

Table 18: Count of Editorial Title Types by Group 

Editorial Title Type TT ET EA 
Label Head I 0 4 
Summary Statement 2 7 0 
Striking Statement 2 0 1 
Descriptive Phrase 1 0 4 
Quotation 0 0 0 
Alliteration/Parallel 1 2 0 
Literary Allusion 0 0 0 
Question 1 0 0 
Direct Address 2 1 1 
First/Third Person Statement 0 0 0 

Three types of editorial titles were not found in the corpus. They were quotation 

(5); literary allusion (7); and first/third person statement (10). Types of Thai editorial 

titles were more diverse than those in the ET and EA groups. These are shown in 

descending order of frequency for the three groups in Table 19. 
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Table 19: Frequency of Title Types 

(same number = tie within group) 

TT ET EA 
^Summary 
'Striking 

'Direct Address 
^Label 

^Descriptive 
^Parallel 

^Question 

Summary 
Parallel 

Direct Address 

'Label 
'Descriptive 

^Striking 
^Direct Address 

ET editorials use significantly more summary titles than do the other groups, and EA 

significantly more labels head and descriptive phrase titles. 

On the grammatical structure of the titles. Table 20 below shows the numbers of 

titles in sentences compared to those in phrases for each group. 

Table 20: Structures of Editorial Titles 

Structure TT ET EA 
Sentence 
Phrase 

6 9 2 
4 1 8 

Only EA editorials appear to follow Paoinchan's claim that the title is generally a 

phrase. In contrast, the majority of TT and ET editorial titles in the corpus are sentences. 

All of the Thai editorial titles written in sentences in the corpus have an overt subject Uke 

those in English, even though Thai is a pro-drop language. This is probably because no 

prior mention or context for inferring the subject appears before the title. 

In siun, ET is more like EA in its limited range of topic types. ET is more like TT 

in having summary and alliterative parallel types, and in having a higher proportion of 

sentence rather than phrasal structure. 
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S. Editorial Organization Analysis 

This analysis of editorial organization was conducted to compare the linear 

organization of the editorials and to determine the relative weight accorded each section. 

5.1 Coding Procedure for Organization Analysis 

Scholars have identified parts of editorials differently. Stonecipher (1979) claimed 

that most effective editorials have three parts, like an essay. They are; 

1. Statement of subject, issue or thesis 

2. Comment about the subject, issue, or problem 

3. Conclusion or solution drawn firom the comment 

However, Stonecipher (1979) noted, '*the editorial's parts are not necessarily in 

that order. An editorial, for example, may open with the conclusion, or an aspect of the 

conclusion. And the statement of the subject and the comment may be interspersed" 

(p. 42). On the other hand, an editorial might have only the first two parts without the 

conclusion. Such an editorial "isn't likely to be very persuasive" (Stonecipher, 1979, p. 

42). 

Rystrom (1983) used the following symbols to represent the parts of the body of 

an editorial; 

S Statement of the situation 

B Background of the situation 

Ai Argument on one side 
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A2 Opposing argument 

D Discussion of the merits of the arguments 

C Conclusion 

The three basic approaches to the body of an editorial according to Rystrom 

(1983) are: 

1. The standard two-sided editorial: SBAt A2DC 

First, the writer tells the reader what the editorial is about with the statement of 

situation (S), then provides background (B) before developing the argimient on one side 

(A|) and the argument on the other side (A2). Next s/he discusses the merits of the 

arguments (D) and ends the editorial with the conclusion (C). 

This type of linear organization "allows the writer to present information and 

arguments in an orderly, understandable manner to readers who are not already well 

informed on the subject" (Rystrom, 1983, p. 157). If the writer presents both sides of the 

argument fully and fairly, this type of organization offers a chance to persuade the reader 

who may have started out disagreeing with the conclusion which will be drawn in the 

editorial. 

2. The one-sided editorial: SAC 

In this organization sequence, the writer starts with the statement of the situation 

(S), presents an argimient on one side only (A), and reaches a conclusion (C) based on 

that argimient. 
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This approach might be effective in convincing a reader who is not familiar with 

any other side of the issue and is not likely to encounter it later. This type of editorial 

runs the risk of antagonizing readers who hold different points of view. 

3. The strong one-sided editorial: CSC AC 

The writer starts the editorial with a conclusion (C) and a brief statement of the 

Situation (S), followed by amplification of the conclusion (more C), arguments in favor 

of the conclusion (A), and finally a reiteration of the conclusion (C). 

This is the strongest presentation. The writer may use this approach when s/he has 

strong opinions on a subject although risking antagonizing the reader who disagrees. 

Therefore, the writer may indulge him/herself in this type of editorial when a newspaper 

has a stated position on a subject or if the lines of opinion are already well drawn among 

readers. 

An argument is most commonly defined as claim plus support. (Fulkerson, 1996; 

Eemeren, Grootendorst, Jackson & Jacobs, 1997), with every argument involving at least 

those two propositions. For example, 

Claim: I was surprised to find out how small dormitory rooms really are. 

Support: Ours are only ten feet by eighteen feet for two people (Fulkerson, 

1996, p. 2). 

The order of the claim and its support does not change the nature or logic of the 

argument. 

Also considering support of a claim as a part of an argument, I ad^ted the models 

by Stonecipher (1979) and Rystrom (1983) to develop a coding system that would allow 
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me to determine the linear organization of the editorials in the corpus. My categories are 

listed below. (The numbers 1-8 do not represent linear sequence.) 

1. Statement of Situation (S): tells the reader what the editorial is about by mentioning 

the news or current topic that the writer will further write about. Or the writer may 

present the statement of the situation that will lead to the argument. 

2. Background (B): to help the reader understand the argument, the writer provides in 

detail the background of the situation which the reader may not know or may have 

forgotten. 

3. Claim of Argument (A): what the writer tries to prove and usually the main point of 

the editorial. In logical terms, it is a proposition offered as being supported by another 

proposition. If there are two claims of the same side of an argimient, Ai, A2 are used 

in coding. 

4. Opposing Claim of Argimient (O): a claim of argument that opposes the preceding 

claim of argimient (A). If there are more than one opposing claims of argument on the 

same side, Ot, O2 are used in coding. 

5. Support of Argument (P): materials used by the writer to prove that the claim is 

sound. These materials can include evidence such as facts, statistics and testimony 

from experts and motivational appeals to the values and attitudes of the audience. 

P of A and P of O are used to distinguish between the support of the claim of 

argument and support of the opposing claim of argument. 



6. Conclusion (C): gives the writer's comment on the issue. This section reveals the 

newspaper standpoint on how the issue should be resolved or responded to. It may 

also call for action from the reader or a third party. 

7. Irrelevant (IR): a section of the editorial which is irrelevant to the other parts. It 

reduces the coherence and quality of the editorial. (This category is needed for this 

analysis, but is not included by Stonecipher and Rystrom.) 

8. Continued (Cont): a claim of argument (A) or opposing argument (O) which 

continues after being interrupted by another section. 

Examples of my coding are included below. One editorial of each type is chosen 

for this purpose; ET07, TT07 and EA06 represent the two-sided, one-sided and strong 

one-sided editorial, respectively. The code symbols in the left margin appear next to the 

corresponding section of the text. TT07 in Thai is followed by my English translation. 
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Two-Sided Editorial 
ET07 
Raking it in and dishing it out 

The banks cannot be blamed for the miserly rate of interest on 
ordinary deposit accounts - say the banks. Despite a wide spread between 
deposit and lending rates, they are struggling, they say, and it is all the 
fault of the Finance Ministry and the Bank of Thailand. 

Responsibility for the historically low rate of interest paid on 
deposits at commercial banks lies with the Finance Ministry and the Bank 

B of Thailand, says the Thai Bankers' Association. In the same breath, and 
with a straight face, the association, in the person of Banthoon Lamsam, 
its chairman, said things were not that bad. Commercial banks, he said, 
would not lower their rates any more. 

The banks could not be accused of profiteering because they are as 
much the victim of buck-passing between Ae ministry and the central 
bank as are the ordinary depositors J whose savings have been rendered 
impotent by a combination of low interest and inflation. Not only were the 
ministry and central bank responsible for the low rates, they should also 
carry the can for the ensuing furore, he said. 

From Mr Banthoon's comments, it is easy to get the impression 
that our commercial banks are an unfortunate lot. Why, circumstances 
have conspired to force them to offer measly returns to depositors yet 

P of A charge like a wounded bull when it comes to loans. Life is so unfair. And 
to make matters worse, the banks are saddled with the curse of the so-
called strategic non-performing loans, the pots of money extended willy-
nilly under the provisions of the Old Pals Act. Not that those loans 
indicate fault on the part of the banks, of course; the regulators were 
taking a nap at the time. 

The bankers' association says the authorities should make clear 
what sort of spread they would like between deposit and lending rates. 
They should furthermore declare a policy on interest rate trends. The 
position taken by the association shows that it is reluctant to let go of the 
state's apron strings and the comfort of knowing that if things go wrong, 
there is always public money to be had to bail them out. 

By blaming the authorities for the low deposit rates and chiding 
Q them for not taking the blame, the commercial banks are showing that 

they are afraid of a big, wide world in which there exists something 
called competition. | The horror scenario painted by the commercial banks 
is one in which one of their number or more may go under if left to their 

P of O devices. What is not said is that if the banks embrace the principles 
of competition, those that are strong enough and managed e£Bciently 
will prosper and present an attractive proposition to the hard-pressed and 
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long-su£fering depositor. Moreover, they could even find themselves in a 
position in which they will begin to extend credit without too many jitters. 
This would obviously be an improvement on 
the current arrangement in which the banks follow a herd instinct and are 
forever looking for someone else to take the fall for their errors of 

P of O judgment. 
Tarrin Nimmanhaeminda, the finance minister, has made 

abundantly clear the position the government has taken; it wants market 
forces to set interest rates. The authorities do not want to set the spread in 
the banking system because that is a decision to be made by the individual 
banks themselves in the context of their financial health, needs and policy. 
It was the responsibility of the government, he said, to encourage and 
maintain the country's savings, and that requires a decent and reasonable 
return on those savings. 

In looking around for someone to blame, the banks might do well 
to consider an opinion poll carried out after the deposit rate cut. Almost 
68% of respondents told the Suan Dusit survey the cut was wrong and that 
the banks were once again taking advantage of depositors. They did not 

C blame the Finance Ministry or the Bank of 
Thailand. The same poll found that almost 93% would leave their deposits 
where they are. The reason: It is marginally safer than stuffing life savings 
under the mattress. 
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One-Sided Editorial 
TT07 

iiiycYi'jam'i'iTi^wwiiiniiifiwjn^iia'j'lYJuluiitusu wi'u^slwwifa'j'lviu 

Yl"jam'i<j2'afmmionina^iiajBVinfianiijouajimnfiTJ iwaimnfnTvnjuiru 

QnIs»4»!inThunuuvî 'ifiu iaiiiJiauiJisTniiu«iom"ja«iaVinfianiijowa;»lnntliruiii 

aaurr̂ uiviaaiaua: 4 uas 4.s iJmtJir̂ 'iTauass ufiiTunirTunaniuauTinnii 

laua: 10 fi'i<]n\inii7auiiJam vm 
w ^ V • • • V • 

(jij'nnTimnfn'jan'ma-jiwin'Mia'iannfiBniuawvuJinuaswiujyia'ixnn 

tun«iumnsimnfn'j»ia'auuniii/nTrv>urfUinanal«'M5aMuiSainaufiiwujiia'3 

IIUVMISUU v^'Tawwl^an'Ia>JlM73>4^Ml1fl^^Jua^lm^f^^7uvlJlJ^tlym'lyluaan^4^ 

iJismfi lvl^u^«^^^^sla^aa^<Jl'nnulu ifa'JuiWfiu^nnm7ls««iiunflT:ttaran>4liJ 

n'^^5^J^a^^nIs^j}^^1»4tJ^lJa'3ll^n::nn^ 

B ^^qj\nlfI'W3n^lnu1IOcuu•ln»n'JI•»u3m5'amJl>Ial1a^ul«auyiH^^4»4^m•nr^^ 

nauvlu^u»4lau«lTa«lfl•nq|lna^numTln^^a/^^Vlflaa4yn^mlwu1ulruulfl•»5n^uar 

fianiijua>iinuliJ avivncuaji'ivinaa'iumaaiî a }4i?t4;J'inau]m'inn7a îJr;>4'in4 4 

uananuinn awljiaawiJaaaQiwnrna-iiir uvitfiSu ffunfiTn-jaw/ms îomiasi 

awnwanmawtwJnniia'JiJ'Jsiniiu 

waifa^JwanitjanananTmTtyin^wT wi^g^ifanira>i^nnManarina'lwif3ij'ia 

unliJ'maunirqjvn un-jpinuifania'jIwTjijnamjmuuIatnoi^uvjifiTOfn'^yijj-aaf) 

«aniiju lwa1M^J'K:1n1ruu^wuaan»4^<ll^^aWaaull^i4nTwi'R«i4mTii'ui^ifi'»5n^ 

iwnrmiYiBWTiwaniijaawaj^naan'JTJWii' iwwaniijawiinuaswvuJnnaiaiiiwjjT 

^nnuIounoifa<ju 

lJ^^3^i^alfanla'J^vll7^J'Ml\>1lm^f^^•^ly^>^1TuI#lBl'I "j Iwafia-jwan/nTsviuiSa 

lillvwraww uniTqivinviuyiljinaTiL'l^yisijIulijIfio'nwn" ima'lwirunfn'TtnwTir 

iJaaa^«in'i»4ijTn«iua:lMa«i'n«ianiijaiir uliJ«i-iunalniia<ifiaifi iM^nufnuauT^ 

P of A a'iiwn>3'R:v«'n>j«»aniijuwunnTjwi4rinnufin»n'aiiu^ul»iitr lumw a'nmsrinuunsr 

a^Ytflnflijuna 

un^ri* iaaia\viTjijnaaani«4injfi'»4iiinuuniJ'R:inim IwaTuwaniijafiajmi 

iwa««4iJwuplnnylaivDunfn7 iiruyrmaananmwuMa^iJ'jrunw uar^iviilaun 
w * JT * A n'jrrm<inTJf»a>j^sinwTijiiaiauau«nann'nJTrmfRsaBm«4injVi'imawiifamiin« 

aa^njiJTsu'imnu^'iatJ'R^-iil uastNuvaiatialiiijU'iamffiliiiim'ifn'nJaaaniinaafi 

m-isnaniuauitflm 
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nn-iuiuhiuiIqivinQ^ iTtynn^tCi^qiaaiwu^rT nonu^^nanu'lnnfi'iuiiruiTtyt^'i 

iia«nnSriiTn»iniisswa'JTJ«iT\uwilii >5«s^t4n* onnrl^sTiilm»iT»jn^i>a>iiJ'R:iyi»i4iwh 

einiiTiji7a>i»ianiTJU73uia^rU'ji«iiI«oan«n«a'Jiir uliJtnwnalnfianwatn-aiflin'Uj'lw 

i»iTirj4>ianaiSyifjunaunTnu«!j'al« 
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TT07 translation 
Government, don't stay still. 

On the hottest debates on Thai economics at present, it seems none 
is hotter than the debate on the bank's interest rates when the commercial 

3 banks are criticized of profiteering, taking advantage of the people by the 
reduction of savings interest rates to 4 and 4.3%; fixed-deposit to 5%. But 
(they) charge more than 10% for the lending interest, which is more than 
100% different. 

The bank administrators claim the difference between deposit and 
lending rates is this high because the banks have to absorb the burden 
fix>m strategic non-performing loan or bad debts, which are almost half of 
all debts. Also (they) urge the Finance Minister and the Bank of Thailand 
to announce (their) clear policies. The blame has started from criticism on 
banks. And (it) spreads to the government, which is criticized that they do 
not protect the people. 

B The Thai economic problems now are absolutely different from 
many months ago because there were complaints about lack of monetary 
liquidity in the economic system and the overly high interest (rates). But 
now there is ample liquidity. There is about 400,000 million baht of 
deposits in the banks. But (they) do not extend credit because (they) are 
afi^d it will be bad debts. Then the banks have decided to reduce (their) 
burden by reducing the people's interest rates. 

When interest (rates) become a problem, there are calls from many 
A that the government solve the problem. I Some urge that the government 

review its economy-reviving policy that aims to reduce the interest rates 
so that the people will spend (their) money, (which) is a way to revive the 
economy. The fact that the interest rates, both lending and deposit 
interests, sharply decrease partly results from this policy. 

Some urge that (the government) urge the banks to increase (their) 
coital. (The banks) must shift the bad debt burden to the shareholders in 
order to solve the problem of strategic non-performing debts immediately 
so that the banks can approve the loans as usual. And (to shift the burden) 
would allow the interest rates to fluctuate by the market forces. (The rates) 

P of A should not be set in the way that the difference between the lending and 
the deposit rates is so high that it is not fair. This authority should belong 
to the government. 

Some suggest that the government issue some bonds in order to 
sell to the people (with the government) giving higher interest in order to 
absorb the deposits which are now flooding the bank. (This) is another 
option for the people. And it seems that Ministry of Finance has 
responded to tUs proposition by announcing that (they) will issue some 
bonds in order to relieve the expense budget deficit. And there is a 
proposition that the government urge the banks to extend more credits in 
order to reduce the deposit interest burden. 
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The debate on bank's interest rates reminds Thai people that 
financial institutions still have problems. One important problem is the 
non-performing debts have become a national problem that requires 

C every party to solve. Otherwise, it will be difficult (for us) to revive the 
economy of the country. On the interest (rates), the government should 
not stay still, simply claiming that (they) should fluctuate by supply and 
demand because there are many ways that the government can intervene. 
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P o f A  

Strong One-Sided Editorial 
EA06 
Lessons of the F-22 

The House of Representatives should follow the lead of its 
Appropriations Committee and deny the Air Force money for buying the 
costly and unnecessary F-22 fighter. | The F-22. also opposed by Speaker 
Dennis Hastert and the minority leader, Richard Gephardt, had been 
scheduled to begin production next year at an average cost of $200 
million per plane. The Senate has already approved buying six F-22's. 
But if the House stands firm in a vote expected today, only research 
money will be available next year. 

It is rare for Congress to kill a major new weapons program after 
billions of dollars have already been spent on development costs. | But it 
makes no sense for the Pentagon to proceed with three separate advanced 
fighter programs when no other country has a chance of threatening 
America's air superiority in the foreseeable fiiture. | America's current top 
fighter, the Air Force's F-15, remains a highly effective warplane. Two 
successors now under development, the Joint Strike Fighter and an 
updated version of the Navy's F-18, should prove more than adequate to 
future needs. 

Continuing all three fighter programs would cost S3 50 billion over 
the next two decades. Eliminating the F-22, produced by Lockheed 
Martin, could save about $50 billion. Costly and duplicative weapons 
programs, fueled by intra-service rivalries, distort the defense budget and 
American military capabilities. The Joint Strike Fighter, designed for use 
by the Air Force, Navy and Marines, represents a more rational approach. 

The Pentagon needs to reduce wasteful duplication and shift 
^ purchasing away from modernizing the cold war arsenal toward meeting 

the very different military needs of the 21" century. I It should spend less 
of its budget on short-range fighters like the F-22 and other dubious and 
expensive projects like the $37 billion Comanche helicopter program, 

P of A leaving more for readiness, mobility, pay and pensions. It needs to equip 
itself for peacekeeping operations and to counter biological and chemical 
weapons and intemation^ terrorism, missions it is much more likely to 
face than aerial dogfights against a technologically advanced foe. | Fighter 
planes still have a role to play in 2r'- century warfare. But they should 
not consume a disproportionate share of the Air Force budget. 



5.2 Results and Discussion 

Table 21 shows the linear sequence of sections in each editorial, along with the 

weight assigned to each part. Weight is calculated as the number of V-Units which occurs 

in that section. 

Table 21: Linear Sequence and Weight 

TT ET EA 
Ed No. Section Weight Section No. of V Section No. of V 

1 C 5 S 1 S 3 
S 15 A1 I A1 I 
C 2 A2 1 P o f A l  18 
A I P o f A l  39 A2 2 
C 4 A2(Cont) 2 B 1 

P o f A 2  9 A3 3 
C 8 P o f A 3  

C 
5 
2 

2 S 5 S 8 C 2 
A1 I B 16 s 21 

P o f A l  16 A 2 c 5 
A2 3 P o f A  14 A 2 

P o f A 2  8 C 8 P o f A  2 
C 5 C 1 

3 S I S I S 0.5 
A 4 P o f A l  13 B 1 

P o f A  17 A1 1 P o f A  3.5 
C 6 01 3.5 A 1 

P o f A l  15.5 P o f A  16 
A2 1 0 1 

P o f A 2  10 P o f O  8 
P o f O l  2 C 4 

02 3 
P o f 0 2  1 

C 3 



Table 21: Linear Sequence and Weight (Continued) 
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TT ET EA 
Ed No. Section Weight Section No. of V Section No. of V 

4 S I C 4 S 2 
A 1 B 17 C 3 

P o f A  17 A 3 B 12 
C 6 P o f A  8 P o f A  2 

0 3 A 2 
P o f A  9 P o f A  3 

C 4 0 
P o f O  
P o f A  

C 

1 
6 
7 
4 

5 S 6 C 2 S 4 
B 8 S 2 A 2 

P o f A  18 c 4 P o f A  13 
A 2 A 3 0 2 

P o f A  5 P o f A  41 P o f A  1 
C 6 C 11 0(Cont) 

P o f A  
C 

0.5 
2.5 
6 

6 S 6 S 3 C 2 
B 10 A1 1 S 6 
A I P o f A l  12 C 2 

P o f A  12 A2 3 P o f A  6 
0 2 P o f A 2  6 A 2 

P o f O  8 0 1 P o f A  5 
C 3 P o f O  

C 
18 
9 

C 2 

7 S 5 S 3 S 2 
B 13 B 3 A 1 
A 2 A 2.5 P o f A  24 

P o f A  22 P o f A  15.5 C 2 
C 6 0 

P o f O  
C 

3 
16 
7 
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Table 21; Linear Sequence and Weight (Continued) 

TT ET EA 
Ed No. Section Weight Section No. of V Section No. of V 

8 S 2 S 2 C 1 
B 8 B 1 S 8 

P o f A  5  Al 2 C 1 
A 4 P of Al 8 P o f A  4  

P o f A  4  IR 7 A 1 
C 8 A2 3 P o f A  6  

P o f A 2  1 4  C 4 
C 3 

9 S 11 C 4 S 0.5 
P of A1 2 S 10 A 0.5 

A1 I C 2 P 40 
0 I A 2 C 5 

P of A1 9 P  o f A  2 4  
A2 I C 6 

P o f A 2  4  
C 4 

10 S 4 C 5 S 1 
A1 1 S 13 B 2 

P of A1 24 C 2 A 2 
A2 2 A 1 P  o f A  2 0  

P o f A 2  3  P o f A  2 2  0 3 
C 6 C 7 P o f O  9  

C 3 

The linear sections of editorials involving claim of argument (A) or claim of 

opposing argument (O) and its support (P of A/P of O) in this study do not always follow 

the models proposed by Rystrom (1983). For example, 

I. A claim of argument (A) in ETOl and a claim of opposing argument (O) in EAOS are 

not imitary sections, but discontinuous. 
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2. Some support of claim (P or A/P of O) do not immediately follow the claim of 

argimient (A/0) but may also be discontinuous. This occurs in all groups: TT09, 

ETOl, ET03, ET04, EA04 and EA05. The delay is extreme in ET03, where over 20 

V-Units occur between Oi and P of Oi-

3. Not only strong one-sided editorials have a conclusion section (C) at the begiiming; 

ET04 and EA04 do as well. They, however, are classified as two-sided rather than 

strong one-sided because they have both claim of argument (A) and opposing claim 

of argiunent (O). 

As mentioned earlier, generally editorials can be classified by their linear 

organization into three types. They are standard two-sided (2-s); one-sided (l-s); and 

strong one-sided (strong). The editorials in the corpus are listed by organization type in 

Table 22. 

Table 22: Types of Organization 

Ed No. TT ET EA 
1 strong I-sided 1-sided 
2 1-sided 1-sided strong 
3 1-sided 2-sided 2-sided 
4 1-sided 2-sided 2-sided 
5 1-sided strong 2-sided 
6 2-sided 2-sided strong 
7 I-sided 2-sided I-sided 
8 1-sided 1-sided strong 
9 2-sided strong 1-sided 
10 I-sided strong 2-sided 

The total numbers of each organization type are summarized in Table 23. 
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Table 23; Total Organization Type by Group 

Type\Group TT ET EA 
Two-Sided 
One-Sided 
Strong One-Sided 

2 4 4 
7 3 3 
1 3 3 

As can be seen, ET and EA are most similar in editorial type, having the same 

numbers of each and slightly favoring two-sided organization. In contrast, TT heavily 

favors one-sided organization in its editorial. 

In order to compare the weight of each section by group and organization type, 

the number of V-Units in each category (reported in Table 21 above) was converted to 

percentage of the whole text and then averaged within groups. Table 24 reports these 

percentages in linear order for two-sided editorials. In this table, 'preceding P of A/0' 

refers to support which precedes the claim and 'following P of A/O' support which 

follows it. 

Table 24: Two-Sided Editorials Weight of Sections by Group 

Section TT (N=2) ET(N=4) EA(N=4) 
S 22.67 3.41 5.07 
B 13.33 9.76 10.14 
preceding P of A 2.67 6.34 3.72 
A 4.00 5.61 4.73 
following P of A 33.33 29.51 42.23 
preceding P of O 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 4.00 6.59 5.07 
following P of 0 10.67 25.61 15.54 
C 0.27 13.17 13.51 
IR 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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The most salient contrast between Thai and English is the statement of situation 

(S): for TT, this comprises of22.67% of the two two-sided editorials, while it is only 

3.41% of the four texts in ET and 5.07% of the four texts in EA. TT also has the highest 

percentage of background information (B). 

ET gives most weight among the groups to preceding support of the claim 

(preceding P of A), opposing claim (O), and following support of the opposing claim (P 

of O). EA gives the most weight to following support of the first claim (following P of 

A). Total weight accorded support (preceding or following A/O) is ahnost identical for 

ET and EA (61.46% and 61.49% respectively). Total weight for support in TT is 46.67%. 

Weight given to the conclusion (C) in descending order is EA (13.51%), ET 

(13.7%), TT (9.33%). An interesting contrast is found in relation to which claim in these 

two-sided editorials (A or O) the conclusion is in agreement with. TT is evenly divided, 1 

for A and 1 for O; ET primarily agrees with the opposing argument, 3 for O and 1 for A; 

and EA unanimously agrees with A. 

Table 25 reports percentages of V-Units in each section of the texts for one-sided 

editorials. 

Table 25: One-Sided Editorials Weight of Sections by Group 

Section TT(N=7) ET (N=3) EA (N=3) 
S 9.02 7.38 5.00 
B 10.90 11.41 0.91 
preceding P of A 8.65 0.00 0.00 
A 7.52 7.38 6.82 
following P of A 45.11 56.38 79.09 
C 18.80 12.75 8.18 
IR 0.00 4.70 0.00 
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Again, TT one-sided editorials give the greatest weight to statement of situation 

(S), but the contrast between groups is much less. TT also gives somewhat greater weight 

to statement of the claim (A) and the conclusion (C). It is the only group to provide 

preceding support of the claim (preceding P of A). Total weight accorded support is 

about the same for TT and ET in this editorial type (53.76% and 56.38%, respectively), 

while EA devotes 79.09% to this section. 

TT and ET are also more similar to each other than to EA in weight given 

statement of situation (S) and background information (B). EA gives least weight to 

every category except support of claim (P of A); in the case of background information 

(B), the difference is highly significant. ET is the only group to include irrelevant (IR) 

information. 

Table 26 reports percentage of V-Units in each section of the texts for strong one

sided editorials 

Table 26: Strong One-Sided Editorials Weight of Sections by Group 

Section TT(N=l) ET (N=3) EA (N=3) 
C 18.52 6.83 6.02 
S 55.56 15.53 42.17 
C 7.41 4.97 9.64 
preceding P of A 0.00 0.00 12.05 
A 3.70 3.73 6.02 
following P of A 0.00 54.04 15.66 
C 14.81 14.91 8.43 
m. 0.00 0.00 0.00 

The strong one-sided organizational type of editorial is believed to deliver a 

strongest voice for the writer because the conclusion is presented three times instead of 
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just once. The three groups give different weight to this section in different positions. TT 

gives most weight initially and somewhat less finally; ET gives most weight finally and 

less initially; EA gives most weight to medial position. Overall, TT devotes 40.74% of 

the text to the conclusion in this organizational category, ET 26.71%, and EA 24.09%. 

TT also gives greatest weight to the statement of situation (S), but gives no weight at all 

to supporting the claim. ET gives most weight to supporting the claim (P of A) and EA to 

statement of the claim (A). In weighting of most sections, ET is closer to EA than to TT. 

Table 27 shows the weight accorded each section by group for the full corpus of 

editorials, without regard to their organizational type. 

Table 27: Total Corpus Weight of Sections by Group 

Section TT ET EA 
S 15.22 8.35 14.08 
B 10.60 7.18 4.69 
preceding P of A 6.79 2.52 4.55 
A 6.52 5.53 5.72 
following P of A 39.40 44.95 47.65 
preceding P of 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 0.82 2.62 2.20 
following P of 0 2.17 10.19 6.74 
C 18.48 17.28 14.37 
IR 0.00 1.36 0.00 

All three groups are similar in frequency order of major sections: all give greatest 

weight to support of claim (P); when an opposing claim is presented (O), no editorial in 

the corpus includes preceding support (P of O); all give second greatest weight to the 

conclusion (C); all give the third greatest weight to statement of situation (S). EA differs 

from TT and ET only in giving greater weight to statement of claim (A) than to 
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background (B). There is considerable variance in weight percentages within the 

frequency ordering, however. This is illustrated in Table 28, which shows the mean 

percentage of V-Units each group allots to these five components, calculated across all 

organizational types. The sections in this table are listed in overall descending frequency. 

Table 28: Overall Weight of Sections by Group 

Section TT ET EA 
P 48.89 57.66 58.95 
C 18.48 17.28 14.37 
S 15.22 8.35 14.08 
B 10.60 7.18 4.69 
A 6.52 5.53 5.72 

For comparative purposes, it is interesting to note that ET is intermediate between TT and 

EA in three sections (P, C, and B); EA is intermediate in two (S and A). ET is more like 

EA than TT in weighting of support (P), statement of situation (S), background (B), and 

claim (A). ET is more like TT than EA only in weighting of conclusion (C). 

In sum, the organization of editorials is for the most part either following 

universal principles, and/or the publications of these three groups are descending from 

essentially the same organizational traditions. Weighting of sections in ET is strongly 

influenced by EA; however, transfer from (or accommodation to) TT is also evident 

There is little or no evidence in the ordering of presentation of stipport (P) among the 

three groups for any basic organizational distinction which might represent different 

logical strategies, such as inductive versus deductive patterns of organization. 

6. Topical Structure Analysis 
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The topical structure analysis was conducted to compare how coherence is 

achieved. Focus is on semantic relationships that exist between sentence topics and the 

overall discourse topic (Connor, 1996). Through topical structure analysis, these 

relationships can be studied by looking at sequences of sentences and examining how 

patterns of topic and conunent progressively develop meaning in the texts (Schneider and 

Connor, 1990). The following elements of topic structure were examined; 

1. The overall discourse topic of each editorial. 

2. How topics repeat, shift and return to earlier topics and whether there is a return of 

earlier introduced topic at the end of an editorial. 

3. The average numbers of sentences used to develop a topic in each group. 

4. The ratio of sentence topics to the number of sentences. 

6.1 Coding Procedures for Topical Analysis 

Following the work by Lautamatti (1987) and Schneider and Connor (1990), I 

took the following steps in coding the 30 editorials. Although I translated the TT texts 

into English, my analysis is based on the original language. 

1. I determined the overall discourse topic of each editorial in the corpus. 

2. I underlined the topic of each sentence. 

3. A native speaker of English independently identified the topic of each sentence (using 

my English translation for TT). The coding were compared, discussed, and 

differences resolved. 

4. I determined and counted each progression type between sentences. 

5. I determined and counted extended parallel progressions. 
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6. I assigned a topic number to each new sentence topic. 

7. I divided the number of different topics by the total number of sentences in each text. 

I used the following definitions in the coding procedure; 

Topic 

Schneider and Connor (1990) defined topic as "what the t-unit or sentence is 

about, which often but not always coincides with the grammatical subject of the t-unit or 

sentence" (p. 416). For most texts, a noun phrase expresses the topic. This noun phrase 

can occur in any part of the sentence—begirming, middle, or end. 

According to Schneider and Connor (1990, p. 424), the grammatical subject is not 

the topic in the following cases (the topic is underlined): 

1. Cleft sentence 
It is the scientist who ensures that everyone reaches his office on time. 

2. Anticipatory pronoun it 
It is well known that a society benefits from the work of its member. 

3. Existential there 
There often exists in our society a certain dichotomy of art and science. 

As in English, the grammatical subject of Thai sentences, either overt or omitted, 

is usually their topic. However, some Thai sentences begin with a word that is not a 

grammatical subject but indicates what the sentence is about. Diller (1988) called this 

feature "topic-first word orders" (p. 274). Consequently, this word is identified as the 

topic of the sentence. For example, 

TT07, Sentence # 27: 

fiiTjij'iaumnuV'ilsi 
On the interest (rates), the government should not stay still, simply claiming that 
(they) should fluctuate by supply and demand because there are many ways 
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that the government can intervene. 

In reported speech Schneider and Connor (1990) systematically identified the 

grammatical subject of the noun clause as the topic. However, I adopted Lautamatti 

(I987)'s model, which suggested choosing the grammatical subject which relates more 

directly to the discourse topic instead. This also applies to compound or complex 

sentences whose two grammatical subjects are different. For example, 

EA03, Sentence #19: 

He was right to say that every one does better in elections when there are results to run 
on. 

With the discourse topic of EA03 determined as "Clinton's domestic agenda," 

the topic of the above sentence is the main clause's grammatical subject He, which refers 

to Clinton, rather than that of the noun clause every one, which Schneider and Connor 

would have counted. 

Types of Progression 

Following Lautamatti (1987), Schneider and Coimor (1990) distinguished three 

different types of progressions of topics: parallel progression, sequential progression and 

extended parallel progression. The first type is parallel in that adjacent sentence topics are 

semantically identical. The sentence topics, however, are different in sequential 

progression, as the comment of one sentence often becomes the topic of the next. In 

extended parallel progression, there is a retum to an earlier topic that has been 

temporarily interrupted by at least one sequential progression. 
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Schneider and Connor (1990, p. 427) gave these detailed guidelines to determine 

each type of progression: 

Parallel Progression (P) 
1. Any sentence topic that exactly repeats, is a pronominal form, or is a synonym of the 

immediately preceding sentence topic. 
2. Any sentence topic that is a singular or plural form of the immediately preceding 

sentence type. 
3. Any sentence topic that is an affirmative or negative form of the immediately 

preceding sentence topic (e.g. artists, no artists). 
Sequential Progression (S) 

1. Any sentence topic that is different from the immediately preceding sentence topic, 
that is, not (l)-(4) in P. 

2. Any sentence topic in which there is a qualifier that so limits or further specifies an 
NP that it refers to different referent (e.g., a nation; a very small, multi-racial nation, 
referring to two different nations.) 

3. Any sentence topic that is a derivation of an immediately preceding sentence topic 
(science, scientists). 

4. Any sentence topic that is related to the immediately preceding sentence topic by a 
part-whole relationship (e.g., these groups, housewives, children, old people) 

5. Any sentence topic that repeats a part but not all of an immediately preceding 
sentence topic (e.g., science and art, science, art). 

Extended Parallel Progression (Ex) 
Any sentence topic that is interrupted by at least one sequential topic before it returns to 
previous sentence topic. 

The analysis of extended parallel progressions includes long-range topical ties 

between the first and last quarters of a text, with quartiles calculated in numbers of 

sentences. In a 20-sentence editorial, for example, these would be sentences 1-S and 

sentences 16-20. 

Topic Number 

I assigned an increasing number, starting from 1, to each different topic. Topical 

subjects with a part-whole relationship are assigned the same number if they refer to the 

same topic. (Usually they have different quantifiers.) For instance, since both 
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wuHawanuuufi 'many trees* in sentence #4 and un^nust 'some trees' in sentence #5 of 

TT08 refer to the same topic—trees, they have the same topic number. Topics which 

occur in parallel progression and extended parallel progression structures are also 

assigned the same topic number. 

Two coded editorials are shown on the following pages to exemplify the 

procedures. They are presented in two formats. In the first format, the sentences are 

numbered sequentially and each begins a new line. Topics are underlined. In the second 

format, each new topic is indented; topics which are parallel are lined up vertically. Topic 

numbers appear at the right. 

In both formats, the omitted Thai subjects and other words required for better 

comprehension are inserted in parentheses. 
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TTIO 
iSniiiatin.M.antiua 

1 T^4n^nlT:^|WTJWl%JHurm{i^un'a^u^^^TJ^avl'J^I^^!uasHurm^'Jn^w^M^^ay1»^tn»^a'5uo4fl^'ni 

wniiun vtafiiiiuu n^nJisfnau l3>4^;«l^^n^'Jn'R:yrn'I^ivn^llyltJ'l^lu^Snf^t^>1U<J•J^^sanlsn 
r 

w.i.u.mTy»»4yi2484 

2 tiiun'iiT4wn-nsuW'»TiiwHfuRg)i»aijIwufi-i'iri' ivT u«»-3u 

3 mi(rfiuh^ntwfTn^tt>i4inw)ff3auinlM>imT^«Ygtijami^afnuw>j8'ivixv<aixnw7a^ai^iif u 

iTufiafiiiMi4Ufi<iiia^ii>n« 

4 iw»^HnAylv4nnitiniann{]vi«ionn'iwtiVf2484 wvianatlismi 

5 w u\w€g>^ntji4aiU'na'inflvtw^a«'»nann'5VtwauTTijqj(yw'aa>iTSgTwyyl'w>i^iil<>n')i-a>tnnjk4 

lnu^nuaYlSuarla5/nv^lv^mTi^J71n^a^"Iuarm'Iua«'^fln»J^^«llT^' uua-JiJTSiniiu 

6 iiu 22022«ii^>n«uTH'nii7aiiYifni«liJl>iis'i>iuiyi»iT)'<nauiMtiuvnlivninJmfi 

7 m>nfl>wnanTrii»4Y?lwyh'lw 

8 ye22in4qvn>4#ifleil'jw>4v<waa«7ama7/nnlum7uaei'afi'ni4fi#iw* u miiflou mrwuvt 

mV[«tKU'iua:m'7^afi'?n»4^}4'iaI«ia^Sau 

9 nwnfl>m'iam'n<uy?l>ia'nu"i^isnviirn'anumi^>4vi^'a>ynlw7a{iau'luauq|ifiM7a^^'afim7 

u'?'nun5mmarii7a«niia'Jv»iJiaa"Rwv«l?» m-jn*«amT^^il«iiw3a^>j>mma-» 

10 ^^iiJanil"R:Iaiiuri(m)i:« n^Mnnaua n^ialiJ 

11 S'imitmvi.T.ij.mTRnw 2484 ^'ilwunau 60 iJuaT a>iiirun{|>i»naylanaj3aaanjaj irtnr 

wn wlwucurriunwijl a-j^niJnflTa'j'lua n»ncn«iiH«r 'tm? 

12 (^ma)aflniia'nuisuai4rn ainfjuna^zwa-ifl'iijnwa aw^a'DU11nu^lU'^lrlnsl»^1^"n'J1^ 

iJTSTtnilU 

13 (T3^na)na^^^^(aal4^a^^^)^^lwa^m1^4a'^^l^^uwtKiT^u^a»la^2^J^a Inuan^niiTu 

fiii}4iTufi<iiia>]iii«i 

14 ttfnitusulannmiin5^>afiwiman7 

15 (m)iir u^>ifi>iiJTSinSiJl«ayii{l«rm'jaan>inr wri 
• • • 

16 liTTTnuTw aYmftiymaTTTaugnu 

17 B'jthrflTwl^^Sna^jaiman^nnwa^uariauwntujnniYnlviT ri'S'iwriwafifiaaiuTJW 

irtnmHtiiliiawauTjaTrMr^nna^swVtauWwwmT 

18 uariiT u3<i^ntr u1ud''aflmJTsinBillwarwa'am'Tlviil'g:niiwa^ur)>j1w^nTwiia'» 

unuiua^umvla*! r)i4YMn'iTn»4nnMU«tuIaiJ'iania>ii3iJ'ia 

19 iwt4qfivituii5ari(m)v>In{iw4na€eiiJnn2fiMuasileifniJ'fi:inivim>i'S3ijnaiMfr 

ifiaThMiluafivi 
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20 nwtJTrmfifiociJfl-^ftijrw 17 uasfiitTiwoeiJflgiJniTiJnfiia-iUHufiwijliyi 42 

21 (nflwnflujiiTwflwunafiiou^nma ^njaiHoumnafmwyiwnviunylivruniiru 

mmanTnaiSufiSTjunaniaviwuTnimT 

22 V7a(i3tna)'liii4 nT»wnsininawnauv»^tMiSaaTww.i.u.m'wtiw 2484 

23 BU^^74i3>4T4W7>4Mn«lyiafina'irsrTwaniannflvii4ianTriinv< 2484 

24 uar(T3«Twii>4inf>'lYia)lgnauai7a^uwaman7pjuw7nnviaiaiwauua-i 

25 ufin" tMl^WHawuvmi 

26 (m)i«iti>i'infi(usih'8nur«>iiwslfiiij«nyima')mjniT=i#ire:mau3'i»i>i>i>ifin>4 

fin»4»«B'imiiia>j«fnwi^ntwiTn^uvi-»in«l>iia7' luasiatian'ivt.i.ii. aniann{|>i»nBfnTwww 

TyiifajinwsiimnrruajSaiJ'BflWfiriiMun 
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TTIO translation 
Scrape the obsolete law. 
1 In the meeting with the representatives from the Royal Thai Police and the 
representatives from the media last Tuesday, Maior General San an Kaiomprasart. the 
Interior Minister said once again that (he) will scrape the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law. 
2 The Roval Thai Police, who are directly responsible, agreed. 
3 But fthev) still want the (press license) registration in order to suppress 
pomography or (printed articles) that can jeopardize national security. 
4 There are many reasons to scrape the B.E. 2484 Press Law. 
5 It is obvious that parts of the law (we^ mentioned violate the new constitution, 
which guarantees the people more information rights and freedom of expression. 
6 For example, in normal situations the Constitution prohibits censoring news or 
articles before (their) publication. 
7 But the Press Law allows (such practice). 
8 The Constitution prohibits closing a publishing house in order to rid the freedom 
of expression, writing, publishing, advertising and other means of communication. 
9 But the Press Law authorizes the publishing authorities to suspend or revoke the 
licenses or cancel the editorship and/or press proprietorship, which indeed is tantamount 
to an order to close a newspaper. 
10 Therefore, it is useless (that w^ retain this law. 
11 Moreover, the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law, which (we) have used for almost 60 
years, is a very obsolete law because (the legislators) passed (it) while the country was 
governed in a semi-dictatorial manner. 
12 (The government) believed in the dogma that the government had to control all 
the press because (they) did not trust the people. 
13 (Thev) dreaded that (the press) would publicize what was dangerous to the 
government, claiming that (controlling the press) was (in the interest of) national security. 
14 But now the world has entered the information age. 
15 fWe) have become a democratic society, which is truly free. 
16 The people have the information rights. 
17 The more the people receive accurate and thorough information, the better (it) is 
for the public because those who have accurate information can make a better decision. 
18 And (it) is necessary in a democratic society that the people participate in the 
activities of the nation as mush as possible, including the participation in the 
government's policy forming. 
19 Therefore, it is out of date (that have a law that restricts information from the 
public as the dictatorial government had in the past. 
20 For example, there are the Coup Announcement no. 17 and the Admiinstration 
Reform Committee Order no. 42. 
21 (They) are far-reaching laws, prohibiting any message that the authorities deem 
satirical to the government or government institutions. 
22 Or (the govemmenft required news censoring before publication, which remains 
valid in the B.E. 2484 Act of P^s Law. 
23 Actually the Interior Minister agreed to scrap the Press Law 2484. 
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24 And (he) proposed the matter to the Prime Minister many months ago. 
25 But there has been no progress. 
26 So (we) hope that the committee that (the government) appointed will soon finish 
the studies on licensing publications as of the Royal Thai Police's desire and (it will) 
send the draft of the Press Law Repeal Act in time (so that) the House can debate (it) in 
the next convention. 
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EAIO 
The Citizen's Right to Know 
1 After years of talk from the Labor Party about ending Britain's culture of secrecy, 
Tony Blair's Government has just proposed a sadly inadequate law governing the 
disclosure of government information. 
2 In effect, Britain is bucking a trend that has helped citizens elsewhere learn what 
their govenunents are doing and prevent official misconduct. 
3 In other nations, freedom of information laws have improved the policy-making 
process and provided a check against government abuses. 
4 The laws, most of which have been adopted in the past quarter-century, 
emphasize that government information belongs to the people. 
5 Thev accompany other transparency laws, which require web-site publication of 
government data or publication of proposed laws in documents such as the Federal 
Register or Congressional Record. 
6 Together, these laws have nourished democracy by restricting government powers 
to withhold important information. 
7 Sweden approved the first freedom of information law in 1766, stating that 
anyone could go to a government agency and look up documents in the files. 
8 Today at least 15 countries and Hone Kong have such laws, including Hungary 
and several Western European and Asian countries and former British colonies. 
9 South Africa's new democratic Government put freedom of information in the 
country's new Constitution, and is now facing the challenge of financing a law and 
developing ways for citizens who cannot read or write to make oral requests. 
10 Japan is the latest to pass a freedom of information law, spurred in part by its 
Health Ministry's slowness in dealing with H.I.V.-tainted blood products, a scandal in 
which at least 400 people died. 
11 The United States passed a weak law in 1966, but it was greatly strengthened in 
1974, after Watergate. 
12 iLrequires government agencies to publish many kinds of information, and allows 
anyone in the world to request the release of specific documents. 
13 The government may withhold several types of information, including material 
that violates privacy or damages the national security. 
14 Mr. Blair's new bill is weaker than previous proposals that both of Britain's major 
parties have made, and in some area even softens current disclosure laws. 
15 It gives public officials the right to withhold information that relates to the 
formulation of government policy, material they believe could prejudice the workings of 
government, and even any request they consider "vexatious." 
16 No law is perfect 
17 America's Freedom of Information Act works best for the businesses that are its 
biggest users and have long relationships with the agencies they query. 
18 Industries the government regulates, like pharmaceuticals, want early information 
about new standards and whatever the government can tell them about the competition. 
19 Some agencies with crucial information, such as the Central Intelligence Agency 
and the Pentagon, can take five years to respond to a disclosure request. 
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20 Agencies routinely underfinance their information offices, and suffer no penalties 
for defying the disclosure law. 
21 Thev also abuse the permitted exceptions, using them to hide embarrassing 
behavior. 
22 Despite these flaws, however, Americans have been able to use freedom of 
information laws to leam about matters as diverse as the Bay of Pigs, housing 
discrimination and safety problems at nuclear plants. 
23 Many government officials admit that even though they resent disclosure 
provisions, the law have given citizens a flmdamental tool to expose and restrain 
government arrogance. 
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Discourse Topic: n.ru. nTri5»jKi 

Sentence No. Topic No. 

1 vieifiiaTm i^-nJirfnau 1 

2 rfniSfMnuffnTJ^uH'jTnfl 2 

3 (jCnuh'jntwJn'n^uwiinS) 2 

4 3 

5 un^aiuna-jnATmnu (vj.ru. mTwwv* 4 

6 ?5iim4uijj 5 

7 nflMnnonTwwKi 4 

8 ijnTwuqi 5 

9 n{ivi«nanTJw»4w*(See the remark in the translation page) 4 

10 (in) 6 

11 
r 

n{|>MjnBmTvi>4V) 4 

12 (TjTjna) 7 

13 (Tjuna) 7 

14 Ian 8 

15 (in) 6 

16 ijTsmuu 6 

17 iJwmw 6 

18 iJisinuu 6 

19 (in) 6 

20 lirinifiauuTi 17 uasfin^^iaiju^ 42 9 

21 (n{i>i>nau) 9 

22 Tjuna 7 

23 1 

24 I 

25 Nanuviu'i 10 

26 (in) 11 
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TTIO: Scrape the obsolete law (Translation) 

Discourse Topic: B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law 

Sentence No. Topic No. 
1 Maj. Gen. Sanan Kajomprasart 1 
2 Royal Thai Police 2 
3 (Royal Thai Police) 2 
4 reasons 3 
5 parts of the law (B.E. 2484 Press Law) 4 
6 constitution 5 
7 the Press Law 4 
8 constitution 5 
9 the Press Law* 4 
10 (we) 6 
11 the Press Law 4 
12 (the government) 7 
13 (the government) 7 
14 the world 8 
15 (We) 6 
16 the people 6 
17 the people 6 
18 the people 6 
19 (we) 6 
20 Announcement No. 17 and Order No.42 9 
21 (these laws) 9 
22 the government 7 
23 Interior Ministry 1 
24 (Interior Ministry) 1 
25 progress 10 
26 (we) 11 

* Since there is no sequential progression between Sentence 7 and 8, an extended parallel 
progression between Sentence 7 and 9 cannot be established although their topic is the 
same. 
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EAIO: The Citizen's Right to Know 

Discourse Topic: freedom of information laws in different countries 

Sentence No. Topic No. 
1 Tony Blair's government 1 
2 Britain 1 
3 freedom of infonnation laws 2 
4 The laws 2 
5 They 2 
6 These laws 3 
7 Sweden 4 
8 IS countries and Hong Kong 5 
9 South Africa's government 6 
10 Japan 7 
11 United States 8 
12 It 9 
13 The (US) government 8 
14 Mr. Blair's new bill 10 
15 It 10 
16 no law 2 
17 America's Freedom of Information Act 9 
18 Industries 11 
19 some agencies 12 
20 Agencies 12 
21 They 12 
22 American 13 
23 Many government officials 14 
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6.2 Results and Discussion 

The results and discussion will be presented in the following order; the overall 

discourse topic; the number and percentage of progressions and the number of editorials 

with extended parallel between the first and last quarter of the text; the mean number of 

sentences used to develop a topic; and the ratio of sentence topics to the number of 

sentences in each group. 

The overall discourse topic of each editorial in the corpus is listed below. As 

noted near the beginning of this chapter, editorials were selected &om the same subject 

categories for the three groups. 

TTOl: Thailand's weak diplomatic stance 

TT02: Thai people's discontentment on WTO election 

TT03: PM Chuan's ineffective administration 

TT04; information disclosure and witness protection 

TT05: extra-judicial killing 

TT06: news that armed forces want the withdrawn money for weapon purchase 

TT07: the government's role in setting the interest rates 

TT08: natural disasters and how the government should respond 

TT09: appropriate treatment for violent youth 

TTIO: B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law 

ETOl: UN's role in Balkan 

ET02: Russia's role in Kosovo 

ET03: PM Chuan's participation in solving the problems such as EGAT strike 
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ET04: witness protection 

ET05: extra-judicial killing of car theft suspects 

ET06: Air Force's purchase of Alpha Jets 

ET07: banks* position on interest rates 

ET08: UNEP's role in environment protection 

ET09; the cause of youth violence 

ETIO: press freedom 

EAOl: NATO and UN's role in Kosovo 

EA02: Russia's role in Kosovo 

EA03: Clinton's domestic agenda 

EA04: protection of whistle-blowers 

EA05: monitoring New York's police 

EA06: Unnecessary F-22 

EA07; Federal Reserve Board's hint on interest rates 

EA08: McCain's role in conservation of Barry M. Gold Water Range 

EA09: failure to recognize warning signs of Columbine's killers 

EAIO: freedom of information laws in different countries 

The number of each type of progression found in each group is shown in Table 

29. 

Table 29: Numbers of Topic Progression Types 

Type TT ET EA 
Parallel 43 49 35 
Sequential 111 166 138 
Extended P 34 55 29 
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Because editorials were of di£ferent length. Table 30 reports this finding in 

percentages for each group 

Table 30: Percentages of Topic Progressions Types 

Type TT ET EA 
Parallel 
Sequential 
Extended P 

22.87 18.15 17.33 
59.04 61.48 68.32 
18.09 20.37 14.36 

The fact that the majority of progressions in every group were sequential supports 

the findings of Schneider and Connor (1990) that proportionally more sequential topics 

and proportionally fewer parallel topics occur in high rated TWE essays. According to 

them, sequential topics which relate to preceding topics and the overall discourse topic 

can contribute to the coherence of a text rather than detract firom it. 

This finding was contrary to Witte (1982, 1983), who found the reverse in LI 

student writing. Using different definitions of progressions, he associates a greater 

proportion of sequential topics with less coherent writing as the introduction of too many 

new sentence topics can obscure the overall discourse topic or can result in topics that are 

not adequately developed. 

It is interesting to note in the present comparative analysis that EA has the highest 

percentage of sequential ties and TT the lowest; ET is intermediate. This suggests a 

somewhat different valuation of sequential topics as a cohesive device in English and 

Thai, rather than merely a developmental (L2) difference. ET is most like TT in 

percentage occurrence of this progression type. Conversely, TT has the highest 

percentage of parallel ties, and EA the lowest. 
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Extended parallel progressions between the beginning and the end of a text were 

found more often in high-score texts than in low-score ones (Witte, 1982). Extended 

parallel progression in this manner not only helps the writers to maintain a consistent and 

clear focus in the high-quality essays (Witte, 1982) but also "reminds the reader of 

important topics and provides closure" (Schneider and Connor, 1990, p. 416). 

It is also interesting to note that EA has the lowest percentage of extended parallel 

ties, including only three texts where this occurs between the first and last quarters. In 

contrast, this long-range tie occurs in eight of the ten ET texts and seven of ten in TT. 

Although this feature is associated with 'high-quality' essays in English, it is used by 

relatively few English LI editorial writers. 

The mean number of topics per editorial along with the mean number of sentences 

used in each group to develop a topic is reported in Table 31. 

Table 31: Topics and Amount of Development 

TT ET EA 
Numbers of Topics 
Sentences per Topic 

11.00 15.80 14.00 
1.84 1.84 1.62 

ET thus has the greatest number of topics per editorial, but amount of 

development for each is the same as TT. EA devotes fewer sentences to the development 

of each topic. 

As simplified texts have fewer sentence topics than their authentic counterparts, 

Lautamatti (1987) suggested that the ratio of sentence topics to the number of sentences 

could be a factor that contributes to the perception of a text as simple or complex. 
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According to this criterion, if the number of sentences were equal, TT and ET editorials 

would be perceived as simpler than EA. 

In sum, ET is more like TT than like EA in percentages of sequential and 

extended parallel topic progression, and in the amount of development for each topic. 

Both the higher percentage of sequential progression and the lesser amount of topic 

development might make EA more difficult for reader interpretation than the other two 

groups. 

7. Content Analysis of Sentence Topics and Focal Action/Events 

Content analysis of the editorials focuses on focal verb type, argument/participant 

structiu-e, and semantic categories. This follows Trew (1982), who has shown this 

procedure to be sensitive in contrasting sets of English texts in relation to differential 

social concerns and political ideologies of their authors. 

Verb types (e.g. transitive, intransitive, passive, stative) are often central for 

content analyses from the perspective of either linguistics or propositional logic since 

they normally determine what semantic roles will be 'played* by the arguments. This is 

posited as a linguistic universal, or true across all languages. 

Arguments are the noun phrases which occupy key grammatical positions in 

relation to the verb (such as subject and object); the semantic roles of these arguments are 

most importantly Actor, Patient, and Theme (defined below). These grammatical and 

semantic constructs are also posited as linguistic universals. 
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Semantic categories to which arguments are assigned in this analysis include such 

features as 'we' or 'they', individual or collective identity, and human, corporate, or 

inanimate forces. Such analysis is designed to reveal potential contrasts in topics of 

concern and perceived locus of control across groups. All of the semantic categories 

which are coded exist in both Thai and English, but there is likely to be considerable 

linguistic and cultural variation along this dimension. 

7.1 Coding Procedures for Content Analysis 

The following procedures were followed for content analysis: 

1. I identified the verb (if any) which goes with the sentence topic, previously identified 

in the Topical Structure Analysis. This is normally the finite verb of the main clause 

and is referred to here as the focal verb. 

2. I identified the semantic role of the sentence topic in relation to the focal verb as one 

of the following: 

1. Actor: doer of the action 

2. Patient: direct object of the action 

3. Theme: experiencer or merely present in the event 

One focal verb can have more than one Actor, Patient, or Theme. For example, 

John and Marv ate the ice cream, (two Actors^ 

John ate ice cream and candv. (two Patients) 

John and Marv are students, (two Themes) 
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In the case of compound predicates, there are two or more focal verbs. Each has 

an Actor, even though they may not be present in the surface form. There may be 

multiple Patients as well. For example, 

John killed (the deer) and (John) ate the deer.(two focal verbs, two Actors, 

and two Patients since both verbs are transitive) 

3. I then identified any other argument (Actor or Patient) of the focal verb 

4. I identified the focal verb type as one of the following: 

1. T (transitive): Sentence topic is Actor (rarely. Theme) and another participant 

is Patient 

2. I (intransitive): Sentence topic is Actor or Theme and there is no Patient 

Note: The Actor and Theme/Experiencer of transitive and intransitive 

verbs are listed in the same column of the coding form. The distinction 

is based on verb meaning: e.g., in 'John ran', John is an Actor; in 'John 

hurt', John is a Theme/Experiencer. The separately headed Theme column 

is used for Themes of X (stative, linking, and middle) verb type, 

illustrated below. 

3. P (passive): Sentence topic is Patient. (If there is no Actor, a dash [~] is 

entered in the Actor column.) 

4. R (report): Sentence topic is Actor and the focal verb is a report verb such as 

report, claim, say, admit. (The reported clause is not entered as a Patient in 

these sentences.) 



5. X: Sentence topic is Theme. The focal verb in this case could be stative verb 

such as include', linking verb such as be, remain; or middle verb such as have, 

belong to. 

6 .  — ; Sentence topic is Theme but there is no focal verb. I then put a dash [—] 

in both the Verb and Type columns. For example (the sentence topic is 

underlined), 

no'jnna'^aynnTwwn (TTOl) 

For the latest incident there were obvious evidences that the invading 

armed force was actually Burmese. (TTOl translation) 

As for the Federal monitor, the Mayor said yesterday, "They can't do it!" 

(EA05) 

5. I coded each participant (Actor, Patient, or Theme) for its semantic category as one of 

the following: 

1. We (includes Thais or Thailand for TT and ET, Americans or America for 

EA) 

a. individual leader(s) such as Clinton 

b. individual (not major ofiBcials) such as gang members, protesters 

c. People/Country such as Thailand. Thai people, USA 

d. Collective o£Bcial agency such as the administration, the army. UN 

e. Private company or institution such as the media, banks, gang 
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f. Indefinite 'we' such as editorial Wwe (the writer and the reader), 

one, anyone in the world, some, nobody, the world, the international 

community, etc. 

2. They (excludes Thai/Thailand for TT and ET, Americans/America for EA) 

The subcategories a-e above are used. 

3. Inanimate force such as weapon, defense mechanism, law, anger, flash floods 

4. Other inanimate object or construct such as money, budget, action, policy, 

opposition, waste, traffic. 

Translated TTIO and EAIO, coded for this analysis, are shown below in 

illustration. Both editorials' complete text in sentences can be found in section 6.1 of the 

Topical Structure analysis. The coding chart used in the analysis of all thirty texts are 

included in Appendix D. The Thai editorials are coded in translation. 
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TTIO translation 

Scrape the obsolete law. 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 la Maj. Gen. Sanan said R 
2 Id Royal Thai 

Police 
agreed I 

3 Id (they) want 4 registration T 
4 are 4 reasons X 
5 3 parts of the law violate 3 Constitution T 
6 3 Constitution prohibits lb officers T 
7 3 Press law allows 4 (practice) T 
8 3 Constitution prohibits 4 closing... T 
9 3 Press law authorizes Id authorities T 
10 If (we) retain 3 this law T 
11 IS 3 Press law X 
12 Id (government) believed in 4 dogma T 
13 Id (They) dread 4 that... T 
14 If the world has entered I 
15 have become If (We) X 
16 have Ic people X 
17 Ic people receive 4 information T 
18 Ic people participate in 4 activities T 
19 have If (we) X 
20 are 3 

3 

Announce
ment no. 17 

Order no.42 

X 

21 are 3 (They) X 
22 Id (government) required 4 news censoring T 
23 la Interior Minister agreed 4 to scrape... T 
24 la (he) proposed 4 the matter T 
25 has been 4 no progress X 
26 If (we) hope 4 that... T 
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EAIO 

The Citizen's Right to Know 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I 2d Blair's 

Government 
proposed 3 law T 

2 2c Britain is bucking 4 trend T 
3 3 

3 
laws 

(laws) 
improved 
provided 

4 
4 

process 
check 

T 
T 

4 3 laws emphasized 4 that... T 
5 3 They accompany 3 transparency 

laws 
T 

6 3 these laws nourished 4 democracy T 
7 2c Sweden approved 3 law T 
8 have 2c 

2c 
1S countries 
Hong Kong 

X 

9 2d SA's Govt. put 3 freedom of 
information 

T 

2d (SA's Govt.) is facing 4 challenge T 
10 is bucking 2c Japan X 
11 Ic USA passed 

strengthened 
3 
3 

weak law 
it 

T 
P 

12 3 It requires Id government T 

3 at) allows If 
agencies 
anyone T 

13 Id government withhold 4 types of 
information 

T 

14 IS 3 Blair's new 
biU 

X 

15 3 It gives 2b public officials T 
16 is 3 No law X 
17 3 Freedom of 

Information Act 
works I 

18 4 Industries want 4 
4 

information 
whatever.. 

T 

19 Id Some agencies take 4 5 years T 
20 Id Agencies underfinance Id offices T 

Id (Agencies) suffer 4 no penalties T 
21 Id They abuse 4 exceptions T 
22 have been Americans X 
23 lb officials admit R 
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7.2 Results and Discussion 

The first part of the content analysis focuses on the comparative distribution of 

verb types which appear in each group. The total numbers of each type are reported in 

Table 32. 

Table 32: Verb Types by Group 

Type TT ET EA 
Transitive 86 122 103 
Intransitive 13 38 24 
Passive 4 35 21 
Report 7 7 7 
Stative/Linking/Middle 81 108 78 
None 10 3 4 
Total 201 313 237 

Table 33 reports this distribution of verb types recalculated to show what 

percentage within each group is of that type. 

Table 33: Percentage of Verb Type by group 

Type TT ET EA 
Transitive 42.79 38.98 43.46 
Intransitive 6.47 12.14 10.13 
Passive 1.99 11.18 8.86 
Report 3.48 2.24 2.95 
Stative/Linking/Middle 40.30 34.50 32.91 
None 4.98 0.96 1.69 

There is great similarity across groups: transitive verb is most common for all 

three, followed by stativeAinking/middle. These two types account for well over half of 

all instances. 
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Differences in proportions of verb types which do occur appear to be related more 

to language structure than to social context: ET is more similar to EA than it is to TT in 

almost all cases. Notable differences include the lower occurrence of passive forms in 

TT, which is discussed in greater detail below, and the higher occurrence of sentences 

with no focal verb. The latter difference is attributable to Thai having more sentence-

initial topics which are not grammatical subjects. 

TT shows a lower percentage of intransitive and a higher percentage of 

stative/linking/middle verbs. Occurrence of transitive and report verbs is almost exactly 

the same in TT and EA, with ET slightly lower than both. 

The argument structure of the texts is largely predictable by verb type, and thus of 

little comparative interest in itself; transitive types always have noun phrases which are 

Actor and Patient roles, intransitive types always have just an Actor or Theme, 

stative/linking/middle types always have just a Theme, etc. The entire corpus includes a 

total of 1,094 argimients. Their niunerical distribution by group is shown in Table 34, and 

their percentage distribution in Table 35. 

Table 34: Nimibers of Arguments/Roles by Group 

Roles TT ET EA 
Actor/Theme 107 177 139 
Patient 92 165 128 
Theme of X 92 111 83 
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Table 35: Percentage of Arguments/Roles by Group 

Roles TT ET EA 
Actor/Theme 
Patient 
Theme of X 

36.77 39.07 39.71 
31.62 36.42 36.57 
31.62 24.50 23.71 

As predicted by the distribution of verb types, there is little contrast. Most 

arguments in each group are Actor/Theme of transitive, report, and intransitive types. In 

both ET and EA Actor/Theme is followed by Patient of transitive and passive types, 

followed by Theme of stative/linking/middle types. There are a few Actors of passive and 

report types, but these account for very small numbers. 

Of potentially much greater comparative interest are the semantic categories 

assigned to each type of argument and totals by group. The numbers of arguments in each 

category are listed in Table 36, and these are converted to percentages in Table 37. 

The following codes are used in these tables, as explained on pages 116-117. 

1 =We 

2 = They 

3 = Inanimate Force 

4 = Other Inanimate Object/Construct 
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Role I 2 3 4 
Actor/Theme 

TT 74 10 7 16 
ET 83 48 I 45 
EA 82 13 16 28 

Patient 
TT 14 0 4 74 
ET 25 14 4 122 
EA 22 6 9 91 

Theme of X 
TT 15 0 4 73 
ET 22 12 I 76 
EA 17 5 6 55 

Table 37: Percentages in Semantic Categories by Argiunent/Role and Group 

Role 1 2 3 4 
Actor/Theme 

TT 69.16 9.35 6.54 14.95 
ET 46.89 27.12 0.56 25.42 
EA 58.99 9.35 11.51 20.14 

Patient 
TT 15.22 0.00 4.35 80.43 
ET 15.15 8.48 2.42 73.94 
EA 17.19 4.69 7.03 71.09 

Theme of X 
TT 16.30 0.00 4.35 79.35 
ET 19.82 10.81 0.90 68.47 
EA 20.48 6.02 7.23 66.27 

As these tables show, two features all group share is the highest percentage of 

Actor belonging to semantic category #1 'We', and Patient and Theme of 

stative/linking/middle belonging to semantic category #4 'Inanimate Object/Construct'. 
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One notable difference within this ranking for the participant role of Actor is that 

TT is more likely than ET and EA to have #1 'We', ET is least likely to have the Actor in 

this category, and more likely than TT and EA to have #2 'They' and #4 'Other 

Inanimate Object/Construct'. EA is the most likely group to have #3 'Inanimate Force'. 

In the participant roles of Patient and Theme of X, TT is the most likely to have 

#4 'Other Inanimate Object/Construct', EA least, and ET intermediate. ET is more likely 

than TT and EA to have #2 'They', and EA is the most likely group to have #3 

'Inanimate Force' in these roles. TT never has #2 'They' as Patient or Theme of X. 

Table 38 shows the frequency order of semantic categories by group, regardless 

of participant roles. 

Table 38: Frequency Order of Semantic Categories 

TT ET EA 
Object/Construct Object/Construct Object/Construct 

We We We 
Force They Force 
They Force They 

Thus, the overall rank order of semantic categories is also quite similar across 

groups. When role is taken into account, however, an interesting finding is that TT 

editorials are most likely to be reporting on the actions and experiences of the country of 

publication and its people, and ET the most likely to be reporting on others. 

Further analysis of'We' and 'They' was conducted by subcategorizing them, as 

explained on pages 116-117. Table 39 and 40 show the frequency order of these 

subcategories. 
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Table 39; Subcategories of 'We' 

(• = tie within group) 

TT ET EA 
Official Agency 

Individual(s) 
Indefinite 'we' 

Leader 
People/Country 

Private Institution 

Official Agency 
Individual(s) 

Private Institution 
Leader 

Indefinite 'we' 
People/Country 

Official Agency 
Leader 

Individual(s) 
•Indefinite 'we' 
•People/Country 

Table 40; Subcategories of'They' 

(• = tie within group) 

TT ET EA 
Leader 

People/Country 
Official Agency 

Official Agency 
People/Country 

•Leader 
•Private Institution 

Individual(s) 

People/Country 
Official Agency 

Individual(s) 

All groups are most likely to be reporting about collective official agencies within 

the country of publication, with reference to individuals also relatively common. TT 

makes relatively more reference to indefinite 'we', ET to private companies and 

institutions, and EA to individual leaders. 

When reporting about other countries (a much less frequent topic), all groups 

refer to the country and/or its people and to its collective ofiBcial agencies. Beyond that, 

there is considerable variability within this corpus: Most notable, TT refers most 

frequently to its leaders, and EA not to them at all; TT, on the other hand, makes no 

reference to individuals who are not major officials. 
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In sum, there is great similarity across groups for verb type and argument 

structure of participant roles. What difference there is appears to be more attributable to 

language structure than to social context. 

The most interesting group difference found in the content analysis is in which 

semantic categories fill the different participant roles. In this respect, TT is most strongly 

focused on actions and experiences within the coimtry of publication, to the exclusion of 

any mention of 'They' as the object of transitive or passive verb types, or as a Theme. ET 

is apparently serving a somewhat complementary function in Thailand by reporting 

relatively more about other countries and peoples in all roles, perhaps because of the 

different nature of its readership. 

8. Passive Voice 

Contrasting the occurrence of passive verb type in Thai and English presents a 

number of issues and problems which merit separate consideration. In this section I will 

first compare passive in the two languages with particular focus on form, meaning and 

pragmatic function. I will then illustrate issues/problems with examples from the TT 

editorials and my translations. Because of very basic differences across languages in this 

verb type, as well as inherent ambiguity, no meaningful quantitative presentation of this 

feature can be made. 

8.1 Form, Meaning, and Fuction 

A Thai verb in a passive sentence is not used with a form of 'be* nor does it 

change its form. Thai verbs may follow the word qn /thu Jc/, which denotes something 
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negative or unpleasant is done to the Patient, in a passive sentence (Campbell & 

Shaweevongs, 1969). A sentence can usually be recognized as passive from its word 

order Patient + 50 + Actor + Verb. For example, 

A inn gn Yhlw 

He was teacher punished 

He was punished by the teacher. 

On the other hand, sometimes a sentence with the word order Topic (as in topic-

prominent language) + Subject + Verb is in passive voice as well. 

B >1U<)^QU ivuu 

This book Mr. Prasert write 

This book was written by Mr. Prasert. 

Although the English translation of B is clearly passive, the original Thai is not 

obviously so. The Thai voice could be disambiguated by changing word order and adding 

the Agent marker I«£i /doey/. The word order of this sentence is Patient + Verb + Iwti + 

Agent. The passive English translation would be appropriate for either B or C. 

C tiu<3aau i€uu Ifiti 

This book write by Mr. Prasert 

Since the word Qn denotes something bad or unpleasant in passive voice, it is 

.. « 

normally replaced by the word /dai rab/ when something positive or pleasant is done 

to the Patient. For example. 
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m iiTu iJisnmiuw 

He was elected be President 

He was elected President 

However, itself can be used as a verb. It means 'receive' or 'get.' To 

correctly translate Inn, one must first recognize it as either a passive voice indicator or 

as a verb. For example, 

iin IwTij finun fij vs iin wu ni 

He receive praise firam teacher He receive money from teacher 

He was praised by the teacher. He received money from the teacher 

An equally grammatical translation in English would be 'He received praise from the 

teacher', and 'He was paid by the teacher', but the meaning would be somewhat 

different. The preposition from marks the semantic role of Source, while ^ marks the 

Agent in a passive structure and typically implies more control. 

Translation problems can occur when some structures cannot be naturally 

translated into the same voice in the target language. Examples of these cases are 

1. Using past participle in reduced adjective clause as noun modifier 

In English, a past participle derived from a passive adjective clause can be used to 

modify a noun. However, Thai nouns are typically modified by an adjective clause 

composed of a usually omitted subject and an unconjugated verb in active voice instead. 

For example, 
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finciTunu fl 

committee that (the government) ^pointed 

the appointed committee (derived from 'the committee which was appointed by 

the government') 

It is, therefore, more natural to change the voice when translating between the two 

languages in this case. There are few cases where Thai structures are originally in passive 

voice and need not to be changed in the translation. For example, 

M 

person (who is) accused 

the accused 

2. Not every transitive Thai verb can be used in passive voice. 

Verbs such as v}« 'say' and lia 'believe' are not normally used in passive voice in 

Thai; they nomially neither follow nn or nor precede Sentences such as the 

following, however, should be changed into passive voice in English as in translation B 

rather than A. 

A (People) believe that the Prime Minister will resign 

B It is believed that the Prime Minister will resign. 

While A is grammatical, it is not as acceptable as B; a translator has to guess who 

the subject or Actor is and add it into the translated sentence. On the other hand, it is 
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more natural to translate B into active voice in Thai. Omitting the subject, which occurs 

often in Thai, will solve the problem of not knowing the Actor in the original English. 

3. Thai structures beginning with u /mee/ (literally translated 'have') 

This structure is usually translated into 'There' + a form of 'be.' For example, 

M na'jti uu In: 

have banana on table 

There is a banana on the table. 

However, when the noun functioning as Theme in Thai has a verb equivalent, this 

verb may be used in passive voice in English. A word-by-word translation could lead to 

awkward translation as in A below. 

N ma a in... 

have rumor that... 

A There is rumor that... 

B It is rumored that... 

8.2 Passive in Translation 

Only 13 passive verb structures occur in the ten TT editorials plus two derived 

noun phrases. These are listed in the following chart, along with the text and sentence 

numbers for each. (An asterisk indicates structures that occur twice.) 



Ed# S# Original 
Thai Passive 
Verb 

Translation S# Original Thai 
Passive NP 

Translation 

TTOl 5 nnnisyh have always been 
affected 

title ^nfifi^riQnanS Violated 
Dignity 

TT02 22 was elected none 

TT03 6 Qnuntiiuu^ was refused none 

TT04 3 

9 
gniSfiiNti 

gnvjifinti 

are disclosed 

was killed 

none 

TT05 5 

7 

17 

QnS<a«iiu 

nnqu 

gnnaTiMT 

was shot to death 

was taken 

were accused of 

19 

23 
^fia<»ii the accused 

the accused 

TT06 8 nn««i 
% 

had been cut none 

TT07 I 

6 

18 
gnt^»4W* 

nn€«iiuau 

are criticized 

is criticized 

should not be set 

none 

TT08 none none 
TT09 1 nn^'nfin being imprisoned none 

TTIO 11 nmJnfiia'j was governed none 

The active verbs in Thai sentences that should be changed into passive voice 

better English translation are listed first followed by noun modifiers that should be 

written using past participles in English. 

TTOl 

S#5 ^riw" ulw^nnvtqSnTmnTTariiSfiStttiwuMiamTjnanaBillwo... 

(We) can easily see (it) from the encroachments or invasions,... 

It can easily be seen from the encroachments or invasions,... 
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TT02 

S#6 uun" wmiifism'jnanjliMiijnTraTnfiiTaiiJjn... 

But there had been prolongation of finalizing the result... 

But finalizing the result had been prolonged ... 

S#7 wiStM^iinnwi^Tjnnn... 

There was criticism that... 

The United States of America was criticized for ... 

S#10 ^>al«iitjnTj^V«fnu^inn^»4Tj"R:;nfirlauuaajuun£Mj/i4u... 

(He), thus, received opposition fi'om the countries that supported Mr. Supachai... 

He, thus, was opposed by the countries that supported Mr. Supachai... 

TT03 

[but] we can see that before (we) could have the solution to these problems, 

we can see that before the solution to theses problems could be reached, 

S#l a')UfiQ<)7Ql>iuiunTj»ufi7kiiiM')Mii']u-nun7 Yi7auq|innniumjrNSu 

(we) had to wait for the Prime Minister to know or give an order. 

we had to wait for the Prime Minister to be informed or give an order. 

S#2 inlwniuuliJin«"»suu... 

(Getting to the solution) did not at all proceed through the system... 

The solution was not at all reached through the system... 



S#14 ...fiiinQU'i^fia'WtniuuliJ/i'itilnnnTmiSul^yi^liliuaruuitii'ifiitiniQ^a... 

...where everything must proceed with timely decision, accurate information... 

.. .where everything must be decided in a timely manner, with accurate 

information... 

S#16 ^lyiiiQJwanimwnw^auWilluYiuriftnwniriJ'JtiniTyiiwnrfii'jn''^sin«fm«nTiwun 

These cases, if (they) had decided on (them) accordingly, there would have been 

some progress. 

These cases, if they were decided on accordingly, there would have been some 

progress. 

TT04 

S#l ...iSm'jiHflumnumi'nTiaauijnu'jiinijjj.,. 

...there was disclosure of the results in every aspect... 

.. .the results were disclosed in every aspect... 

».(to) give testimony so that (the investigators) can conclude who participated in 

the scandal 

.. .to give testimony so that who participated in the scandal can be concluded 

S#6 wiaain-auatiriafiff 

Nailirltrauluynwiiauayuai 

Or at least (they) will not receive trust especially fipom those who have plans to 
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corrupt. 

Or at least (they) will not be trusted especially from those who plan to corrupt. 

S#12 ...maTvtnnTiilftiManiQua 

...so that there can be disclosure of the results (of any investigation), 

.. .so that the results (of any investigation) can be disclosed 

which (the authorities) carried out as seriously as counter-corruption probes used 

to be 

which was carried out as seriously as counter-corruption probes used to be 

TT05 

S#6 I«^aa^«J^^w•nu^'«^^um'nuq»4... 

(The police) claimed that the dead person resisted the arrest... 

It was claimed that the dead person resisted the anest... 

S#7 aan-^nnuiulihiT 

But the dead person's relatives confirmed that the dead person was "taken" from 

(his) house to murder. 

But the dead person's relatives confirmed that he was "taken" from (his) house to 

be murdered. 

S#12 uniaiias 99 'UiniM-iTtiianSfiln mrmifiyitnuiiahjnu 

[but] in 99 percent (of the cases), (they) cannot prosecute (them) because there is 

no evidence. 
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[but] in 99 percent (of the cases), they cannot be prosecuted because there is no 

evidence 

S#19 ...lufiwanqjT 

...in criminal cases, (one) has to assume that the accused or defendant did no 

wrong 

...that in criminal cases, it must be assumed that the accused or defendant did no 

wrong 

S#19 ...^sij^ijvinai^fifiaumsiuamir u 

...(one) cannot treat that person as (he) were a convict at all 

...that person caimot be treated as (he) were a convict at all 

S#2l ^anj3qj«nfini«4itr ui?a'ifinT»fnmn«*uI«aminityhiia4i^'ivtilh4nu 

Extra-judicial killing is when death results from an officer's action 

Extra-judicial killing is when death is caused by an ofBcer 

S#2l ttaran^iiitf i4mTilflij»l»n»4iiuiyiw5aJa^iTn«'j 

and (he) claims that (the killing) is in duty or self-defense. 

and the killing is claimed to be in duty or self-defense. 

S#22 iiT m7a4rn{]viu'iuua}4^i'i'U4iir ufimuNfi 

(It) is the case which the law deems not guilty. 

(It) is the case deemed not guilty by law. 

TT06 
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S#4 l»iunTU4'i^«i»4iyMSuani7Q4uu...^*'iuit4n')'»iuua-iu 

not long ago someone commented about the sum of more than ten thousand 

million baht 

not long ago the sum of more than ten thousand million baht was commented by 

someone 

Therefore, (it) could be an action which (the government) carried out rightly ... 

Therefore, (it) could be an action which was carried out rightly (by the 

government)... 

S#8 aan'jlin«n»J»4Tio>inuiini^nYn^na>jVmatinn^r'l«wr4a'3uunaij"liJgna>JTwijn'j... 

However, there is a news report that the armed forces want some of this money... 

However, it is reported that the armed forces want some of this money... 

S#9 ^riauaiiawTMnuuiJTr>4nw 10.000 anuunn wnuij'inulmvianifmfin'j'j... 

... (they) would ask for around 10,000 million baht of this sum to divide among 

the armed forces... 

...(they) would ask for around 10,000 million baht of this sum to be divided 

among the armed forces ... 

S#10 riO'anu'BTJu^'jfno-nwijqiinnTiTmTj^'i^wlfinanin'Saa'aulitfiTnJTs^wMuiivianyivi... 

The news report also claims that the Armed Force Commander said in an armed 

force leaders* meeting... 

It is also claimed that the Armed Force Commander said in an aimed force 
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leaders' meeting... 

S#15 nTjyia^i>Iimuaan«iuis:iiJK.. 

That there is this news out of the blue is likely to be... 

That this news is released out of the blue is likely to be... 

S#16 vJ^Tronuaiiiljiun^riiluw 

But on the distortion to make (it) look like the armed forces are threatening the 

government, (we) believe that (it) is not true... 

But on the distortion to make it look like the armed forces are threatening the 

government, it is believed (by us) that the news is not true ... 

TT07 

S#12 ...»Iiaa'ji5£iniB«nn>iantifinti1>iTpjnaiinliJinaunirq|vn 

...there are calls from many that the government solve the problem. 

...the government is called on to solve the problem (by many). 

S#13 in4»inai5an'ia<j1viTjinaynjrrJuuIuunai^uv|ifi"»3n^... 

Some urge that the government review its economy-reviving policy ... 

It is urged that the government review its economy-reviving policy... 

S#1S u'i<ifj'iai7an7a<a'lviii<iT«iTyiin4nfn'nM>4ruI«iai'f t 

Some urge that (the government) urge the banks to immediately increase (their) 

capital. 
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It is urged that (the government) urge the banks to immediately increase (their) 

coital. 

S#20 un^ri* laualviijijnaaaniinunjw'njniintiuniJ'Rijniiw... 

Some suggest that the government issue some bonds... 

It is suggested that the govenunent issue some bonds... 

.. .by announcing that (they) will issue some bonds... 

...by announcing that some bonds will be issued... 

S#23 uasthSMiaiaoia'lMijij'iaii'iTfi'lviim'ifi'iTiJEiaun 

And there is a proposition that the government urge the banks to extend more 

credits... 

And it is proposed that the government urge the banks to extend more credits ... 

TT08 

S#8 rta-jniJ'nni)nTnuuiJan1w4S«»4Hamsiiu^nna/ny«ui«»aa>4riS»imau^nni«mimu fi-iinn 

• «r 

fiTtaftYntininviiu 

(We) believe that the recent phenomena resulting from the changing 

environment are not the last to happen. 

It is believed that the recent phenomena resulting from the changing 

environment are not the last to hs^pen. 

TT09 

None 
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mo 

S#ll S'ln'jiimn.Tij.niTviMii 2484 v^Twiinotj 60 ilua') tniiT xtn{)vi»4iti^{niii3uau'i^S<) 

Moreover, the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law, which (we) have used for almost 60 

years, is a very obsolete law 

Moreover, the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law, which has been used for almost 60 

year, is a very obsolete law 

S#11 ivinrwriflu 

because (the legislators) passed (it)... 

because it was passed... 

S#12 u«ifi^a'iu'i^utj}4fina']n75una^r«ia>ifi'^unuSa»4iaifuiinuiu<3 

(The government) believed in the dogma that the government had to control all 

the press... 

The dogma that the government had to control all the press was believed in... 

S#13 naTiT 

(They) dreaded that... 

It was dreaded that... 

S#13 kiT uwifttr luitifiafjuiit 

(the press) would publicize what was dangerous to the government, 

what was dangerous to the government would be publicized. 

S#13 Ifiaat'S'i'iiir ufiiiuimfi^ia^n'ifi 
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claiming that (controlling the press) was (in the interest oQ national security, 

(controlling the press) was claimed to be (in the interest of) national security. 

S#22 viialviilnTjfi'n^umnamHomiT 

(Dr (the government) required news censoring before publication,... 

Or news censoring was required (by the government) before publication,... 

S#24 u£isl«iiiiT4ai7a<iufiauiunTpjtMiiu'i>^antiw atuiai 

And (he) proposed the matter to the Prime Minister many months ago. 

And the matter was proposed to the Prime Minister many months ago 

So (we) hope that the committee that (the government) appointed will soon finish 

the studies on licensing publications... 

So it is hoped that the government appointed committee will soon finish the 

studies on licensing publications... 

as of the Royal Thai Police's desire 

as desired by the Royal Thai Police 

The past participle modifier of nouns; 

TTOl 

S#7 na'jnna>ifi«BTjB 

a weapons-carrying troop 

an armed troop 
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TT02 

S#13 vit|«nTntt«'iTinaTj»4n 

The behavior (we) mentioned above 

The above mentioned behavior 

TT03 

the acceptance of land donation into an individual's name 

the transfer of donated land into an individual's name 

S#4 Mwti'nu'MinuiiiQ'i 

the agencies which took part (in the case) 

the agencies involved 

TT04 

S#2 Naviaati'lftQuUiwiJ'n'TnunQnwnnM'itivia'iaiJisn'i? 

those various consequences that (we) did not want 

those various unwanted consequences 

S#7 NaviaaulnaStiUiwiiTi'niui 

A consequence that (we) do not want 

An unwanted consequence 

S#12 rnriiaviininia^ 

every party that takes part 
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every party involved 

TT05 

S#12 Nrinu-iiio^mjifa^u 

those taking part in this case 

those involved in this case 

S#12 

the police officers who took part 

the police officers involved 

TT06 

S#2 wwnmuw'jnam 

The amount of money (we) mentioned 

The mentioned amount of money 

S#4 wrwlnnm ofiniJ'BtTum'rtaaTjiKnu'jTumtiwtianu 

the sum of more than ten thousand million baht (we) deposited to guarantee the 

weapon purchase 

the deposit of more than ten thousand million baht made to guarantee the weapon 

purchase 

S#S 

this money (we) mentioned 

this mentioned money 
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S#15 nTJoannTjyirtiimT luufiumwrnj 

a news release which (we) call "throw rock to ask for the way" 

a news release called "throw rock to ask for the way" 

Or the so-called "throw rock to ask for the way" news release 

TT07 

S#27 Tjina^ru-jwio 

the government should not stay still,... 

the government should not stay unconcerned,. •• 

TT08 

None 

TT09 

S#6 HTiayinan7"»4yniir 

criminals who repeat their crime 

hardened criminals 

TTIO 

S#5 

the law (we) mentioned 

the mentioned law 

S#26 ficieifi^'iuyinsiiu 

The committee that (the government) appointed 

The appointed committee 



Because passive and active voice do not have exactly the same meaning in any 

language, a translator has major responsibility for reader interpretation in deciding on 

transformations such as those I have illustrated here. Although literal referential meaning 

often remains the same, subtle differences in implication of negative outcome, in focus, 

and in ascription of agency can make great differences in representing or constructing 

public opinion. 

Summary of Text Analyses 

Several methodological issues were encountered in comparing texts in languages 

as vastly different as Thai and English. Units of analysis that are typically used (e.g. 

word, T-Unit, and sentence) did not apply because of differing criteria defining the 

constructs. I developed the V-Unit for comparative measurement of length and 

complexity. Other analytic constructs and procedures that I employed to explore 

subquestions in the text comparisons had been used in research by others and were found 

to be essentially appropriate for Thai-English contrastive analysis. Some adaptations 

were made, as discussed in the various sections above. 

Results of the analyses have been described and discussed in relation to each of 

the subquestions that was posed. In summary, significant similarities and differences 

among the texts which were written in Thai in Thailand (TT), English in Thailand (ET), 

and English in America (EA) may be considered in relation to three major categories: (1) 

features which all three groups have in conmion, suggesting either universals or 

development out of a common journalistic tradition; (2) features which TT and ET have 
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in common, suggesting either transfer from the editorial writer's first to their second 

language, or influence fit)m the social and cultural context (Thailand) in which they were 

written; and (3) features which ET and EA have in common, suggesting linguistic or 

stylistic elements specific to the English language, whether it is native or second. 

One universal was predetermined by the selection of a common genre: all 

editorials are considered argumentative and include the statement of a problem of some 

kind; not all include solutions or evaluations. Although entertainment is considered one 

possible function of editorials, none in this corpus had an intent to amuse. Also, several 

possible title types did not occur in any group for this corpus; there were no quotations, 

literary allusions, or first/third person statements. The absence of this function and these 

title types may be gaps attributable to the limited number of editorials in the corpus. Of 

more interest is the finding that editorials of all groups include the same components: 

statement of situation, background information, presentation of argument, presentation of 

opposing argument (optional), discussion of argument (s), and conclusion. Further, there 

was similar ordering in terms of the weight given to each part, and no basic 

organizational distinction which might represent different logical strategies (e.g. 

deductive versus inductive modes of presentation). Universals found in content analysis 

represent linguistic universals (true of most/all human language); there are the same basic 

verb types, argument/participant structures (semantic roles), and semantic categories of 

features. 

There are four subareas of contrastive analysis where ET is more like TT than it is 

like EA. One which appears to represent linguistic transfer fixjm LI to L2 is the greatest 
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number of V-Units per sentence. This represents the greater use of adverbial 

subordination in Thai than in English. The second is in editorial title types, where TT and 

ET generally use sentences and EA phrases, and where TT and ET generally give 

summary statements and EA description. Third, although ordering of weight given 

different parts of an editorial is the same across groups, TT and ET have in common 

giving relatively more weight to statement of situation and background information. 

Fourth, the topical structure analysis shows that ET is more like TT than EA in 

percentage occurrence of progression types (parallel, extended parallel, sequential) and in 

the number of sentences that are devoted to the development of each topic. 

Almost all of the subareas of contrastive analysis show ET to be more like EA 

than like TT in some respect. TT is significantly more complex than either ET or EA. All 

TT editorials (but not all ET or EA) offer a solution to the problem which is presented; 

ET and EA are more likely to include an evaluation. TT has more identifiable purposes 

per editorial than ET and EA, and is the only group to include giving praise. TT title 

types are more diverse. ET and EA are similar for editorial type in slightly favoring two-

sided organization and in giving relatively more weight to support of argument(s) but less 

weight to conclusion. In content analysis, ET and EA more closely share distribution of 

verb types. 

Differences in the findings of content analysis for TT and ET reflected differences 

in readership rather than linguistic factors or authorship: TT focused most strongly on 

events and people in Thailand ('we'), while ET focused on events and people in other 

countries ('they'). The occurrence of passive voice was not comparable in Thai and 
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English because of difference in form, meaning, and flmction, but raised issues of 

translation which are faced in multilingual journalistic contexts, and possible implications 

for constructing reader opinion. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PERCEPTIONS OF NATIVE THAI AND ENOUGH READERS 

The third general research question that was addressed in this study was what 

featiu-es Thai LI and English LI readers perceive as salient differences between two of 

the categories of editorials which were contrasted in Chapter 3: English language 

editorials published in Thailand (ET), and English language editorials published in the 

US (EA). This component is intended to add to the validity of the text analyses from 

native speaker perspectives. It is also expected to have implications for the teaching of 

English for Journalistic purposes. Procedures included background interviews with 

editorial staff in Thailand and questionnaires which were distributed to native Thai and 

English speakers. The procedures and results are described and discussed below. 

1. Data Collection Procedures 

l.l Background interviews 

The purpose of the background interviews was to gather the general information 

about the writers, the writing process of Thai and English editorials published in 

Thailand, and the readers. It was expected that the information gathered from the 

interviews would supplement the product analyses aspects of the study— the editorial 

texts and the readers' responses to them. 

Two Thai editorial writers granted me interviews. They were Mr. Kamhaeang 
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Paritanon and Mr. Tulsathit Taptim, who were the Deputy Editors of Daily News and The 

Nation respectively. I interviewed the editorial writers separately at their offices in 

Bangkok, Thailand. 

The complete list of questions can be found in Appendix E. The questions 

generally asked about the writer, the editorials, and finally the readership of both 

newspapers. 

The responses by both deputy editors about the editorials and the readership have 

already been discussed in Chapter 3. Only their responses about themselves and other 

editorial writers will be discussed in this section. 

a. Mr. Kamhaeng Paritanon, Daily News's Deputy Editor 

Mr. Kamhaeng Paritanon graduated fi^m the Faculty of Journalism, Thammasat 

University. He was a political news reporter before becoming an editorial writer at Daily 

News, where he had been working for 18 years at the time the interview was conducted. 

With many responsibilities as the Deputy Editor, he wrote four editorials in Thai for the 

newspaper per week and the other writer wrote the other three on a regular basis. 

In his opinion, an editorial writer should have been an experienced news reporter 

who knows about issues that he will write about. However, not many news reporters want 

to write editorials because they are more difficult to write than news reports. Moreover, 

most writers want to reveal their names or pennames, which they cannot do in the 

editorial. 

b. Mr. Tulsathit Taptim, The Nation's Deputy Editor 
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Mr. Tulsathit Taptim graduated from the Faculty of Arts, Chulalongkom 

University in 198S. Without any further education in an English-speaking country, he 

began his career at The Nation right after graduation as a proofreader. Later he worked as 

a rewriter and a news reporter for around five years before he wrote his first editorial. By 

the time of the interview, he had been writing editorials in English for the newspaper for 

eight years. 

According to Mr. Tulsathit Taptim, three Thai and two Australian writers wrote 

editorials at The Nation on a regular basis. They were Mr. Pana Janviroj, the Editor, Mr. 

Kavi Chongkittavora, the Executive Editor, and himself Francesco Delfino and Richard 

Valladares were Editor, Asia Edition and Chief Sub-Editor respectively. 

Generally, Thai writers wrote about local affairs, which could be divided into 

economic, social and political issues. The foreign writers primarily contributed editorials 

on international and regional affairs. Two other senior Thai writers also contributed once 

in a while. 

Similarly, an editorial writer at The Nation must be an experienced news reporter 

who both has good command of English and knows the newspaper's viewpoint in order 

to analyze the news and respond to it accordingly on behalf of the newspaper. A reporter 

who can write a news report well but does not know how to express critical viewpoints is 

not likely to be assigned to write an editorial. 

1.2 Editorial selection 

Three editorials finm the two English language groups in the corpus analyzed in 

Chapter 3 were selected (ET and EA). It would have been ideal to have one written by a 
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Thai speaker and one by a native English speaker published in Thailand and the other one 

also by a native English speaker but published in the US. However, neither the Bangkok 

Post nor The Nation would reveal the name or the first language of their editorial writers 

for a particular editorial and both Thai and native speakers of English appeared on the 

Editorial Board as editorial writers. The writer's LI, therefore, could not be a criterion in 

choosing an editorial for the questionnaires. 

Only the subject matter and content could be controlled. I selected editorials that 

responded to the same incident and did not include obvious indications of authorship or 

place of publication. Strong words against the US, for example, could lead the reader to 

conclude right away that a Thai writer wrote the editorial before considering other clues 

such as organization and granunar. 

Unlike editorials on local issues, those on international affairs were more likely to 

be neutral with names foreign to both Thai and ES readers. Among the international 

affairs in the corpus, the Kosovo incident occurred most often and yielded the most 

appropriate subsample. The final random selection firom this group was: 

1. "UN must focus on entire Balkan" or ETOl, which was published on July 31, 

1999 in Bangkok Post 

2. "Kosovo's Incomplete Peace" or EAOl, which was published on July 27,1999 

in the New York Times 

3. "Russian Role in Kosovo needs to be defined" or ET02, which was published 

on Jime 15,1999 in The Nation 

1.3 Questionnaire 
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The main purpose of the questionnaires was to survey the subjects' perception of 

where they believed an editorial was published; who wrote it; and what made them 

believe so. However, the information about the subjects themselves and their editorial 

reading behavior was also important. Therefore, questions pertaining to this information 

were also included in the questionnaires. 

Both questionnaires were written in English; however. Thai subjects were 

instructed to feel free to write their answers in Thai. The questionnaires could be divided 

into three parts as follows: 

1. General Questions: This section asked general inforaiation about the 

subjects such as sex, age, languages, education and experience of living in a foreign 

country. 

2. Newspaper and Editorial Reading: This section asked general information 

on the subjects' English newspaper and editorial reading behavior and judgment. The two 

questionnaires are slightly different in this section. The questionnaire given to Thai 

subjects is longer because it included questions on Thai language newspaper and editorial 

reading as well as English. It, therefore, will be refeired to as the long questionnaire 

while the one for ES subject the short questionnaire because it asked only about English. 

Together with the cover page and the consent form, they are listed in Appendix F and 

Appendix G respectively. 

3. Reader Response: This sections asked the subjects to read the three editorials 

discussed above and answer where they believed the editorials were published, who 

wrote them, and what made them think so. On the place of publication, two choices were 
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given: Thailand or US. Similarly, on the writer's first language, the subjects could choose 

firom either a native speaker of Thai or English. The subjects then were asked to fireely 

write what made them believe so. This latter part was an open-ended question to avoid 

guiding the subjects' response one way or another. 

The responses in the first two sections with numeric values such as age, length of 

stay in a foreign country were summed and averaged for comparison between the two 

groups. The responses with non-numeric value such as sex, and fluent languages were 

tallied. 

In the third section, choices of place of publication and writer's first language 

were tallied. Before being tallied, responses to open-ended questions were coded using 

the coding system that I developed inductively by grouping similar responses together. 

Responses from Thai subjects on what made them believe who wrote Editorials in the 

English newspapers in Thailand were coded into five major numeric categories with a 

decimal point to indicate a subcategory. The complete codes are listed in Appendix H. 

Responses from both groups on what made them decide on in the place of publication 

and the native language of the writer were coded into 13 major alphabetical categories 

with a numeric and decimal point subcategories. The complete codes are listed in 

Appendix I. The results of the questionnaires are reported below in Section 2. 

1.4 Subject selection 

Sixty subjects participated in the study: 30 native speakers of Thai (TS) and 30 

native speakers of English (ES). To be selected as a subject, an individual not only had to 

be a native speaker of either language, but also had at least graduate standing in any field 
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of studies, i.e. either a graduate student or already finished a graduate degree at the time 

of the study. Detailed profiles of the subjects are reported below. 

The long questionnaire together with the instructions and consent form was sent 

to a colleague of mine to distribute primarily to Thai graduate students in the Language 

Institute of Thammasat University in Bangkok, Thailand. Around SO copies were 

distributed and 32 were returned together with the signed consent forai. However, two of 

them had only minimal responses, and so were discarded fi'om the study. 

The short questionnaire with the instructions and the consent form was distributed 

in the US via three methods. First, I distributed and collected them in person to fellow 

graduate students at the University of Arizona. Second, I mailed the questionnaire to 

qualified American firiends who lived outside Tucson. Lastly, I sent some copies to my 

Thai fiiends in other American universities and asked them to recruit their friends who 

met the criteria. Altogether 45 copies were distributed and 31 were returned with the 

signed consent form within a period of three months. One of them had minimal 

responses, and thus was discarded from the study as well. 

2. Results and Discussion 

The results of the questionnaires will be discussed in four major categories: 

readers' profile; patterns and function of reading; reader perceptions of quality and 

topics; and reader perception of authorship and place of publication. 
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2.1 Readers' Profiles (Questions 1-8) 

The readers' profiles are summarized in Table 41 for TS and ES groups. They 

include sex, age, native language, fiuent languages and language education, completed 

education, current studies, and experience of living abroad. 

Table 41: Readers* Profiles 

Thai (N=30) English (N=30) 
Male/Female 10/20 17/13 
Age (years) 30.90 37.97 
Fluent in 1/2/3/4 Language(s) 7/18/5/0 16/12/0/2 
No. of Fluent Languages 1.93 1.60 
Years of Studying English/Thai 16.46 0.09 
Bachelor/Master/Ph.D 22/8/0 2/22/06 
Language/Linguistics Degree 6 14 
Currently Graduate Student 26 18 
Lived Abroad 11 18 

Ql-Sex: 

While females dominate the TS group by the ratio of 2:1, the ES group is more 

balanced with only two more male than female subjects. 

Q2-Age: 

The TS group is on average younger than the ES group. The Thai subjects' age 

range between 22 and 47 is also smaller than that of the ES group, which ranged from 25 

to 73. 

Q3-Native Language: 

All the informants identified themselves as a native speaker of their respective 

language group. Although the questionnaire did not ask which dialect of English they 
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speak, to my knowledge, 29 ES subjects speak American English. Only one speaks 

British English. 

Q4-Fluent Languages: 

Compared to their English counterparts, more TS subjects can speak two or more 

languages, making the TS mean numbers of fluent language slightly higher than that of 

the ES group. Seven Thai subjects claimed to be fluent only in Thai while 18 are also 

fluent in English and five in English and a third language. Three of the multilingual 

subjects speak Chinese fluently; another French; and the other Japanese. 

On the other hand, only twelve ES subjects can speak a language other than 

English. Half of them are fluent in Spanish and the other half is equally divided between 

French and German. Two ES subjects are fluent in three more languages: one in Spanish, 

Portuguese, and German and the other in Spanish, Portuguese and French. 

QS-Language Education: 

Since most subjects did not answer how many years they studied their first 

language, only their L2 education will be reported. On average the TS group studied 

English for more than 16 years. In contrast, only three ES subjects studied Thai for two 

six months or less. To my knowledge, none of them can read Thai well enough to read a 

Thai editorial. 

Q6-Completed Education: 

The ES group generally has higher education: 28 of them have a Master's degree 

or higher while only 8 Thai subjects finished a Master's and none received a doctorate. 
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The highest degrees in both groups can be divided into four academic areas. They 

are 1) journalism, teaching of English or linguistics-related fields; 2) business 

administration, management and economics; 3) humanities and social sciences; and 4) 

applied sciences. Only seven of Thai subjects have their highest degree in language or 

linguistics while twice as many in the ES group do. 

All Thai subjects graduated in Thailand except two, who received their Master's 

from USA and Australia. All ES subjects except one finished their highest degrees in the 

US; one graduated from an English-language graduate program in Thailand. 

Q7-Current Studies: 

At the time they answered the questionnaire, 26 Thai subjects were in a graduate 

English-language program in Thailand. Eleven were studying for a post graduate diploma 

and twelve for a Master's degree in a similar program called English for Careers at 

Thammasat University. Two were Master's students in Teaching English as a Foreign 

Language (TEFL) at the same university. One Thai subject did not indicate her field of 

study. 

Of 18 ES subjects who were graduate students, 12 were Ph.D. students at the 

University of Arizona in three programs related to language teaching. They are Second 

Language Acquisition and Teaching (9); Rhetoric, Composition and the Teaching of 

English (2); and Language, Reading, and Culture (I). Four were Ph.D. students in 

Engineering and Resources at University of California at Berkley. The other two were 

Master's student in computer science and engineering at other universities. 

Q8-Experience of Living Abroad: 
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More ES subjects lived in more foreign coimtries for a longer period of time than 

Thai subjects did. Only ten Thai subjects lived in one of the following countries: 

Australia, England, Germany, Japan, Philippines, Singapore, and the US, for an average 

of 9.40 months each, while one Thai subject spent one and two months in Singapore and 

Malaysia respectively. 

Seven, five, and six ES subjects had lived in one, two and three foreign countries 

respectively. Altogether they had lived in 19 different foreign countries, mostly non-

English-speaking, for an average of 35.28 months each, including two who spent 8 and 9 

months in Thailand. 

In sununary, the Thai group, which is largely comprised of female graduate 

students, is generally younger and fluent in more languages, but has lower graduate 

degrees, fewer degrees in language/linguistics, and less experience living abroad than the 

ES group. The most striking difference between groups, however, is the length of time 

they spent studying the other's language. Since English is mandatory in Thai schools and 

vital in many workplaces, it is not surprising that all Thai subjects had spent years 

studying English, while only few ES subjects had studied Thai. 

2.2 Patterns and functions of reading 

This part reports and discusses Thai subjects' reading of Thai and English 

editorials (Questions 9-12 and 15-18 respectively), and English-speaking subjects' 

reading of English editorials (Questions 9-12). 

Q9/l5-How Often the Subjects Read Editorials 

Table 42 shows the mean times per week that both groups read editorials. 
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Table 42: Editorial Reading Mean Times Per Week 

TS: Thai Ed TS: Eng Ed ES: Eng Ed 
2.86 2.63 2.31 

The TS group read Thai editorials more often than they read editorials in English. 

They also read editorials in either language more often than the ES group did. To 

compare the reading patterns within and between the two groups, the reading frequencies 

are classified as 'not at all', 'rarely', 'usually', and 'regularly', referring to 0, 1-2, 3-5 

and 6-7 times per week respectively. Table 43 presents the order of reading frequency 

subgroups listed from most to fewest subjects. 

Table 43: Order of Editorial Reading Frequency Distributions 

(* = ties within group) 

TS: Thai Ed TS:EngEd ES: Eng Ed 
rarely rarely rarely 
usually usually usually 

regularly regularly not at all 
not at all •other answers regularly 

other answers •no answer no answer 

Both TS and ES gave 'rarely' and 'usually' as their first and second most frequent 

responses. Only a few read editorials on regular basis. Two Thai subjects did not read 

Thai editorials at all, while one was not sure how often he did. One Thai subject wrote, 

"it depends" on how often he read English editorials and the other did not give the answer 

to this question. 
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The distribution of frequent readers in the ES group is slightly different than that 

of the TS group in that five ES subjects did not read English editorials at all, making 

them a bigger subgroup than three ES subjects who regularly did. 

In sum, although most subjects in both groups rarely read editorials, the TS group 

read Thai and English editorials slightly more often than the ES group read English 

editorials. 

Q10/16-Why the Subjects Read Editorials 

A subject may have given more than one answer to this question. The three main 

reasons are listed in order of frequencies in Table 44. 

Table 44: Frequency Order of Reasons Why the Subjects Read Editorials 

(* = ties within group) 

TS: Thai Ed TS: Eng Ed ES:Eng Ed 
leam something more 

than ifl only read 
the news 

interested in the author's 
viewpoint 

other answers 

leam something more 
than ifl only if read 
the news 

interested in the author's 
viewpoint 

other answers 

*leam something more 
than ifl only read the 
news 

^interested in the 
author's viewpoint 

other answers 

To this question, the TS group chose the two reasons listed in the questionnaire in 

the same order of frequency for both Thai and English editorial reading i.e., "I learn 

something more than if I only read the news" followed by "I am interested in the author's 

viewpoint". These reasons, however, are equally frequent in the ES group. 

Other reasons given by the subjects are listed in the order of frequency in Table 

45. 
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Table 45: Frequency Order of Other Reasons Why the Subjects Read Editorials 

(• = ties within group) 

TS; Thai Ed TS: Eng Ed ES: Eng Ed 
*find title/editorial 

interesting 
^related to work/studies 
*more access to than 

English editorials 
*want to know hot issues 

improve English 
*related to work/studies 
•broaden viewpoints 
•Thai editorials not exist 

listen to different sides 
of an issue 

entertainment 
find title/editorial 

interesting 

Other reasons given by Thai subjects for why they read Thai editorials are 

generally different from why they read English editorials. Each of four Thai subjects gave 

one reason other than the two choices found in the questionnaire as listed in Table 45, 

while seven Thai subjects read English editorials to improve their reading and vocabulary 

skills. 

ES subjects gave both similar and different other reasons why they read English 

editorials. An interesting difference is that two ES subjects mentioned entertainment, 

which is included as one of editorial purposes by scholars (Stonecipher, 1979; 

Pantagoeng-amom, 1990 as cited in Toommanon, 1993), but not found in this corpus. 

None of TS subject appears to read editorial in either language for this reason. One ES 

subject, however, wrote "Editorials in any paper except the New York Times are 

generally written by uninformed people" as a reason not to read editorials more often. 

Ql 1/17-Which Newspaper(s) the Subjects Usually Read 

Some subjects usually read more than one newsp^er. All but one TS subject 

usually read at least a Thai and an English newspaper. One-third of the TS group usually 
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read more than one Thai newspaper. Seven TS subjects usually read both the Bangkok 

Post and The Nation while eight ES subjects read two or more English newspapers. Order 

of Thai newspapers, English newspapers in Thailand and in the US that the TS and ES 

groups usually read is listed from the most widely read to the least in Table 46. 

Table 46: Frequency Order of Usually Read Newspapers 

(• = ties within group) 

Thai Newspaper English in Thailand English in the US 
Thairath 

•Daily News 
•Matichon 

Others 

Bangkok Post 
The Nation 

Others 
Arizona Daily Star 
New York Times 

Between the two Thai newspapers used in this study, Thairath is usually read by 

more Thai subjects than Daily News. This is in agreement with Daily News' Deputy 

Editor's response (K. Paritanon, personal communication, December 1, 1999) that 

Thairath has higher circulation than his newspaper. 

With 18 readers, various newspapers grouped together as 'others' were the most 

widely read partly because 14 ES subjects chose a local newspaper as the only newspaper 

they usually read. A local Tucson newspaper, the Arizona Daily Star, was second in the 

order partly because the majority of the ES group lived in Tucson. The New York Times 

was third with eight ES readers. 

Thai and English newspapers listed as 'others' in Table 46 are singly listed in 

Table 47 in frequency order. 



Table 47: Frequency Order of Other Thai and English Newspapers 

(same superscripted number - ties within group) 

Other Thai Newspapers Other English Newspapers Other Thai Newspapers 
Major Local 

'Khaosod 
' Krungthepthurakij 
^Siamthurakij 
^Phujadkam 

Wall Street Journal 
USA Today 
'Chicago Tribune 
'Washington Post 

Tucson Citizen 
'Arizona Wildcat 
'Albuquerque Journal 
'Bangkok Post (Thailand) 
'Chronicle for Higher 

Education 
'Guardian Weekly (British) 
'Kansas City star 
'New Mexican, The 
'San Francisco Chronicle 
'San Francisco Examiner 
'San Jose Mercury News 
'Tucson Weekly 

A few Thai subjects usually read the Thai newspapers in Table 47. Among major 

newspaper in the US, the New York Times is most widely read with eight subjects 

compared to three Wall Street Journal readers in the ES group. Two ES subjects usually 

read the Tucson Citizen while only one ES subject usually read each of the rest in the 

same column. 

In conclusion, most TS subjects usually read both Thai and English newspaper 

while most ES subjects usually read only a local English newspaper. Thairathand the 

Bangkok Post are the most popular Thai and English newspapers in the TS group. The 

Arizona Daily Star and the New York Times were most widely read local and major 

English newsp£q)ers in the ES group. 

Q12/18-Why the Subject Read the Newspaper(s) Listed in Question 11/17 
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A subject may give more than one answer to this question. The three main reasons 

are listed in order of frequencies in Table 48. 

Table 48: Frequency Order of Reasons Why the Subjects Read the Newspapers 

Thai Newspaper English in Thailand EngUsh in the US 
availability 
credibility 

others 

availability 
credibility 

others 

availability 
others 

credibility 

The TS group read both Thai and English newspapers for the same two major 

reasons, i.e., availability followed by credibility of the newspapers. The ES group read 

the newspapers primarily because of their availability as well; however, other reasons 

combined are more important than credibility for this group. These reasons are listed in 

frequency order in table 49. 

Table 49: Frequency Order of Other Reasons Why the Subjects Read the Newspapers 

(• = ties within group) 

Thai Newspaper English in Thailand English in the US 
•quality/in-depth info 
•variety of coverage 

•entertain to read 
•editor's knowledge 

good English 
variety of coverage 

local news coverage 
quality/in-depth info 
•variety of coverage 
•specific coverage 

•price 
entertaining to read 

share ideology 

Variety of coverage is the only reason other than availability and credibility that 

was mentioned for all three categories. As for LI reading, the ES group has a similar but 

broader range of other reasons than the TS group. The striking difference lies in the 
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reason to read in English. While most ES readers who gave other reasons read English 

newspapers for local news coverage, most Thai readers read English newspapers for the 

good English that they can learn from them. 

2.3 Reader perceptions of quality and topics 

The subjects* opinion on the quality of editorials and the topics they want to read 

more often is discussed in this section. 

Ql3/19-Quality of Editorials 

Table SO presents the frequency order of quality of Thai editorials rated by Thai 

subjects. 

Table 50; Frequency Order of Quality Rating of Thai Editorials 

(* = ties within group) 

Poor Fair Good Very Good Depends 
Thairath 

Daily News 
Thairath 

Daily News 
Matichon 

Matichon 
Daily News 

Thairath 
*Khaosod 

*Krungthepthu 
rakij 

Phujadkam 

Matichon 
Siamthurakij 

•Matichon 
•Daily News 

•Thairath 

Among the three Thai newspapers listed as choices in the questionnaire, editorials 

in Matichon are rated as the best as it received more votes as 'good' and 'very good' than 

editorials in any other Thai newspapers. With more votes as 'good' and fewer votes as 

'fair' or 'poor', editorials in Dailv News are perceived as of better quality than those in 

Thairath. Quality of editorials in these three newspapers was, however, perceived as 

inconsistent by one Thai subject who responded "it depends on who wrote them." 
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Table SI shows the frequency order of quality of English editorials rated by Thai 

subjects. 

Table 51: Frequency Order of Quality Rating of English Editorials Published in Thailand 

(• = ties within group) 

Fair Good Very Good 
*Bangkok Post 
•The Nation 

Bangkok Post 
The Nation 

Bangkok Post 
The Nation 

With more votes as 'good* and 'very good', editorials in the Bangkok Post is 

perceived as better than those in The Nation by the TS group. It is also interesting to note 

that with the rating from 'fair' to 'very good', the same group of Thai subjects generally 

rate English editorials as of higher quality than those in Thai. 

Table 52 presents of quality of English editorials rated by the ES group in 

frequency order. 

Table 52: Frequency Order of Quality Rating of English Editorials Read by ES Subjects 

(• = ties within group) 

Poor Fair Good Very Good 
AZ Daily Star 

•Tucson Citizen 
•AZ Wildcat 

AZ Daily Star 
•New York Times 
•Tucson Citizen 
•San Francisco 

Chronicles 

New York Times 
AZ Daily Star 

•Wall Street Journal 
•Chicago Tribune 

•Albuquerque 
Journal 

•Kansas City Star 
•San Jose Mercury 

News 

New York Times 
Wall Street Journal 
•Washington Post 
•Guardian Weekly 
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Editorials in the New York Times receive better quality rating by more ES readers 

than those in the Arizona Daily Star. Five ES subjects did not rate the quality of editorials 

in the five different newspapers each of them said they usually read. 

In conclusion, from the pair of newspapers used for each group in this study, 

editorials from the Daily News, the Banekok Post, and the New York Times are generally 

rated as of better quality than those in Thairath. The Nation and the Arizona Daily Star. 

Q14/20- More Frequent Topics in Thai and English Editorials 

A subject may list as many topics as s/he believed should be more fi^uent topics 

in Thai or English editorials. However, one TS and five ES subjects did not answer what 

topics they wanted to see more of The results in frequency order are presented in Table 

53. 

Table 53: Frequency Order of More Desired Editorial Topics 

(same superscripted number = ties within group) 

Thai Editorials Eng Ed in Thailand English Editorials 
education local economic issues education 
local politics international economic international affairs 

issues 
international economic 'international affairs environment 

issues preservation 
international affairs 'education international economic 

issues 
environment ^local politics local economic issues 

preservation 
local economic issues ^health/health care 'local politics 
health/health care environment 'health/health care 

preservation 
religion religion racism/hate crime 
entertainment culture/arts/music women issues 
social issues entertainment 

social issues 
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Regardless of frequency order, three of the first four topics in all groups are the 

same. They are education, international economic issues and international affairs. The 

only difference is that Thai subjects believe local politics should be a more frequent topic 

in Thai editorials but local economic issues in English editorials in Thailand. On the other 

hand, ES subjects want issues on environment preservation as a more frequent topic in 

their English editorials. 

The findings that Thai subjects want local politics to be a more frequent topic in 

TT editorials and international affairs in ET editorials are surprising because they already 

comprise almost 43 percent and more than SO percent, respectively, of all topics in the 

editorials which were collected over a three-month period. (See the percentage 

distribution of editorial subjects in Appendix A.) 

In conclusion, with some exceptions, the subjects generally want to read similar 

topics more often in TT, ET and EA editorials although a few of these topics already 

appear quite frequently in TT and ET editorials. 

2.4 Reader perception of authorship and place of publication 

This section begins with perception of the TS group only on the authorship of 

English editorials published in Thailand followed by perception of both TS and ES 

groups on the authorship and place of publication of the three editorials found in the 

questionnaire. 

Q21- Who Thai Subjects Believe Write Editorials in the English Newspapers in Thailand 
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Four Thai subjects believed only ES writers wrote English editorials published in 

Thailand, three believed only TS writers did, and 23 were correct believing that both ES 

and TS writers wrote the English editorials in their country. 

Q22-What Makes Them Think So 

Since a subject may give more than one reason, responses to this open-ended 

question are presented in frequency order in Table 54. 

Table 54: Frequency Order of What Made Thai Subjects Believe Who Wrote English 

Editorials in Thailand 

(* = ties within group) 

TS Writers ES Writers Both TS and ES 
comments/viewpoints language use 

•comments/viewpoints 
•reliability 

comments/viewpoints 
language use 
knowledge 

need to woric as team 

1. Believe Only Native Thai Speakers Write English Editorials in Thailand 

Three Thai subjects believe only Thai writers write English editorials published in 

Thailand. Two of them are convinced by the writers' viewpoints, perceived by each as 

"subjective" and "blunt". The other Thai subject did not give any reason. 

2. Believe Only Native English Speakers Write English Editorials in Thailand 

Fours Thai subjects believe only native English speakers write English editorials 

in Thailand. Language use, i.e., "beautiful" English language, word use, and tone of 

language convince two Thai subjects. The perceptions that native English speakers are 
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more "reliable" and that a foreigner's perspective of Thailand is found in English 

language editorials each lead one Thai subject to believe the same. 

3. Believe Both Wrote English Editorials in Thailand 

Twenty-three Thai subjects believe both Thai and English speakers write 

English editorials published in Thailand. Twenty of them gave one or more reason. 

Varied viewpoints of writers on different topics that not only broaden the reader's 

perspective but also reflect what others think of Thailand are their major reason, followed 

by language use such as writing style, vocabulary and fluent English. 

Seven Thai subjects claimed they knew both native Thai and English writers write 

the English editorials in Thailand. Three said the writers' names are listed in the Editorial 

Board, which is true for both Bangkok Post and The Nation. However, neither reveals the 

writer's name in each editorial as two Thai subjects claimed. The other two Thai subjects 

know both writers write the English language editorials because one worked at an 

English newspaper publishing company and the other has a friend who did. 

A few Thai subjects believe that Thai speakers alone cannot write editorials with 

"good" English; therefore, they believe speakers of both languages need to work as a 

team to ensure the language quality of the editorials. 

In sum, the writers' comments lead a few Thai subjects to believe that Thai 

writers write English-language editorials while language use primarily convinces a few 

others that native speakers of English write them. Most Thai subjects, however, believe 

speakers of both languages do. Their view is that quality of English language editorials is 
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achieved primarily with the knowledge of Thai writers, while different perspectives and 

accurate use of English are contributed by native English speakers. 

Q. 15-26/23-34 

This section presents the perception of the subjects in both groups on the place of 

publication and authorship of the three editorials included in the questionnaire. Although 

there are only two choices for each question, some subjects responded "not sure", "I can't 

tell", or made no response; these answers are included in the tables as well under the 

heading 'Not Sure'. Table 55 reports the numbers of subjects who answered place of 

publication or abstained. 

Table 55: Reader Perception on Place of Publication 

Group 
Answer 

TS ES Group 
Answer Thailand US Not Sure Thailand US Not Sure 

Editorial 1 
Editorial 2 
Editorial 3 

15 13 1 
14 15 1 
12 15 3 

26 4 0 
4 25 1 
22 6 2 

Editorial 1, 2 and 3 are identified in the corpus as ETOl, EAOl and ET02 

respectively. In other words. Editorials I and 3, from the Bangkok Post and The Nation 

respectively, were published in Thailand, while Editorial 2 from the New York Times 

was published in the US. This means that more than two-thirds of ES group indicates the 

place of publication correctly in all three editorials, while guesses by the TS group are at 

a level of chance. 
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Table 56: Reader Perception on Authorship 

Group 
Answer 

TS ES Group 
Answer TS ES Not Sure TS ES Not Sure 

Editorial 1 
Editorial 2 
Editorial 3 

13 14 3 
12 14 1 
9 17 1 

20 8 2 
4 26 0 
22 7 1 

Since none of the English newspapers reveal the name (or LI) of the writer of a 

particular editorial, I believe that Editorial 2 was written by a native speaker of American 

English but cannot say with certainty who wrote Editorials 1 and 3. However, it is likely 

that a native speaker of English rather than Thai wrote the latter (T. Taptim, personal 

communication, November 25, 1999). If this assumption is correct, there are more Thai 

subjects who are correct than those who are not in indicating the first language of writers 

of Editorials 2 and 3. Most ES subjects, however, are correct for Editorial 2 but are 

incorrect for Editorial 3. 

It is noticeable that most ES subjects have the same perception on the place of 

publication and authorship of these editorials while the TS group is still divided roughly 

in half for the first two editorials. More TS subjects gave no response or answered they 

were not sure than did ES subjects. 

Table 57 reports the number of subjects who positively correlated the place of 

publication and writer LI. The answers 'not sure' or 'I can't tell' responded by the same 

subject in the same editorial, however, is not counted in this tabulation. As can be seen, 

most subjects thought that editorials published in Thailand were written by native Thai 

speakers and in the US by native English speakers. This correlation did not hold as 
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Strongly for the TS group in the case of Editorial 3, which was indeed published in 

Thailand but was probably written by a native English speaker. 

Table 57: Positive Correlation of Place of Publication with Writer's LI by Group 

TS ES 
Thailand-TS US-ES Thailand-TS US-ES 

Editorial 1 11 11 19 3 
Editorial 2 12 13 3 24 
Editorial 3 9 14 19 4 

A subject may have given more than one reason why s/he believe the editorials 

were published in Thailand or the US and who wrote them. As mentioned in sections 1.3 

of this chapter, these answers are coded into 13 major categories (See the complete codes 

in Appendix I)- In frequency order, the reasons for the place of publication are reported 

followed by those for the writer's LI in the tables 58-65 below. 

Q. 16/24 Reasons for the place of publication of Editorial 1 -"UN focus must be on entire 

Balkans" 

Table 58 lists the reasons in frequency order why TS and ES subjects believe 

Editorial 1 was published in Thailand or the US. The number in the parenthesis indicates 

how many subjects chose that answer. 
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Table 58: Editorial Ts Reasons for Place of Publication in Frequency Order 

(• = ties within column) 

Published in Thailand Published in US 
TS(15) ES(26) TS(13) ES(4) 

Grammar Spelling Content Attitude 
Development Content •Attitude •Spelling 
Rhetorical S. Attitude •Rhetorical S. •Word Choice 
•Content Rhetorical S. Development 
•Spelling Word Choice 
•Word Choice •Granunar 

•Mechanics 
Paragraph 

Half of TS group believe Editorial 1 was published in Thailand primarily because 

of grammar and language use, which are perceived as either not very complex or "sounds 

like Thai". On the development and organization, this editorial is easy to read but long, 

redundant, and gives so many details that are "to some degree, essential for unfamiliar 

readers like Thai". Mentioned by one Thai subject each, other reasons include the content 

on the United Nations, of which Thailand is a member, British spelling and vocabulary 

that is more difficult than that in Editorial 2. 

On the other hand, the content of Editorial I is the major factor to convince the 

other 13 Thai subjects that it was published in the US. Editorial 1 not only covers an 

international affair, a topic believed to receive limited attention from most editorials in 

English newspapers in Thailand, but also focuses on NATO and other non-Asian 

countries. The next major reasons are the writer's positive attitude toward the US and UK 

and the belief that English editorials in Thailand would not have given so many details 

and figures that it becomes uninteresting and irrelevant to Thai readers. One Thai subject 
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claims that English editorials in Thailand are generally not very long while another 

perceives this editorial as having "professional writing style". They, then, conclude that 

Editorial 1 was published in the US. 

Both observations that ET editorials rarely cover international affairs and are not 

long are contrary to the findings in this study. International affairs constitute about half of 

all topics in ET editorials (See Appendix A) and ET editorials are typically longer than 

EA editorials as reported in Table 3. 

Most ES readers believe Editorial 1 was published in Thailand primarily because 

it uses British spelling such as organisation, programme, and utilised. A few American 

readers consider British spelling of unawares and instalment misspelling, which should 

not happen in EA editorials. The focus on other European countries and Japan together 

with limited coverage on the US also lead many ES reader to believe the same. Contrary 

to TS readers, some ES readers perceive this editorial as having a negative attitude 

toward the US and being "not US-centric". 

Similar to the perception of Thai readers, the lengthy factual details make ES 

readers believe that the editorial was not published in their country. On the other hand, 

none of the Thai readers believe that words such as auger and recompense are "definite 

examples of British English". Long and awkward sentences, sometimes as long as a 

whole paragraph, and incorrect capitalization of NATO as I^ato are also mentioned by a 

few ES readers who believe Editorial 1 was published in Thailand. 

All four ES readers who believe Editorial 1 was published in the US are 

convinced by the writer's attitude, although they disagree on whether the editorial favors 
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the US. The writer's attitude even overrides the British spelling noticed by an ES subject. 

Use of English idioms such as tight-fisted convinces another ES subject Editorial 1 was 

published in the US rather than Thailand. 

Q. 20/28 Reasons for the place of publication of Editorial 2 -"Kosovo's Incomplete 

Peace" 

Table 59 lists the reasons in frequency order why the subjects believe Editorial 2 

was published in Thailand or the US. 

Table 59; Editorial 2's Reasons for Place of Publication in Frequency Order 

(same superscripted number = ties within column) 

Published in Thailand Published in US 
TS(14) ES(4) TS(15) ES(25) 

Content ^Attitude Content Content 
'Development 'Content Development Attitude 
'Grammar 'Grammar 'Attitude Development 
'Word Choice 'Rhetorical S. Rhetorical S. 
Rhetorical S. 'Grammar 

'Word Choice 
^Mechanics 
^Spelling 

Content of Editorial 2 is the primary reason for Thai subjects to believe either way 

on where this editorial was published. Two of four Thai subjects who believe it was 

published in Thailand do not perceive it as irrelevant to Thai readers although it covers 

international affairs. Another commented that it was a delayed response to the news, 

implying her belief that editorials in Thailand usually do not immediately respond to 

international news, while the other believed he had earlier read this particular editorial in 

Thailand. On the other hand, seven Thai subjects who believe it was published in the US 
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generally reasoned that the editorial focuses on the role of NATO, of which the US is a 

leading member, in Kosovo without mentioning Thailand at all. 

Second to content in the TS group is development; it convinces three Thai 

subjects each way. One claimed this New Yoric Times' editorial "looks like Bangkok 

Post Style." The other two associate organization that is easy to understand and precise 

with Thailand as the place of publication. On the contrary, the very same right-to-the-

point organization, which is believed to contrast with Thai style, and the development 

that gives recommendations convinces the same number of Thai subjects Editorial 2 was 

published in the US. 

Perceived as not very complex or difficult, language use and vocabulary tie with 

development in convincing Thai subjects that Editorial 2 was published in their country. 

One Thai subject, however, mistakenly claimed that there are several awkward 

grammatical constructions in this EA editorial. 

The amount of background knowledge and details, which is less in Editorial 2 

than in Editorial I, leads two Thai subject to different conclusions on the place of 

publication. The one who perceives that there is enough detailed information believes it 

was published in Thailand while the other who claimed there is "not much" background 

information for this unfamiliar subject believes otherwise. Lastly, positive attitude toward 

NATO leads one Thai subject to conclude that Editorial 2 was published in the US as 

well. 

Like in the TS group, content ranks first in terms of firequency among ES subjects 

who believe Editorial 2 was published in the US. The explanations include the focus on 
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NATO without mention of other countries, especially those in Asia. Moreover, 

compared to the content of Editorial 1, the content of Editorial 2 not only "seems to 

address American audience" but also is "more in line with the way the US media have 

covered the Kosovo conflict." Lack of coverage on the US, however, leads one ES 

subject to believe it was published in Thailand. 

Second to the content in the ES group is the attitude of the writer. Editorial 2 is 

generally viewed as having positive attitude toward the US, UN, and NATO. Without 

mentioning the bombing by the US and UK, the writer of this editorial is viewed as 

"tends to be objective" by one subject and egocentric by another. Interpreting Editorial 2 

as criticism of NATO, one ES subject still concludes that it was published in the US. On 

the other hand, "attitude/overall tone" leads another to conclude the opposite. 

Furthermore, Editorial 2 was developed in accordance with ES readers' 

expectation for a written text in general. For example, there is "the clear use of strongly 

declarative topic sentences at the start of many of the paragraphs." The overall text is 

brisk, concise and direct. It conforms to the style of English editorials in particular. For 

example, its opening "uses pathos—a typical American style of editorial." Editorial 2 

presents the problem followed by opinion related to that problem and ends with call .for 

action. 

On rhetorical structure. Editorial 2 is viewed as having stronger opinions and 

plays on emotions more than Editorial 1 does. For example, it is described as "graphic, 

ahnost aggressive," "pimchy," and seems targeted to American sensibilities. 



Language use was mentioned as often as word choice in convincing ES readers 

Editorial 2 was published in the US. This editorial not only uses American English but 

also emotion- eliciting words such as thug, rogue, ambush, murder and grz/n. There are 

two contrasting opinions on the overall sentence structure though. It sounds "native" to 

one ES reader but "choppy" to the other, who believes this editorial was published in 

Thailand. Correct capitalization of NATO and American spelling are also mentioned by 

two different ES readers who believe Editorial 2 was published in the US. 

Q. 24/32 Reasons for the place of publication of Editorial 3 -"Russian role needs to be 

defined" 

Table 60 lists the reasons in frequency order why the subjects believe Editorial 3 

was published in Thailand or the US. 

Table 60; Editorial 3*s Reasons for Place of Publication in Frequency Order 

(same superscripted number = ties within column) 

Published in Thailand Published in US 
TS(12) ES(22) TS(15) ES(6) 

'Development Word Choice Content 'Content 
*Word Choice 'Content Development 'Word Choice 
^Grammar 'Rhetorical S. 'Attitude ^Attitude 
^Rhetorical S. ^Attitude 'Rhetorical S. ^Grammar 

^Spelling 'Word Choice ^Paragr^h 
Mechanics 
^Development 
^Grammar 
^Paragraph 

Three Thai subjects each mentioned the style of writing that is "easy to follow" 

and poor word choice as their reason to believe Editorial 3 was published in Thailand. 
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One, for example, claimed that the vocabulary used is "not precise." Another Thai 

subject, who commented ''unprofessional vocabulary," circled the word headache in the 

last sentence of the editorial, presumably to imply its informality among other more 

formal words. 

Two Thai subjects associate the difQcult language with Thailand as the place of 

publication. This is contrary to other Thai subjects who associate easy language with their 

country in Editorial 1. 

Similar to the findings in Editorial I is one Thai subject's perception that 

background knowledge is "essential" for Thai readers. Without fiirther explanation, "the 

way the writer gave his opinion" convinces the other Thai subject that Editorial 3 was 

published in Thailand. 

Half of the TS group wrongly believes Editorial 3 was published in the US 

primarily because of its content. A conflict between the US and Russia in Kosovo, which 

does not involve Thailand at all, is not viewed as an interesting topic for Thai readers and 

believed to target American readers instead. 

One Thai subject responds "the way the content is discussed" and "the style of 

writing" while another states "negative attitude toward Russia." The use of Catch 22, 

which is "esoteric among Thai people", leads the other to the conclusion that the editorial 

was published in the US. 

Word choice and content are major reasons to convince ES readers either way. 

Many who believe Editorial 3 was published in Thailand explained that American 

readership would not require the description of Bill Clinton as US President as it appears 
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in Paragraph 4. Moreover, the West and Western Alliance in the last paragraph appear to 

be outsider's reference. Another unnatural word used is mercurial to describe Boris 

Yeltsin in the last paragraph. 

Like in Editorial 1, limited coverage of the US and the focus on Russia convince a 

few ES readers Editorial 3 was not published in their country. Since this editorial appears 

to be surprised at the irony that Yeltsin has become a headache after being backed by 

American and European's leaders, one ES reader concludes that it was published in 

Thailand because she believes no American would be surprised. 

On the rhetorical structure, one ES reader commented that the point of view 

seems to be detached. Although one ES reader wrote that Editorial 3 is closer to what 

would be considered an editorial in the US (presiunably than Editorial 1), another 

criticized that it not only reads like a translation but also more like a news story. 

The perception that the writer views the roles played by Russia objectively, which 

is not likely to perspective of American writers, and British spelling tie at third place. 

Again, incorrect capitalization of Nato caught the eye of ES subjects as a mistake 

believed not to happen in US newspapers. Perception that it is a less direct editorial with 

more details and longer paragraphs than typically found in the US and that it includes 

poor English also lead ES readers to conclude Editorial 3 was published in Thailand. 

One of two ES subjects who said they were not sure where Editorial 3 was 

published responded that it should not have been published at all with the mistakes. He 

circled British spelling of behaviour and put a question mark on the text that does not 

read continuously. It was my fault that a line of the text was missing fix)m the 



questionnaire given to ES readers. With the missing part in the square bracket, the 

complete text should read JVhen the Soviet empire [collapsed in 1991, Russia was l^ to 

stand on its own. no longer the super power with] which the world was once acquainted. 

Both groups' reasons for decisions on place of publication of the three editorials 

are listed in frequency order in Table 61. 

Table 61: Reasons for Place of Publication in Frequency Order 

(• = ties within column) 

Published in Thailand Published in US 
TS ES TS ES 

Grammar Content Content Attitude 
Development Spelling Development Content 
Content Word Choice •Attitude Word Choice 
Rhetorical S. Attitude * Rhetorical S. Development 
Spelling Rhetorical S. Word Choice Rhetorical S. 
Word Choice Mechanics Grammar 

Grammar Spelling 
Paragraph •Mechanics 
Development •Paragraph 

Reading the texts in their first language, the ES subjects include a wider range of 

reasons why they believe the three editorials were published in Thailand or the US than 

do the TS subjects, who read in a second language. The content on the Kosovo incidents, 

which does not directly mention Thailand or primarily focus on the US, appears to be 

influential for the subjects of both group to decide either way on the place of publication. 

Of lesser significance in both groups is the rhetorical structure. 

The TS group is different from the ES group in that it generally makes the 

decisions based upon how an editorial was developed and organized and the ES group 
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upon the word choice. Many Thai subjects resort to grammar and language use for the 

conclusion that the Editorials were published only in their country while a few ES 

subjects use this category to conclude either way. Rarely mentioned by the TS group, 

British spelling is often mentioned by the ES group, mostly to conclude that the editorials 

were published in Thailand. Depending on how it is perceived, the writer's attitude has 

led many in the ES group to conclude that the editorials were published in either country 

while it leads the TS group to decide that the editorials were published only in the US. 

Q. 18/26 Reasons for Writer's LI for Editorial I-"UN focus must be on entire Balkans" 

The reasons for the writer's LI of this Bangkok Post's editorial are listed in 

frequency order by the perceptions and the subject groups in Table 62. 

Table 62: Editorial I's Reasons for Writer's LI in Frequency Order 

(same superscripted number = ties within column) 

Written by TS Written by ES 
TS(13) ES(20) TS(14) ES(8) 

Development Grammar Grammar Word Choice 
Grammar Word Choice Word Choice 'Development 
'Attitude Rhetorical S. Development 'Grammar 
'Word Choice Development Attitude 'Spelling 
Formality 'Attitude 'Content ^Attitude 

'Spelling 'Correlation ^Writer's LI 
^Formality 'Rhetorical S. 
^Mechanics 'Spelling 

Thai subjects who believe Editorial I was written by a Thai writer primarily gave 

similar reasons as they gave for why they believe it was published in Thailand. They 

generally perceive Editorial 1 as clear and easy to understand. The sentences are long but 

not very complex. 
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Different reasons for the writer's LI from those on the place of publication earlier 

reported include the perception that the writer gives indirect suggestions and his/her 

positive attitude toward Asia, reflected in the statement on Japan as the second highest 

donor in Paragraph 5. Tied with the writer's attitude is the vocabulary, which is 

differently viewed as not difficult by one and "imprecise" by another. Lastly, formal 

language alone convinces the other Thai subject that Editorial 1 was written by a Thai 

writer. 

On the contrary. Thai subjects who believe Editorial 1 was written by a native 

English speaker generally believe so because they perceive the language and vocabulary 

as difficult and unusually complex. Smooth development that the reader "can follow step 

by step" also contributes to the choice of ES as a writer. One Thai subject must have 

perceived the writer's attitude as negative; she wrote that the writer criticizes Asian 

countries freely and looks down upon them. Another reason given is that Western readers 

should know about the contribution, so an ES writer must have written about it. One Thai 

subject who earlier chose the US as the place of publication simply assumes that an 

English-speaking writer therefore wrote it. Detailed record of the contributions and 

British spelling are also trivial reasons why Thai subjects believe an ES wrote Editorial 1. 

One Thai subject who said he was not sure whether the writer is a native speaker 

of Thai or English strongly believes the writer is not an American. He expects a typical 

American writer to emphasize the importance of his/her country by putting the US in the 

Theme (or Actor if other verbs are used) position such as . .clearly the US was the 
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largest donor..." rather than clearly the largest donor was the US... as it is in the 

editorial. 

Although ES subjects primarily believe Editorial 1 was published in Thailand 

because of British spelling and the content, they primarily believe a Thai writer wrote it 

due to the poor grammar and unusual word choice. Long sentences, awkward sentence 

structures, varying verb tenses and imperfect English such as a preposition at the end of 

the sentence rather than before a relative pronoun in the first sentence ...which have 

promised nearly four times what the UN was hoping for suggest to them that the editorial 

was not written by a native English speaker. The British influence in the language, 

furthermore, convinces ES subjects that the writer of Editorial 1 is Thai. 

ES readers have many comments on the vocabulary of Editorial I. First, the use of 

certain words such as major annihilator and magnanimous gesture is described as "weird 

or unusual". There is a "strange mixture of formal and informal vocabulary." It is 

suggested that the verb fix in to fix these homes in Paragraph 8 be replaced with "repair" 

to make it more formal consistently. While the so-called "American" phrases "are 

forced—not natural" to typical American readers, some of the language seems 

**unidiomatic" to the one British English-speaker who was a subject in the ES group. He 

did not note the British spelling. 

More ES readers refer to rhetorical structure to justify their choice of a native 

Thai as the writer than Thailand as the place of publication. Although a final 

recommendation was given by the writer, to ES readers Editorial 1 still reads more like a 

listing of data with a few opinions thrown in in an attempt to make it an editorial. Their 
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percq)tion of the writer as one who "takes more time and words in bringing the 

viewpoint forward" varies from "not aggressive in convincing the reader with his/her 

opinion" to "more indirect than that in American newspaper" to "gentle and polite". 

Similar but less often mentioned reasons for identifying a native Thai as the writer than 

for identifying Thailand as the place of publication include British spelling, writer's 

attitude, and incorrect capitalization of Nato. 

Most of ES readers who believe a native speaker of English wrote editorial I, on 

the other hand, believe that certain words and expressions such as auger well, caught 

unawares, and recompense are "sophisticated," thus, would not likely to be used by a 

non-native speaker. Furthermore, a non-native speaker might be less apt to use 

"colloquial phrases" such as tight-fisted, bear the brunt, and deaf ears. The liberal use of 

emotion-eliciting phrases such as outstretched hand found only empty pockets also 

contributes to this belief 

Minor reasons including the sentence structiire, the word order, the perception 

that the editorial is "well-structured and clear", the negative tone toward the US and 

British spelling make a few ES readers believe that a native English speaker wrote 

Editorial 1. One ES subject believes the writer is from the UK rather than the US. 

Two ES subjects said they could not tell whether a Thai or English speaker wrote 

Editorial 1. Commenting that the sentiments expressed seem "non-American," one 

believes the editorial is a "good" translation rather than originally written in English. The 

other would guess British rather than American if a native English speaker wrote this 

Editorial at all. 



Q 22/30 Reasons for Writer's LI for Editorial 2-**Kosovo's Incomplete Peace" 

The reasons why both groups believe this American editorial was written by a 

native Thai or English speaker are listed in frequency order in Table 63. 

Table 63: Editorial 2's Reasons for Writer's LI in Frequency Order 

(* = ties within column) 

Written by TS Written by ES 
TS(12) ES(4) TS(14) ES(26) 

Grammar Grammar Grammar Development 
•Development Rhetorical S. Word Choice Grammar 
•Word Choice Development Word Choice 
Rhetorical S. •Attitude Rhetorical S. 
Content •Correlation Content 

•Formality •Attitude 
•Correlation 
•Formality 
•Mechanics 
•Paragraph 

Regardless of their choice, both the TS and ES groups primarily use the same 

categories of reasons in deciding the writer's LI of Editorial 2 as they did in Editorial I, 

i.e. grammar, development, and word choice. 

Thai subjects who believe a Thai writer wrote Editorial 2 generally agree that the 

language is not very difficult but cannot agree on the sentence length. Most said the 

sentences are short except one Thai subject who claimed that Thai writers tend to write 

longer sentences than native English speakers do. A few claimed the structure was similar 

to the Thai language and some English sentence structures are awkward. The editorial 
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was perceived to be easy to follow partly because the main ideas are well developed and 

supported. Overall the vocabulary is easy. 

Less frequently mentioned reasons include rtietorical structure and content. A few 

Thai subjects contradict themselves. They claimed that the writer expresses his/her 

opinions "bluntly", which is considered uncommon among Thai writers, but somehow 

still believe a Thai writer wrote this editorial. To explain why there are fewer details and 

figures than in Editorial 1, one Thai subject wrote that a typical Thai writer would know 

that this topic is not interesting or relevant to Thai readers. 

Like in Editorial 1, Thai subjects who believe a native English speaker wrote 

Editorial 2 generally claimed that the sentences are long and complicated and the 

vocabulary difficult. Only one perceived the vocabulary as "precise and on-point" and 

believe that such word choice is made by a native speaker of English. The writing style, 

perceived as direct but informal, the writer's attitude, and simple correlation with the 

place of publication are reasons mentioned by few Thai subjects who believe that 

Editorial 2 was written by a native speaker of English. 

Four ES subjects believe a Thai speaker wrote Editorial 2 primarily because of the 

sentence structure and the ambiguous use of one in the first sentence of paragraph 4. The 

reasons related to the rhetorical structure include "The way the events are recorded" and 

the perception that Editorial 2 reads more like a news report than an expression of 

personal opinion. 

On the other hand, most ES subjects believe a native speaker of English wrote 

Editorial 2. Mentioned most often is how well Editorial 2 was developed. First, the 
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writer's main point is clear from the beginning. Furthermore, it flows fluidly and 

straightforwardly. Although "almost rude", its "graphic directness" appears to be typical 

for large American newspaper editorials like the New York Time and the Washington 

Post. 

The grammar and language use, which is the first major reason in every other 

categories in deciding the writer's LI of Editorial 2, is the second frequently mentioned 

reason for ES subjects who believe a native speaker of English wrote it. It is generally 

agreed that the writer's American English is not only grammatical but also fluent and 

there is more variety in sentence structure (presumably than in Editorial I). The language 

complexity and sentence length, however, are not agreeable. 

Following grammar in frequency of mention is word choice. The use of phrasal 

verbs such as gear up and cany out, unusual words such as thug, and "sensationalized 

adjectives" are typically associated with the LI writer. In all, the language is considered 

more flowery and more idiomatic without awkward words or phrases. 

On the rhetorical quality, it is agreed that there was stronger voice in Editorial 2 

than Editorial 1. With an attempt to evoke the reader's emotion, the Editorial 2 writer 

states his/her opinion more "boldly." Consequently, Editorial 2 not only reads more like 

an argument than news report but also reads like an American editorial. 

Unlike in choosing the place of publication, content plays a minor role in ES 

readers' choice of the writer's LI. The focus on NATO and UN in mentioned by an ES 

subject. Other minor reasons that convince ES subjects Editorial 2 was written by a 

native English speaker include apparent objective tone when the US should be blamed. 



correlation with US as the place of publication, informal writing, correct capitalization of 

NATO, and more sentences in a paragraph. 

Q26/34 Reasons for Writer's LI for Editorial 3-"Russian role needs to be defined" 

Table 64 lists both groups' reasons for choosing who wrote Editorial 3, published 

in The Nation. 

Table 64: Editorial 3's Reasons for Writer's LI in Frequency Order 

(same superscripted number = ties within column) 

Written by TS Written by ES 
TS(9) ES(22) TS(17) ES(7) 

Grammar Word Choice Development Word Choice 
Development Grammar 'Correlation Rhetorical S. 
'Correlation Incomplete 'Grammar 'Grammar 
'Word Choice Development 'Rhetorical S. 'Spelling 

Rhetorical S. "Attitude 
Mechanics ^Word Choice 
Spelling 
Attitude 
Correlation 

Choosing who wrote Editorial 3 is the only response for which the TS group can 

be clearly divided into a majority and a minority. Believing that a native Thai speaker 

wrote this editorial, the minority gives similar major reasons—grammar and development 

— as do other Thai subjects who believe a Thai speaker wrote the previous two editorials. 

In general, the sentences are perceived as not very complex and the writing style looks 

like Thai style. Simple correlation with place of publication and simple vocabulary each 

convince one Thai subject that Editorial 3 was written by a native Thai speaker. 
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On the other hand, development, which ranks third for Thai subjects who believe 

a native speaker of English wrote Editorial I and 2, is the primary reason for convincing 

the majority of Thai subjects that the person who wrote Editorial 3 is also a native 

speaker of English. In general, the editorial is viewed as straightforward, direct, and clear 

in presenting cause and results. The style of writing is different from that of Thai writers. 

One Thai subject claimed that the writer allows the reader to think and reach his/her own 

conclusion, which is, in his opinion, contrary to Thai editors, as they usually give a "right 

or wrong verdict" in their editorials. 

Tied for second place are correlation with place of publication, grammar, and 

rtietorical structure. Three TS subjects correlate a native speaker of English to their 

earlier choice of the US as the place of publication. As for grammar and language use, it 

is perceived that the language is smooth and most sentences appear to be complete. The 

language is more difficult than that in Editorial 2. The writer is viewed as giving 

background knowledge and trying to analyze the situation. There is no comment whether 

too much or inadequate background knowledge is given in the editorial. 

It is perceived that the writer did not try to be judgmental on Russia's action. 

More difBcult vocabulary than that in Editorial 2 and use of emotion-eliciting words also 

lead Thai subjects to believe that a native speaker of English wrote Editorial 3. 

ES readers are primarily convinced by word choice that Editorial 3 was written by 

a Thai speaker. They gave many examples of words and expressions that are considered 

unusual or not likely to be used by a native English speaker. The examples include take 

its own initiative, carve out their own quarter, the good image of Russia (**Russia's 
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positive image" is suggested.). Obviously, Russia wants a role in Kosovo, this time being 

designed, and The Russian leaders have not changed their mindsets in the post-Cold War 

era in either their behaviour or reactions to key international issues. 

The use of some common words is found to be improper or in unusual context. It 

is not appropriate to begin a sentence with But as found in the third sentence of Paragraph 

3—But it did, though, play a positive role .... People with a US education are typically 

trained not to do so, explained an ES subject. It is suggested that needs to in ...it has to 

cooperate with the Nato force be replaced with "has to". The word quarrel in ...they 

cannot afford to quarrel with Russian troops is claimed to be in an unusual context 

because it is not normally used in a military context. As for the less common words, 

the verbs "abhorred", "rejected" and "decried" would be a better choice than dreaded in 

Moscow dreaded the ethnic cleansing and K-for should be correctly written as "K-4". 

Awkward sentence structures also lead many ES readers to conclude that a Thai 

speaker wrote Editorial 3. The last sentence of Paragraph 1, which reads But at a deeper 

level, this kind of manoeuve is not an unfamiliar tactic, this time being designed to 

increase Moscow's bargaining position in the Nato-bombed Kosovo is an example. 

Seven ES subject mentioned that some text is missing in Editorial 3. Since all of 

them give one or two other reasons, this mistake alone is not absolutely responsible for 

their choice of a Thai speaker as the writer of this editorial. 

Structurally it is agreed that this editorial does not seem to be organized to make a 

strong point. First, some of the logical sequencing seems awkward and not typical of a 

native English speaker. For example, the reason that international peacekeeping troops 
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cannot afTord to quarrel with Russian is not related to their numbers (preceding 

argument) but to their lack of clear mandate (following argument). A native English 

writer "might have reversed the sequence of the clauses or used a logical connector 'but' 

to convey cause and effect in a different way", claimed an ES subject. Second, the 

writer's opinion is not expressed as emphatically as it would be in an American editorial. 

This leads to the perception that the editorial reads like a news story, as it is informing 

rather than argumentative. 

Similar to the reasons given in Editorial 1, incorrect capitalization of Nato and 

British spelling, sometimes believed to be misspelling by American readers, play a role in 

convincing ES readers that a Thai speaker wrote Editorial 3. The perception that the 

writer does not seem to take political sides and the "non-US" tone lead to the same 

conclusion, and so does a correlation with perceived place of publication. 

Word choice primarily leads ES subjects to believe that a native speaker of 

English wrote Editorial 3. With expressions such as on the surface. Catch 22, sit on the 

sidelines, high stakes poker games, peace broker and carve out their own quarter, 

vocabulary in Editorial 3 is differently viewed as having complex English phrases and 

being idiomatic rather than unusual. Double negatives such as not an unfamiliar tactic is 

another feature that ES subjects believe a native English speaker is more likely to use 

than a non-native. 

Different perceptions on rhetorical mode and grammar also led a few ES subjects 

to a different conclusion on who wrote Editorial 3. One ES subject claimed that strong 

opinions were expressed and modals such as should and needs to were used. Another 
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commented that the English is fluent and free of errors. British spelling is a reason to 

believe that a native speaker wrote Editorial 3 as well. 

One ES subject was not sure who wrote Editorial 3 because of its mixed quality. 

First, the verb tense and sentence structure is correct for the most part. However, the 

British spelling is "faulty" and the word choice is odd and prevents the message to flow 

for easy reading. Claiming that mercurial Boris in particular sounds "odd", he admitted 

that he does not know whether the choice is due to ESL writer or simply an LI writer 

who tried to use a larger vocabulary than s/he possesses. 

Both groups' reasons on whether a native speaker of Thai or English wrote the 

three editorials are listed in frequency order in Table 65. 

Table 65: Reasons for Writer's LI in Frequency Order 

(same superscripted number = ties within column) 

Written by TS Written by ES 
TS ES TS ES 

Grammar Grammar Development Word Choice 
Development Word Choice Grammar Development 
Word Choice Rhetorical S. Word Choice Grammar 
'Attitude Development 'Attitude Rhetorical S. 
'Rhetorical S. Incomplete 'Correlation Spelling 
^Content 'Mechanics Rhetorical S. 'Attitude 
^Correlation 'Spelling ^Content 'Content 
^Formality Attitude "Formality ^Correlation 

Formality "Spelling ^Formality 
Correlation ^Mechanics 

^Paragraph 
^Writer's LI 
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Regardless of different conclusions on the writer's LI, both groups primarily gave 

reasons in the same categories, namely grammar and language use, development, and 

word choice. Subjects in both groups who believe that a Thai speaker wrote the editorials 

similarly mentioned grammar and language use more often than other reasons. Thai and 

ES subjects who believe otherwise mentioned the same three categories in different 

frequency order. 

Categories less often mentioned in deciding the writer's LI by both groups 

includes rhetorical structure and attitude. British spelling, which is rarely mentioned by 

Thai subjects, is not as powerful an indicator of the writer's LI as it is of the place of 

publication for ES subjects as it is more likely to be used by other native speakers of 

English than published in a US newspaper. Mentioned only by ES subjects, the incorrect 

capitalization of Nato is certainly associated with a native Thai speaker as well as 

Thailand. The writer's LI, correlation between the place of publication and the writer's 

LI,  and formality of  language are three categories that  appear only in the writer 's  LI.  

3. Summary 

The most striking difference between the TS and ES group is the length of time 

they spent studying each other's language. While only a few ES subjects had studied Thai 

for a short period of time, all Thai subjects spent many years studying English. This is not 

surprising because English is mandatory in Thai schools and vital in many higher 

education programs and workplaces. 
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Both groups generally read LI newspaper and editorials for the same reasons. 

Interesting differences are found between LI and L2 reading, however. ES subjects 

primarily read an EA newspaper for local news coverage and a few read EA editorials to 

listen to different sides of an issue and for entertaiimient. On the other hand. Thai 

subjects read ET newspapers primarily for good English and many read ET editorials to 

improve English and gain a broader viewpoint than they would by reading only TT 

editorials. 

On the more desired topics, education, which is addressed in less than 6% of the 

TT and EA editorials collected for three months, ranks first for both the TS and the ES 

groups. Local economic issues, which are addressed in roughly 7% of the ET editorials 

which were collected, ranks first in its group probably because Thailand had just suffered 

fix>m an economic crisis right before the collection period. It is surprising, however, to 

leam that the TS group also wanted to read more on local politics in TT editorials and 

international affairs in ET editorials because each is already addressed in more than 40% 

of its respective group. 

Twenty-three Thai subjects believe both native Thai and English speakers write 

ET editorials primarily because of the writer's comments and the language use. 

Generally, it is believed that high quality of ET editorials will be achieved if Thai writers 

have in-depth knowledge and native English speakers contribute different perspectives 

and proofread the draft for accurate English. 

More than two-thirds of the ES group identify the place of publication correctly 

for all three editorials, while guesses by the TS group are at a level of chance. As for the 
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writer's LI, most of the ES subjects are correct for Editorial 2 but incorrect for Editorial 

3. The TS group is still divided at the level of chance for the first two editorials. It is only 

for Editorial 3 that the majority of Thai subjects, although a very slim margin, are correct 

in indicating the writer 's  LI.  

Among the different categories of reasons, development appears to play an 

important role in suggesting both the place of publication and writer's LI. The ES group 

generally associates an editorial with linear development that clearly makes the points 

with the US and an ES writer. The TS group primarily associates what they perceive as 

"easy to read" with Thailand and a Thai writer. 

Grammar/language use and word choice are mentioned more often in identifying 

the writer's LI than in identifying the place of publication. Thai subjects generally 

believe that a native speaker of English wrote the editorials using language and 

vocabulary which they perceive as difficult and complex. Using their LI intuition, ES 

subjects generally identify the editorial without grammatical errors and "weird" 

vocabulary with a native English writer. 

Content and attitude, in contrast, are more vital in identifying the place of 

publication than in identifying the writer's LI. When the topic is perceived as irrelevant 

to Thailand, the TS group is likely to believe an editorial was published in the US. The 

place of publication chosen by the ES group for international topics, on the other hand, 

varies depending on how the roles of US, NATO and UN are perceived. ES subjects 

generously take both positive and negative attitudes toward the US and US-led 

organizations as a possible US publication. 
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Rhetorical structure is mentioned most often by ES subjects when they identify 

the writer as a native speaker of Thai. To conform to their preference, the writer is 

supposed to state the problem, express his/her opinions convincingly about it and call for 

action. Editorials with too many details are perceived as informative like a news story 

rather than argumentative as an editorial should be, and is judged as non-native English. 

Thai subjects, on the other hand, typically expect more background information and 

believe Thai writers know better than ES writers how much detail should be given, 

especially on unfamiliar subject matters like international affairs. 

As for less mentioned reasons, the ES group believes that British spelling is more 

likely to indicate Thailand as the place of publication than Thai native speaker as a writer. 

The incorrect capitalization of Nato, which is not mentioned by any Thai subjects, 

convinces ES subjects who noticed it that the editorials were neither published in the US 

nor written by a native speaker of English. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The primary purpose of this study was to provide a descriptive comparison of 

newspaper editorials in Thai written by native speakers of Thai (TT), in English written 

by both native speakers and non-native speakers of English published in Thailand (ET), 

and in English written by native speakers of English published in the US (EA). This 

essentially involved a triangulated contrastive analysis of Thai LI, English LI and 

English L2 texts by skilled writers in a single genre. The corpus used for textual analysis 

was composed of thirty editorials, ten from each of the groups, which were balanced for 

topic. Procedures for the corpus selection are reported in Chapter 3, along with a detailed 

account of measures and findings. 

A secondary purpose was to explore and contrast reader practices, expectations 

and perceptions relating to English-language editorials in Thailand and the US, which 

involved analysis of response to questionnaires. These procedures and findings are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Both segments of research are expected to have 

implications for the teaching of English for journalistic purposes in Thailand. 

Text Analyses 

The general question of similarities and differences in the three groups of texts 

was divided into eight specific subquestions. After a brief summary of general 
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difTerences among the three groups of texts, the most salient findings for each of the 

subquestions will be summarized in turn. 

Overall, the most striking difference in the texts is that editorials published in the 

US covered broader topics than either Thai or English editorials published in Thailand. 

For example, issues on race and ethnicity, homosexuality and gay rights, and nuclear 

weapons were found only EA editorials. Other social problems such as youth crime, 

violence in the media, and gun control were more often found in EA editorials than in 

either TT or ET editorials as well. Moreover, the numbers of editorials which appeared 

each day was a striking difference, perhaps reflecting different roles for the newspapers 

in their circulation areas, or different readerships. 

1. Length and Complexity of Linguistic Units 

The Thai texts are considered more linguistically complex than English as 

there are typically more V-Units in a Thai sentence. Moreover, both Thai V-Units and 

sentences are longer than those written in English. There is very little indication of TT 

influence on ET except for the similar mean numbers of V-Units per sentence. This may 

reflect greater use of adverbial subordination, a feature of the Thai language, by native 

Thai writers when they write in English. 

Paragraphing in the three groups is different. Each of the Thai newspapers 

consistently had the same numbers of paragraphs, i.e., four and seven paragraphs in Dailv 

News and Thairath respectively. Having slightly more paragraphs per editorial, EA 

paragraphs are shorter than TT. ET editorials, on the other hand, typically have many 
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more paragraphs per editorial than do the LI groups, not only because they are the 

longest by word count but also their paragraphs are the shortest. EA editorials are more 

similar to TT than to ET in paragraph division and editorial length. 

2. Problem-Solution Analysis 

Since all the editorials in the corpus explicitly have a problem component, they 

were identified as argimientative according to the criteria proposed by Tirkkonen-Condit 

(1985). All the TT editorials and almost all ET and EA editorials have a solution. A 

difference was found in giving evaluation. While both ET and EA editorial writers 

evaluated the proposed solution in most editorials, TT editorial writers did so in about 

half of the editorials. This means ET writers follow the conventions of EA argumentative 

writing more closely than Thai editorial writers do. Consequently, ET editorials were 

found to be more similar to EA editorials than to TT in this analysis. 

3. Editorial Purposes Analysis 

Contrary to the editorial purposes discussed by Stonecipher (1979) and 

Pantagoeng-amom (1990, as cited in Toommanon, 1993, p. 49-50), none of the editorials 

in the corpus intended to amuse or entertain the reader. Apart from this similarity, TT 

editorials are different from ET and EA in many respects 

First, while none of the ET and EA editorials in the corpus was found to praise or 

pay tribute, a few Thai editorials do so as a secondary purpose. Moreover, TT editorials 

intend to explain, to criticize, and to call for action more often than do the English ones. 
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Most English editorials, on the other hand, intend to argue that/for/against something. 

This absence of overt call for action seems not conforming to ES subjects'expectation. 

Last, while most ET and EA editorials try to achieve only one purpose (i.e., to argue 

that/for/against), few TT editorials have only one purpose in an editorial. 

In sum, ET editorials were more similar to E A than to TT in this analysis due to 

narrower range of purposes and more limited numbers of purpose per editorial in the 

English groups. 

4. Editorial Title Type Analysis 

Three types of editorial titles which have been reported by others were not found 

in the corpus. They are quotation, literary allusion and first/third person statement. TT 

editorial titles are more diverse than those in the English groups. However, ET and EA 

editorials prefer different types of titles. Most ET titles are summary statement while four 

EA titles each are label head and descriptive phrase. 

ET titles, however, are more similar TT titles in their grammatical structures. 

Most TT and ET titles are a complete sentence while most EA titles are simply a phrase. 

5. Editorial Organization Analysis 

Editorials were classified by their linear organization into three types: standard 

two-sided; one-sided; and strong one-sided. Two-sided editorials, considered "standard" 

by Rystrom (1983), are, however, not as common in TT as in ET and EA. 
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TT editorial writers write one-sided editorials more often and strong one-sided less often 

than do ET and EA writers, probably because the former type of organization can easily 

convince some readers while the latter could be too strong and unattractive to TT readers. 

In sum, ET editorials were more similar to EA editorials in terms of organization type 

preference. 

On the section weight, overall TT editorials have the highest percentage of 

statement of situation (S), background (B), claim of argument (A), the support that comes 

before it (preceding P of A), and conclusion (C). However, TT editorials have the lowest 

percentage of support that follows the argument (following P of A), opposing argument 

(O) and its support (P of O). This suggests that Thai editorial writers normally write 

longer statement of situation, background and conclusion, while both ET and EA editorial 

writers present the argument sooner and write longer support for their claims. 

Unexpectedly, a small irrelevant section (IR) was found in an ET one-sided editorial. 

Finally, it was found that two-sided editorials published in Thailand are concluded 

differently from two-sided EA editorials. While the EA conclusions always agree with 

the claim of argument (A), those in TT and ET sometimes agree with the opposing claim 

(O) instead. 

6. Topical Structure Analysis 

ET editorials were found to be more similar to TT editorials than to EA in 

aspects such as the proportions of sequential and extended parallel progressions, the long-

range ties of extended parallel progressions between the begiiming and the end of a text. 
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and the ratio of sentence per topic. A exception is in the mean number of topics per 

editorial. 

With the highest percentage of sequential progressions and the lowest percentage 

of parallel progressions, EA editorials follow Schneider and Connor's model (1990) of 

coherent texts most closely while TT do so the least. On the other hand, EA editorials 

have the lowest percentage of long-range extended parallel ties, although these are 

usually associated with high-quality English LI texts (Witte, 1982). The higher ratio of 

sentences per topic suggests that TT and ET writers generally write more sentences to 

develop a topic than do EA writers. ET and EA editorials, nevertheless, typically have 

more topics than do TT editorials. 

7. Content Analysis of Topical Subjects and Focal Actions/Events 

Language rather than social contexts apparently accounts for a few differences 

found in the percentage of focal verb types. For example, there are more X-type 

(Sentence topic is Theme and the focal verbs are stative, linking, or middle verb) and 

more null-type (Sentence topic is Theme with no focal verb) in TT than in ET and EA 

editorials. On the contrary, ET and EA editorials have a far higher percentage of P-type 

(passive verb) than TT. These findings conform to the characteristics of Thai and English 

as a topic-prominent and a subject-prominent language respectively. 

Both TT and EA editorial writers generally write about their countries/people and 

inanimate forces as Actor more often than do ET writers. TT writers are the most likely 

to use indefinite 'we' as Actor. In contrast, ET writers write about other countries/people 
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and other inanimate object or construct as Actor most often. The mixed readership of 

Thai and foreigners and regular coverage of international trade and affairs in ET 

editorials probably account for this finding. 

8. Passive Voice 

It is not surprising that passive constructions are rare in TT editorials. When the 

Actor or doer of the action is unknown or unimportant, it is usually omitted in Thai 

sentences as a typical feature of topic-prominent languages. Thai passive voice generally 

denotes unpleasant situations, especially when the verb is introduced by 'nn' /thu:k/. 

On the other hand, either a 'dummy' or the Patient must be used as a subject in passive 

voice in English as a grammatically required element in subject-prominent languages. 

Passive voice is more widely used in English, as it is not used only in unpleasant 

situations. Different meanings implied by grammatical voice in the two languages present 

complications for translation in news reporting, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, significant similarities and differences among three 

groups of texts may be considered in relation to three major categories: (I) features which 

all three groups have in common, suggesting either universals or development out of a 

common journalistic tradition; (2) features which TT and ET have in common, 

suggesting either transfer fi-om the writer's first to second language, or influence from the 

Thai social and cultural context; and (3) features which ET and EA have in common, 

suggesting linguistic or stylistic elements specific to the English language. 
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One similarity shared among all the text groups is the argimientative nature of the 

editorials. Moreover, they are found to have the same components: statement of situation, 

background information, presentation of argument, presentation of opposing argument 

(optional), discussion of argument(s), and conclusion. Ordering of weight given to each 

part is also basically the same among the groups. Finally, there are the same basic verb 

types, argument/participant structures (semantic role), and semantic categories of 

features. 

ET is found to be more like TT than it is like EA in many subareas. First, the 

greater number of V-units per sentence in ET than in EA suggests the greater use of 

adverbial subordination transferred from LI (Thai) to L2 (English). Second is the 

preference in editorial title types and grammatical structiu-es. Third, both TT and ET 

editorials give relatively more weight to statement of situation and background 

information, which is more likely to be determined by cultural preference rather than 

language transfer. Last, the percentage occurrence of all progression types and the 

number of sentences which are devoted to develop a topic. 

ET is more like EA than like TT in some respects. First both English groups are 

less linguistically complex than is TT. They are less likely to offer a solution to the 

presented problem, but more likely to include an evaluation. ET and EA generally have 

fewer types of title and fewer purposes per editorial than does TT. Moreover, both have 

slight favor over two-sided organization and give relatively more weight to support of 

argument(s) but less weight to conclusion than does TT. Last, written in the same 

language, ET and EA more closely share distribution of verb types. 



Differences in the findings of content analysis for TT and ET reflect differences 

in readership rather than linguistic factors or authorship: TT focuses more strongly on 

events and people in Thailand ('we'), while ET focuses more on events and people in 

other countries ('they'). Use of indefinite 'we' is a lot lower in both ET and EA than in 

TT; however, more frequent use in ET than in EA suggests transfer from LI to L2. 

Reader Practices. Expectations, and Perceptions 

L2 learning needs may be responsible for differences in reasons to read editorials. 

Many Thai subjects read ET editorials to improve English, while a few ES subjects read 

EA editorials to listen to different sides of an issue and for entertainment. Good English 

becomes an important reason in choosing a newspaper for these ESL readers while ES 

readers generally care most for local news coverage. There are more EA editorials 

published each day and they cover a broader range of topics than do TT and ET 

editorials. 

With native speaker's intuition, most ES subjects are correct in identifying the 

place of publication and agree on the writer's LI. Linear organization, writer's strong 

voice, grammatical structures, and certain idiomatic expressions generally lead ES 

subjects to believe Editorial 2 of the three presented was written by a native speaker of 

English. Content and attitude are more vital in suggesting to ES subjects the place of 

publication than the writer's LI. British spelling, used only in ET editorials, certainly 

plays a role in suggesting that Editorial 1 and 3 were published in Thailand. 
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On the other hand, guesses by Thai subjects are only at the level of chance for 

both the place of publication and the writer's LI. Generally, Thai subjects associate easy 

vocabulary and syntax with Thailand and Thai writers. Content, when perceived as 

irrelevant to Thai readers and involving the US or US-led organizations, generally leads 

TS subjects to believe that an editorial was published in the US. 

Potential Benefits of Comparative Analyses 

Methodologies and findings in this study could be useful for researchers, and for 

readers and ESL/EJP students in Thailand. First, the V-Unit may be used as an alternative 

to T-Unit in other studies that compare Thai to English or other topic-prominent language 

to subject-prominent language. Furthermore, content analysis of topical subjects and 

focal actions/events may reveal the underlying ideology of texts in both Thai and English. 

For all Thai people, understandings of current information gained from reading 

and debates on important issues are important for the progress of democracy. Editorials 

are a good exercise for achieving the former and can be a springboard for the latter. 

English editorials are not only useful for practicing reading English but also usually offer 

different perspectives and opinions from what readers see in Thai editorials. Critical 

reading of claims and support is important for all groups. 

For ESL students, an awareness of syntactic differences between Thai and English 

may improve writing quality. Topical analysis can be helpful in explaining why one text 

is more or less coherent than another, and knowledge of how editorials are organized will 

enhance the reader's comprehension. 
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For EJP students, it may be profitable for them to do contrastive study to discover 

differences between their editorial writing and that of professional native English and 

ESL Thai writers. Findings of similarities and differences in conventions and style of 

Thai and English editorials could be useful for Thai editorial writers and EJP students 

when they write English editorials. 

Suggestions for ESL Thai Editorial Writers 

Thai editorial writers may not feel that they need to follow American conventions 

and style when they write ET editorials if their writing is well received by their readers, 

most of whom are Thai. However, as found in this study, many Thai readers learn and 

practice English using English newspapers as a model. ET editorials that have near-native 

quality may not only do good service to Thai readers but also be better received by native 

English readers, and by non-Thais who are part of the target audience. 

Some specific writing suggestions fi-om the study's findings are 

Write the editorial title as a phrase rather than a complete sentence. Label head and 

descriptive phrase are common in EA titles. 

- Write fewer but longer paragraphs. Paragraph division in TT is more like that of EA 

than ET. 

- Keep the sentences linguistically simple by not overusing adverbial clauses, as they 

are less preferred in English. 

- Reduce the length of the statement of situation and background especially in familiar 

topics. Too many details make an editorial read more like a news story and de-
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emphasize the writer's voice. The ES reader perception reveals that strong voice is 

expected in EA editorials. 

- Begin the claim of argument sooner than one would do when writing Thai editorials. 

- Devote more space to support the claim by giving only relevant information. 

- When writing a two sided-editorial, make the conclusion agree with the claim of 

argument (A) rather than the opposing claim (O) as can be found in Thai editorials. 

Use an extended parallel progression between the begimiing and the end of the text to 

enhance perception of the text's coherence. 

- When translating Thai texts into English, use more passive constructions than in the 

originals. In the Thai translation of English, passive voice should be limited and used 

generally in unpleasant situations. The sentence subject may be omitted when it is 

unknown or unimportant. 

- Certain words and expressions may lead the reader to believe that a native speaker of 

English wrote the editorial. However, word choice alone does not guarantee the near-

native quality. Grammatical structures and linear development, which follows the 

expectation of native English speakers, are more vital. 

Strengths of the Studv 

A major strength of this study is the use of professional writing for contrastive 

analysis. This eliminates the variable of novice in the genre, as usually found in 

contrastive studies. Moreover, editorials are authentic texts written for a real audience. 
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They are not written simply for particular discourse analysis studies or academic 

exercises. 

Since the editorials in this corpus were collected in the same period of time, seven 

out of ten TT and ET editorials respond to the same event/news. Most EA editorials share 

the subject matters with the editorials published in Thailand. Such topic control is 

important, but often neglected in studies which make use of this many authentic texts. 

Limitations of the Studv and Implications for Further Research 

One major limitation of this study is that the ET editorial writers' LI is unknown 

due to the policy of both English newspapers in Thailand. At best, it can be claimed that 

editorials on local issues are likely to be written by Thai writers while those on regional 

and international issues are likely to be written by native speakers of English. 

Furthermore, how much a published editorial is changed &om the writer's original 

draft in the copy-editing process is not known. According to The Nation's Deputy Editor, 

their editorials written by Thai writers are changed up to 20 percent from the original 

draft, especially in English grammar by an English-speaking editor. However, the 

opinions and viewpoints remain the same (T. Taptim, personal communication, April 6, 

1999). 

Another limitation is the size of the corpus. Analysis results from ten editorials in 

each group may not be generalized with as much confidence as a larger selection. 

Although the use of only one genre enabled a positive control, the results may not be 

generalized to other genre even in the same journalistic medium. 
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Both the limitations and the strengths of the study offer some suggestions for 

future research. First, contrastive analyses should be conducted with a broader sample of 

editorials. Second, professional written discourse in other genres should be conducted in 

both first and second language as well. Contrastive analysis of genres such as laboratory 

reports and business correspondence of different kinds, for instance, could offer 

implications for ESL/ESP teaching while other authentic texts such as news reports, 

magazine articles, and instruction manuals could be useful for the teaching of ESL. 
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Appendix A; 

EDITORIAL SUBJECT CODES 

Code Subject 
1. foreign/international affairs (including WTO) 
2. international trade/economic issues 
3. local politics/ government administration/policy/ parliament 

(s= province or state; f = federal or national) 
4. local/national trade/economic issues/stock market 
5. education 
6. health & weU-being(health care/medical practice/HMO/nursing home/airline safety/ 

smoking/tobacco lawsuit/drinking) 
7. environment problems and preservation (animal/plant/pollution)/weather conditions 
8. human rights and violation (constitutional rights, patient rights, right to choose, death 

penalty, access to information, press freedom) 
9. religion/moral issues 
10. narcotic drug 
11. racial/ethnic/minority problems 
12. children &, family issues and problems (youth crime) 
13. violence and crime (gun control, media violence) 
14. Y2K. 
15. women role/liberation/gender problems 
16. nuclear weapons 
17. homosexuality/gay rights 
18. others 

art/architecture 
- community 

foreign media 
- history 
- honor/memorial 
- humanity 
- labor 
- law (interpretation of, legal system, jury, judge) 
- media 
- military 
- NGO 
- population 
- rescue 
- science 
- sport 
- tourism 



DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED EDITORLVL SUBJECTS 

Topic DN TR TT BKP NTN ET AZS NYT EA 
I 5 2 7 50 43 93 8 72 80 
2 1 1 2 0 8 8 0 6 6 
3f 38 37 75 16 16 32 18 36 54 
3s 3 6 9 0 1 1 36 35 71 
4 10 5 15 1 12 13 11 13 24 
5 5 3 8 0 1 1 15 11 26 
6 2 0 2 0 I I 17 15 32 
7 2 0 2 2 1 3 28 15 43 
8 6 7 13 11 4 15 8 11 19 
9 5 10 15 3 2 5 0 1 I 
10 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 5 5 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 
12 2 0 2 I 0 1 6 3 9 
13 1 0 1 I 0 1 16 12 28 
14 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
15 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 4 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 
18 9 8 17 6 3 9 16 36 52 
Total 92 79 171 92 92 184 184 284 468 



DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED EDITORIAL SUBJECTS BY LANGUAGE 

GROUP IN PERCENTAGE 

Topic TT ET EA Mean 
I 4.09 50.54 17.09 23.91 
2 1.17 4.35 1.28 2.27 
3f 43.86 17.39 11.54 24.26 
3s 5.26 0.54 15.17 6.99 
4 8.77 7.07 5.13 6.99 
5 4.68 0.54 5.56 3.59 
6 1.17 0.54 6.84 2.85 
7 1.17 1.63 9.19 4.00 
8 7.60 8.15 4.06 6.60 
9 8.77 2.72 0.21 3.90 
10 0.58 0.54 1.07 0.73 
11 0.00 0.00 1.07 0.36 
12 1.17 0.54 1.92 1.21 
13 0.58 0.54 5.98 2.37 
14 0.58 0.00 0.21 0.27 
15 0.58 0.00 0.85 0.48 
16 0.00 0.00 1.07 0.36 
17 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.21 
18 9.94 4.89 11.11 8.65 
Total 99.97 99.98 99.99 100.00 



Appendix B: 
DISSERTATION CORPUS 

No. Paper 
Date 
Page No. 

Title 
(Topic-Subject Code) 

Paper 
Date 
Page No. 

Title 
(Topic-Subject Code) 

Paper 
Date 
Page No. 

Title 
(Topic-Subject Code) 

1 DN 
5/6 

nnfitiifignuiS 
Violated Dignity 

(Thailand's foreign 
policy-1) 

BKP 
7/31 
0&A8 

UN must focus on entire 
Balkan 

(Kosovo-1) 

NYT 
7/27 
A22 

Kosovo's Incomplete 
Peace 

(Kosovo-1) 

2 TR 
5/8 

ftniiinoriRiJ-Rluiiu 
Permanence is interest. 

(WTO election-1) 

NTN 
6/15 
A4 

Russian role in Kosovo 
needs to be defined 

(Russia and Kosovo-1) 

NYT 
6/19 
A26 

Russia's Military Role 
in Kosovo 

(Russia and Kosovo-1) 

3 DN 
6/14 

•Rinjinu 
Chuan's System 

(administration-30 
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A24 
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(witness protection law 
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5 TR 
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Motto and Reality 

(police brutality-8) 
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0&AI2 

Police cannot be judge 
and jury 
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NYT 
7/15 
A24 

Monitoring New York's 
Police 

(police brutality-3s) 
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Appendix C: 

TEXTS AND TRANSLATION 

TT Texts 

TTOl 
flnwfl7>ifinanS 

iif ufm»4-^T'3yia?ianv)TliflnnaTiiia'JiJirinu'ima/nri'jT n>inanyiTJ'irinfilyitj'=ir»ia<3aTi'i 

î inia" uiwaHn«fl7Tia'3i'n1unYiTaniv<7-issnnijni7tiu1urmi>39iiiiviujwa'nui£jnTia'3flm'inTi«nIan 

vinlviivi' u^^lnulT^£^Iaau«laIJ1ul7a'Ju wmiari'ii^tnia*ulusniiT u'jT^rwa-jasananinonlinJn'jw 

ii9w»4nan>im7^'iaw?nn»4inr >ium'Juarumnnyn>imTM»iyiins:»ia'3'Ujtjaw«niir uiijoan<3iia'3lfl7 

>Iuayim^<ain»nnluin<i>ia<i«)u ii»ju»njiriyi«iwauijnu^>3antunmwSwwanu 

inî jl'jrrwiynyifm srivn" ul«i'«-inv«ti5inT»4m7asi»4«i«uu«iuM7am7'ina*naSTj1»ia ^^ainyhnJ* utinu 

nnniryinwnwaaw IwaiftwnrwuiiwusnujIwwanutl'iriyiHvtw'iyiSiTtjjvnaan'iwaiua'J anawfia 
• « • « « -

mi>ina>3rin^>35i^aT5ir=*nnvii4nijnnnwnS>3Cia«amu«Tn^;iiJ7unuuniwej>35iu lumw a. ijla>3 

iinoa-aaau anofmmayMnuunn'iVitjauTia'apJnai'n'UimiiJ' 

iiynj'»srnflT3yiiIna'3ma<3w«)aminna'nnn>4nTu5iuu«iu1via Yn'3mTw^n^Tnsra"l'J^^l^f u * 1 < 
na>irin^>iiia>jflunanuaa5>iv4wn?nijflt4"Ujl« iiTurMS7>3in'Juarl>4S7-jinii uwtJnovivnrr ai-a 

aan'JUTinfl'wm aiTwrnnHTtiSwiiaij uariilai7nthm7>j7ryn«jliJual>injTnjS«iiiau"n?i\'Dfnia uvna 

TuiiwuarriTvitiau ri"Ujl«('hjm7»iauaua'3'M« J^n1^^l^;^Jlaall^ua^u1vlCll a'nM'nj'wqwn77wn7j 

Ma%ia<nwij7r'^m!»wtnuwni^uiT w^uaina-innawtinnniniir unavimawmTWin 

ti^lna-llla^rily1£ll7^a«fn7»la'^mJYnuuynJ^nwm71Jmlarri^a^l\^^mTlJn•Ja^la5lJ1»lo\vl 

utT'iun7'3^u iwaljjlvnn5lau»inantii?h«ft7Tia'jm«n«a*'imalH iinTuulintimaauiialvifluawnn 

inuliJuaT ^>luuuymy^l7^srli^ycla^^nu^l^tJl3t}JV^^7aaulJ« fl^7sr7^>4v^a^lnua7^^lfl^^wll^ uilnuwu 

a7n'3amn£i7W£jfifln«fl7iia'JinwiTi IjilvilfiTwniMSauanwnwa'ninal^ 
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TT02 
rioTJ-jfi awaiJirluuu 

'U4^^Hamnnl'a^u5^3»^^u>1U'JMa*^u^um7lvlq|a«lflm"Im•IfnIan wnuii;Tn« 

Ta'iunuriTjwuwittasijviuwTvnniTiuiia'jIno niiunu1>4f» ui7 awwuiunTjuuwTuifluausi •^r'^ua-i 

aon«jl7n" «n»4 ll»l»^a^lna^^ll^ un'R:u^umlyllm^a^^I«llua^n^u^ufla^l iiT unmuTi>airuYianiJmYia«i 

uarilviqwmTwyiaiJtjflvi^w '«uYhT>iin?ifm«u»inu£infiTjlMqjlua'jfiminTifnIan 

Manmnla«lfl^^>4I^J7<aTa^^aM7JamVnlyiu^vlf1aaulJ•Jrlrm»n<l «)rhlan "l^wasitlvuvT 

uiifl»3atiaanniJnnnafla ii»j"3nManTT>iL>jiau>3'luvi»4iJTriyma«n5na'jnmim7flnIan 134 iJTrin« 

lunan 7 iwauviw-iiujn Hairfl75>3<»inmu>jsnniJ7riyi«lyiasrj3flsuuuun»jnt«(awaasi uwri'wmiiwm'j H 
nana'nviTlinTi4Tn«ii7auwn iwalunana* aiitja£n>3i»r «rl 

^Ila£J•a^vnn»^s^7tu^^ Tumia"avlmwa>n^la£l<3ai4^Jauu'lv1Ha^^fl'J•^^nu^€llau« aviiVaijjTm 

Hatiiija'3va>j'l«i«niuunnTvin^nrn>j ^umrrMn>iT'ua«TntJviHa*nu'3£inTifli4nau»ia'jwu'=»nn»fnu>iU'a H M % % % 
iJ'n:inuriiJ're'Dws>Jiaual>iu»i'3w-3unawTiiiruwa'nmamVlvityfiulMw Iwuan>m»Iflruuuununu«MToaa 

62 »ia 59 iaa<j uarai'niiliaa'jauuauu'nnvianojnSmflmT 

^>iliw^nnT«wflnu^inna»4ijTsiYi«fiauuauuuna«ri'Hb auilTrnauwiu tJiJu nawanwuu 

wtTuaanlna uasa'ivl7mtn>jiliriYifl ivcnrivTuTiuaiauana'jtlTrinu'Ujiirudtiw iJTrmuUiifiaTia 

ftUYnwSttW'jW'lunawriTiolu'uncYijjflruuuunjjnIwuwaast mlnrmwwiaanurTn'Su wawntlTrinu'lwwVifla 

unt«/ir5aaan^nnm7iiii«im4ynwnan>3ia£i'afl«flnu^nnna>4wauuauu 

v<q5imnu«r«iYinam«n l»4l«ariaauw^nnn7>ianaij^iJTiauarlTuhMun uwiif um7unci<3fl-3n»4 

iiTus7^3y^^^'lu'l«Jmll»Ja'J^t>m>3^J^:lylfIuu IjjiJww^unuarHwinni wuwwaiJTrlaiiuiynuuYitmi 

avl•I5alH^^luJ^u^a/i^Jvna'^u^'^l•wa'JlJ^rln«l«a^1la>3ta^ naommTa'ifmwiir ulwtij^ulan ni1'a?nu 
4 m  * w niTVivnT m7i«a>3 ;«*»jn*^uarYnwnuiwuiii7« 

flulvlu^J^'3a^ua^^^rlJiv^al'^ n" iiT ui7a«3JSTnj«n iwnrfl^maM'ij'jiir rwTtnijwT uwwa^JiiawTii 

fln^4S7'3^^1u^yim• l̂i4a'3r^ l̂̂ na1uuas'Kvn^«llJlSlrm ilufifjatlTrla'BuiyriuuYitm? wulyiu^-aljifn? 

ua«<ifmw'Ui'wal^uijni«r n«)«nam79lamin«a >i7a7a'anf«iliainu-=«sw?iiir uflSstvnanuawTj^ iJTrmft 

ImarT wwailTrlaiiuyi'^rwa'JTh^jn waiJTrla'BUTsaramanwqjS'ann 

n>3sruvivi7aTricluinni'j»Inuviuja*n^qjTwa'af>m7m"ifnIanfi'wu awnulnan* 

m^^nlna^^3m4u wa'»nnnwMHUuriSiJvi'amJ'irw4ir wm^TwiliiaaniiruilTmuaiTinnlvtq! 

aMtlTrminwijlavianaatiiJnau «it. wniTa wnuunhmiTunulmafiuwawnTiyni'amuviU'ja'nmylu 

a'lflmnrwjlan ttaslwilinTTuawni uarnnTauijauwnnununiin5»luTr«ti*iun/jH'l-^ 
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TT03 
iruuinu 

mrinum-iauiMynsflTj inunmu^'jfinwwniuuwSa'iqjnmjawwi'^naTJiaT^WKjmwma'luiianamvn 

inthaanYTjvia MianTjlwuvia'nJnnmviuwiwmnaanflwaHnSnamiyiflunauflTaiJn'nJnmTMTM 

n7rri"n'i»4>n«>'lnti'ia<a»ia*naiialviflniJr:m«"lM»3miiaan«'iiir uljjur n»4n«3m7una'^wam7aalJa^u 

rmrsiwmTswmaLniiari'jwtu'nlun'isnn'aaninmaiiylilmT'laaanuarTMaanwaaw^unTTiJasiiJ^w 

mryirj«i u»llTT=»rv^u^^m^sr1^nlau5!l7a l̂»n l̂•)lvla^ua^u»la l̂7a\vlu^£Jn^JVlu»l̂ nn»4^»4a^u•nH•nJ7 

M7aiJti!Tnm7umjia<3au vnT^I^i^luul^J9nw^r^JUM^an•Iru^un-n?^^»4a^a^nu5^lVlu^£^^3^u«n^3•]»Ia'^UT^ 

>im>iii»iaun>i1«i 

w^aa^<3yilv^ uwii'suriawn' flai7a'3Tia«JT(fivi7rnn»jn'iaYt>3m7i{]?)iw£itlTri«r ufniwl^uauwi 1 
vnna^uain^jwaiua^jamunumn 7 iwau I«aiftvnsm'jaauYiwwiv>iauliJsnn>i^nluvi7sl»)TQ{|n >i7a 

m7'nju^nnri«!u'luunwTia>iijflfla^<3iiru'BaiS»4Tia>Ji^iaiina unuri^riir uua<3'5Vi 'tiujana'WTrwwn 

llu^Yn«IJ^^lla^^^ll^uiTa'3H«\nnvi?a'U4atn<jl'T iiinnaliUiijnTiwiiuumilw •)s^nwu^tl'J^uY\lnu^^la«l 

uan•^^nm^ln!J'3nullJH^^sM^^•^n'Inm^«^au^mJ•I3>4u»l^>iri^mJ«llav1u^^I'nu uaryiawunanijwuw? 

»\a<i«n^<jriTnu1>i«niuum7 uij^>3uwnn'il>i«iniuunn'ilvia«9)i'^naninaIauTi5iu'l>imjYn«iT«i ann 
- - i '  1 < l "  i .  m  ^  '  m  ^  '  1 *  ^  *  unaiuu'jiao'jtnan Uia-i»4-nn-^wm7i««)l« msn'in>nuiau»nan a'3»ia>3Talviunan'i2>4U»i'Jsl>i 

75>4u»i7lij«niuumi iw aTjqjflnmiliiliMnTwnmflnaunii^ofmnwniuuflw 
Jt m ^ *^^ua'3l^!a^mJm7l{]?llHaHam7aaua^umTy1•^^w^«^^Iaa^^la^3n•n:v1'n^Ja^m^n^a^lv^a^lflHl^J^^a 

^aniuuunu n<iyia5im'isruna>3Hal5irrwa'a"ia1>iman75HU9i7i«um'3nau>jTnn9n>jtli:iyi«iaanau a-iu 

aa'niavjm7iaan^>5€>3iJnn{]*HS)i-=«uTi»jmTyi-=i7w\uniwiYWiijnaufl'iaHyi'nJnm7iia:il'n:inTiu 

a ainauuwaawsuwn^innmiiania'j'lvianiannmia anw-alua n 3 11^i^a^^l>1a aMTaanianwarmia anw<3 

YiwniuumTltliiaT >i7aia'iaan>iviU'aaan'jl«>€<iiif um7l>iaaH7TJHam7iaan»r'j u«n7rYi7ij»4vn«ilnarrii4 

««iauls«iiuum7'l«'jrii;a«i<an'jm7watil«m7r-^7»im7;aan^'i um7Ynmaa'nm^7j suriasiiila 

mun7rual>4l>n^^3a'3l7a'l1«flncm7«m7nqwflm»!fn^ws^u4^laa^^l^^^r»la-J7a•awa^nalm•wnnau 

iJ7rmfiHaia an^>iiua'j^nniif uni?r>ivn'jm7iJnfi7a>iyi"Uinn»ia'a 

•n'j'jiManmTT^rivru1«in aiuuwuJ*u^S>i7a^nm7ilflij5»7mm7>i7am7iJ7vn7iJ7rimiia'3 

72^naijl«l«î luul̂ Jaa^^Juna^flaa'lwafn^»4a'Jtll7uu7aa Îa"J^J7rlylfI 4'jir«inijm7iiruliJua-iIanlu 

iT'»suuyirnaan'j»ia>i«fniuu1iJ/na1»im7w«>auTsYl«ij1*3uartt»4ua'n«naTia«a viTjvi7aHffnamn»4 

TTjSwuau M^nu»l»rI>1naa^^ll>1^Iauaa^^jflllJaa«»lyi7am7^«la^4ls^^na^^4na^JllJlaa1^nl7a'J 

YM^y^l7a•^l«a^uuw^n'»t«lauWlllum^y^»^^^^n7r^J'l^4n^7Ylw»^^rfl^7r^ ^r;n«fm»4mwunw7atn7im 

fm«iaavna"lu«tnu»n«a «)l»i«rmu uarsnaiiuriiir uaaiwuiirTUYi-^r«<«Jaaalvifn<jfnvi7ai7a>nn'3>iun 

n" i€a<nnnruun* f^^7y^•^r\««nt•^vnYn'alJ7llll7 l̂7ru^J>nulaalM« 1>4liilviunan72»4u»i7«n^>im7u>4 
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n•n:wl^aw^STUwa^yi^fi«a^qj^5^uffnoanmr^alynuu 
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TT04 
wanuTssiT 

iviO<Jiv»nrnTi«niuurm«n«n»imv(.7.u.TjawaumaTma<irn'aniimiua£aua'j»iaij»»am"ii7un 

7a>ma'Jfl^^uYlua<lfln7lanflu»laa«l^uaa«^a1Iuv^^laT>1l^l«llwuMam7aa^Ja^u'ua>^«tu^n77«m7^Ja^lnu 

aasil7niiiJ7n»jm7iis7»iuariJ7:wq5iiiuaii1u'i'a7mim7 (il.iJ.iJ.) n7t^^^JS7»|•^«>^ao /̂nuTun7srI7 '̂J 

anin7njaii'̂ uyh1vii3m7iwtiuv*77num7'anTtaauiiniw>TnH«UinumryMvianu^viiJinflnuarna\Minw 

Han7tvnjlu?nuau>jnnn-jn«nu«anMaimJ7rm7iiMyiitr uliJiwtifnsivijjno 1iJsun'iHavtaati1«iauU4 

w>JTj7n7nuia nwnn«na>iantjiJ7rm7 

a^J^^fn«lV1»4^tl1^l?^a^^lVlu^^T^rln»lm;y^/n^J>1a>3Ham7aalJa^ut^nl{)^llH!J>J^ri*na U77wn 

uwfiarliJiir uv(tjnuyi\vim7^uannn7nii«aa7TJiJ7ri«r ul«^^1fl^ln>Jyi7^Hatllu^>3m7Y1•=^7«w^^a 
« H % II 4 

9ia'3wnauluanm7an^uTiTqivnaiv(7nr€^»iiH5qjmjfmma£j>iI?iLV)^u uan'»inuu£r>ian^j3TTqi>n 

mTv^a>]7a'3fi«fnn>4wn»4«n a^ufluy^l^^uTn7TDm7n''a«i')r»ia«3isamjm7aqiiaoIamaiia'3m7i'^7tij 

anTv«m7'nui'in^ul^TVil«ri' tuvuvI vi7aain'auaura«iri' 

Tui<3rm>i Iwaift'wnr-^nnfluyiiJi;Hum7^rvnHatl7rItJii\4luyn'a»4iiatiaauaT 

a^uf4av^aaal5lau'Uiw'J^J7^7nu^ '̂3^^^n^^uanlMuas^mIqĵ nwau77?nv(^nuV^^^nJ^^Jua  ̂ n'wa 

uhm7l^Ja^]M7ana»4fiuyi^4aaTuu^a>1'^7»l'Ui^^sr1un7Iuuv17an7tuauri' srS-Jonwl^wamTilTrwqw 

wnau iv<7-irii«vian?iv»a>]n«jnunn7a<ii7aurr fl'3l»4»4lf>7nainnwnTiwiir uwanu S^amnuu 

m7aaua-lu Îwafn^>4w«1la'̂ ^J.'lJ.̂ J.vl7a1Ia^J«tusn77J4m7aa^Ja^u1 l̂ ̂ n" iif uiwa>i«a4u»\uyivnn 

^rianwwYD'janqj'irr '»rwa>iaaua'3u'wtnunul>iw luiituryi'wtnuwnTT'̂ 'luflw a'nflq!ajn'jm7a'avn7>j'i79n 

a.a.7n£iviU'3ri' uonn ĵnflnuatn'janaTi n" iiw<ii4lviivrunuuuua«i7au«) 

aan>3l7ri' »nwiTqivnyiin«isnnm7i{]«iiH£niawaTman7ua<jyn>i7niim7\ufl7xiu a^uv1u<Jfl^3 

iv(7nr u1la'JlM»4yia^3'Ul^Iuu^m'Jau^Vll•=«u'lum7^Ja^3nuwamrYnJlW7^^l^isrln«^»n^J^4^llar£^l 

iif ul>1WHaa'̂ ^qjy^^1n î̂ £lyiln£n Îa>J'U4^^^rl̂ J*uiJ.iJ.iJ. flncn77>4m7Tiawaiman7 vifaisnviiiiri 

»^^7^s>4^7^ma^u^>nm<3aany^lVl»4^:a»4 iwalvim7iil«iiwEiiia«a*i>hl?i/nul»ifmi4niwTiu^7-j-^>i 

ua<im79»7nsaauTJa>jnum7iiS7»iivi»Iaui«»4 Tia'nmyatn'lvi«m7iij!j'jiuulij'i«miia«ua>in{ivi>4ntiufla 

ijyi7ntiYla«iia>i^>ifl«"lna 
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TT05 
flnuTqjnufnnn^T'a 

flw^anwqi^nwnTiwnanaiiJ' uimt«'j«'i^vu4nanfl'NMu>i lilaqjnwiia'iHwnLuviIa'ifiwiwuiivnu 

liJ'ia<3i7au9iawniiinyi«Tn'» l7an7a>l'lvl«i^luufl«^^^n^aua^^vm«1 luiiaMn»4nfiu»t-iuI«iui^«unuar 

l»l'I»l7a^Jl^na^4 Iwitlaauwwi'jnuaaijaiu^nnwTn^Yia'iriiiruw^T^^aaua^u^a^'^ uasiSmi 

l^\aa^^lv^-lyisrunl•u^J'K;>4^an£]Vl»^^a^Sv1•^^"IW^lnu^mJl^a<s<^ 

^anmij»4n«n'7'j>4a'ia«yima>jiir uima^lunwru H«na€aunaavi'=«u viiaawlniiu waaTa« 

iiT uuma*ninalvifftia>j ^jviT«an<ina'i nn»iTJi^a'iwnaluanT4^a«itnia«j'nuaivnTlum»ia'ima 
% 

iJnnim"« uumj7 Iwaan'Jinwgna^Vtilum'HijnwTincviananwlTiJjaTcimrijr u9iqjnwTia<3w»naaum; 

^^H»nann "an** aan^nnuiuliJ^jT uaT^^ianrmiiTufiwiauTqj^nwmiy 

uaafl'fi'Mfiw^anmjj'jivr UTin u»\flu'lnamT»rUil>ifmwa\;lsuarw«3Tiaa'3^a\um7mrnnia<3 

»ii7T  ̂ a^ulv1ql>^nsraa^4^ l̂t®law1^tu^-lll̂ um7n7ryinyinn»ia>niaiJii77>4 ilnmauau-^nnwyiinaniia'anij 

i7a>iu T^wrMaam7 ua^yl^nafn'l^4^nmtn«^n7ri^^:j4qj^5i^la'JW»na7a«al7amlar«i^luuf^«i»^^7^^y^ 

ina'3Tia>j u»i7aaa: 99 l>iaiH-i7nianfi«)"l«i lVlTlr1n«lv^a^^iVlanJ^u 

unana;nyiunamnwuM>iij7riyifllriaan»naan'3fl5lianjTqj»4i»in77wyl^>iT mu m 6 

aw77tuiJ7 q!n5liia<3H»na7a'ai7aua/nnmafm««J u»iua-3ri'i3aij>na1ilaan«3»ji1auNint;na>î a ^•aiiTu 

aila77fllumTvhfnnws7'j'lvnj7nn{j uar^naiviwu »i^7^sS'3nnna^^M^-)^l^^ un3ww>nia>n 

Haaua^u wwvnnw uarluvianaAwnananJ*uHiJ7s>n7iaaia>3 

w«)>i7jin7J4uqj'luvi«i9iyi-3-i«naanSuaria7/nviiia«3TiuimlYial«\ijtjjc^lTn«ii^uin \un«! 

anqinfl^a'aauuwjnunnau'^T w«ia>3MnM7a'=^ni£»tJU4W«'3nww«inataj«Twvnni*iaunovia^ugi<?t<nn 

lJflfla\?^1«^n7rY^^fl^^WH«is^lJ2^JW9lat^f>nauula«aull^ uwn7rYinfm>4M«i3l«i imuun" iiT uiwa'j 

flmiTcjjM7«) uuuwun7S«n» a^u'lu^anlm^Jfl^^m^J'uwiiTUfli4ari7a>3 

^an>4tji»4n«n77«iiJ' ui7a-ayim7»nain«^ul«iam7n7ryiniia'3i'=^nviuh'nuiiaran'a'jniir u 

m7iJ5T^»tnwviunyivi7aJa>JiTu^-3 iiTui7a«3yin{]v\unaaa»47tm'Uiiirufnn«H« u»in»n'jnul«\a 

aui5>Jtnim7TinH«»a'avn1ij*nfi<j ^jiiTum7n7r*intiw«in{iw«'ia3nu»4nflu»nal5iaiswunuar 

l»n»i7a<i'linau Yin1viayraia7/nvtiia<iil7siniiu»nw75ii77>jutij'l7fin>4vi>4na 

lna^mJfl«^a^m^l*4^wn77^4a^a^lu uan^^n^^»la'l1^^fl^^>4S7'l1>1^J7^n^laa^'a^7^3^'JIIl7'llaua^ 

iif uii77>4uniinrinaua'3 fl'3^^4«^71Ia>In7SY^7^'Jq5i3I7^»^yi^:unlnlJ7ru^an{lM>4^a^Sv^^^7ru^fl-n«a^q!^ 

iwawwiTiwluî a^uuijiirui7a'jylnn«a'i iiwwQ'aiinaanW'as î i3'liiiJaaalviwau>naliJaan'jyiMnu«)HT 

iw arh^vianSiaT/nvnia'iiJTriniiunanaiir 
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TT06 

wamsuaimriilmnilwiHain iituru7junaI«itJBi4nfiTjuvi<jijTrinfllno'lMnauwu^'nmu 

13,000 anuunn ^iniruifln7nan'3avi73ai»j7mnmjfiunnfl^'majln£jyi''w>4«i T«lLwu^'^u^u^^lna^^l{Ju 

wuyina>irrwlYiul«iuntiJp4nnl-3risunfn7nan^ati7jiwavi%naao^n£iii]uwumTs«4aaTinanlDiJn7tu 

«>juwi>4a 20 ilnau 4<iii3urwwu»iuuas«aniTju ijjananirisTimaan'innawvtaviTjn^riCnliJwnw 

iiM5*i>Im7nauwusnmuunMjvni{]uivi7nri>Ia'U4uniu4nul«i>IwTi2iiuni7a>iwupinniwaftT 

iJ7rnum7^aaT3ir=fnuiumn>i«uanu^awn«mnan>3a>i73in IxumryiiJTSiYm'lnuiJTraD^nqwYnj 

iflT»2n^pn7M7jijnaunauwunau»jniwanaijn^nci»i iv)7nr'luiTs îjui7i1«niraam74aaTinuyil3njn7n; 

1iT3fl7T3 llar^^nu•^7^3 «]uaT iouw«3naT)unfl aiJuyi7junas'«ia77T>ina«iyrv('lu7iJ<iijij7tjjncu7na-=»na 

wn^uwuaiuwTiia'jna îrwiiwatn'jlw'Ui ^^uTsrii3ui7a'jyiiJ5ij5i'liJlsiiinnwa>iuaT lua ĵsnninulin 

'U4>4lJ7rl£iTIUas"l7 

atl^Jl7nw^^l»J7^a'J^u^l^'l^^vn'Jna'Jriv^atl^n'^rl«lwua^u^^nalJllJana'J1Tv^^J'l^] lua'jsnniTssiju 

na'aYmnn»rw'JuiJ7r»4ntua'3n<j 40 nJa7i«Du»i so»In^7^J7n»^v^^7arvulu^J77?l^w^i^l^1a'lYiv^^^ 'triauaTia 

lo^^a^uull7rH^n^ lo.ooo anuijiyi«niiij'anuluiManiwwn«3«) iwaun»4n'lT[lum7^a»4iiwaTinqyiIniJn7w 

iiar3naTJ7Hi;araTa5im7»n^i«] 7ia'3nuin'm^>j?ntn'iHijq!Tnm7Ynn7a^a«l«namni3i7a>3ulu 

n'17lJ7r^nHU^lV1a^rw^^^lncuwu I3,QOO a^ulnYlVlH«^l^Jua^ iTTiijn7-«j«nu«nwifl7nl^ a^u•^r^4m7 

iia«Daamir=«nn'Junan'3>i7al« »ia'a«nnii3uTfl7'jm7i7-3«nu>i7a'U4 >nni7«i«num73unaiMu«nunfl<j^r % M •• 

vn^uij7r>4ncu>4nlv wauuaoiilufn'iw^u 

m7Yiaa«)i3imuaannnunsrii3um7aammYii7am"i Tauvucnjjyri'j aiUTiwnmiwwa^ulMw 

l^3u^^na<31WB^4la7TU^auu «•=^^7tu^lla^^^'Uiu^srl^3u•=^7'3 lW7^rn^l^J^^l1Iuuu'^7'JlJ7:^I^1Iunfl^llJjl>iu «• 
M^^^na^l1f^v^la'lnwa'^p^u^m^Ia'Jua>imtnwuTr«am'5uina>i uarwa'j'lTHnu'luaoyi^niilu 

mnauiJunMjwniia-iianwnusn-munu ^nauiaji«irmvi7a a*nvi'njm7T'D^nuiia'jna'ariv<'li«i'irî 'nii3u 
% 

uu72Tjnanw'>j'aijtl7s»4ntu,'lTiauuaT tnsriani7a'JU>4n»ia7a«3Tjunal«unii]ua«iyinnwa>iaan'aiiuuau 
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TT07 
ffunaaunu'iiau 

iinnrriTauuT'iriawwnumTiflTOjn^Tia'j'lyiuluuncu ivT wsljiiii7a'jlviuyi7auu'j>i2'jrm 

mTOnitiu ĵiTa'jawTiwaniijaiia'aBmfn'j iJ4aimn«nTvtntuiiannI'̂ vi»linyhunijuv»a>iflu laniiliau 

iJTrimiu«nam7a«a»in«ianwjuwurinniJTrmnaawnTViuiMaaiaaar 4 ua: 4.5 rinniJir^Tiaaar 
« J-."'" • ^ 

5 uwaanin uwaniuawunmniaaas io »n>inumTiaaiiJa'irtJ uw 

HU"nn•rau^^nla^•^^^a'JU»n'nIa'Ja»lTl«lanwJawu^J^nuarwun^^a^l^nmlu^«^^^lVlT1rBu^fn'I 

wB'iuijnTij/mrviufi'UjnanalsivtiaMuiaainauni'ivtU'nia'aMurMTriju wiawywiTama '̂lMTjwuw? 

fia'juarsunfiTTuvî iiJTrirmlnaaanwnilTrmftlviuuflVnnssianaan'jl̂ nuuu iiaoui7w»iu-=»nn 

m7Un^^lIu^fnluara^^4llJn^l•5VlJ^aTinnI•^w^!^^l^itlnJa>l1J•K1n1lu 
-• * 

iTqjvnifl'TOjnslnaiinc'Uiiwnwn'jIwaamionruijiavianai?" auriwnTUjn lvl•n^^^nauv^u^u»4 

iaL>jIa«)flr3qjina'3num7in«iamviflaa>am«3nTiwulu"Kiitii«TW5n'»uar5ianiuua>3inu'liJ uwnwru 

a/nwwaa'jiliviaai^a ilwufJnnaunmfniaailirjjntu 4 uauanuunn uwljiuaHtJaaanmnrn^'Jiiru 
^ y  

viuiaa iiunfn":^«ia«/nir?nanTia5(awn«ianiijawuri-imia<JiJ7rTniiu 

l^4alfa^l«»anmana^all^uiTqjvn^xun iIiaa<ii7ama<j^nnManafina'lM'i2^nann1iJinoumT:jjvn 

tn>ipinai7ama<i'lvi7nnayiuynuuIaina>i'uvli«T»«n'»riw'3a5i«\aniija iwalvnJTruTnuunwuaanHT «•  ̂  ̂
^u^tnaluaaaiiTunmmrwumT^uvliflTw^ns iv«nrm7raVi'n«ianiijaa«ia>]»naan'3r3«a"irPj 

% 51 «• 
waniuuwunuaswurinn a^u>1^lJ^n•^^nuIa^J^ul7a'au 

Ijn>3finai7an7a'j1>ii7'37«1>iimnfn7i>5»4ijul?iai7' ̂  T?ia«a'3H^n/n7rviuiaaliJlviHnawu 

unl̂ q!W^wuYi'l>4naT^alAws^Jau"l̂ JI«(a7^?ll7'̂  iwaTvi5mnfn7a'i>4n7niJaaanl«iwn«iJ7nwttarlvia«7n 

waniijaiiruliJwnnnalmia îwanw "Uinnij«iTjau1>iaiuwn>nr>m'i«aniTjawunmjuupJnnu»in9n'3iTu-su 

'UiiiT U3n7« a*^uTs^v^^Tuu^^raa*^^nfl73lna 

in-jri* iauaT>iT»ti-iaaan>5us:jVi7>4n^iauniJ7tTi-iTiu Iwalviwaniij ariajmniw awwiftiil'urinnvi 
II « 

au3unfn7 iiTuvn-aiaananynwujiia'iiJTSTniiu llarwlVlj3au^^n7r*l7^«Jm^fla^l^^'^nu^^J1lalauau 

«nam7iJ7sm«^raanwuiiij»i7iwaii«iiiiam7Tn«iflja<iuiJ7s»4nn47na^naiJ7r-=?ni] uarthjjiiiaiaualvi 

7*unai.7>i7«\l'wirunfn7iJaaani'waa«>m7r««aniuawurion ^ H 
^'}^*cl7a'^a9^T^«^anliJaBa^^f^^^^nal»^a^4a«Tv^nulnal«^7ram^amlJum7wu^^3^4^Ttl!vnaa 

iTtjjvnyla'n^qjaan'iviU'irrna viuTiljinaTia^sinanaiiruiTqj>mia<nnwyi>jn»inasr»ta'J7i«nuunlTi 

wftruurTannri^rThlMiflTT^jnsua'itJTriyMi^uw'j a*nvi7iJi7a>j«»aniTju72una^ru>3i«aI«iaan<m«a'3 

itTuliJ»nwna^n»ian«aan>Ji«ail»iTi« iv<7ns»IwanaiSyi72Tjnauninu*>j1«i 
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TT08 
linnflmtwauwn £) 

nanoiiT tun^rlaauIqjuara^uuq(^uu a^a»lHamrynJ«>lna '̂l1« l̂H£I«^m41>1ll̂  u^^J^"^»4 l̂1naw^nu'lyl!J 

iTn^namswuviujuaT I?iain»ia'3isarnjarmsfJuTi»inTiirniiuiJw«iq«ma in««uniinlviaviannm»4WUTi 

wnwavianaiiuwaanHan"imnrinwuwiiwun'jiiuwrrumsr'UilwHaHa^i uarri 

in îfluaw'jTauiri'flannTYi»IpJuwnviunynlviunycana>iYciaaan<j'n«i7"-) sunTrynjwamiivnriaa î 

^9)'3veia9i'iMuu')'0'iu^>]iauviiu ^>]^Niaei'i>iauuua /̂]W^<]vi'f«ia»ma>in'n»jiM?qiauluiincu 

l̂ a^^^J•nn{]m7n4UlJan'lMna^uIHan•^rmJ•^^namvlu^ l̂aawyiHs l̂w l̂U'̂ ^nl«^4muu 

flTjawmayiinw^u uwfl-j-^silTviivriujnnwTuTiJauuyiii»in»n>inu'liJ wtr-3t«j3lRTijanl«nniTTsr9ia>j  ̂ H 
iwitjjnijiMwmTwluTiJuijuTsian llarn l̂̂ Jfmwlluuaulwo l̂ain'al«^J^a'̂ >1•nJHamrmJ^^nnTT 

iiJa£juiiila<3a/nwui«iaa»jrr fiafnn«ia!j>nawam7wawlTunflintwi7mi»4 rî rwaiua-aliJa/nfl 

v»nnlTiunn»4 ^wanvnnw waawsu^^wfnnwiifuaaTia^JiJTrinnî unawanflviwn'aT 

•Tjunafn'nrlwiiTO-^w^ofincniiJjnTiVTaa'iiaTw^viin îmTflnwn îflnrMa/nvNTirin ĵinww 

^^»l̂ «ll̂ «9^uaa '̂3l7uar•^rla^T^£Ja'31lJn<J^u'l'MU lwa^^<IllHu•illHaamum^n '̂WMa^ l̂ I«ia 

nTnJTriSuHafmwiatiMnu-=nnm7»?n»i '»:ian'lvinanwRau1^1iisna'3tiiJ7r«ntumamT5Tji3al5t'naw 

y^a"^flq!n^^5t l̂uu^^7lnu^mJl7a•Jun^7ll̂ uliJain-JftuTT 

ua-JiTqiTi-in'in'a'irmjI'Muuar'̂ rrmliJn'a-^siTw 

fmwivlaouuiJa>nia«3a/nwin«iaawyiynl>î Sann'ifl Mawawm-imiinwi? vi7a^n5^»)Yi»ia'3 

wwliJsnniJnwluiN^iTuuuu iiTuiiawinsrwa^MunnwniwiqjviuntTumilwtjanHbTiaya w-jnuj war 

m7^«iaulsYi«ij1-3 €-j-sriiJ*uuu^m'am^un1Ttl!vn1^unvl•n»4l««m  ̂^r7alMin«/mr^nqw^u1us?il«i 

l̂avlu«3lla^unt'aYî Ja^tJl>1«Jw^»4a;^^v^^T^; l̂Vl̂ au^<lT1lfla'*hn^4 l̂-ll̂ IU ii'̂ niwa" «t>Tus'w*Byiwttm4m7ai}jiaa 

'tinunmjjvî a/Tuuaj iw7nrsrl>irium7iiarinaiviaaTmunuYii«!a«7au"U4l«aanJuyi'̂ 7'3 
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TT09 
i«r nWnanuqinni 

n'Jflua^u>1u l̂'lmiIa>llv1qja£n'̂ n^un'Î llrmwM^uflr^^Janlaa»4^ra^mJV^q9inT^ttT1^alTtlJvn l̂a>3 

ifniTau uhia>j IwoiftvmtMjaifliflnttn MiajTnojj fi»Jhnai7a'ainna-isi-jnn anvnn«nu4>iuaaflrayi 
% *v ' m ^ ^ m • • « * iiuaTjff'nLiiT'jnniJTrviwilisMTinu uwijjaî nvimviifnTJs^rwnwnw'imiiw wiinwiTin^wnnimjuniTuu 

yi>4fnnniJ'jrv<q5iljiiw«nramManu»n!jmT5ijnn«iniuu««anqjnI«iui«v»'ismjHv«nvtnaT3snou'i«3nn 

*hn£i4<)nuuarnu 4<3ansyhT\in>34unn^*nflnluyia«» n" yhT>ii^>iqjun«ifiuua«i<iannTn»intvna^nsriiJ' u 

mnanIymmjitn'3flu1itan»nc*l'niuî inuliJMia'l>4 
% 

W *  ̂ * J f   ̂  ̂
iviTisiTtijvnylinwsnnm^nnyiniia'a'ya'm iTnaau unia>iivianu uiwtj>3Haa:Yiaur'j 

fnnw3?ivian«i aauua l̂a<J^«3flwln!Jy l̂ws^nm'I1n«lfl̂ ^ualJau1ufna^Jf^rJ4>lVlall«9n'3lJ4>Î aT^r«lua 1 H 
lJw^Ma^ua^n'a1T^t^^Jlv^T1rm^r»n«l•)yî jlJ'I«llM«uTU ^un<iunwja<3»tamn«ianWaluSiiaua>iafniJU 

mi«n»T viTnuwVuwnuatimTua>4WfmnTuin«3yimrwa«n!jaa»n<3«] ^«iumT^:aTLlinnTin':r'yimia'J 

nniiT umTlJ^rnaua^1IqJ'1n7^>4yi»\a>ll̂ I»^^T l̂am«^J^n^Jy l̂au'J^ua^•DqJ^n•Iri' aT îiT umiwa-avtinitn 

luu>j'n£iinu'liJri' iiT ulw 

rmmr>inyi«ivj3ausriiJ' ufl^^ma^r^^i Uiu'iviaaumnaniitjjnn? u»t\u«nuviu^^>j»ia<3ir'>j 

rf flawiniunthJiiT uiamuuriansyinarl'ia>i1ijT«io'in«ifnn»4a'̂ f5«i Tn«a5iyi-=(r7<nH?niau€h?! vnl«i»3 

wu2nuswUTia«monuu»iaon>3l«"l« '̂ivnna'iflw'UiuawlMlamaiiarun^Sa'iIywiiiuiwtnmjwnayi 

nam ĵjirinr qj-=«uiif u^u^nulla^n' iynn'imi'n»n>3TnanuH^n'laTi7aa'3iainlvinnliJaalu  ̂mia-a 

amujuyiuyi-Hr'Bnunlvin^UHniir uflu« 

luTinciwtnnittliJirisr uY^u^aul̂ ao^^m'lmrn•n'J^! l̂̂ ^Sm^"l?lv^tntn^J'̂ :unl̂ ; ĵvnu«  ̂

wanaiSmi I«tiana?iuiianuhi7auyi>4TTqjvn>i5aaolunama£j>i'»s9ia>ililr3»4aoluatnum7tu^nn 

7rvm'5fnu4niin'5lim'iaiJ7HVianawTWiTOTitfnaywmiwaiiaaviaa>4SwWv>'fnnuii»4'=»raa»n-3atnij'u 
% H 

iiwilTiiciirunulnasntinu uarS<3sra>3'U4WiJviaTiJYiSr4m4"l«m^riir uyn>3iaanyiivi«nrawnnwa'3 uw 

ri* mT^riiT^^^^um'ly^>4Iama^hu^1v1n^ l̂̂ ^na^JW«l uarun^riiT urn-JiaannauYi'̂ rtrsniavn 

ani!qjnm"n4'r\att'7'j\"Mwn 
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mo 
^ m m * iania£jnn.u.a'i£«}4Ci 

wniuiT viawTauu u-^-nJisfnau l3»4u»l7^^mm•R;nT3«3»4>n«ll11tl1?l^I^anf^rlT1u^3^^ ^sunianvt.i.u. 

mrwjjw 2484 a'^un^l^u»^^•nsuvl^J1l^5«^^J5«l^^alJT«^a»l•T'Jr^im*u«no uwffaaunnTvijInTnwririiJtJU 

iwawiufiHajwwvtanwn viiariaTtiir uml<Ra«^^^4^4V^f^>s1la'J'D^ î 

i>iwHaa*nfiqj'lum'iuniannflM»4n£im"ri5»4vi 2484 fiManuiJirm? ivT ul«l'B^^^ l̂J '̂Ja•3U1la l̂ 

n{|vl»J^ ÎW«lna^ î̂ ««aurnJ^;ljqy5!1la l̂•JJlI7•n4utJj'lw^4y l̂̂ l«n^^w^n^uln^J'Jn^Jayrauarla /̂̂ ^v l̂un^TnJ7 

imaTiiiarnTiua«i'3fmwnMi>i* una^HJiriniiu luu T5ii'i7>4wqj>n«umm>i7aun«-n«1ij'l\i;^nMunYi 

wTT^nauiHuuvtiTTArmnJinw u«n{)viwniimTw>4vriMYn'l«i 

•ijn7Tnuqjvnn^>3{]«l7<iiwuviwaa«i7auia?/nvi'lum7ua«jfmj4fl«iivru mTifltiu mTW>4V< 

mTl̂ ivnnuarnTiaamnuwwnuIwa^Sau iiwnflv*wniinnTwwwlManui'<i-snv»un'3nunnTw»4v»sr«3wnlii 

viTanau'luauciiiw>i7a '̂a>3?tm7iiJ'iiniun3m"marvi7a;'»niia>iviujaaiw«vll«» €>jri'flam7 

^>ji]«>iu«]aaw îwuuia'] '̂JuJaniJirlaTiwr-^rjlnflviw-itjuanwaliJ 

2>imnuu'w.i.u.mTW»jv( 2484 5>jlTiJ4ninaii 60 iluaT a-JiiTunflviHnLyianamiaijn'iS'j iw-ns 

»cnw1unncflijnui»3a'itiniJn«7a<i1u^nt*turn«3iH?rsm? S«^fl5!a•^u^^ î£J«r^na^^T*^na^^»la-3^nuflw 
% «• < 

aauiauurnuiiu-j wnrl»4t"m>jlsiJ':rTnuun^Tnsriwaiiv»ilua>iyiiiruwmii*xuTtiwaTjuna twoan-a 

ufmwjTuft^JTia'JTnw u9iiincuIannmiina '̂ifl«imaT? 

iiTu^>jfluiJTrinnijl»iayiii3«rm>iaan<3i9r wri iJ"irinTiiuIayiSTimman77au9nu 2>3iJ'irTnTiu 

'l?i'njnjawain'jaT7rtin«a>iuariat)«nwnniynlv>7 ri'S>Jiir uwa^!9»aa^u•n»J lv^Tlr^^Hyi»3 l̂a«a ^ H H H  5 1  

imanTnn^nwa'i'HrwFiauWwwmn iiariiTuS'i^'niiJ'u1u^>ifl«iJ'mnSiJlwufiwa'jmilwiJTrinii\uI 

a^u•n«'lun^m7>4 Îa'atJ^Uli5a'J»4^nyia«l riwVwm'i'njjnnviuJiuTatjnuTia'j'jjijna 

S'iviutjflwi4a>r£jrsrj3nflvi»4-i!ii]«iJnnT3«Muar€«»niJ"irinw«w73inai««r ̂ mnfltjyi-i>4nTu 

a«t« miuIiJirmftflociJflTWftiTijYi i7 uar«n^>ifleuriJ53TJnTnJnn7a'3UHu«u«Tju»i 42 iiTunflvî na 
' W V ' *  

fliau'̂ n'ma vn«iHaiwniafnn>j>iisn«uiyiivruiniif umTnamnaiaawaijunawTaviuianiimT 

viTalvtilnTiw'nsimnamwEiuwTriihjjjaijluvl.T.u.mTwjjvi 2484 

auYiw7j»4u»i5wvn«1yitj9ina«jyl̂ rlvioniannflvwnamTwwvi 2484 uarlwiauaiTa îuwa 

unLnT'j>4uw5»4nvianui«auuaT u îri*£rj"Ui»3Hafluvim 

mT=t«yciijaua>iwwj4vt»tnwfl-in«»ia'jnn"jiia'ja*nun'jnt4«n'n^ttvi'iiin»»lv*ia'f'^auTstai-i t uariauaTi>i 

w.T.u. anlann{^v^»4^an^^>^wwlv•7Jamw•^^7nl̂ mu^«^JlJ^sw«rl̂ 11u  ̂
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Translation of TT Texts 

Translator's notes 
1. I tried to keep the active/passive voice the same as the original Thai texts. 
2. Words in parentheses are my insertion to make the sentence grammatical or more 

comprehensible in English. 
3. Words in square brackets exist in the original Thai. They must be removed to make 

the sentence granunatical in English. 

TTOl translation 
Violated Dignity 

(It) is very true for the Senate Speaker's saying that (it) is time that Thailand 
should create defense mechanism for our pride in global stage because the lesson from 
the WTO election makes (us) see that Thailand is weak in this aspect. To create defense 
mechanism does not mean (we) have to collect weapons. But (it) means to accumulate 
strength and diplomatic role so that we will not be to anybody's disadvantage. 

There is a point which (we) should notice that lately even the neighboring 
countries that share the borders do not show us proper respect. (We) can easily see (it) 
from the encroachments or invasions, (from) which we have always been affected 
especially along the Burmese border where there are continuous problems. The latest is 
the incident that the armed force from Burma bombarded a police station in Amphoe 
Muang, Mae Hong Som Province, causing incredible damages to our belongings. 

Ahnost every time that there is a weapon-carrying troop invading into Thai soil, 
the Burmese government will claim that (it) is an armed force of the ethnic groups, of 
which the Burmese do not have control, which is both true and not true sometimes. But 
the Burmese will claim so every time in order to avoid responsibility. And when we stage 
a protest, demanding (that) they reimburse the costs for the property damage and 
casualties, then (we) do not receive proper response. (They) usually do nothing. For the 
latest incident, there were obvious evidences that the invading armed force was actually 
Burmese. 

(It) is time (that) we, Thais, should make both diplomatic role and armed forces 
stronger so that other countries cannot violate our dignity at will. At present Thailand is 
overly to others' disadvantage. Therefore, rather than we quarrel about miscellaneous 
problems, (we) all should make effort to create stability, gather the pride of our nation (so 
that) nobody can insult (us) at will. 
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TT02 translation 
Permanence is interest. 

No matter how the result of the World Trade Organization Chaimian election 
between Mr. Supachai Panichpakdi, Deputy Prime Minister and Commerce Minister of 
Thailand and Mr. Mike Moore, a former New Zealand Prime Minister will turn out, [but] 
(we) have to consider that (it) is a process that lasts the longest. (It) is the dirtiest election. 
And there is such a shameful behavior that (it) causes a major breakup in WTO. 

The transparent principle that USA had taught many countries around the world 
clearly proved that (USA) is just a hypocrite. Although from the inquiries among 134 
World Trade Organization members in 7 months that passed, the candidate from Thailand 
always had more votes. But there had been prolongation of finalizing the result to spend 
time to thoroughly lobby (against him). 

There was criticism that to lobby for the candidate from New Zealand, the United 
States of America, who masterminded (the lobby), had done every way until (it) reached 
the last day when the former Chairman had to leave office. The committee president then 
proposed (that the committee) appoint Mr. Moore the new Chairman, claiming that (he) 
had more votes than Mr. Supachai by 62 vs 59. And (he) claimed that the votes came 
from more regions. 

(He), thus, received opposition from the countries that supported Mr. Supachai, 
which included Japan, ASEAN, Far East and some African countries because (they) 
deemed the proposition of the president unfair. The president had never asked for 
concession to appoint Mr. Supachai while having more votes, causing the election to 
prolong. Later the president tossed Mr. Supachai out of the election among opposing 
voices from supporters. 

The behavior (we) mentioned above does not reflect the principle which is very 
complicated. But (it) is the emphasis of the truth that in international politics there is no 
true friend and permanent foe. There is only interest that lasts. The United States of 
America, as the only superpowerful country in the world, wants to reign the world in the 
area of military, politics, economy and culture. 

Some Thais may not be pleased, which is not surprising, because (we) think the 
US is a good friend. But (we) have to accept the truth that in both domestic and 
international politics there is only interest that lasts. Thai people, therefore, should not 
express the anger childishly by whining or screaming to sever the ties with the US. 
Thailand also has interest that (she) must protect. The long-term interest is more 
important. 

Either (Dr. Supachai) will lose or win in this game for an important position in 
World Trade Organization this time, [but] Thai people should be proud that we have 
come this far after Prince Narathippongprapan, who was elected the United Nation 
Chairman many decades ago. Dr. Supachai Panichpakdi is the next Thai who campaigned 
for an important position in an international institution and received an approval and 
support from many countries in the level of which (we) should be proud. 
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TT03 translation 
Chuan's System 

Even though finally many pending problems in society have come to the proper 
ending, such as the indictment of former Dhamakaya Chief Monk for corruption or the 
solution that enabled Ministry of Interior to request the court for the invalidation of the 
election result in the Samutprakara election firaud and the revelation of the results of the 
medical purchase corruption investigation at the Ministry of Health Care that caused 
resignation and firing together with the Permanent Secretary's termination, [but] we can 
see that before (we) could have the solution to these problems, (we) had to wait for the 
Prime Minister to know or give an order. (Getting to the solution) did not at all proceed 
through the system or hierarchy in which the (government) institutions had authority. 

The example that is most obvious is the case of Damakhaya Temple, where there 
had been disclosure of something very wrong for more than 7 month, especially the 
preaching that was distorted fi'om the Buddhist principles and the acceptance of land 
donation into an individual's name, which was the former name of the Chief Monk, 
instead of the temple. Even after (the Chief Monks) wrote a decision-guiding letter 
whether (these actions) were right or wrong, there was no action fi'om the agencies which 
took part (in the case) except for the finger pointing between Department of Religions 
and the minister who was responsible for it. In the end the Prime Minister had to 
command that (government officers) take action such as to order the former Chief monk 
to transfer the land back to the temple. And when (the order) was refused, (they) could do 
nothing. Although reaching the deadline, (they) still had to wait for the Prime Minister to 
urge that the minister take action of ordering the Department of Religions to report (the 
case to police). 

(It is) the same as the revelation of the results of the medical purchase corruption 
investigation of Ministry of Public Health which the public had long awaited. Before 
(they) could finally report the results, (they) had to wait for the Prime Minister to return 
fi-om abroad. About the election, because (it) was apparent that there was a firaud in 
Samutprakam, the public, the media together with the scholars then urged that (the 
Ministry of Interior) cancel the election in the remaining 3 constitutes or cancel the 
previous election results or do anything that rejects the results. Still, the Ministry of 
Interior did not decide to take any action against the election firaud, which is the challenge 
to the sovereignty. Finally when (the Min) could not resist the pressure, (the Min) [then] 
passed on the case to the Legal Committee to interpret. Consequently, there was a 
conclusion that (the Min) had to request the judge that (he) cancel the election result 
announcement because (it) was an administrative order which was not legitimate. 

(From) these we can see that all [are] methods or administrative conducts or the 
administration of the government are not effective for the well being of the nation, which 
is contrary to the condition of the present world where everything must proceed with 
timely decision, accurate information, and responsibility. (Government officers) still act 
as though (they) were back to the past when (they) had to wait for the decision firom the 
central government in all the cases. These cases, if (they) had decided on (them) 
accordingly, there would have been some progress. Or (they) would have alleviated the 
damages more effectively. With the problems existing, (the government officers) should 
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not allow (the problems) to go on or the future decisions to delay like this. Instead, (they) 
should conduct a research in order to find the ways to improve the administrative system. 
(It) should not be (the case that) the PM has to give an order even in the case of a monk 
committing a criminal crime of corruption. 
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TT04 translation 
The witnesses (are) a&aid. 

Simply because of the conduct under the Official Information Act and the 
response to the requests of private organization representatives and the media to disclose 
the Commission to Counter Corruption (CCC)' s investigation results of the medical 
supplies procurement scandal at the Ministry of Public Health, there was disclosure of the 
results in every aspect, not excluding even the names of the witnesses. And (this) caused 
many negative rather than positive effects, both expectedly altogether with those various 
consequences that (we) did not want. 

What (we) can predict to happen right after the investigation results are disclosed 
is all the witaesses who came forward [who] (to) give testimony so that (the 
investigators) can conclude who participated, in the scandal are in fear because (their) 
lives are immediately at risk. Moreover, there could be legal problems of suing later. Yet 
those who are civil servants will have to face the risk of losing the opportunities to 
progress in (their) career some day. Or at least (they) will not receive trust especially 
from those who plan to corrupt. 

And a consequence that (we) do not want which will happen on top of the 
problems for the wimesses is politicians or those who involve in corruption either in this 
case or others will be less afraid of committing corruption because if they are so reckless 
that (they) are accused, nobody will dare to be a wimess. Moreover, the investigation 
results of CCC or any commission will be so primary that if (the plaintiff) want to 
criminally charge (the accused), there must be a new legal testify. The police's wimess in 
an important case such as the murder of a House of Representative's mother was 
ruthlessly killed. (It) has just recently happened though. 

However, the problem resulting from the disclosure of official information this 
time could happen partly because (the disclosure) is a new phenomenon which there are 
no clear guidelines to prevent the adverse affects that will happen later. And (it) is an 
important cause why every party that takes part, from CCC, Official Information 
Committee, to the police, should convene to find the proper solutions so that there can be 
disclosure of the results (of any investigation), which (the authorities) carried out as 
seriously as counter-corruption probes used to be. It is important (that we) should not 
allow the distortion that the benefits of this law are the worse chapter in Thai society. 
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TT05 translation 
Motto and Reality 

Extra-judicial killing has become hot news once again when the dead person's 
relatives carried the coffin in procession to complain to the police ofdcer, urging that (he) 
charge Region 1 police with murder with intent (and) change the investigation team from 
local police officers to federal police officers. And there is a movement to amend the 
procedure laws on this matter. 

In the latest extra-judicial killing, which is hot news at present, the dead person is 
Mr. Supoj or Sompoat Poonsawad. (He) is from Amphoe Phothong of Angthong 
Province. (He) was shot to death by police in the parking lot of a restaurant in Amphoe 
Pakret, Nonthaburi. (The police) claimed that the dead person resisted the arrest while 
trying to steal a pick-up truck. But the dead person's relatives confirmed that the dead 
person was "taken" from (his) house to murder. And (the police) disguised (it) as an 
extra-judicial killing. 

Extra-judicial killing cases become news quite often. But Thai people usually do 
not care and question the pohce's action. Most accept (it) unquestionably as a righteous 
act. There is confirmation from those taking part in this case, including prosecutors and 
lawyers that although sometimes the dead person's relatives file a complaint and charge 
the police officers who took part, [but] in 99 percent (of the cases), (they) cannot 
prosecute (them) because there is no evidence. 

Lawyer's Council President gave an example of infamous extra-judicial killing 
cases such as the six-suspect case in Suphanburi. The dead person's relatives complained 
to the Lawyer's Council then inexplicably vanished. (It) thus was an obstacle in revealing 
the truth. And because of this, police were accused of being a charger, arrest maker, jury, 
judge. And in many cases (they) become executioners themselves. 

Although the constitution on the rights of Thai citizens states clearly that in 
criminal cases, (one) has to assume that the accused or defendant did no wrong; until 
there is the final sentence proving that a person is guilty, (one) catmot treat that person as 
(he) were a convict at all, [but] that is only a beautiful motto on paper. But in reality it is 
totally different. 

Extra-judicial killing is when death results from officer's action and (he) claims 
that (the killing) is in duty or self-defense. (It) is the case which the law deems not guilty. 
(It) is absolutely different from the execution of an accused, which is an illegal action of 
murder with intent. (This) invalidates the people's rights by the Constitution. 

Concerning the latest extra-judicial killing, not only do (the police) have to clearly 
and fairly unveil the truth, (but) the Ministry of Justice's initiative to amend the criminal 
procedure laws to strictly enforce the procedures is also right. But (they) have to do it 
seriously. (They) should not let (the initiative) fade away like those in the past to validate 
the people's rights in practice. 
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TT06 translation 
Are the armed forces really threatening? 

In response to the news that there is a claim that at present the government by the 
Bank of Thailand has withdrawn all the sum of 13,000 million baht from the Central bank 
of the United States of America to its bank. The amount of money (we) mentioned was 
the money that the Thai armed forces deposited at the Central B^ik of the US in order to 
gradually pay for the purchase of weapons since 20 years ago, which is both the deposit 
and the interest. When we ordered (some) weapons, the US armed forces would withdraw 
(the money) by instalhnents in order to pay different weapon companies. 

The reason for the withdrawal of this money is because not long ago someone 
commented about the sum of more than ten thousand million baht (we) deposited to 
guarantee the weapon purchase that during the time when Thailand has the economy 
crisis, this cabinet should withdraw the money in order to alleviate the crisis because at 
present we have delayed the purchase of weapons temporarily. And should (we) actually 
have a say, this money (we) mentioned is the money that the government gave the armed 
forces in the form of spending budget. (The money) is not at all the private money of the 
armed forces. Therefore, it could be an action which (the govertmient) carried out rightly 
because had (Thailand) maintained (the deposit), then (it) would have been of no use. 

However, there is a news report that the armed forces want some of this money to 
return to the armed forces because at present 40% of the armed forces' budget had been 
cut. Therefore, there was a discussion among the armed force leaders that (they) would 
ask for around 10,000 million baht of this sum to divide among the armed forces to use in 
the weapon repair, training and welfare programs. The news report also claims that the 
Armed Force Commander said in an armed force leaders' meeting that 13,000 million 
baht had all gone. We sadly leam (it). But whether there will be a request for weapon 
purchase with the (money from) central budget or not, (they) will consider whether the 
project is urgent or not. If (it) is urgent, should the government agree, (the govertunent) 
will find the money for (the armed forces). Now (to get the money for the purchase) 
remains a dream. 

That there is this news out of the blue is likely to be a news release which 
(we) call "throw rock to ask for the way." But on the distortion to make (it) look like the 
armed forces are threatening the government, (we) believe that (it) is not true because if it 
is actually true, the people will not agree. The armed forces leaders themselves must 
know that our country does not have much money at the moment. And (the govertunent) 
needs to spend on things that are necessary. If (the government) withdrew the money and 
distributed (it) among the arm forces, wouldn't (the govenmient) rather not to withdraw? 
For the spending of the armed forces on what is necessary, the government has set aside 
the money. If (they) use this conflict to negotiate with the government, (it) is certainly not 
right. 

Translator's notes: "Throw rock to ask for the way" means pretending to do something 
just to get a reaction. It is a common practice when one wants to assess how well his/her 
idea will be responded by the public. 
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TT07 translation 
Government, don't stay still. 

On the hottest debates on the Thai economy at present, it seems none is hotter 
than the debate on the bank's interest rates when the commercial banks are criticized of 
profiteering, taking advantage of the people by the reduction of savings interest rates to 4 
and 4.5%; fixed-deposit to 5%. But (they) charge more than 10% for the lending interest, 
which is more than 100% different. 

The bank administrators claim the difference between deposit and lending rates is 
this high because the banks have to absorb the burden from strategic non-performing loan 
or bad debts, which are almost half of all debts. Also (they) urge the Finance Minister 
and the Bank of Thailand to announce (their) clear policies. The blame has started from 
criticism on banks. And (it) spreads to the government, which is criticized that they do 
not protect the people. 

The Thai economic problems now are absolutely different from many months ago 
because there were complaints about lack of monetary liquidity in the economic system 
and the overly high interest (rates). But now there is ample liquidity. There is about 
400,000 million baht of deposits in the banks. But (they) do not extend credit because 
(they) are afraid it will be bad debts. Then the banks have decided to reduce (their) 
burden by reducing the people's interest rates. 

When interest (rates) become a problem, there are calls from many that the 
government solve the problem. Some urge that the government review its economy-
reviving policy that aims to reduce the interest rates so that the people will spend (their) 
money, (which) is a way to revive the economy. The fact that the interest rates, both 
lending and deposit interests, sharply decrease partly results from this policy. 

Some urge that (the government) urge the banks to increase (their) capital. (The 
banks) must shift the bad debt burden to the shareholders in order to solve the problem 
of strategic non-performing debts immediately so that the banks can approve the loans as 
usual. And (to shift the burden) would allow the interest rates to fluctuate by the market 
forces. (The rates) should not be set in the way that the difference between the lending 
and the deposit rates is so high that it is not fair. This authority should belong to the 
government. 

Some suggest that the government issue some bonds in order to sell to the people 
(with ±e government) giving higher interest in order to absorb the deposits which are 
now flooding the bank. (This) is another option for the people. And it seems that 
Ministry of Finance has responded to this proposition by aimouncing that (they) will 
issue some bonds in order to relieve the expense budget deficit. And there is a proposition 
that the government urge the banks to extend more credits in order to reduce the deposit 
interest burden. 

The debate on bank's interest rates reminds Thai people that financial institutions 
still have problems. One important problem is the non-performing debts have become a 
national problem that requires every party to solve. Otherwise, it will be difficult (for us) 
to revive the economy of the country. On the interest (rates), the government should not 
stay still, simply claiming that (they) should fluctuate by supply and demand because 
there are many ways that the government can intervene. 
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TT08 translation 
Dangerous Phenomena 

Various changes in global environment which result from global temperature so 
high that (it) turns into El Nino and La Nina have lately one-step further affected Thai 
people in a more concrete way. For example, we have unseasonable heavy rain. Flash 
floods happen sooner than usual. Many trees bear fruit sooner than usual. But some rarely 
produce crops. And what has just happened is there was heavy rain. (It) caused fresh 
water to gush into the sea so rapidly that (it) has adversely affected coastal marine culture 
as the mussel fanners in Samutsongkram are facing right now. 

(We) believe that the recent phenomena resulting from the changing environment 
are not the last to happen. But there will be more (phenomena) to come in different ways. 
Nobody can tell what kind of situation we will face. And there will be only one certainty 
for the affects from the changing environment. (That) is the disaster in the agriculture 
sector, which will spread to commerce, industry and the everyday lives of people in 
different occupations. 

The government should set up a committee or support the studies of the present 
conditions on how they started; to what extent (they) can get worse; and how in order to 
plan on how to handle the situations. The results from the studies will enable (the 
govermnent) to make better decisions on spending the (disaster) relief money. It is 
important that the preparation be fast because nobody can tell how serious the problems 
are and how (they) will develop. 

Environmental changes that will make the weather, agricultural crops or our 
lifestyles different from (what they are) now are the problems that we have to face with 
data, knowledge and fast decision, which is a better prevention to the overall problems 
than to wait for a disaster to happen somewhere, and then fix the end result of the 
problematic conditions as (we) used to do such as giving away seeds in order to replace 
the loss from flood or drought because (it) is not in time, and carmot actually helps the 
suffering people. 
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TT09 translation 
Children are not criminals. 

Although some people in big cities such as Bangkok are tired of behavior or 
problems of students, especially (those) in vocational or high schools, who usually 
quarrel (and) form a gang in order to get into a fight with each other; (they) often use 
lethal weapons in order to kill each other, [but] when the police want to seriously handle 
these students who do not behave by making an arrest (and) criminally charging 
especially those who carried lethal weapons to injure each other, which can finally lead 
to being imprisoned, some adults do wonder whether the punishment on these youths is 
too harsh or not. 

Since the problems that stem firom these students gangsters are actually the results 
of the weakness (or) mistakes in the Thai society which start from negligence in families 
where parents do not have time to take good care of the children because (they) have to 
struggle economically to insufficient supervision by educational institutions which 
encourage violent culture, which becomes popular through the media, [then] to conclude 
that their behavior is a serious crime which deserves the same punishment as that for the 
criminals who repeat their crime could be too harsh on them. 

These behaviors appear to be as violent as (those of) the criminals. On the other 
hand, what to keep in mind is they are teenagers who impulsively do things by lacking 
contemplation, lacking a moral sense to realize the difference between right and wrong. 
(They) do not have the devil's heart at all. And if the society does not give (them) another 
chance and apply the same punishment as that of the criminals who repeat their crime, 
(it) means that we push or drive them into the evil world rather than helping them to 
become good people. 

In the meantime, (it) is interesting that the Ministry of Education has tried to 
solve this problem in many ways. Lately (the ministry) has enrolled problematic or at risk 
students for gang fighting into a special boot camp in order to boost (their) morale. 
Although (they) study in different (educational) institutions, (they) are all Thai people. 
And although there is no conclusion to confirm that (this) is the appropriate option, [but] 
it shows that there are chances to change them. And (it) should be an option before 
charging them with heinous criminal offences. 
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TTIO translation 
Scrape the obsolete law. 

In the meeting with the representatives from the Royal Thai Police and the 
representatives from the media last Tuesday, Major General Sanan Kajomprasart, the 
Interior Minister said once again that (he) >^1 scrape the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law. 
The Royal Thai Police, who are directly responsible, agreed. But (they) still want the 
(press license) registration in order to suppress pornography or (printed articles) that 
can jeopardize national security. 

There are many reasons to scrape the B.E. 2484 Press Law. It is obvious that 
parts of the law (we) mentioned violate the new Constitution, which guarantees the 
people more information rights and freedom of expression. For example, in normal 
situations the Constitution prohibits censoring news or articles before (their) publication. 
But the Press Law allows (such practice). 

The Constitution prohibits closing a publishing house in order to rid the freedom 
of expression, writing, publishing, advertising and other means of communication. But 
the Press Law authorizes the publishing authorities to suspend or revoke the licenses or 
cancel the editorship and/or press proprietorship, which indeed is tantamount to an 
order to close a newspaper. Therefore, it is useless (that we) retain this law. 

Moreover, the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law, which (we) have used for almost 60 
years, is a very obsolete law because (the legislators) passed (it) while the country was 
governed in a semi-dictatorial manner. (The government) believed in the dogma that the 
government had to control all die press because (they) did not trust the people. (They) 
dreaded that (the press) would publicize what was dangerous to the government, 
claiming that (controlling the press) was (in the interest oO national security. But now 
the world has entered the information age. 

(We) have become a democratic society, which is truly free. The people have the 
information rights. The more the people receive accurate and thorough information, the 
better (it) is for the public because those who have accurate information can make a 
better decision. And (it) is necessary in a democratic society that the people participate in 
the activities of the nation as mush as possible, including the participation in the 
govenmient's policy forming. 

Therefore, it is out of date (that we) have a law that restricts information from 
the public as the dictatorial government had in the past. For example, there are the Coup 
Announcement no. 17 and the Administration Reform Committee Order no. 42. (They) 
are far-reaching laws, prohibiting any message that the authorities deem satirical to the 
government or government instimtions. Or (the government) required news censoring 
before publication, which remains valid in the B.E. 2484 Act of Press Law. 

Actually the Interior Minister agreed to scrap the Press Law 2484. And (he) 
proposed the matter to the Prime Minister many months ago. But there has been no 
progress. So (we) hope that the committee that (the government) appointed will soon 
finish the studies on licensing publications as of the Royal Thai Police's desire and (it 
will) send the draft of the Press Law Repeal Act in time (so that) the House can debate 
(it) in the next convention. 
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ET Texts 

ETOl 
UN must focus on entire Balkan 

In the first request for funds for humanitarian aid in Kosovo, the United Nations 
has been overwhelmed by pledges firom 60 countries and many other organisations which 
have promised nearly four times what the UN was hoping for. While this is a great start 
to the rehabilitation of the province, the world's leaders will soon have to address the 
Balkans issue on a more regional basis. 

After appearing to be tight-fisted with aid while the Kosovo conflict raged, the 
world this week dug deep into its reserves to pledge more than S2 billion in humanitarian 
aid for the province. In all, 60 countries and myriad of organisations will contribute to the 
fund. 

What is even more amazing was only a quarter of that was considered the target 
by United Nations humanitarian aid organisations. Their figure of $564 million was 
based on three separate amounts. 

The UN agencies had sought S200 million for refugee aid, and S45 million to 
begin paying police, customs inspectors, garbage collectors, hospital workers and other 
civil servants to restore Kosovo's society, while the European Union asked for S319 
million as the first instalment to begin repairing homes. 

As expected, clearly the largest donor was the United States, which pledged S500 
million. But surprisingly, Asia was well represented, with Japan being the second highest 
donor, pledging S200 million. This was a magnanimous gesture, considering Japan is not 
a member of Nato and has comparatively little trade with the Balkan region compared to 
the rest of the world. 

Germany has pledged $190 million while Britain came in a disappointing fourth 
with $145 million, considering that the UK, along with the US, was the major annihilator 
of Kosovo's infi^structure—other than the Serbs. 

The EU has established an autonomous committee, the European Agency for 
Reconstruction, which will oversee the use of funds emanating firom it. This committee 
has pledged S160 million this year and $532 million next year. 

The UN utilised the International Management Group (IMG) to do a study on 
damage to housing in the province. IMG determined that of the 200,000 homes in 
Kosovo, 40,000 were totally destroyed and 120,000 had been damaged. They put an 
amount of $1.2 billion to fix these homes. However, the EU said that with Kosovar 
villagers contributing labour to rebuilt their own homes, the cost of repairing housing 
might end up as low as $800 million. 

Fortunately, in Kosovo, housing is by far the major funding requirement. The 
Serbs spared mines, industry, roads, bridges and most other infirastructure, since they had 
hoped to occupy the province once it was "cleansed" of ethnic Albanians. 

According to the UN, who were caught unawares by the generosity, the surplus 
flmd will be applied toward rebuilding more housing and a wider programme to revive 
Kosovo, to be announced at another pledging conference in October. But they should 
have second thoughts and look more regionally with their surplus funds. 
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Albania and Macedonia bore the brunt of the refugee influx from Kosovo during 
the 11-week Nato bombing campaign, causing huge disruption to their fragile, equally 
poor, economies and tense ethnic balances. Their pleas for aid not only fell on deaf ears 
but their outstretched hand found only empty pockets. 

These two countries in particular should be given some recompense for the 
outstanding contribution they made in providing emergency housing, provisions and 
additional internal services for the refugees. 

Montenegro suffered hugely from being caught up in trade embargoes. Bulgaria, 
and recent Nato addition Hungary also suffered an economic fallout by siding with the 
West and halting trade with Serbia. 

In October, the world will come together again to pledge money to address 
rehabilitating Serbia as a whole but these initial indications are excellent and, at least, 
auger well for Kosovo specifically. 

But the world will soon have to face the fact that Kosovo cannot fully recover or 
fulfil its potential without the rehabilitation of all of the Balkans and that includes Serbia 
- with or without the leadership of Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic. 
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ET02 
Russian role in Kosovo needs to be defined 

On the surface, it was rather bizarre to see the 200 Russian paratroopers arriving 
in Pristina and acting as if they also had a prescribed role in the peace deal reflected in 
the UN Security Council resolution last week. The good image of Russia as a peace 
broker was destroyed immediately. Worse, while Russian troops were displaying their 
muscle, their leaders in Moscow were saying they knew nothing about what the soldiers 
were doing. But at a deeper level, this kind of manoeuvre is not an unfamiliar tactic, this 
time being designed to increase Moscow's bargaining position in the Nato-bombed 
Kosovo. 

The Russian leaders have not changed their mindsets in the post-Cold War era in 
either their behaviour or reactions to key international issues. When the Soviet empire 
collapsed in 1991, Russia was left to stand on its own, no longer the superpower with 
which the world was once acquainted. With the endemic economic problems and 
leadership uncertainties, Russia's role in world affairs, while still significant as a 
counterbalance to the US and its allies, is less important. At the moment, Russia has to 
pay more attention to its own economic survival. 

Obviously, Russia wants a role in Kosovo. It had to sit on the sidelines trying to 
find a way to fit in as Nato carried out 11 weeks of bombing. But it did, though, play a 
positive role in serving as middleman with the Serbian government in the final few 
weeks. Moscow dreaded the ethnic cleansing in Serbia, but it has been caught in a Catch 
22 situation because the Serbian government, especially its leader Slobodan Milosovic, is 
very close to Moscow. 

If Russia genuinely wants to see peace in Kosovo and the return of refugees, it has 
to cooperate with the Nato force known as the K-For troops. Moscow should not take its 
own initiatives. Its troops cannot just carve out their own quarter in Kosovo without the 
knowledge of Nato. The stand-off at Kosovo airport would not have occurred had 
Russian leaders not decided to play a political game to bargain for a position. This is a 
high-stakes poker game, and it must be decided at the highest political level. It is possible 
that after the phone discussion between US President Bill Clinton and Russian President 
Boris Yeltsin — who is to consult German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder - Russian troops 
could be allowed to control a zone within a Nato sector in Kosovo. 

The situation in the war-ravaged country is still very tense as more international 
peacekeeping troops move in. With more than 10,000 already inside Kosovo, they cannot 
afford to quarrel with Russian troops. They still don't know the extent of their mandate in 
Kosovo. TTie deal does not spell out clearly the Nato leadership role in K-For, whose 
main objective is to provide protection to the Kosovar-Albanian refugees who are 
returning and want to resettle in their villages. 

Apparently, no member of the Western alliance wants to upset the Russians. 
With mercurial Boris in the Kremlin and growing discontent within the Russian armed 
forces, it is in the interests of Nato to keep Russia in the peace plan, one way or another. 
Ironically, this is the same Boris Yeltsin whom the West rushed to back as he fought the 
communists a few years back. Now, he has created a new headache for Europe's leaders. 
The Kosovo peace plan will serve as a litmus test for the level of Nato's respect for and 
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acceptance of Russia, which increasingly dislikes Nato diplomacy and military 
intervention. 
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ET03 
Premier's hands-on style delivers results 

Prime Minister Chuan Leekpai should feel less tense these days amidst the flow 
of good news for the national economy after 17 months of struggle to contain the crisis 
which almost spun out of control. Though the hectic days of crisis management are 
obviously over, there remains the hard task of ensuring that the silver lining is not 
illusory, and that the present restructiuing must still be on track 

He has more amidst to lean back and take a fixed stare at the broad picture to 
make sure that what everybody sees is not sheer mirage. Though it has yet to be decided 
that the present recovery has been the sweet result of the painstaking efforts of his team, 
whose members had engaged in periodic contrasts of ideas and personality clashes, the 
prime minister and the Cabinet can of course claim credit for the improvement as already 
attested by key rating agencies. 

Judging from the magnitude of the crisis, known as Thai contagion with global 
impact, the achievement was no small feat. At least, his critics would require extra 
fortitude before they think of issues for another round of finger pointing. They know that 
Chuan's political strength, which was diluted in the past several months, has been 
regained considerably. With that, it is expected that he intends to use it in tackling other 
pressing problems. 

Not only that, Chuan should pay more attention to the way he can become more 
hands-on in dealing with hot issues which other Cabinet members find quite beyond their 
grasp due to the extraordinary complexity ~ similar to the delicate negotiations with the 
state enterprise employees now on a prolonged protest rally. 

He should now understand why all the pressure groups banging the Government 
House gate had demanded his presence when they showed up to express grievances. 
Small complaints could escalate into a crisis, as he had experienced when he refiised to 
show up for talks with protesting farmers or industrial workers. 

Chuan's participation in the negotiation with the disgruntled employees of the 
Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand on Thursday has somewhat taken the heat 
off the explosive situation. The protesters were increasingly impatient with what they 
regarded as the goverrunent's inadequate attention to their demands. 

Eiis explanation about the national problems was able to calm down the Egat 
representatives who felt the need to have some leeway from the possibility of losing face, 
instead of being pressed hard to feel that their bargaining power was meaningless in the 
eyes of the government. 

Chuan's presence at least enabled the Egat workers to take one step backward, 
without a bad feeling, which was much better than a threatening forward step which 
would take it further from any point for reasonable bargaining or striking a mutual 
understanding. Their view of the government is obviously more positive vow. Their 
stance has also softened. 

The strength from the economic recovery should provide solid bargaining power 
for Chuan in fixture negotiations with any groups of protesters. With a sharper focus and 
broader room for manoeuvring, he could even afford to exercise finesse, meticulous fine-
tuning and the power of persuasion in extending the government agenda. His words 
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surely become more credible and convincing when things look promising enough. His 
charm can work wonders again. It could have been much worse if the national economy 
had not reached a tum-around point. 

No doubt, Chuan can regain public support which had been waning in the months 
when his team was fumbling for solutions. That's important in his future dealings with 
whatever obstacles arise, including the present protest against privatisation and 
corporatisation. 

The willingness to be at the negotiating table on Thursday, instead of the previous 
inclination to delegate the task to other Cabinet ministers, was a clear proof that being 
hands-on and giving personal attention helped dilute the potency of the crisis which could 
have been very damaging to the positive sentiment. In many cases, delegation simply 
worsens the situation. 

Giuan must also demonstrate that his resolve is not stubbornness or arrogance, as 
frequently perceived, when he presents his case across the negotiating table. The extra 
patience to talk reason can wear down the resistance against the objectives he has set with 
his team for the eventual recovery. The rumblings of the Egat workers have yet to die 
down, but with a new approach to problems he should find— as he treads along the 
daunting process— that there are more receptive ears than ever before. 
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ET04 
Protect those who would protect us 

The Thai people deserve the right to know, but those who so bravely stand up for 
what is right by exposing those who do wrong, especially where it is at the taxpayers' 
expense, also deserve the right to protect their identities. Clearly we need to strike the 
proper balance. 

Never before have the Thai people enjoyed the access to information they do 
today. Apart from information which relates to the national interest or which otherwise 
could affect public safety or the interests of other people, all of us can now tap into public 
information, including sensitive investigation reports once classified confidential or top 
secret. 

By virtue of the latest Constitution and the Official Information Act, members of 
the media recently have obtained copies from the Commission to Counter Corruption of 
an investigation report into the medical supplies procurement scandal which last year 
engulfed the Public Health Ministry. Accompanying the report were the names of the 
witnesses questioned by the CCC during the course of its inquiries. 

CCC secretary-general Klanarong Chantuek was quoted as saying when releasing 
the findings that it depended on the editors of each publication in possession of the report 
whether they would make public the names of the witnesses. And so there is disquiet 
among those who worry about the consequences of some irresponsible media making 
known the wimesses'names. Or if the names are leaked to undesirable elements. 

The appetite for information of some publications seems insatiable. The Ministry 
of Public Health is now under pressure from some quarters to also release its findings 
into the scandal including, of course, the names of the witnesses who came forward to 
offer testimony. 

The ministry is undecided whether to follow the CCC lead, by releasing the 
names and has sought a ruling from the Official Information Board. This was the correct 
thing to do. It should be commended for such action as there is good reason to feel 
worried about the safety of the witoesses, many of them ministry staff who volunteered 
valuable detail which helped mount a case against some, if not all, the culprits. 

Wimesses are as crucial as material evidence in deciding the outcome of court 
cases and, as such, they should be protected. It is absolutely essential that they be allowed 
to stand up in court and state, free of intimidation, what they know about the crime being 
heard and those on trial, especially if the accused are influential and powerfril. 

The scandal involving the purchase of drugs and medical equipment from certain 
specified dealers at grossly inflated prices involves several high-ranking public health 
officials. Politicians are believed to be involved as well but there is not the evidence to 
link them to this abuse of public fimds. What we have here is no petty corruption case, 
but major malfeasance deserving of all the public attention it has attracted. Thus, the need 
to protect any wimesses persuaded to testify in court. 

The CCC may feel the urge to comply with the Constitution and reveal all it 
knows about this scandal, putting the responsibility on the media to decide whether to 
disclose the identities of the witnesses. But it should be aware that, in so doing, it risks 
compromising the safety of these witnesses and possibly even jeopardising the chance of 
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bringing the guilty to account. It also ignores the rights of witnesses to protection and 
proper treatment as set out in article 244 of the Constitution. 

Perhaps the CCC should recall past criminal cases when the suspects were 
allowed to walk away free because witnesses were too afraid to offer testimony or were 
even killed during the course of the trial. 

If the Ministry of Public Health is genuinely interested in the safety of its 
witnesses in this scandal which goes to the heart of its administration, it must protect 
their identities at least until they can turn up in court to tell what they know. 
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ET05 
Police cannot be judge and jury 

The police slaying of a suspected car thief this week has raised concerns ofBcers 
took the law into their own hands. The killing adds weight to a theory that this is 
unofficial policy. 

Coming after the controversial extra-judicial killing of six drug suspects in 
Suphan Buri in 1996, this week's shooting of an alleged car thief in Nonthaburi under 
suspicious circumstances is highly disturbing. 

If it is true that the police simply executed the suspect rather than killed him in 
self-defence, then those sworn to serve and protect still have not learnt the most 
important part of their job - not taking the law into their own hands. 

When law enforcement officers, who are empowered to make life and death 
decisions over us, start acting as judge, jury and executioner all in one, society should 
beware because evil is knocking at its door. 

Where the basic human rights of one individual can be disregarded, sooner or 
later the rights of all will come under threat if such dark practices as summary executions 
are tolerated. 

Evil appears to have knocked on Supoj Poonsawat's door last Sunday. 
According to police he was killed in a gun fight with Pak Kret officers late that 

night while trying to steal a car. 
But his wife and brother said that he was handcuffed and shot in front of their 

home in Ang Thong earlier that afternoon and taken away by unidentified men believed 
to be police officers. 

Their account was substantiated by other wimesses present at the time. Regional 
police has set up a seven-man panel to investigate the matter but there is a genuine fear 
that its probe will be merely cosmetic. Human rights groups charged that the extra
judicial killing of car thieves may be a matter of policy for the national police office. 

The Thai police has been known to adopt this unofficial policy in their fight 
against crime. 

And indeed the killing of five car theft suspects, including Supoj, all within the 
space of last month lends weight to this suspicion. 

If it is the policy of the police to eliminate car thieves in this manner then they 
have made a very poor decision. 

Besides showing no respect for the value of a human life, it also shows a lack of 
any intelligence. 

No one can eliminate crime simply by killing off criminals. Sure car theft cases 
may decrease somewhat after all the media coverage Supoj's case got. Criminals may shy 
away from it for a while, but after the heat passes they will most surely return to their 
illegal livelihood. 

And since they know that they would be shot on sight by the police they will not 
hesitate to employ violence in their crime. 

Police have already reported on a gang of car thieves who kill owners to get their 
vehicles. 

Was this not a creation of the police's policy on extra-judicial killing? 
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The sad thing about the Supoj case is that he might not have been a car thief at all. 
This is what the villagers aroimd his home in Sam Ko district are saying. 

It is entirely possible since the Thai police's investigative ability and technique is 
often suspected. Take the Sherry Ann Duncan murder case. Three innocent men were 
sent to jail on the basis of testimony police coerced from them. 

When the truth came out one of the three had already died in jail, another died 
shortly after being released and the last was disabled from beatings he sustained at the 
hands of the police. 

But whether or not Supoj was a car thief is beside the point. 
Even if he was a rapist and a murderer of the worse sort, the police can not simply 

decide to put him to death. 
Only the court is empowered to make that decision after a fair trial. 
The due process of the law must be observed. For without suspects having the 

right to defend themselves, no matter how heinous their crimes might be, society is just a 
stone throw away from barbarity. 

Extra-judicial killing, when it is unjustified, is only a fantasy name for murder. 
What then is the difference between the police and the criminal? 
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ET06 
Purchases must be tailored to need 

The air force says the Alpha Jets are needed to replace Cold War relics that 
performed a counter-insurgency role. The Alpha Jets, it says, can provide close support 
for ground troops confronting a dangerous yet unspecified adversary. 

The bulk of the leadership of the air force attributes the fuss about the planned 
purchase of German warplanes to a number of factors, not least a failure in public 
relations. Had the air force mounted a campaign to convince the people that the Alpha Jet 
is a very fine aircraft, very cheap and just what we need, things might have been 
different, they say. In this respect, they have a point because the deal was not so much put 
to the people but sprung on them. The air force simply said it was buying the planes, and 
that was that. 

Another element in the widespread disquiet about the planned purchase was, they 
said, a mischievous campaign of disinformation by air force officers who have long been 
in conflict with the leadership. The press, they say, was eager to promote the views of the 
malcontents who managed to orchestrate what may be considered a slightly more 
effective public relations campaign. Yet still the brass persists with its line that it wants 
the planes and will get them because they are essential to our security needs. 

A second string to the effort to justify the purchase is that if we do not hurry while 
stocks last, we will miss out on a terrific deal. Why, there are all sorts of buyers all over 
the world itching to get their hands on the 50 jets, each at a knockdown price of one 
million baht plus 50-60 million baht apiece for re-conditioning. 

We are in no doubt that the German government's offer is a good one and that the 
aircraft have been well maintained and are subject to a full and comprehensive after-sales 
service. We are equally in no doubt that the country is walking an economic tightrope and 
that projects such as this, with its 2.1-billion-baht price tag, must be subjected to close 
scrutiny. 

The issue is one of need. In presenting belatedly its case for the purchase, the air 
force has said much of the ability of the Alpha Jets to provide close cover for ground 
forces during clashes with intruders. The Alpha Jets, it points out, will be a suitable 
replacement for OV-10 Broncos and Peacemakers, which are soon to go into long 
overdue retirement. 

The point about the Broncos and Peacemakers is that they are, to all intents and 
purposes, relics of the Cold War that performed a valuable function in counter-
insurgency operations when East-West antagonism was played out in regions such as 
ours. Times have changed and with them military priorities. The Cold War is no more 
and our borders are a good deal more secure than they were in previous decades. The 
question the air force needs to address to the people, and to the taxpayer in particular, 
concerns the replacement of aircraft with an anti-insurgency capacity at a time when 
insurgents are very thin on the ground. 

If we scour our border areas for anything that resembles a threat of the sort 
presented by insurgents, we will be pleasantly disappointed. Certainly, our northern 
border is used by clients of rogue outfits such as the methamphetamine-manufacturing 
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Red Wa and the renegade Karen, but in this case we are dealing with gangsters and 
mobsters, a far cry from a full insurgency. 

If there is a threat on our borders, it takes the shape of drugs trafSckers who 
operate in small bands and can be dealt with by ground units with helicopter support. 

It is encouraging that the air force considered the merits of public relations 
because any branch of the armed forces will have a job on its hands in seeking to defend 
large-scale acquisition programmes. The public perception of the military and its 
spending habits is that the brass likes to go shopping but tires of new toys when they 
cease to operate or the batteries run out. It will take a lot of hard work to change that 
perception. 
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ET07 
Raking it in and dishing it out 

The banks cannot be blamed for the miserly rate of interest on ordinary deposit 
accounts - say the banks. Despite a wide spread between deposit and lending rates, they 
are struggling, they say, and it is all the fault of the Finance Ministry and the Bank of 
Thailand. 

Responsibility for the historically low rate of interest paid on deposits at 
commercial banks lies with the Finance Ministry and the Bank of Thailand, says the Thai 
Bankers' Association. In the same breath, and with a straight face, the association, in the 
person of Banthoon Lamsam, its chairman, said things were not that bad. Commercial 
banks, he said, would not lower their rates any more. 

The banks could not be accused of profiteering because they are as much the 
victim of buck-passing between the ministry and the central bank as are the ordinary 
depositors, whose savings have been rendered impotent by a combination of low interest 
and inflation. Not only were the ministry and central bank responsible for the low rates, 
they should also carry the can for the ensuing furore, he said. 

From Mr Banthoon's comments, it is easy to get the impression that our 
commercial banks are an unfortunate lot. Why, circumstances have conspired to force 
them to offer measly returns to depositors yet charge like a wounded bull when it comes 
to loans. Life is so unfair. And to make matters worse, the banks are saddled with the 
curse of the so-called strategic non-performing loans, the pots of money extended willy-
nilly under the provisions of the Old Pals Act. Not that those loans indicate fault on the 
part of the banks, of course; the regulators were taking a nap at the time. 

The bankers' association says the authorities should make clear what sort of 
spread they would like between deposit and lending rates. They should furthermore 
declare a policy on interest rate trends. The position taken by the association shows that it 
is reluctant to let go of the state's apron strings and the comfort of knowing that if things 
go wrong, there is always public money to be had to bail them out. 

By blaming the au^orities for the low deposit rates and chiding them for not 
taking the blame, the commercial banks are showing that they are afraid of a big, wide 
world in which there exists something called competition. The horror scenario painted by 
the commercial banks is one in which one of their number or more may go under if left to 
their own devices. What is not said is that if the banks embrace the principles of 
competition, those that are strong enough and managed efficiently will prosper and 
present an attractive proposition to the hard-pressed and long-suffering depositor. 
Moreover, they could even find themselves in a position in which they will begin to 
extend credit without too many jitters. This would obviously be an improvement on 
the current arrangement in which the banks follow a herd instinct and are forever looking 
for someone else to take the fall for their errors of judgment. 

Tarrin Nimmanhaeminda, the finance minister, has made abundantly clear the 
position the government has taken; it wants market forces to set interest rates. The 
authorities do not want to set the spread in the banking system because that is a decision 
to be made by the individual banks themselves in the context of their financial health, 
needs and policy. It was the responsibility of the government, he said, to encourage and 
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maintain the country's savings, and that requires a decent and reasonable return on those 
savings. 

In looking around for someone to blame, the banks might do well to consider an 
opinion poll carried out after the deposit rate cut. Almost 68% of respondents told the 
Suan Dusit survey the cut was wrong and that the banks were once again taking 
advantage of depositors. They did not blame the Finance Ministry or the Bank of 
Thailand. The same poll found that almost 93% would leave their deposits where they 
are. The reason: It is marginally safer than stuffing life savings under the mattress. 
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ET08 
Greater checks needed on environment funds 

Today is World Environment Day, an occasion for people worldwide to join in 
the dedication of their hearts and minds to be responsible trustees of the planet Earth. 
This day is also an opportunity to reflect on the work of the United Nations 
Environmental Programme (UNEP) and its activities at the grassroots level. 

UNEP's Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific held a meeting with members of 
the media, NGOs, academics and the government representatives recently. Many 
participants perceived UNEP to have become less relevant on many crucial 
envirormiental issues facing Thailand and the agency's officials were urged to tune their 
activities to local needs. 

Suggestions made included enhancing the reality of the "partnership". UNEP was 
urged to play a role in bridging the gap between Thai NGOs and the public sector as both 
sides often regard the other with suspicion. UNEP can bring about "neutrality" in this 
bridging, said Khunying Ambhom Meesok, president of the Foundation for Lifelong 
Education. 

Others, including Khunying Chodchoy Sophonpanich of Magic Eyes and Dr 
Suraphol Sudara, suggested that UNEP become more involved with "environmental 
issues" of the day such as providing an assessment of the discovery of the toxic substance 
at Hua Hin airport and information on corals in Prachuab Kiri Khan where one consultant 
was reported to have provided wrong information in its environmental impact assessment 
study to the government. 

These recommendations are indeed justifiable and should be taken up seriously by 
UNEP whose primary concern has been how to promote its activities to the public. Like 
many other UN agencies, its press releases and articles are too boring or too technical for 
lay people to understand. 

But UN Development Programme (UNDP) and UN International Children's 
Education Fund (Unicef) are among the UN agencies which are forward-looking in their 
relations with the public. Both are working not to "spoon-feed" the public with 
information which they may want to publicise to please their headquarters or to solicit 
funds from donor countries. They work with the media to take them down to see what 
activities are being pursued and what they could mean to the larger part of the population. 

In a world which is becoming more transparent and pursuing good governance, 
UNEP and its sister organisations in the UN family have a crucial role to play in checking 
corruption in the bureaucracies of countries which are recipients of international funding. 

Earlier, UN agencies were scared to expose any abuses in the public sector 
because they had to work through govenunents. But now UN agencies are working more 
actively with NGOs and if they are clever they could use the media to help protect the 
interest of their activities against unscrupulous officials. 

The point was hammered home by Leonie Vejjajiva of Wildlife Rescue 
Foundation of Thailand which needs help, such as that from UNEP, to deal with "evil" 
officials. 

The world needs UNEP but will its officials have the courage to do what is 
necessary to protect the environment? First, they must come down from the ivory tower. 
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Education is a good endeavour for UNEP but that alone is not sufficient in really tackling 
the big environmental issues of today. 

UNEP may like to work for Ae world 10 to 20 years ahead. Such an ambition is 
fine but then the agency will never be relevant to people who face the environmental 
crisis of today. 
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ET09 
Get to the root of the disease 

Further outbreaks of vocational school violence have produced a host of measures 
to eradicate an unacceptable threat to society. The measures concentrate on the symptoms 
when they should be addressing the cause. Why are young people causing such grievous 
harm to each other? 

What was stunning about the most recent spasm in the disease of vocational 
school violence was the callous and cold-blooded nature of an attack in which killer did 
not know victim. In a perverse way, however, we should not have been shocked: The 
attack was, after all, just one of many to have been carried out over several decades and 
was by no means unique in its ferocity. 

The reaction from the authorities has been swift but largely predictable. The 
police have announced that the full weight of the law will be brought to bear upon 
brawling students. Those caught fighting will face charges carrying a prison sentence of 
at least two years, and those found in possession of offensive weapons far longer. The 
Education Ministry has supported a proposal to instil in the students a sense of discipline 
through the device of the military boot camp. It has further adopted an initiative to phase 
out badges and belt buckles in the belief that the absence of insignia will deny rogue 
elements the pretext for violence. 

These measures, well intended though they may be, address the symptoms of the 
disease but not the cause. They assume that it is in the psyche of members of the sub
culture to behave in a violent manner and that whatever it is that motivates them is an 
unstoppable force. 

For the police to declare that the law will be enforced against a sub-culture that 
has shown a willingness to kill, rape, rob and intimidate is as perplexing as it is belated. 
By their actions, usually in public places and on public transport, the thugs have shown 
that they care little for the attentions of the police. The police have a clear duty to ensiure 
public safety, and the declaration of a tough, new policy in the face of such a 
considerable and persistent danger begs questions about what they have been doing up till 
now. 

The boot camp programme to administer therapy in the form of a short, sharp 
shock may have wide appeal, but only on a superficial level. The images seen in the press 
and on television of vocational school students being subjected to the tender mercies of 
drill instructors might look good and make people believe the students will emerge 
changed people, but the reality is likely to be different. Certainly, the purpose of basic 
training is to instil in young recruits a sense of discipline but it also instils the concept of 
unity and comradeship, which is something in which they are not lacking. It also needs to 
be pointed out that the sins of the few are being Adsited on the majority, who do not 
deserve boot camp treatment. 

Similarly, the initiative to phase out school insignia may be worthy enough but it 
is unlikely to deter those driven by violence. Gang members will always find ways to 
identify themselves as members of one side or another. It may be recalled that Khmer 
Rouge cadres obeyed the stricture to dress the same but denoted their superiority by the 
number of pens in their breast pockets. 
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There is also reason to consider that the motivating factor may not be loyalty to 
the place of learning so much as allegiance to a goon element. The British police, in 
seeking to stop soccer hooliganism, were able act with some success on research that 
found the hooligans had little interest in any particular team but used its colours as a flag 
of convenience. The key to that success lay in identifying the goons, bringing them to 
justice and excluding them from sports venues. 

The most recent fatal killing in Bangkok betrays a disturbing and irrational 
process of thought in which one youth awoke one morning and bad executed a stranger 
before darkness fell. That should be evidence enough that attention must be concentrated 
on the cause. Only when that is understood can there be any real hope of implementing 
the correct solutions. 
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ETIO 
Price of press freedom is eternal vigilance 

Today, World Press Freedom Day, is a day of reflection for both journalists and 
publishers. Amid growing turmoil in various parts of the world journalists have remained 
in the frontline to carry out their task in bringing news to the general public. But to fixlfil 
this onerous responsibility, they must have press freedom. 

This, however, is not the case for most countries. According to the latest survey 
by the New York-based Freedom House, the level of world press freedom has declined 
throughout last year. It blamed this setback on "censorship by stealth" - the use of legal 
measures by governments, rather than outright oppression or violence, in silencing the 
media. 

Of the 186 countries surveyed, 68 countries have free press, 52 partly free 
and 66 with news media that are unfree. In other words, only 1.2 billion people live in 
nations with free press, 2.4 billion where the press is partly free and another 2.4 billion in 
unfree nations. 

Within the region, the democratisation of Indonesia has heralded a freer press that 
also put additional responsibility on journalists who have to report on complicated 
economic, political, social conditions amidst the backdrop of ethnic strife. Closer to 
home, Malaysia's press freedom has declined followed the political tussle between the 
government and the opposition. 

Others with relatively free press continue to maintain the froiits of their struggles -
something increasingly impossible given the growing interlocking of commercial 
interests. 

Thailand is, however, fortunate in comparison with neighbouring countries. Press 
liberty in this country is guaranteed under the new Constitution. But there is no reason 
why we should rest on our laurels. Throughout the Thai press history, the authorities 
continue one way or another to restrict press freedom. We have to be on the lookout at all 
times. The government of the day might be enthusiastic about the press but that could 
change overnight when politicians come under intense press scrutiny. 

There is one thing will never change in Thailand, however: the authorities still 
hold to their hearts that they are the vanguard of national interest and freedom of 
expression. Nevertheless, this government has a pretty clean record on press freedom and 
Prime Minister Chuan Leekpai has personally pledge to rid the country of all anti-free 
press legislations and measures, which are considered unconstitutional. But the truth is, a 
lot more has yet to be done. 

For instance, while the Interior Ministry's advisory group recommended that the 
58-year-old draconian press law be scrapped three months ago, nothing has yet been 
done. Meanwhile, the Royal Thai Police previously under the care of the Interior 
Ministry, is preparing its own draft that would require press proprietors to renew their 
registration for press licenses on the aimual basis. 

This would be tantamount to practising the licensing of the press widely 
sanctioned in dictatorial countries. Apparently, despite now being attached to the Prime 
Minister's Office, the Thai police still deem it necessary for the country to have some 
form of press censorship. 
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This is clearly part of the government's subtle approach to limit freedom of 
expression. To counter such an unhealthy trend, the Thai press must also improve their 
professionalism. Recent press scandals do not augur well for the enhancement of 
democratic atmosphere. The Thai press has to promote the notion that free press means a 
responsible and accountable press. Failure to do so would provide further ammunition for 
censorship officials to harass the press. 

To mark the World Press Day, the Thai press must remain vigilant and be ready to 
continue to fight for press freedom. After all, press freedom was not granted to the Thai 
press - we fought hard for it. To ensure that tWs remains so in the future, there should be 
greater professionalism among journalists. 
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EA Texts 

EAOl 
Kosovo's Incomplete Peace 

The ambush murder of 14 Serbian farmers in the Kosovo village of Gracko last 
week is a grim sign that sLx and a half weeks after the first NATO soldiers began entering 
the province, basic security has not yet been established. With the international 
peacekeeping force now nearing full strength, NATO's first order of business must be 
creating a climate of civil peace. 

That will not be easy. Serbia's stranglehold has ended, leaving the province 
without police or civil administration. The temporary United Nations trusteeship that will 
replace Serbian rule, including more than 3,000 armed international police, is just gearing 
up. For now that leaves NATO's 35,000 troops in charge of everything from controlling 
road traffic to protecting civilians. 

Fear is most intense among Kosovo's Serbs. Close to half of the 200,000 Serbs 
present at the end of the war have now fled to Serbia. But armed thugs have been 
attacking Kosovo's Albanians and Gypsies as well. Some of the violence may be coming 
from rogue elements of the Kosovo Liberation Army. Top K.L.A. leaders, who have 
pledged to cooperate with NATO, now have a responsibility to try to curb any members 
carrying out such attacks. 

Nearly 200 murders have been reported in Kosovo during the last six weeks, and 
the number of ethnic Albanian victims nearly equals the number of Serbian ones. Scores 
of Gypsies have also been killed and hundreds burned out of their homes in apparent 
retaliation for Gypsy collaboration in the mass expulsion of ethnic Albanians last spring. 

The international conmiunity cannot tolerate such violence. While murder, arson 
and looting have been declining since early July, all are still unacceptably high. NATO 
forces must move more aggressively to protect Serbs and Gypsies as well as ethnic 
Albanians. 

The man in charge of the U.N. effort, Bernard Kouchner, arrived in Kosovo less 
than two weeks ago. He must now quickly build up the new international police force, 
establish emergency courts and help returning refugees rebuild before the onset of 
another winter, just three months away. More than 700,000 Kosovar Albanians have 
come back since June, many to find their homes reduced to ruins. 

In the long run, the U.N.'s role will be cmcial. Its job is not just to provide 
temporary civil administration but also to help the people of Kosovo build the impartial 
and accountable govenimental and law enforcement institutions they were denied under 
Serbian rule. But this job of civic reconstruction cannot really begin until NATO 
establishes a more satisfactory peace. 
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EA02 
Russia's Military Role in Kosovo 

Provided no new hitches develop, the weeklong crisis over Russian participation 
in the NATO-led peacekeeping operation in Kosovo now appears satisfactorily resolved. 
Negotiations between top American officials and their Russian counterparts have 
produced an agreement that defines the zones where Russian troops will operate, the 
channels through which they will report to NATO's commander and their role at 
Pristina's airport. 

The sudden arrival of 200 Russian troops at that airport last Friday was uimerving. 
But the talks that followed have been useful and gave both sides what they needed. 
NATO blocked creation of a separate, Russian-controlled sector that could have split 
Kosovo into Serbian and ethnic Albanian zones and preserved overall command of 
peacekeeping operations. Russia secured the respectful treatment for its forces it needs to 
maintain domestic support for joining in the NATO-led mission. 

The agreement provides that the Russian troops will operate within the American, 
French and German sectors of Kosovo, plus Pristina's airport in the British sector. With 
no separate Russian sector, there will be no obvious geographic basis for partition. 
Russian troops will serve under Russian commanders, who will in turn report to the top 
NATO officers of their sectors. This parallel structure allows Moscow to say that Russian 
troops are not under direct NATO command, but leaves NATO fully in charge of all 
peacekeeping forces. At the Pristina airport, the Russians will share responsibility but 
British forces will direct air traffic. 

Potential problems include the possibility that Russian soldier, many of whom 
sympathize with the Serbs, might intimidate returning Kosovar Albanians or tolerate 
Serbian violence. There is also a risk that Russian officers might try to bypass NATO 
command structures. That is essentially what happened last week when some Russian 
troops broke off cooperation with NATO peacekeepers in Bosnia and rushed to Pristina. 
Military relations between NATO and Russia have been troubled in recent months. The 
agreement will only work as planned if the Russians carry it out in good faith and 
maintain professional discipline. 

Russia remains an important European power, and its role in Kosovo should 
reflect that status. Regrettably, during most of NATO's 11-week air campaign against 
Yugoslavia, Moscow stood sullenly on the sidelines. But in the last weeks, constructive 
Russian diplomacy was crucial to avoiding a bloody ground war and securing a just 
peace. The participation of Russian troops, on the terms now agreed, can strengthen that 
peace. 
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EA03 
Mr. Clinton Looks Home 

After an all-consuming detour to press the war in Yugoslavia, and with only 18 
months left in office, President Clinton has returned to his domestic agenda. Its emphasis, 
Mr. Clinton indicated yesterday at his news conference, is to get a budget deal with 
Congress that shores up Medicare and Social Security, while passing gim control and 
protections for patients in health maintenance organizations. He will also work to 
alleviate poverty in parts of the country that have not benefited from the economic boom. 
The President's new drive on these issues is welcome. It is not clear that the partisan 
rancor left over from impeachment, and extending into the recent gun control debate, will 
allow for compromise. But with the distraction of the war fading, it will be worth a try. 

The President reached out repeatedly to Republican leaders to work with him on 
various issues. His renewed request for campaign finance reform was especially 
encouraging. On the budget, Mr. Clinton seemed to suggest a willingness to 
accommodate Republican demands for using at least some of the surplus for tax cuts. His 
gesture may have been a tacit recognition of reports that the Congressional Budget Office 
will raise its estimates of the budget surplus, making more money available for possible 
tax cuts, increased defense spending, debt reduction and rescuing the big national 
retirement programs from future insolvency. 

Reaching consensus on these issues will not be easy with a campaign heating up. 
That was clear as Mr. Clinton was asked repeatedly about political matters, including the 
possible Senate run by his wife in New York. He seemed to be defensive about his 
relationship with Vice President AJ Gore, who sharply criticized Mr. Clinton's moral 
lapses in announcing his own campaign for the Presidency. 

Despite Mr. Clinton's intentions to concentrate on domestic issues, NATO's 
attempts to pacify Kosovo may well continue to demand his attention. The President 
became most animated and reflective yesterday when he was asked about the war in the 
Balkans. To questions about why he has not gotten a "bounce" in his approval ratings, 
Mr. Clinton said he did not much care. Then he narrowed his eyes and flashed his temper 
in declaring that Serbs would not get "one red cent" of reconstruction aid until they "get 
out of denial" on their ethnic rampage in Kosovo and replace Slobodan Milosevic as 
President. 

As of Congress, Mr. Clinton seemed to agree when reminded that some 
Democrats and Republicans would rather run on their disputes over domestic issues that 
reach bipartisan agreement for legislation. He was right to say that every one does better 
in elections when there are results to run on. 
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EA04 
Helping Whistle-B lowers Survive 

Jennifer Long, the Internal Revenue Service agent who nearly lost her job two 
weeks ago after publicly blowing the whistle on abuses at the agency, was rescued at the 
last minute by the intervention of an influential United States Senator. But the fact that 
her employers had no inhibitions about harassing her is clear evidence that the laws 
protecting whistle-blowers need to be strengthened. As they stand, these laws merely 
invite the kind of retaliation that Mrs. Long endured. 

A career tax auditor, Mrs. Long was the star wimess at Senate Finance Committee 
hearings convened in 1997 by William Roth of Delaware to investigate complaints 
against the I.R.S. She was the only I.R.S. witness who did not sit behind a curtain and use 
a voice-distortion device to hide her identity. She accused the agency of preying on 
weaker taxpayers and ignoring cheating by those with the resources to fight back. She has 
since said that she was subject to petty harassments from the moment she arrived back at 
her district oCBce in Houston. Then, on April 15 of this year, she was given what 
amounted to a termination notice, at which point Mr. Roth intervened with the I.R.S. 
commissioner and saved her job - at least for now. 

Had he not intervened, Mrs. Long's only hope of vindication would have been the 
remedies provided by the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 and the Whistle-B lower 
Protection Act of 1989. These two statutes prescribe a tortuous and uncertain appeals 
process that in theory guarantees a whistle-blower free speech without fear of retaliation, 
but in practice is an exercise in frustration. Despite recent improvements, only a handful 
of Federal employees, out of some 1,500 who appealed in the last four years, have 
prevailed in rulings issued by the Govenmient's administrative tribunal, the Merit System 
Protection Board. Overwhelmingly, the rest of the cases were screened out on technical 
grounds or were settled informally with token relief. 

A few prominent whistle-blowers have won redemption outside the system. 
Frederic Whitehurst, the chemist who was dismissed after disclosing sloppiness and 
possible dishonesty in the Federal Bureau of Investigation's crime laboratory, won a 
sizable cash settlement because he had a first-class attorney who mounted an artful public 
relations campaign. Ernest Fitzgerald, the Pentagon employee who disclosed massive 
cost overruns, survived because he was almost inhumanly persistent and because his 
cause, like Mrs. Long's attracted allies in high places. But the prominence of an issue 
does not guarantee survival for the employee who discloses it. Notra Trulock, the senior 
intelligence official at the Energy Department who tried to alert his superiors to Chinese 
espionage at a Government weapons laboratory, has since been demoted. 

Senator Charles Grassley, an Iowa Republican, has been seeking ways to 
strengthen the 1989 law with the help of the Government Accountability Project, a 
Washington advocacy group that assists whistle-blowers. One obvious improvement 
would be to give whistle-blowers the option to press their claims in the Federal courts, 
where their cases could be decided by a jury. To guard against clogging the system with 
ftivolous litigation, the cases would first be reviewed by a nongovernment administrative 
panel. But the point is to give whistle-blowers an avenue of appeal outside the closed 
loop in which they are now trapped. 
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A reform bill along these lines passed the House in 1994 but died in the Senate. 
With Mrs. Long's case fresh in mind, the time has come for both Houses to re-examine 
the issue. 
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EA05 
Monitoring New York's Police 

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani made his point this week with the usual clarity. "My 
administration never compromises on matters of principle," he said. The principle, in this 
case, is that New York City's Police Department should not have an outside monitor on 
questions of police brutality. An overseer for the department is said to be one of the 
remedies suggested by Federal prosecutors in the wake of police tortiire of the Haitian 
immigrant Abner Louima two years ago. But if a Federal monitor is such a bad idea, the 
Mayor must come up with something better. 

The Federal inquiry begun by the outgoing United States Attorney Zachary Carter 
has reportedly found that complaints about brutality are rarely followed up within the 
department, including those that make it through the Civilian Complaint Review Board. 
As the talks between the city and Federal officials proceed. Police Commissioner 
Howard Saflr is said to be reviewing what happens to complaints passed along by the 
Review Board. 

At this secretive stage in the negotiations, details about Mr. Carter's findings are 
hard to come by. One thing is clear - this is an excellent moment for the Mayor, the 
police and Federal prosecutors to find some new and thoughtful ways to deal with a 
problem that has been vexing the city and the department for years. Too often the only 
way to complain about police brutality in New York City is to hire a hot-blooded lawyer. 

Such added trauma and expense should not be necessary. Instead, a vital and 
independent Civilian Complaint Review Board should be the negotiators' first order of 
business. Another possibility worth study is an independent advisory body of nationally 
respected experts, comparable to the child welfare advisory panel created last year as part 
of a court settlement over the city's handling of children's issues. Other analysts of 
departmental practices have found that some police precincts have much better records 
than others of taking brutality charges seriously. Those precincts should be studied and 
their practices replicated. 

The Mayor and Police Commissioner admirably defend the many officers who do 
their jobs well and use force legitimately. At the same time, the protests and criticism 
over the police shooting of an unarmed West African, Amadou Diallo, cannot be ignored. 
For all the Mayor's complaints - that a Federal inquiry is sheer politics and that there are 
200 other police departments that deserve more scrutiny than New York City's - these 
negotiations should not be about winning political points but improving relations between 
the police and the diverse community they serve. 

As for the Federal monitor, the Mayor said yesterday, 'They can't do it!" But of 
course they can do it. The Justice Department could sue the city, and a court could 
impose a monitor. It would be far better if they do not have to do it. 
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EA06 
Lessons of the F-22 

The House of Representatives should follow the lead of its Appropriations 
Committee and deny the Air Force money for buying the costly and uimecessary F-22 
fighter. The F-22, also opposed by Speaker Dennis Hastert and the minority leader, 
Richard Gephardt, had been scheduled to begin production next year at an average cost of 
S200 million per plane. The Senate has ab-eady approved buying six F-22's. But if the 
House stands firm in a vote expected today, only research money will be available next 
year. 

It is rare for Congress to kill a major new weapons program after billions of 
dollars have already been spent on development costs. But it makes no sense for the 
Pentagon to proceed with three separate advanced fighter programs when no other 
country has a chance of threatening America's air superiority in the foreseeable fiiture. 
America's current top fighter, the Air Force's F-15, remains a highly effective warplane. 
Two successors now under development, the Joint Strike Fighter and an updated version 
of the Navy's F-18, should prove more than adequate to future needs. 

Continuing all three fighter programs would cost S350 billion over the next two 
decades. Eliminating the F-22, produced by Lockheed Martin, could save about S50 
billion. Costly and duplicative weapons programs, fueled by intra-service rivalries, distort 
the defense budget and American military capabilities. The Joint Strike Fighter, designed 
for use by the Air Force, Navy and Marines, represents a more rational approach. 

The Pentagon needs to reduce wasteful duplication and shift purchasing away 
from modernizing the cold war arsenal toward meeting the very different military needs 
of the 21" century. It should spend less of its budget on short-range fighters like the F-22 
and other dubious and expensive projects like the S37 billion Comanche helicopter 
program, leaving more for readiness, mobility, pay and pensions. It needs to equip itself 
for peacekeeping operations and to counter biological and chemical weapons and 
international terrorism, missions it is much more likely to face than aerial dogfights 
against a technologically advanced foe. Fighter planes still have a role to play in 21^'' 
century warfare. But they should not consume a disproportionate share of the Air Force 
budget. 
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EA07 
Hints of a Mild Fed Action 

Alan Greenspan, the chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, signaled yesterday 
that the Fed would take only the tiniest of steps to push up interest rates when its Open 
Market Committee meets at the end of this month. That is likely to have only a mild 
impact on the economy. 

Mr. Greenspan, in Congressional testimony, referred to "modest pre-emptive 
action" to head off inflation, which probably means that the Fed will raise the general 
funds rate - the rate at which banks borrow from one another - by only a quarter of a 
percentage point. That would reverse just one of the three cuts made last year when the 
Fed was worried about world recession. 

The economy appears to be growing at a rate of about 4 percent a year, a rate Mr. 
Greenspan believes is unsustainable without bringing on unacceptable inflation. He wants 
to slow that to about 3 percent, which would still be a healthy rate. 

As Mr. Greenspan noted, the current expansion, which began in 1991, will be the 
longest in American history if it extends through next February. Credit for the excellent 
performance is widely shared. Fiscal and monetary policy have been generally good, but 
they would not have been enough without the burst of productivity brought on by 
technological advances or without international events that have helped to make the 
United States an attractive place for investment while also restraining inflationary forces. 

Such a favorable economic environment, as Mr. Greenspan noted, "can induce 
investors to take on more risk and drive asset prices to unsustainable levels." He is clearly 
worried that stock prices may be too high, but is not inclined to second-guess "hundreds 
of thousands of informed investors." 

Instead, he is confident that the Fed can limit the economic damage if there is a 
crash. "While bubbles that burst are scarcely benign, the consequences need not be 
catastrophic for the economy," he said. That sounds markedly different from the old 
Greenspan, who 30 months ago warned investors against "irrational exuberance" and 
urged central banker not to underestimate "the complexity of the interactions of asset 
markets and the economy." The new Greenspan is brimming with self-assurance. Let us 
hope the market does not test his new confidence. 
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EA08 
Meshing bombs, nature 

The late, unsatisfactory entry of the White House into discussions of how to 
marry bombing and nature at the Barry M. Goldwater Range has put Sen. John McCain 
on the spot. 

McCain is the one who will have to guarantee that conservation and military goals 
are harmonized in that spectacular desert because the Clinton administration took a walk 
on the range's pending reauthorization in Congress. 

Basically, the White House and Interior Secretary Bruce Babitt blew it a few 
weeks ago. Incredibly the White House endorsed the military's request that the 
Department of Defense take over ecological administration in the area from the Bureau of 
Land Management. 

Similarly, the administration signed off on an excessive 25-year term of 
unexamined bomb range use. And it even said it would accept terms that would permit 
more ground exercises — perhaps even tanks and trucks — within the largely pristine 
Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife Refuge adjacent to the bomb range. 

In short, the administration — once expected to advocate for the landscape this 
summer — ignored the environment and kowtowed to the military. 

All of which makes McCain's role critical next month. 
As the "home-state" senator on the issue, McCain more than anyone else will 

decide what happens. Likewise, as an Arizonan, McCain alone among the conferees 
understands why the reservation's wild habitats and unbroken desert spaces need special 
protection while they are used as military range. 

And so the senator must take especially seriously the need to improve on both the 
military's and the Clinton administration's proposals for continuing the bombing range's 
vital military mission. 

That means he should recognize the error of transferring responsibility for the 
Goldwater's natural resources to the Pentagon from the Interior Department. 

In no way does the Defense Department possess the wilderness and people 
management expertise it needs to do a good job protecting 2.7 million sensitive acres 
from off-road vehicles, vandalism and increasing visitation. Moreover, 25 years or more 
is too long a term for what would be a radical break with current management. 

Moreover, it doesn't compute to allow more military use of the pristine Cabeza 
Prieta as both the Pentagon and White House propose. That wildlife reftige will always 
remain peripheral to the military's mission in the area; it requires if anything more, not 
less, protection in the era of ORVs and population growth. McCain should take good care 
not to tamper with the legacy of the Arizona Wilderness Act, which in 1990 he helped 
use to protect the refuge. 

McCain, in short, faces a solemn responsibility regarding an awesome place. 
More than anyone he will determine whether the reauthorization of an invaluable military 
zone shines also as a model for enlightened environmental management. He should make 
sure it does. 
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EA09 
Read the warning signs 

In all the soul-searching and blame assignment following the Colorado school 
massacre, it is becoming clearer that the one level of ofBcial authority that might have 
done the most effective intervention - law enforcement agencies - failed to coordinate 
warnings about the killers 

There will never be any one explanation for why these youths committed such 
horrific crimes when they killed 13 at their school and then killed themselves. Yet it is 
especially disturbing to learn that warning signs of their misbehavior were not put 
together in police ofiBcers' minds as part of a pattern. These included a van break-in, 
followed soon after by reports of their setting off pipe bombs, and then killer Eric Harris' 
death threats against a classmate on the Internet. 

Those things, together with a neighbor who filed a report that someone had fired a 
paint ball pellet through his garage window spattering red paint on his cars (the neighbor 
suspected Harris), pull together a series of incidents that in hindsight leave a sickening 
felling of something coming that might have been stopped. 

The same deputy who took the complaints last year about the break-in took the 
pipe bomb complaint. Then a week later Harris and Dylan FGebold were granted a form 
of probation for the van break-in. Neither the probation officer nor the magistrate 
handling the case knew of the pipe-bomb complaint or other complaints. 

The magistrate who let them off on probation has said he would not have allowed 
probation at all had someone told him of the pipe bombs or death-threats. This may be 
reconstructive thinking in the aftermath of the worst school massacre in history. Yet it 
rings true that a conscientious magistrate would take more time handling two boys with 
such violent tendencies. 

These warning signs, along with comments from schoolmates about threats and 
experimentation with guns and pipe bombs, are like the accumulating circumstances that 
cause other tragedies. The Titanic didn't have enough lifeboats, and there were no 
binoculars in the crow's nest to give lookouts a little more time for the alarm. A ship with 
visual distance ignored Titanic's distress signals yet could have saved perhaps a thousand 
lives. Titanic's captain ignored iceberg alerts but plunged full speed ahead. Taken 
together, it was an inevitable disaster. Taken singly, each element of warning could have 
been acted on. 

In Littleton, Colo., the two boys who snapped and terrorized hundreds may have 
been the product of obsessive attachment to violent video games, explosives and guns. At 
least one was on psychiatric drugs and had been rejected as an enlistee by a Marine 
recruiter. Many togers point at parents who ignored ominous signs. 

When dl else fails, the last line of defense is law enforcement. The sheriff's 
department in Littleton said it couldn't act because those people alleging the Internet 
death threats wouldn't sign a complaint. Yet taken together with known break-in and 
pipe-bomb complaints, doesn't it all make a pattern that's worth checking into more 
deeply? 

There are calls now to investigate the sheriffs office. The office says it did 
everything by the book so go ahead and investigate. 
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What this should tell other law enforcement agencies in America is that they 
should not wait until the scattered pieces of the pattern collapse into a tragedy. Many 
patterns will yield no criminal behavior. Yet there are other forms of intervention short of 
making an arrest. And then, for the few patterns that do reveal criminal behavior, let's at 
least turn the ship in time. 
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EAIO 
The Citizen's Right to Know 

After years of talk from the Labor Party about ending Britain's culture of secrecy, 
Tony Blair's Government has just proposed a sadly inadequate law governing the 
disclosure of government information. In effect, Britain is bucking a trend that has helped 
citizens elsewhere learn what their governments are doing and prevent official 
misconduct. 

In other nations, freedom of information laws have improved the policy-making 
process and provided a check against government abuses. The laws, most of which have 
been adopted in the past quarter-century, emphasize that government information belongs 
to the people. They accompany other transparency laws, which require web-site 
publication of government data or publication of proposed laws in documents such as the 
Federal Register or Congressional Record. Together, these laws have nourished 
democracy by restricting government powers to withhold important information. 

Sweden approved the first freedom of information law in 1766, stating that 
anyone could go to a government agency and look up documents in the files. Today at 
least 15 countries and Hong Kong have such laws, including Hungary and several 
Western European and Asian countries and former British colonies. South Africa's new 
democratic Government put freedom of information in the country's new Constitution, 
and is now facing the challenge of financing a law and developing ways for citizens who 
carmot read or write to make oral requests. Japan is the latest to pass a freedom of 
information law, spurred in part by its Health Ministry's slowness in dealing with 
tainted blood products, a scandal in which at least 400 people died. 

The United States passed a weak law in 1966, but it was greatly strengthened in 
1974, after Watergate. It requires government agencies to publish many kinds of 
information, and allows anyone in the world to request the release of specific documents. 
The government may withhold several types of information, including material that 
violates privacy or damages the national security. 

Blair's new bill is weaker than previous proposals that both of Britain's major 
parties have made, and in some area even softens current disclosure laws. It gives public 
officials the right to withhold information that relates to the formulation of government 
policy, material they believe could prejudice the workings of government, and even any 
request they consider "vexatious." 

No law is perfect. America's Freedom of Information Act works best for the 
businesses that are its biggest users and have long relationships with the agencies they 
query. Industries the government regulates, like pharmaceuticals, want early information 
about new standards and whatever the government can tell them about the competition. 
Some agencies with crucial information, such as the Central Intelligence Agency and the 
Pentagon, can take five years to respond to a disclosure request. Agencies routinely 
underfinance their information offices, and suffer no penalties for defying the disclosure 
law. They also abuse the permitted exceptions, using them to hide embarrassing behavior. 

Despite these flaws, however, Americans have been able to use freedom of 
information laws to learn about matters as diverse as the Bay of Pigs, housing 
discrimination and safety problems at nuclear plants. Many government officials admit 
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that even though they resent disclosure provisions, the law have given citizens a 
fundamental tool to expose and restrain government arrogance. 
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Appendix D: 

CONTENT ANALYSIS CODING CHARTS 

TTOl 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I Ic Thailand create 3 defense 

mechanism 
T 

2 means 4 To create 
defense 

mechanism 

X 

3 means 4 It X 
4 2c neighboring 

countries 
show 4 respect T 

5 if (We) see 4 it T 
6 is 4 incident X 
7 is Id troop X 
8 2c the Burmese claim R 
9 If we receive 4 response T 

10 2c They do 4 nothing T 
II — 4 latest incident — 

12 If we make 4 
Id 

diplomatic role 
armed force 

T 

13 is Ic Thailand X 
14 If (we) make 4 effort T 
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TT02 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 is 4 It X 
2 is 4 at) X 
3 is 4 behavior X 
4 is 4 principle X 
5 had la candidate X 
6 had been 4 prolongation X 
7 was 4 criticism X 
8 2a The Conunittee 

President 
proposed 4 that.... T 

9 2a (he) claimed R 
10 2a (He) received 4 opposition T 
11 2a The President asked for 4 concession T 
12 2a the President tossed out la Mr. Supachai T 
13 4 behavior reflect 4 principle T 
14 is 4 (it) X 
15 is 4 interest X 
16 2c USA wants 4 to reign the world T 
17 may be Ic Some Thais X 
18 (we) accept 4 truth T 
19 Ic Thai people express 3 anger T 
20 has Ic Thailand X 
21 is 4 long-term 

interest 
X 

22 be Thai people X 
23 is la Dr. Supachai X 
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TT03 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme ofX Type 
I If we see that... T 
2 4 (Getting to the 

solution) 
proceed I 

3 IS 4 example X 
4 is 4 no action X 
5 la the Prime 

Minister 
command 4 that... T 

6 lb (they) do 4 nothing T 
7 lb (they) wait for la PM T 
8 is 4 revelation X 
9 lb (they) wait for la PM T 

10 — 4 election — 

11 la Ministry of 
Interior 

decide 4 to take any action T 

12 la (the Ministry) passed on 4 the case T 
13 was 4 conclusion X 
14 — 4 these — 

15 lb (government 
officers) 

act I 

16 — 4 These cases — 

17 lb (they) alleviated 4 damages T 
18 lb (the government 

officers) 
allow (problems) to go 

on 
T 

19 lb (they) conduct 4 research T 
20 la the Prime 

Minister 
give 4 order T 
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TT04 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I was 4 disclosiure X 
2 4 (this) caused 4 effects T 
3 is 4 What (we) 

can predict 
X 

4 be 4 legal 
problems 

X 

5 lb those who... face 4 risk T 
6 lb (they) receive 4 trust T 
7 IS 4 unwanted by

product 
X 

8 be 4 investigation 
results 

X 

9 — killed lb Police's witoess P 
10 4 (It) happened I 
11 4 problem happen I 
12 is 4 (it) X 
13 If (we) allow 4 distortion T 
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TT05 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme ofX Type 
I has become 4 Extra-judicial 

killing 
X 

2 is 4 movement X 
3 is lb the dead 

person 
X 

4 is lb (He) X 
5 Id police shot lb (He) p 
6 Id (The police) claimed R 
7 lb (The relatives) insisted R 
8 Id (the police) disguised 4 it T 
9 become 4 Extra-judicial 

killing cases 
X 

10 Ic 
Ic 

Thai people 
(Thai people) 

care 
question 4 police's action 

I 
T 

11 Ic Most accept 4 It T 
12 is 4 confirmation X 
13 la Lawyer's 

Council 
President 

gave 4 example T 

14 lb (The relatives) complained 1 
15 lb (they) vanished I 
16 was 4 at) X 
17 — accused Id police P 
18 become Id (they) X 
19 (one) assume 4 that... T 
20 IS 4 It X 
21 IS 4 Extra-judicial 

killing 
X 

22 IS 4 at) X 
23 is 4 (It) X 
24 4 (This) invalidates 4 people's right T 
25 4 the latest 

extra-judicial 
killing 

26 Id (they) do 4 it T 
27 (They) let (the initiative) 

fade away 
T 
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TT06 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I — 4 news — 

2 was 4 money X 
3 2d US armed forces withdraw 4 (the money) T 
4 is 4 reason X 
5 is 4 money X 
6 is 4 money X 
7 be 4 it X 
8 is 4 news X 
9 was 4 discussion X 

10 news report claims R 
11 If We learn 4 It T 
12 be request X 
13 Id (govermnent) find 4 the money T 
14 remains 4 To get the 

money 
X 

15 is this news X 
16 — 4 distortion — 

17 la armed forces 
leaders 

know 4 that... T 

18 Id (government) spend on 4 things T 
19 Id 

Id 
(government) 
(government) 

withdraw 
distribute 

4 
4 

the money 
(the money) 

T 
T 

20 4 spending of 
armed forces 

21 Id (they) use 4 this conflict T 
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TT07 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I — 4 debates — 

2 le (they) charge for 4 interest T 
3 lb bank 

administrators 
claim R 

4 lb (they) urge la 
Id 

Finance minister 
Bank of Thailand 

T 

5 4 the blame has started 1 
6 4 (it) spreads 1 
7 are 4 Thai 

economic 
problems 

X 

8 IS 4 liquidity X 
9 IS 4 400,000 

million baht 
X 

10 le (they) extend 4 credit T 
11 le banks have decided 4 to reduce burden T 
12 are 4 calls X 
13 If Some urge 4 that... T 
14 results from 4 The fact 

that... 
X 

15 If Some urge 4 that... T 
16 le (banks) shift 4 bad debt burden T 
17 4 to shift the 

burden 
allow 4 interest rates T 

18 — set 4 (rates) P 
19 belong to 4 This authority X 
20 If Some suggest 4 that... T 
21 is 4 4 (This) X 
22 Id Ministry of 

Finance 
has responded to 4 this proposition T 

23 IS 4 proposition X 
24 4 debate reminds Ic Thai people T 
25 IS 4 One problem X 
26 If (us) revive 4 economy T 
27 — 4 interest (rates) — 
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TT08 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I 4 changes affected Ic Thai people T 
2 have If we X 
3 3 Flash floods happen I 
4 4 tree bare 4 fruit T 
5 4 some produce 4 crops T 
6 is 4 What has 

happened 
X 

7 3 (It) caused 4 fresh water T 
8 If (We) believe 4 that... T 
9 be 4 more 

phenomena 
X 

10 If Nobody tell 4 what kind of 
situation 

T 

11 be 4 certainty X 
12 IS 4 (That) X 
13 Id 

Id 
government 

(government) 
set up 

support 
4 
4 

committee 
studies 

T 

14 4 results enable Id (government) T 
15 be 4 preparation X 
16 are 4 changes X 
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TT09 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I lb some people wonder 4 whether... T 
2 be 4 To conclude 

that. . .  
X 

3 appear 4 These 
behaviors 

X 

4 IS 4 What to keep X 
5 have lb (They) X 
6 4 It means that... T 
7 Id Ministry of 

Education 
has tried 4 to solve... T 

8 Id (the Ministry) has enrolled lb students T 
9 lb (they) study I 

10 is 4 (this) X 
11 be 4 (it) X 
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mo 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I la Maj. Gen. Sanan said R 
2 Id Royal Thai 

Police 
agree I 

3 Id (they) want 4 registration T 
4 are 4 reasons X 
5 3 parts of the law violate 3 Constitution T 
6 3 Constitution prohibits 4 censormg... T 
7 3 Press Law allows 4 (practice) T 
8 3 Constitution prohibits 4 closing... T 
9 3 Press Law authorizes Id authorities T 

10 If (we) retain 3 this law T 
11 is 3 Press Law X 
12 Id (government) believed in 4 dogma T 
13 Id (They) dread 4 that... T 
14 If the world has entered I 
15 have become If (We) X 
16 have Ic people X 
17 Ic people receive 4 information T 
18 Ic people participate in 4 activities T 
19 have If (we) X 
20 are 3 

3 

Announce
ment no. 17 

Order no. 42 

X 

21 are 3 (They) X 
22 Id (government) required 4 news censoring T 
23 la Interior Minister agreed 4 to scrape... T 
24 la (he) propose 4 the matter T 
25 has been 4 no progress X 
26 If (we) hope 4 that... T 
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# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme ofX Type 
I 4 pledges overwhelmed 2d UN P 
2 2a World's leaders address 4 Balkans issue T 
3 If the world dug into 4 reserves T 
4 2c 

2d 
60 countries 
organisations 

contribute 4 fund T 

5 was 4 What is even 
more amazing 

X 

6 was 4 Their figure X 
7 2d UN agencies had sought 4 

4 
$200 million 
S45 million 

T 

8 was 2c The largest 
donor 

X 

9 was 2c Asia X 
10 was 4 This X 
11 2c Germany has pledged 4 S190 million T 
12 2d EU has established 2d committee T 
13 2d committee has pledged 4 

4 
SI60 million 
S532 million 

T 

14 2d UN utilised 2d International 
Management 

Group 

T 

15 2d IMG determined 4 that... T 
16 2d They put 4 an amount of 

SL2 billion 
T 

17 4 the coxt endup I 
18 is 4 housing X 
19 2c Serbs spared 4 

4 
4 
4 

mines 
industries 

roads 
bridges 

T 

20 — applied 4 P 
21 2d have 2d they X 
22 2c 

2c 
Albania 

Macedonia 
bore 3 brunt T 

23 4 
4 

plea 
hand 

feU 
found empty pockets 

I 
T 

24 — given 2c two countries P 
25 2c Montenegro suffered I 
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ETOl Continued 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
26 2c Bulgaria suffered I 

2c Hungary 
27 If the world come I 

are 4 indications X 
4 (indications) auger I 

28 If the world face 4 the fact... T 
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ET02 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I 2d 

2d 
paratrooper 

(paratroopers) 
amving 
acting 

I 
I 

2 — destroyed 4 image of Russia P 
3 2a their leaders were saying 4 they know... T 
4 is 4 manoeuvre X 
5 2a Russian leaders changed 4 mindsets T 
6 — left 2c Russia P 
7 is 4 Russia's role X 
8 2c Russia pay 4 attention T 
9 2c Russia wants 4 role T 

10 2c It sit I 
11 2c It play 4 role T 
12 2c Moscow dread 

caught 2c 
ethnic cleansing 

it 
T 
P 

13 2c It cooperate with I 
14 2c Moscow take 4 imtiatives T 
15 2d Its troops carve out 4 quarter T 
16 4 stand-off occurred T 
17 is 

decided 4 it 
4 This X 

P 
18 allowed 2d Russian troops P 
19 is 4 situation X 
20 2d they afford 4 to quarrel... T 
21 2d They know 4 extent T 
22 4 deal spell out 4 role T 
23 2c no member of 

Western 
alliances 

wants 4 to upset... T 

24 2d NATO keep 2c Russia T 
25 is 2a Boris Yeltsin X 
26 2a he created 4 headache T 
27 serve as 4 Kosovo peace 

plan 
X 
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ET03 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 feel la PM Chuan X 
2 remams 4 task X 
3 

la (he) 
has 
take 4 fixed stare 

la he X 
T 

4 la 
Id 

PM 
Cabinet 

claim 4 credit T 

5 was 4 achievement X 
6 lb critics require 4 fortitude T 
7 lb They know 4 that... T 
8 — 4 that — 

9 la Chuan pay 4 attention T 
10 la He understand 4 why... T 
11 4 complaints escalte I 
12 4 participation has taken 4 heat T 
13 were lb protesters X 
14 was 4 explanation X 
15 4 Chuan's 

presence 
enabled lb EGAT workers T 

16 is 4 Their view X 
17 4 stances has softened I 
18 4 strength provide 4 bargaining power T 
19 la he afford 4 to... T 
20 become 4 words X 
21 4 charm work 4 wonders T 
22 could have been It X 
23 la Chuan regam 4 support T 
24 IS 4 That X 
25 was 4 willingness X 
26 4 delegation worsens 4 situation T 
27 la Chuan demonstrate 4 that... T 
28 4 patience wear down 4 resistance T 
29 la he find 4 that... T 
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ET04 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme ofX Type 
1 Ic Thai people deserve 4 right T 
2 Ic we need to strike 4 balance T 
3 Ic Thai people enjoy 4 access T 
4 Ic all of us tap into 4 information T 
5 le members obtained 4 copies T 
6 lb names were 

accompanying 
4 report T 

7 quoted la Klanarong 
Chanteuk 

P 

8 is 4 disquiet X 
9 — leaked lb names P 

10 seems 4 appetite X 
11 is Id Ministry of 

Public Health 
X 

12 is Id The ministry X 
13 was 4 This X 
14 — commended Id It p 
15 are lb Witnesses X 
16 allowed lb they p 
17 4 scandal involve la officials T 
18 believed la Politicians P 
19 is 4 What... X 
20 4 need to 

protect 
—— 

21 Id ccc feel 3 urge T 
22 be aware Id it X 
23 Id It Ignores 4 right T 
24 Id ccc recall 4 cases T 
25 Id it protect lb identities T 
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ET05 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme ofX Type 
1 4 slaying has raised 4 concerns T 
2 4 killing add 4 weight T 
3 is 4 shooting X 
4 Id those have not leamt 4 part of their job T 
5 If society beware I 
6 4 rights of all come under I 
7 appears 4 Evil X 
8 — killed lb he P 
9 lb men handcuffed lb He P 

lb (men) shot lb (he) P 
lb (men) taken away lb (he) P 

10 lb witnesses substantiated 4 account P 
11 Id Regional police setup Id panel T 
12 le Human right 

groups 
charged 4 that... T 

13 known Id Thai police P 
14 4 killing lends 4 weight T 
15 Id they made 4 decision T 
16 4 It shows 4 lack of 

intelligence 
T 

17 If No one eliminate 4 cnme T 
18 4 car theft cases decrease I 
19 lb criminals shy away I 
20 lb they hesitate I 
21 Id Police report on le gang of car 

thieves 
T 

22 was 4 this X 
23 is 4 sad thing X 
24 is 4 This X 
25 is 4 It X 
26 — 4 murder case X 
27 — sent lb three men p 
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ET05 Continued 
# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
28 lb 

lb 
one 

another 
had died 

died 
disabled lb the last 

I 
I 
P 

29 is 4 whether... X 
30 Id Police decide 4 to put... T 
31 — empowered Id court P 
32 — observed 4 process of law P 
33 IS If society X 
34 is 4 extra-judicial 

killing 
X 

35 is 4 difference X 
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ET06 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I Id air force says R 
2 3 Alpha Jets provide 4 close support T 
3 Id bulk of 

leadership 
attributes 4 the fuss T 

4 might have been 4 things X 
5 have Id they X 
6 Id air force said R 
7 was 4 element X 
8 was le the press X 
9 Id 

Id 
the brass 

(the brass) 
persist 

get 3 them 
I 
T 

10 was string X 
11 are buyers X 
12 are If We X 
13 are If We X 
14 is 4 issue X 
15 Id air force sais R 
16 will be 3 Alpha Jets X 
17 is 4 point X 
18 4 Times change I 
19 is 4 Cold War X 
20 concerns 4 question X 
21 will be If we X 
22 2e 

If 
cliems of... 

we 
used 

are dealing with 
4 
2b 
2b 

border 
gangster 
mobster 

p 
T 

23 is 4 threat X 
24 Id air force consider 4 merits T 
25 is 4 perception X 
26 take 4 To change... X 
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ET07 

ft- Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 — blamed le banks P 
2 le they are struggling I 
3 4 responsibilities lies I 
4 le association said R 
5 le banks lower 4 rate T 
6 — accused of le banks P 
7 were Id ministry and 

central bank 
X 

Id they carry 4 the can T 
8 are le banks X 
9 4 circumstances have conspired I 

10 is 4 life X 
11 — saddled le banks p 
12 4 loans indicate 4 fault T 

Id regulators were taking 4 a nap T 
13 le association says R 
14 Id They declare 4 policy T 
15 4 position shows 4 that... T 
16 le banks are showing 4 that... T 
17 is 4 scenario X 
18 le banks embrace 4 principle T 
19 le they find le themselves T 
20 be 4 This X 
21 la 

Id 
Tarin 

it 
made 
wants 

4 
4 

position 
market force 

T 
T 

22 Id authorities want 4 to set... T 
23 

4 that 
was 

requires 4 retum 
4 responsibility X 

T 
24 le banks consider 4 poll T 
25 lb 28% of 

respondents 
told 4 survey T 

26 lb They blame Id Finance Min T 
27 4 poll found 4 that... T 
28 is 4 It X 
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ET08 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I IS 4 Today X 
2 is 4 This day X 
3 2d UNEP Regional 

office 
held 4 meeting T 

4 lb participants perceived 2d UNEP T 
5 4 Suggestions included 4 enhancing... T 
6 urged 2d UNEP P 
7 2d UNEP bring about 4 neutrality T 
8 lb Other suggested 4 that... 4 
9 are 4 Recommenda 

tions 
X 

10 are 4 press release 
and articles 

X 

11 are 2d UNDP and 
Unicef 

X 

12 2d Both are working I 
13 2d They work I 
14 have 2d UNDP and 

sister 
organisations 

X 

15 were scared 2d UN agencies X 
16 2d UN agencies are working I 
17 — hammered 4 the point p 
IS If The world needs 

have 
2d UNEP 

2b its officials 
T 
X 

19 2b they come down I 
20 IS 

is 
4 
4 

Education 
that alone 

X 
X 

21 2d UNEP like 4 to work... T 
22 IS 4 ambition X 
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ET09 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I 4 outbreak have produced 4 measures T 
2 4 measures concentrate on 4 symptoms T 
3 lb young people are causmg 4 harm T 
4 was 4 nature of 

attack 
X 

5 shocked 
was 

If we 
4 attack 

P 
X 

6 has been 4 reaction X 
7 Id police have announced R 
8 lb Those face 4 charges T 
9 Id Education 

Ministry 
4 proposal T 

10 Id It has adopted 4 mitiative T 
11 4 measures address 4 symptoms T 
12 4 they assume 4 that.. T 
13 Id police declare R 
14 lb thugs have shown 4 that.. T 
15 

4 declaration 
have 
begs 4 questions 

Id police X 
T 

16 have 4 program X 
17 

4 (images) 
look 
make 

is 
4 people believe... 

4 

4 

images 

reality 

X 
T 
X 

18 
4 (purpose) 

is 
instils 4 concept 

4 purpose X 
T 

19 — visited 4 sins of few P 
20 maybe 

is 
4 
4 

initiative 
it 

X 
X 

21 lb gang members find 4 ways T 
22 2d Khmer Rouge 

cadres 
obeyed 4 stricture T 

23 maybe 4 factor X 
24 were able to act 2b British police X 
25 4 key lay in I 
26 4 killing betrays 4 process of 

thought 
T 

27 should be 4 That X 
28 — understood 4 that... P 
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ETIO 

if' Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I is 4 Today X 
2 have remined 2e jounalist X 
3 must have 2e they X 
4 is not 4 This X 
5 4 level of press 

freedom 
has declined 1 

6 2e It blamed 4 setback T 
7 — 2c 186 countries — 

8 2c 

2c 
2c 

1.2 billion 
people 

2.4 billion 
2.4 billion 

live 

(live) 
(live) 

I 

I 
I 

9 4 democratisation has haralded 2e freer press T 
10 4 press freedome has declined I 
11 2c Others continue 4 to mamtain... T 
12 is Ic Thailand X 
13 — guaranteed 4 Press liberty P 
14 is 4 no reason X 
15 Id authorities continue 4 to restrict... T 
16 be le We X 
17 

4 that 

might be 

change 

Id government 
of the day 

X 

I 
18 

Id authorities 
is 

hold 4 that... 
4 one thing X 

T 
19 

la PM Chuan 

Has 

has pledged 4 to rid... 

Id this 
government 

X 

T 
20 is 4 truth X 
21 — done 4 nothing P 
22 Id Royal Thai 

Police 
is preparing 3 draft T 

23 would be 4 This X 
24 Id Thai police deem 4 It T 
25 is 4 This X 
26 le Thai press improve 4 professionalism T 
27 4 press scandals auger I 
28 le Thai press promote 4 notion T 
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ETIO Continued 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
29 4 Failure provide 4 ammunition T 
30 remain le Thai press X 

be le (Thai press) X 
31 — guaranteed 4 press freedom P 

le We Fought for 4 It T 
32 remains 4 this X 
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EAOl 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 is murder X 
2 4 business creating 4 climate T 
3 be 4 creating X 
4 ended 4 stranglehold X 
5 Id trusteeship gearing up I 
6 in charge Id troops X 
7 is 3 fear X 
8 2c Serbs fled I 
9 2b thugs attacking 2c Albanians T 

10 3 violence coming I 
11 have 2d leaders X 
12 ••• reported 

equals 
murders 

4 number of... 
p 
X 

13 killed 
burned out 

2c 
2c 

Gypsies 
hundreds 

p 
p 

14 If conununity tolerate 3 violence T 
15 are 4 murder, 

arson, and 
looting 

X 

16 Id forces must move 1 
17 la Kouchner arrived I 
18 la He build up 2d police force T 

la (he) establish 2d courts T 
la (he) help 4 returning... T 

19 2c Albanians come I 
20 will be 4 UN role X 
21 is 4 its job X 
22 begin 4 job X 
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EA02 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 appears 4 cnsis X 
2 4 negotiations produced 4 agreement T 
3 was 4 arrival X 
4 have been 4 talks X 
5 Id NATO blocked 4 creation T 

Id (NATO) preserved 3 command T 
6 2c Russia secured 4 treatment T 
7 4 agreement provides 4 operation T 
8 will be 4 basis X 
9 2d troops serve I 

10 Id structure allows 4 Moscow to say... T 
Id (structure) leaves 4 NATO fully... T 

11 2c Russians share 4 responsibility T 
2d British forces direct 4 air traffic T 

12 include 4 problems X 
13 is 4 risk X 
14 is 4 That X 
15 have been 4 relations X 
16 4 agreement will work I 
17 remains 2c Russia X 

4 its role reflect 4 status T 
18 2c Moscow stood I 
19 was 4 diplomacy X 
20 4 participation strengthen 4 peace T 
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EA03 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 la Clinton returned I 
2 IS 4 emphasis X 
3 la Clinton will work I 
4 is 4 new drive X 
5 4 rancor will allow 3 compromise T 
6 will be 4 It X 
7 la President reached out I 
8 was 4 request X 
9 — 4 budget — 

10 may have been 4 gesture X 
11 will not be 4 reaching X 
12 was 4 That X 
13 seemed la Clinton X 
14 4 attempts demand 4 attention T 
15 became la President X 
16 la Clinton said R 
17 la 

la 
Clinton 

(Clinton) 
narrowed 
flashed 

la 
la 

his eyes 
his temper 

T 
T 

18 — Id Congress — 

19 was Clinton X 
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EA04 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I intervention rescued lb J. Long P 
2 is 4 the fact... X 
3 3 laws invite 4 retaliation T 
4 was lb Long X 
5 was lb Long X 
6 lb Long accused Id agency T 
7 lb Long said R 
8 — was given lb Long P 
9 would have 

been 
4 hope X 

10 3 statute prescribe 4 process T 
11 lb employees prevailed I 
12 screened 

settled 
4 
4 

the cases 
(the cases) 

P 
P 

13 lb whistle-blowers won 4 redemption T 
14 lb Whitehurst won 4 cash T 
15 lb Fitzgerald survived I 
16 4 prommence guarantee 4 survival T 
17 — demoted lb Trulock P 
18 la Grassley seeking 4 ways T 
19 be 4 improvement X 
20 Id panel reviewed 4 cases P 
21 is 4 the point X 
22 3 

3 
bill 

(bill) 
passed 
died 

1 
I 

23 4 time come 1 
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EA05 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 la Giuliani made 4 his point T 
2 Id My 

administration 
compromises on 4 matters of 

principle 
T 

3 is 4 principle X 
4 — said lb overseer P 
5 la The Mayor come up with 4 something T 
6 Id mquire has found 4 that... T 
7 said la Police 

Commissioner 
P 

8 are 4 details X 
9 IS 4 One thing X 

10 is 4 the only way X 
11 should not be 4 trauma and 

expenses 
12 should be Id Review Board X 
13 is 4 possibility X 
14 lb analysts have found 4 that... T 
15 studied 

replicated 
Id 
4 

Those precincts 
their practices 

P 
P 

16 la 
la 

Mayor and 
Police 

Commissioer 

defend Id officers T 

17 ignored 4 protests and 
criticism 

P 

18 should not be 4 negotiations X 
19 — Id Federal 

monitor 
20 Id they do 4 It 
21 Id Justice Dept. sue Id the city T 

Id a court mipose lb a monitor T 
22 Id they do 4 It T 
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EA06 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I Id House of 

Representatives 
follow 4 lead T 

2 — scheduled 3 F-22 P 
3 Id Senate approve 4 buying six F-22's T 
4 will be 4 money X 
5 Id Congress kill 4 weapons program T 
6 Id Pentagon proceed with I 
7 remains 3 F-15 X 
8 prove 3 successors X 
9 4 Continuing... cost 4 $350 billion T 

10 4 Eliminating... save 4 S50 billion T 
11 4 weapons 

program 
distort 4 

4 
defense budget 

military 
capabilities 

T 

12 3 Joint Strike 
Fighter 

represents 4 approach T 

13 Id 
Id 

Pentagon 
(Pentagon) 

reduce 
shift 

4 
4 

duplication 
purchasing 

T 
T 

14 Id It spend 4 less of its budget T 
15 Id It equip Id itself T 
16 have 3 Fighter planes X 
17 3 they consume 4 share of budget T 
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EA07 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 la Greenspan signaled 4 that... Type 
2 is 4 That X 
3 la Greenspan referred to 4 "modest pre

emptive action" 
T 

4 4 That reverse 4 cut T 
5 appears 4 economy X 
6 la He wants 4 to show that T 
7 will be 4 expansion X 
8 — shared 4 Credit P 
9 have been 4 Fiscal and 

monetary 
policy 

X 

10 4 environment induce 4 investors to take 
on more... 

T 

4 (environment) drive 4 asset prices T 
11 is la He X 
12 is la he X 
13 be 4 consequences X 
14 sounds 4 That X 
15 la Greenspan is brimming I 
16 4 the market test 4 confidence T 
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EA08 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
1 4 entry put la McCain T 
2 is la McCain X 
3 Id 

la 
White House 

Babitt 
blew 4 it T 

4 Id White House endorsed 4 request T 
5 Id administration signed off on 4 use T 
6 Id it said R 
7 Id administration ignored 4 envuronment T 

Id (administration) kowtowed to Id military T 
8 4 All of which makes 4 McCain's role T 
9 la McCain decide 4 what happens T 

10 la McCain understands 4 why... T 
11 la senator take 4 the need T 
12 la he recognize 4 error T 
13 Id Defense 

Department 
posses 4 expertise T 

14 IS 4 25 years X 
15 4 it compute I 
16 remain 4 refuge X 
17 la McCain take 4 care T 
18 la McCain face 4 responsibility T 
19 la he determine 4 whether... T 
20 make la he S 
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EA09 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I Id agencies failed I 
2 be 4 explanation X 
3 — put together 4 wammg signs P 
4 included 4 These X 
5 4 Those things pull together 4 a series of 

incidents 
T 

6 lb neighbor suspected lb Harris T 
7 lb same deputy took 4 complaint T 
8 granted lb Harris and 

Klebold 
P 

9 lb 
lb 

probation officer 
magistrate 

knew of 4 
4 

bomb complaint 
other complaints 

T 

10 lb magistrate said R 
11 maybe 4 This X 
12 lb magistrate take 4 time T 
13 are 4 warmng signs X 
14 have 

were 
4 
4 

Titanic 
binoculars 

X 
X 

15 4 
4 

ship 
(ship) 

ignored 
saved 

4 
4 

signals 
lives 

T 
T 

16 lb 
lb 

Captain 
(Captain) 

ignored 
plunged 

4 alerts T 
I 

17 was 4 it X 
18 acted on 4 each element of 

warning 
P 

19 may have been lb two boys X 
20 was 

rejected lb (at least one) 
lb at least one X 

p 
21 lb many fingers point I 
22 IS Id Last line of 

defense 
X 

23 Id Sheriffs dept. said R 
24 4 it all make 4 pattern T 
25 are 4 calls X 
26 Id The office says R 
27 4 this tell Id agencies T 
28 4 patterns yield 4 criminal behavior T 
29 are 4 forms X 
30 — 4 few patterns — 
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EAIO 

# Actor/Theme Verb Patient Theme of X Type 
I 2d Blair's proposed 3 law T 

Government 
2 2c Britain is bucking 4 trend T 
3 3 laws improved 4 process T 

3 (laws) provided 4 check T 
4 3 laws emphasized 4 that... T 
5 3 They accompany 3 transparency T 

laws 
6 3 these laws nourished 4 democracy T 
7 2c Sweden approved 3 law T 
8 have 2c 15 countries X 

2c Hong Kong 
9 2d SA's Govt. put 3 freedom of T put 

information 
2d (SA's Govt.) is facing 4 challenge T 

10 is bucking 2c Japan X 
11 Ic USA passed 3 weak law T 

— strengthened 3 it P 
12 3 It requires Id govenunent T 

agencies 
3 at) allows If anyone T 

13 Id government withhold 4 types of T 
information 

14 is 3 Blair's new X 
bill 

15 3 It gives 2b public ofRcials T 
16 is 3 No law X 
17 3 Freedom of works 1 

Information Act 
18 4 Industries want 4 information T 

4 whatever.. 
19 Id Some agencies take 4 5 years T 
20 Id Agencies underfinance Id offices T 

Id (Agencies) suffer 4 no penalties T 
21 Id They abuse 4 exceptions T 
22 have been Americans X 
23 lb officials admit R 
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Appendix E: 

EDITORIAL WRITER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Writer-related 
1. Please tell me about your educational background. Have you been in an English-

speaking country? Wiere? For how long and what purpose? 
2. How did you become an editorial writer? What are the general requirements for a 

journalist to become an editorial writer? What is the process to choose and train one? 
3. What is/are the first language of your editorial writers? How many editorials writer 

are working at your newspaper? 

Editorial-related 
4. Why does your newspaper have an editorial column? What are its roles for the 

newspaper and the society in general? 
5. What is the basic purpose and mission of editorials? To what extent is this achieved 

in your opinion? If not so well, what is wrong and how can you improve the 
situation? 

6. Please describe an ideal editorial. What are the characteristics of the best editorials? 
7. Please explain the editorial writing process used in your newspaper. Who choose the 

topic to be written on? How is a draft editorial article chosen or approved for 
publication? What are the criteria in doing so? 

8. Is an article generally written by a single writer or by a team? Who does the 
preparation work such as briefing the news or conducting further research when 
needed? 

9. How do you write an editorial? How do you write the title? How many sections are 
there in an editorial? What are they? How do you write them? Where do you convey 
the most important message you want the reader to get? How can you end your 
article? How does length constraint play a role in your writing? 

10. How are editorials edited? How many people are involved in the editing process? 
Who are they? How much is the final draft changed firom the original? In what ways? 

11. How popular is an editorial compared to other columns such as news, features, etc? 
How do readers react to it? (Do they write letters to respond to your editorials?) 

12. Is an editorial in an English newspaper different firom that in a Thai newspaper? 
How? What are the factors contributing to the difference/similarities? 

Readership 
13. Who are your target readers? How large is you circulation? How many readers read 

your editorial on daily basis? 
14.1 believe the internet has broadened your readership. How does it affect the way the 

editorials are written? 
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Appendix F: 

THE LONG QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED TO THAI SUBJECTS 

Dear Sir/Madam 
The following questionnaire is for my Ph.D. dissertation in which I am studying 

responses to newspaper editorials. Your answers will be a part of the results of the study 
entitled "Contrastive Discourse Analysis and Reader Perception of Newspaper Editorials 
in Thai and English." 

To be a subject, you must have at least a graduate standing. If you are a graduate 
student, this questionnaire has no effect on your classes or grades. Your first language 
must be either Thai or English. Since you will be requested to read three editorials, it 
will take you around 30 minutes. But please take as much time as you need. 

Participation is voluntary. Your responses to this questionnaire will be kept 
anonymous. Your consent for use of the information is granted after you sign the below 
consent form and turn in the questionnaire. 

It is expected that the findings of this study will have implications for the teaching 
of English, especially in journalism. Your cooperation is highly appreciated. 

Yours truly. 

Chanika Vadhanasindhu 
Ph.D. Candidate in SLAT 

Subject's Consent Form 
Coatrastive Discourse Analysts and Reader Perception of Newspaper Editorials in 

Thai and English 

I am fiilly informed of the nature of this research study and how I will participate in it, if I 
consent to do so, by the written statement in the cover sheet of the questionnaire and 
orally if I need fiur^er information. .Signing this form will indicate that I have been so 
informed and that I give my consent to Chanika Vadhanasindhu, PhJD. Candidate for 
anonymous use of my responses to the questionnaire in her dissertation research. Federal 
regulations require written informed consent prior to participation in this research study 
so that I can know the nature and risks of my participation and can decide to participate 
or not participate in a free and informed manner. 

Subject's Signature Date 
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Please circle the answer(s) of your choice or fill the blank space. (Please feel free to 

write your answers in Thai.) 

I. General Questions 
1. Are you: I.Male 2. Female 

2. Age: years 

3. What is your native language? 1. Thai 2. English 

4. Please specify all language(s) in which you are fluent. 

5. Years studied Thai English Other 

6. Highest level of education completed/area of study/country of study 

1. Bachelor's degree in from country 

2. Master's degree in from country 

3. Ph.D. in from country 

7. Currently studying program I. Postgraduate 2. Master's 3. Ph.D. 

8. If you have lived in a foreign country: Where: for months 

Where: for months Where: for months 

II. Newspaper and Editorial Reading 
9. How often do you read editorials in Thai? time(s) per week 

10. Why do you read editorials in Thai? (Circle all that apply.) 

1. 1 am interested in the author's viewpoint 

2. I leam something more than if I only read the news. 

3. Other 

11. Which Thai newspaper(s) do you usually read? I. Thairath 2. Daily News 

3. Matichon 4. Other 

12. Why do you choose the above newspaper(s)? (Circle all that apply.) 

1. availability 2. credibility 3. Other 4.0ther 

13. How would you rate the quality of the editorials in the above newspaper(s) 

Thairath poor fair good very good 

Daily News poor fair good very good 
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Matichon poor fair good very good 

poor fair good very good Other 

14. Which of the following do you think deserve to be a more frequent topic of Thai 

editorials than they are now? (Circle all that £^ply.) 

16. Why do you read editorials in English? (Circle all that apply.) 

1. I am interested in the author's viewpoint 

2. I leam something more than if I only read the news. 

3. Other 

17. Which English newspaper(s) do you usually read? 

I. Bangkok Post 2. The Nation 3. Other 

18. Why do you choose the above newspaper(s)? (Circle all that apply.) 

1. availability 2. credibility 3. Other 4.0ther 

19. How would you rate the quality of the editorials in the above newspaper(s)? 

Bangkok Post poor fair good very good 

The Nation poor fair good very good 

Other poor fair good very good 

20. Which of the following should be more frequent topics of English editorials published 

in Thailand than they are now? (Circle all that apply.) 

1. local politics 2. local economic issues 

3. international affairs 4 international economic issues 

S. education 6. health and health care 

7. environment preservation 8. religion 

I. local politics 

3. intemational affairs 

5. education 

2. local economic issues 

4 intemational economic issues 

6. health and health care 

7. environment preservation 8. religion 

9. other 

15. How often do you read editorials in English? time(s) per week 

9. other 
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21. Who do you feel actually writes editorials in the English newspapers in Thailand? 

1. Native Thai speakers 2. Native English speakers 3. Both I and 2 

22. What makes you think so? 

in. Reader Respoose 

The following newspaper editorials were published either in Thailand or the US. Please 

read them and answer the questions that follow. 

Editorial 1 - UN focus must be on entire Balkans 

In the first request for funds for humanitarian aid in Kosovo, the United Nations 

has been overwhelmed by pledges from 60 countries and many other organisations which 

have promised nearly four times what the UN was hoping for. While this is a great start 

to the rehabilitation of the province, the world's leaders will soon have to address the 

Balkans issue on a more regional basis. 

After appearing to be tight-fisted with aid while the Kosovo conflict raged, the 

world this week dug deep into its reserves to pledge more than S2 billion in humanitarian 

aid for the province. In all, 60 countries and a myriad of organisations will contribute to 

the fund. 

What is even more amazing was only a quarter of that was considered the target 

by United Nations humanitarian aid organisations. Their figure of S564 million was 

based on three separate amounts. 

The UN agencies had sought S200 million for refugee aid, and S45 million to 

begin paying police, customs inspectors, garbage collectors, hospital workers and other 

civil servants to restore Kosovo's society, while the European Union asked for $319 

million as the first instalment to begin repairing homes. 

As expected, clearly the largest donor was the United States, which pledged $500 

million. But surprisingly, Asia was well represented, with Japan being the second highest 

donor, pledging $200 million. This was a magnanimous gesture, considering Japan is not 

a member of Nato and has comparatively little trade with the Balkan region compared to 

the rest of the world. 
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Germany has pledged S190 million while Britain came in a disappointing fourth 

with 5145 million, considering that the UK, along with the US, was the major annihilator 

of Kosovo's infrastructure—other than the Serbs. 

The EU has established an autonomous committee, the European Agency for 

Reconstruction, which will oversee the use of funds emanating from it. This committee 

has pledged $160 million this year and S532 million next year. 

The UN utilised the International Management Group (IMG) to do a study on 

damage to housing in the province. IMG determined that of the 200,000 homes in 

Kosovo, 40,000 were totally destroyed and 120,000 had been damaged. They put an 

amount of SI.2 billion to fix these homes. However, the EU said that with Kosovar 

villagers contributing labour to rebuild their own homes, the cost of repairing housing 

might end up as low as $800 million. 

Fortunately, in Kosovo, housing is by far the major funding requirement. The 

Serbs spared mines, industry, roads, bridges and most other inf^tructure, since they had 

hoped to occupy the province once it was "cleansed" of ethnic Albanians. 

According to the UN, who were caught unawares by the generosity, the surplus 

fund will be applied toward rebuilding more housing and a wider programme to revive 

Kosovo, to be announced at another pledging conference in October. But they should 

have second thoughts and look more regionally with their surplus funds. 

Albania and Macedonia bore the brunt of the refugee influx from Kosovo during 

the 11-week Nato bombing campaign, causing huge disruption to their fragile, equally 

poor, economies and tense ethnic balances. Their pleas for aid not only fell on deaf ears 

but their outstretched hand found only empty pockets. 

These two countries in particular should be given some recompense for the 

outstanding contribution they made in providing emergency housing, provisions and 

additional internal services for the refugees. 

Montenegro suffered hugely from being caught up in trade embargoes. Bulgaria, 

and recent Nato addition Hungary also suffered an economic fallout by siding with the 

West and halting trade with Serbia. 
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In October, the world will come together again to pledge money to address 

rehabilitating Serbia as a whole but these initial indications are excellent and, at least, 

auger well for Kosovo specifically. 

But the world will soon have to face the fact that Kosovo cannot fully recover or 

fulfil its potential without the rehabilitation of all of the Balkans and that includes Serbia 

- with or without the leadership of Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic. 

Questions - Editorial 1 (UN focus must be on entire Balkans) 

23. Where do you think it was published? 

I. Thailand 2. USA 

24. What makes you think so? 

25. Who do you think wrote editorial 1? 

I. a native Thai speaker 2. a native English speaker 

26. What makes you think so? 

Editorial 2 - Kosovo's Incomplete Peace 

The ambush murder of 14 Serbian fanners in the Kosovo village of Gracko last 

week is a grim sign that six and a half weeks after the first NATO soldiers began entering 
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the province, basic security has not yet been established. With the international 

peacekeeping force now nearing fiill strength, NATO's first order of business must be 

creating a climate of civil peace. 

That will not be easy. Serbia's stranglehold has ended, leaving the province 

without police or civil administration. The temporary United Nations trusteeship that will 

replace Serbian rule, including more than 3,000 armed international police, is just gearing 

up. For now that leaves NATO's 35,000 troops in charge of everything from controlling 

road traffic to protecting civilians. 

Fear is most intense among Kosovo's Serbs. Close to half of the 200,000 Serbs 

present at the end of the war have now fled to Serbia. But armed thugs have been 

attacking Kosovo's Albanians and Gypsies as well. Some of the violence may be coming 

from rogue elements of the Kosovo Liberation Army. Top K.L.A. leaders, who have 

pledged to cooperate with NATO, now have a responsibility to try to curb any members 

carrying out such attacks. 

Nearly 200 murders have been reported in Kosovo during the last six weeks, and 

the number of ethnic Albanian victims nearly equals the number of Serbian ones. Scores 

of Gypsies have also been killed and hundreds burned out of their homes in apparent 

retaliation for Gypsy collaboration in the mass expulsion of ethnic Albanians last spring. 

The international community cannot tolerate such violence. While murder, arson 

and looting have been declining since early July, all are still unacceptably high. NATO 

forces must move more aggressively to protect Serbs and Gypsies as well as ethnic 

Albanians. 

The man in charge of the U.N. effort, Bernard Kouchner, arrived in Kosovo less 

than two weeks ago. He must now quickly build up the new international police force, 

establish emergency courts and help returning refugees rebuild before the onset of 

another winter, just three months away. More than 700,000 Kosovar Albanians have 

come back since June, many to find their homes reduced to ruins. 

In the long run, the U.N.'s role will be crucial. Its job is not just to provide 

temporary civil administration but also to help the people of Kosovo build the impartial 
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and accountable governmental and law enforcement institutions they were denied under 

Serbian rule. But this job of civic reconstruction cannot really begin until NATO 

establishes a more satisfactory peace. 

Questions - Editorial 2 (Kosovo's Incomplete Peace) 

27. Where do you think it was published? 

I. Thailand 2. USA 

28. What makes you think so? 

29. Who do you think wrote editorial 2? 

I. a native Thai speaker 2. a native English speaker 

30. What makes you think so? 

Editorial 3 - Russian role in Kosovo needs to be defined 

On the surface, it was rather bizarre to see the 200 Russian paratroopers arriving in 

Pristina and acting as if they also had a prescribed role in the peace deal reflected in the 

UN Security Council resolution last week. The good image of Russia as a peace broker 

was destroyed immediately. Worse, while Russian troops were displaying their muscle, 

their leaders in Moscow were saying they knew nothing about what the soldiers were 
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doing. But at a deeper level, this kind of manoeuvre is not an unfamiliar tactic, this time 

being designed to increase Moscow's bargaining position in the Nato-bombed Kosovo. 

The Russian leaders have not changed their mindsets in the post-Cold War era in 

either their behaviour or reactions to key international issues. When the Soviet empire 

collapsed in 1991, Russia was left to stand on its own, no longer the superpower with 

which the world was once acquainted. With the endemic economic problems and 

leadership uncertainties, Russia's role in world affairs, while still significant as a 

counterbalance to the US and its allies, is less important. At the moment, Russia has to 

pay more attention to its own economic survival. 

Obviously, Russia wants a role in Kosovo. It had to sit on the sidelines trying to 

fmd a way to fit in as Nato carried out 11 weeks of bombing. But it did, though, play a 

positive role in serving as middleman with the Serbian government in the final few 

weeks. Moscow dreaded the ethnic cleansing in Serbia, but it has been caught in a Catch 

22 situation because the Serbian government, especially its leader Slobodan Milosovic, is 

very close to Moscow. 

If Russia genuinely wants to see peace in Kosovo and the return of refugees, it has 

to cooperate with the Nato force known as the K-For troops. Moscow should not take its 

own initiatives. Its troops cannot just carve out their own quarter in Kosovo without the 

knowledge of Nato. The stand-off at Kosovo airport would not have occurred had 

Russian leaders not decided to play a political game to bargain for a position. This is a 

high-stakes poker game, and it must be decided at the highest political level. It is possible 

that after the phone discussion between US President Bill Clinton and Russian President 

Boris Yeltsin - who is to consult German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder - Russian troops 

could be allowed to control a zone within a Nato sector in Kosovo. 

The situation in the war-ravaged country is still very tense as more international 

peacekeeping troops move in. With more than 10,000 already inside Kosovo, they cannot 

afford to quarrel with Russian troops. They still don't know the extent of their mandate in 

Kosovo. The deal does not spell out clearly the Nato leadership role in K-For, whose 

main objective is to provide protection to the Kosovar-Albanian refugees who are 
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returning and want to resettle in their villages. 

Apparently, no member of the Western alliance wants to upset the Russians. 

With mercurial Boris in the fCremlin and growing discontent within the Russian armed 

forces, it is in the interests of Nato to keep Russia in the peace plan, one way or another. 

Ironically, this is the same Boris Yeltsin whom the West rushed to back as he fought the 

communists a few years back. Now, he has created a new headache for Europe's leaders. 

The Kosovo peace plan will serve as a litmus test for the level of Nato's respect for and 

acceptance of Russia, which increasingly dislikes Nato diplomacy and military 

intervention. 

Questions - Editorial 3 (Russian role in Kosovo needs to be defined) 

31. Where do you think it was published? 

I.Thailand 2. USA 

32. What makes you think so? 

33. Who do you think wrote editorial 3? 

1. a native Thai speaker 2. a native English speaker 

34. What makes you think so? 
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Please do not forget to sign the Subject's Consent Form on the cover sheet of this 
questionnaire. Thank you very much. 
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Appendix G: 

THE SHORT QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED TO ENGLISH SPEAKING 
SUBJECTS 

Dear Sir/Madam 
The folloAving questionnaire is for my Ph.D. dissertation in which I am studying 

responses to newspaper editorials. Your answers will be a part of the results of the study 
entitled "Contrastive Discourse Analysis and Reader Perception of Newspaper Editorials 
in Thai and English." 

To be a subject, you must have at least a graduate standing. If you are a graduate 
student, this questionnaire has no effect on your classes or grades. Your first language 
must be either Thai or English. Since you will be requested to read three editorials, it 
will take you around 30 minutes. But please take as much time as you need. 

Participation is voluntary. Your responses to this questionnaire will be kept 
anonymous. Your signature on the Subject's Consent Form grants your consent for use of 
the information. Please sign the attached Consent Form and return the researcher's 
copy along with the questionnaire and keep the subject's copy with you. 

It is expected that the findings of this study will have implications for the teaching 
of English, especially in journalism. Your cooperation is highly appreciated. 

Yours truly. 

Chanika Vadhanasindhu 
Ph.D. Candidate in SLAT 
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Please circle the answer(s) of your choice or fill the blank space. 

I. General Questions 
1. Are you: I.Male 2. Female 

2. Age: years 

3. What is your native language? I. Thai 2. English 

4. Please specify all language(s) in which you are fluent. 

5. Years studied Thai English Other 

6. Highest level of education completed/area of study/country of study 

1. Bachelor's degree in from country 

2. Master's degree in from country 

3. Ph.D. in from country 

7. Currently studying program I. Postgraduate 2. Master's 3. Ph.D. 

8. If you have lived in a foreign country: Where: for months 

Where: for months Where: for months 

II. Newspaper and Editorial Reading 
9. How often do you read editorials in English? tirae(s) per week 

10. Why do you read editorials in English? (Circle all that apply.) 

4. I am interested in the author's viewpoint 

5. I learn something more than if I only read the news. 

6. Other 

11. Which English newspaper(s) do you usually read? 

I. The New York Times 2. Arizona Daily Star 3. Other 

12. Why do you choose the above newspaper(s)? (Circle all that apply.) 

1. availability 2. credibility 3. Other 4.0ther 

13. How would you rate the quality of the editorials in the above newspaper(s)? 

The New York Times poor fair good very good 

Arizona Daily Star poor fair good very good 

Other poor fair good very good 
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14. Which of the following should be more frequent topics of English editorials than they 

are now? (Circle all that apply.) 

7. environment preservation 8. religion 

9. other 

III. Reader Response 

The following newspaper editorials were published either in Thailand or the US. Please 

read them and answer the questions that follow. 

Editorial 1 - UN focus must be on entire Balkans 

In the first request for funds for humanitarian aid in ECosovo, the United Nations 

has been overwhelmed by pledges from 60 countries and many other organisations which 

have promised nearly four times what the UN was hoping for. While this is a great start 

to the rehabilitation of the province, the world's leaders will soon have to address the 

Balkans issue on a more regional basis. 

After appearing to be tight-fisted with aid while the Kosovo conflict raged, the 

world this week dug deep into its reserves to pledge more than S2 billion in humanitarian 

aid for the province. In all, 60 countries and a myriad of organisations will contribute to 

the fund. 

What is even more amazing was only a quarter of that was considered the target 

by United Nations humanitarian aid organisations. Their figure of S564 million was 

based on three separate amounts. 

The UN agencies had sought $200 million for refugee aid, and S45 million to 

begin paying police, customs inspectors, garbage collectors, hospital workers and other 

civil servants to restore Kosovo's society, while the European Union asked for S319 

million as the first instalment to begin repairing homes. 

As expected, clearly the largest donor was the United States, which pledged SSOO 

million. But surprisingly, Asia was well represented, with Japan being the second highest 

1. local politics 

3. intemational affairs 

5. education 

2. local economic issues 

4 intemational economic issues 

6. health and health care 
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donor, pledging S200 million. This was a magnanimous gesture, considering Japan is not 

a member of Nato and has comparatively little trade with the Balkan region compared to 

the rest of the world. 

Germany has pledged SI90 million while Britain came in a disappointing fourth 

with $145 million, considering that the UK, along with the US, was the major annihilator 

of Kosovo's infi^tructure—other than the Serbs. 

The EU has established an autonomous committee, the European Agency for 

Reconstruction, which will oversee the use of funds emanating from it. This committee 

has pledged S160 million this year and SS32 million next year. 

The UN utilised the International Management Group (IMG) to do a study on 

damage to housing in the province. EMG detemiined that of the 200,000 homes in 

Kosovo, 40,000 were totally destroyed and 120,000 had been damaged. They put an 

amount of S1.2 billion to fix these homes. However, the EU said that with Kosovar 

villagers contributing labour to rebuild their own homes, the cost of repairing housing 

might end up as low as $800 million. 

Fortunately, in Kosovo, housing is by far the major funding requirement. The 

Serbs spared mines, industry, roads, bridges and most other infrastructure, since they had 

hoped to occupy the province once it was "cleansed" of ethnic Albanians. 

According to the UN, who were caught unawares by the generosity, the surplus 

fund will be applied toward rebuilding more housing and a wider programme to revive 

Kosovo, to be announced at another pledging conference in October. But they should 

have second thoughts and look more regionally with their surplus funds. 

Albania and Macedonia bore the brunt of the refugee influx from Kosovo during 

the 11-week Nato bombing campaign, causing huge disruption to their fragile, equally 

poor, economies and tense ethnic balances. Their pleas for aid not only fell on deaf ears 

but their outstretched hand found only empty pockets. 

These two coimtries in particular should be given some recompense for the 

outstanding contribution they made in providing emergency housing, provisions and 

additional internal services for the refrigees. 
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Montenegro suffered hugely from being caught up in trade embargoes. Bulgaria, 

and recent Nato addition Hungary also suffered an economic fallout by siding with the 

West and halting trade with Serbia. 

In October, the world will come together again to pledge money to address 

rehabilitating Serbia as a whole but these initial indications are excellent and, at least, 

auger well for Kosovo specifically. 

But the world will soon have to face the fact that Kosovo cannot fully recover or 

fulfil its potential without the rehabilitation of all of the Balkans and that includes Serbia 

- with or without the leadership of Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic. 

Questions - Editorial 1 (UN focus must be on entire Balkans) 

15. Where do you think it was published? 

I.Thailand 2. USA 

16. What makes you think so? 

17. Who do you think wrote editorial I? 

1. a native Thai speaker 2. a native English speaker 

18. What makes you think so? 
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Editorial 2 - Kosovo's Incomplete Peace 

The ambush murder of 14 Serbian farmers in the Kosovo village of Gracko last 

week is a grim sign that six and a half weeks after the first NATO soldiers began entering 

the province, basic security has not yet been established. With the international 

peacekeeping force now nearing full strength, NATO's first order of business must be 

creating a climate of civil peace. 

That will not be easy. Serbia's stranglehold has ended, leaving the province 

without police or civil administration. The temporary United Nations trusteeship that will 

replace Serbian rule, including more than 3,000 armed international police, is just gearing 

up. For now that leaves NATO's 35,000 troops in charge of everything fi-om controlling 

road traffic to protecting civilians. 

Fear is most intense among Kosovo's Serbs. Close to half of the 200,000 Serbs 

present at the end of the war have now fied to Serbia. But armed thugs have been 

attacking Kosovo's Albanians and Gypsies as well. Some of the violence may be coming 

from rogue elements of the Kosovo Liberation Army. Top K.L.A. leaders, who have 

pledged to cooperate with NATO, now have a responsibility to try to curb any members 

carrying out such attacks. 

Nearly 200 murders have been reported in Kosovo during the last six weeks, and 

the number of ethnic Albanian victims nearly equals the number of Serbian ones. Scores 

of Gypsies have also been killed and hundreds burned out of their homes in apparent 

retaliation for Gypsy collaboration in the mass expulsion of ethnic Albanians last spring. 

The intemational community caimot tolerate such violence. While murder, arson 

and looting have been declining since early July, all are still unacceptably high. NATO 

forces must move more aggressively to protect Serbs and Gypsies as well as ethnic 

Albanians. 

The man in charge of the U.N. effort, Bernard Kouchner, arrived in Kosovo less 

than two weeks ago. He must now quickly build up the new intemational police force, 

establish emergency courts and help returning refugees rebuild before the onset of 
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another winter, just three months away. More than 700,000 Kosovar Albanians have 

come back since June, many to find their homes reduced to ruins. 

In the long run, the U.N.'s role will be crucial. Its job is not just to provide 

temporary civil administration but also to help the people of Kosovo build the impartial 

and accountable governmental and law enforcement institutions they were denied under 

Serbian rule. But this job of civic reconstruction cannot really begin until NATO 

establishes a more satisfactory peace. 

Questions - Editorial 2 (Kosovo's Incomplete Peace) 

19. Where do you think it was published? 

I.Thailand 2. USA 

20. What makes you think so? 

21. Who do you think wrote editorial 2? 

I. a native Thai speaker 2. a native English speaker 

22. What makes you think so? 

Editorial 3 - Russian role in Kosovo needs to be defined 

On the surface, it was rather bizarre to see the 200 Russian paratroopers arriving 
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in Pristina and acting as if they also had a prescribed role in the peace deal reflected in 

the UN Security Council resolution last week. The good image of Russia as a peace 

broker was destroyed immediately. Worse, while Russian troops were displaying their 

muscle, their leaders in Moscow were saying they knew nothing about what the soldiers 

were doing. But at a deeper level, this kind of manoeuvre is not an unfamiliar tactic, this 

time being designed to increase Moscow's bargaining position in the Nato-bombed 

Kosovo. 

The Russian leaders have not changed their mindsets in the post-Cold War era in 

either their behaviour or reactions to key international issues. When the Soviet empire 

collapsed in 1991, Russia was left to stand on its own, no longer the superpower with 

which the world was once acquainted. With the endemic economic problems and 

leadership uncertainties, Russia's role in world affairs, while still significant as a 

counterbalance to the US and its allies, is less important. At the moment, Russia has to 

pay more attention to its own economic survival. 

Obviously, Russia wants a role in Kosovo. It had to sit on the sidelines trying to 

find a way to fit in as Nato carried out 11 weeks of bombing. But it did, though, play a 

positive role in serving as middleman with the Serbian government in the final few 

weeks. Moscow dreaded the ethnic cleansing in Serbia, but it has been caught in a Catch 

22 situation because the Serbian government, especially its leader Slobodan Milosovic, is 

very close to Moscow. 

If Russia genuinely wants to see peace in Kosovo and the return of refugees, it has 

to cooperate with the Nato force known as the K-For troops. Moscow should not take its 

own initiatives. Its troops cannot just carve out their own quarter in Kosovo without the 

knowledge of Nato. The stand-off at Kosovo airport would not have occurred had 

Russian leaders not decided to play a political game to bargain for a position. This is a 

high-stakes poker game, and it must be decided at the highest political level. It is possible 

that after the phone discussion between US President Bill Clinton and Russian President 

Boris Yeltsin - who is to consult German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder - Russian troops 

could be allowed to control a zone within a Nato sector in Kosovo. 
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The situation in the war-ravaged country is still very tense as more international 

peacekeeping troops move in. With more than 10,000 already inside Kosovo, they cannot 

afTord to quarrel with Russian troops. They still don't know the extent of their mandate in 

Kosovo. The deal does not spell out clearly the Nato leadership role in K-For, whose 

main objective is to provide protection to the Kosovar-Albanian refugees who are 

returning and want to resettle in their villages. 

Apparently, no member of the Western alliance wants to upset the Russians. 

With mercurial Boris in the Kremlin and growing discontent within the Russian armed 

forces, it is in the interests of Nato to keep Russia in the peace plan, one way or another. 

Ironically, this is the same Boris Yeltsin whom the West rushed to back as he fought the 

communists a few years back. Now, he has created a new headache for Europe's leaders. 

The Kosovo peace plan will serve as a litmus test for the level of Nato's respect for and 

acceptance of Russia, which increasingly dislikes Nato diplomacy and military 

intervention. 

Questions - Editorial 3 (Russian role in Kosovo needs to be defined) 

23. Where do you think it was published? 

I.Thailand 2. USA 

24. What makes you think so? 

25. Who do you think wrote editorial 3? 

1. a native Thai speaker 2. a native English speaker 

26. What makes you think so? 
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Please do not forget to sign the Subject's Consent Form. Thank you very much. 
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SUBJECT'S CONSENT FORM 
Contrastive Discourse Analysis and Reader Perception of Newspaper Editorials in Thai 
and English 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE THAT I AM 
INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW I WILL PARTICIPATE 
IN rr, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO 
INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITTEN 
INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN 
KNOW THE NATURE AND RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO 
PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER. 

PURPOSE 
I am being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. The purpose of this project 
is to study the readers' response to newspaper editorials as a part of Chanika Vadhanasindhu's dissertation 
research for her doctorate degree in Second Language Acquisition and Teaching and to allow Chanika 
Vadhanasindhu to anonymously use my responses as data in her dissertation, potential follow-up research, 
and curriculum development. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 
I am being invited to participate because I am a native speaker of either Thai or English who has at least a 
graduate standing. Approximately sixty subjects will be enrolled in this study. 

PROCEDURE(S) 
If I agree to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following: 
I. complete a questionnaire. 1 am informed that the main task of the questionnaire is to read 3 editorials and 
respond to them This can take around 30 minutes but I can use as much time as I want. 

RISKS 
There is no risk involved in this study. 

BENEnTS 
There is no direct benefit to me from participating in the research. However, reading editorials wrinen in a 
different socio-cultural setting will raise my awareness of differences in editorials published in the US and 
Thailand. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
Completing the questionnaire is anonymous. My anonymity will also be assured by assigning a number and 
my identity will be destroyed. The researcher destroy the completed questionnaires within 6 months 
after she successfully defends the dissertation. 

PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 
There is no cost and no compensation to the subjects. 

CONTACTS 
I can obtain fimher information &om the principal investigator, Chanika Vadhanasindhu, PhJD. Candidate, 
at (520)740-1979. If I have questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may call the Human 
Subjects Committee office at (520) 626-6721. 
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AUTHORIZATION 
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, INCONVENIENCES, 
RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN 
ANSWERED. I MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND I AM FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM 
THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD FEELINGS. MY PARTICIPATION IN 
THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE INVESTIGATOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE 
EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY 
WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WELL 
BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN 
AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO 
THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CHANIKA VADHANASINDHU Ph. D. CANDIDATE OR 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND 
TEACHING (SLAT) DEPARTMENT. I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL RIGHTS BY 
SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM WILL BE GIVEN TO ME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

Parent/Legal Guardian (if necessary) Date 

Witness (if necessary) Date 

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify that to the best of 
my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the namre, demands, 
benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and his/her signature is legally valid. A medical 
problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of Investigator Date 
1/2000 

RESEARCHER'S COPY 
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SUBJECT'S CONSENT FORM 
Contrastive Discourse Analysis and Reader Perception of Newspaper Editorials in Thai 
and English 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERLU, TO ENSURE THAT I AM 
INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW I WILL PARTICIPATE 
IN IT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO 
INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITTEN 
INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN 
KNOW THE NATURE AND RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO 
PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER. 

PURPOSE 
I am being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project The purpose of this project 
is to study the readers' response to newspaper editorials as a part of Chanika Vadhanasindhu's dissertation 
research for her doctorate degree in Second Language Acquisition and Teaching and to allow Chanika 
Vadhanasindhu to anonymously use my responses as data in her dissertation, potential follow-up research, 
and curriculum development. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 
I am being invited to participate because I am a native speaker of either Thai or English who has at least a 
graduate standing. Approximately sixty subjects wUl be enrolled in this study. 

PROCEDURE(S) 
If I agree to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following: 
1. complete a questionnaire. I am informed that the main task of the questionnaire is to read 3 editorials and 
respond to them. This can take around 30 minutes but I can use as much time as I want. 

RISKS 
There is no risk involved in this smdy. 

BENEFITS 
There is no direct benefit to me from participating in the research. However, reading editorials written in a 
different socio-cultural setting will raise my awareness of differences in editorials published in the US and 
Thailand. 

CDNFTOENTIALITY 
Completing the questionnaire is anonymous. My anonymity will also be assured by assigning a number and 
my identity will be destroyed. The researcher will destroy the completed questionnaires within 6 months 
after she successfully defends the dissertation. 

PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 
There is no cost and no compensation to the subjects. 

CONTACTS 
I can obtain further information from the principal investigator, Chanika Vadhanasindhu, Ph.D. Candidate, 
at (520)740-1979. If I have questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may call the Human 
Subjects Committee office at (S20) 626-6721. 
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AUTHORIZATION 
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING TfflS FORM, THE METHODS. INCONVENIENCES, 
RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN 
ANSWERED. I MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND I AM FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM 
THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD FEELINGS. MY PARTICIPATION IN 
THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE INVESTIGATOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE 
EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY 
WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL 
BE GIVEN TO ME AS rr BECOMES AVAILABLE. THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN 
AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO 
THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CHANKA VADHANASINDHU Ph. D. CANDIDATE OR 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND 
TEACHING (SLAT) DEPARTMENT. I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL RIGHTS BY 
SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM WILL BE GIVEN TO ME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

Parent/Legal Guardian (if necessary) Date 

Witness (if necessary) Date 

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project I hereby certify that to the best of 
my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, demands, 
benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and his/her signature is legally valid. A medical 
problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of Investigator 
1/2000 

Date 

SUBJECT'S COPY 
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Appendix H: 

CODES FOR QUESTION 22 IN THE LONG QUESTIONNAIRE -WHAT MADE 
THAI SUBJECTS BELIEVE EITHER A NATIVE SPEAKER OF THAI OR ENGLISH 

WROTE EDITORIALS IN THE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS IN THAILAND 

Codes 
0. no answer 
1. language 

.1 good/fluent/beautiful English 

.2 word use 

.3 tone of language 

.4 writing style 
2. conunents/viewpoints/ideas/opinion 

. I good comments 

.2 to have different ideas/to gain broader perspective 

.3 Viewpoints of writers from different cultures make the editorials more 
interesting 

.4 Viewpoints from foreigners really tell us what Thais are like. 

.5 They always present their subjective views. 

.6 The style is pretty blunt. 

.7 how opinions were expressed 

.8 Thai writers have better understanding/can go deep into details in some topics. 

.9 ES writers have better understanding in some topics. 
3. I know that both ES and TS write the editorials because 

. I I used to work at both Thai and English papers./My friend works at the Nation. 

.2 Their names appear in the Editorial BoardVlt shows the name of the writers. 

.3 The name of the editor is indicated in each editorial. 
4. They need to work as a team/The editorials were written by a Thai writer and 

proofread by an ES. 
.1 Reading editorials prepared this way would give Thai readers an opportunity to 

learn English. 
.2 Since the editorials are also for ES readers, they are supposed to be well-

written. 
5. reliability 

.1 ES are more reliable. 
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APPENDIX I: 

WHAT MADE THE SUBJECTS BELIEVE THE EDITORIALS WERE PUBLISHED 
EITHER IN THAILAND OR THE US AND WHO WROTE THEM 

The codes below are listed alphabetically and numerically. When used in a 
phrase, a slash means "or" and a comma means "and" respectively. 
A (attitude/tone/perspective of the writer) 

AI positive attitude toward ... 
A2 negative attitude toward ... 
A3 objective/impartial/non-judgmental attitude toward ... 
Use a decimal point below in combination with AI-A3 to indicate a country/ 

organization 
.1 Asian countries/Japan 
.2 USA 
.3 UN 
.4 UK 
.5 NATO 
.6 Balkan countries 
.7 Russia 
.8 Serbia 
.9 Thailand 
.10 Kosovo 

A4 perspective 
.1 not likely to be perspective of American writers 
.2 not likely to be perspective of Thai writers 

A5 contradictory content about... 
A6 The tone of the article is non .../The editorial is not ...-centric. 
A7 The editorial is .. .centric 

C (content) 
The decimal points under A3 may be used in combination with the following 

codes to fill in the blank space, represented by a dotted line: 
CI mentions/focuses on... 
C2 little/no mention of... 
C3 ... is mentioned early 
C4 ... is mentioned late 
C5 same as what I read in ... 
C6 different from what I read in ... 
C7 not surprising to see this coverage/in line with the way the media have 

covered this topic in ... 
C8 this subject matter would not likely to appear in editorials in 

.1 lliailand; editorials in English newspapers in Thailand typically do not 
cover international news. 

.2 USA 
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C9 The article is about other countries/has balanced coverage of countries other 
than...  

CIO no coverage of countries other than . . .  
Cll seems to address an audience in . . .  
CI2 Since we are a UN member, we deserve to know about UN roles/activities. 
C13 US is a member of.. .  
CI4 WestemAJS reader should know about this matter. 
CI5 relevance/reader's ability to relate 

.1 quite relevant/easy to relate and understand 

.2 irrelevant to readers/They must be very interested in the topic to read it. 

.3 Thai writers know what is relevant/interesting to Thai readers. 
CI6 delayed response to the news 

CR (correlation) 
The subject wrote that s/he simply correlates between place of publication with 

writer's LI or vice versa (either Thailand-Thai or USA-English only). 
D (development/organization of editorial) 

DI pace of development 
. 1 takes more time/words to express an opinion 
.2 develops the editorial point-by-point at fast speed 
.3 good rhythm 

D2 topic sentence(s)/main point(s) 
.1 clearly states the topic sentence(s)/points out the main point(s) at the 

beginning of the editorial 
.2 Main point(s) is/are made at the end of the editorial. 
.3 Points of argtmient are not clear 

D3 suggests solution(s)/gives recommendation(s) 
D4 calls for action(s) that will solve the problem 
D5 smoothness of editorials 

.1 flows well/reads fluidly 

.2 does not flow 
D6 style of writing/manner of development 

.1 straightforward/direct/to the point/precise/linear 

.2 indirect/less direct and more detailed than American editorials 

.3 typical style of large American newspaper editorials like New York 
Times and Washington Post 

.4 The editorial is well-structiired. 

.5 The editorial is clear. 

.6 There is cause and effect. 

.7 typical style of Bangkok Post 

.8 Tlie editorial is easy to follow/not difScult to understand 

.9 Style of writing is different from that of native Thai writers. 

.10 Style of writing is sophisticated/professional. 

.11 redundant writing 

.12 The main ideas/points are well developed and supported 
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.13 Style of writing looks like Thai style. 
D7 conclusion 

.1 allows the reader to think and reach his/her own conclusion(s) 

.2 makes the conclusion(s) for the reader 
D8 awkward/not typical native English speaker's logical sequences 
D9 follows typical format/style of editorials 
DIO length of the editorial 

.1 not very long 

.2 quite long 
F (formality of language) 

F1 formal 
F2 informal 
F3 sounds like spoken language 

G (grammar, syntax and language use) 
G1 grammaticality 

. 1 incorrect grammar/awkward sentence structures/syntactic oddities/not 
sentence structure by native English speakers (ES) 

.2 correct grammar, sentence structure/fluent English 
G2 acceptability of English 

.1 poor/imperfect English 

.2 acceptable/English is correct for the most part 
G3 length of sentences 

. I Sentences are short/shorter. 

.2 Sentence are long/very long. 
G4 complexity/difficulty of sentences 

.1 Sentences are not very complex/The language is not very difficult. 

.2 The writers uses complex sentence structures/The language is difficult. 

.3 There is more variety in sentence structures. 

.4 The language structure is similar/close to Thai. 
G5 dialect of English 

.1 The language seems to have a British influence. 

.2 American usage of English 
G6 sloppy work (does not suggest ESL) 
G7 Sentences contain proposition at the end. 
G8 ambiguous use of "ones" 
G9 Verb tenses vary within the editorial. 
GIO The English used sounds like Thai. 
G11 smoothness of the English language 

.1 English is smooth. 

.2 Overall sentence structure is choppy. 
I (incomplete) 

II incomplete sentences/fragment 
M (mechanics) 

Ml incorrect capitalization 
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M2 correct capitalizatioa 
M3 strange punctuation 

P (paragraph) 
PI ratio of sentences per paragraph 

.1 Sometimes only one lengthy sentence comprises of the whole 
paragraph. 

.2 There are more sentences in a paragraph. 
P2 length of paragraph 

.1 Paragraphs are longer than you would find in an editorial in a US paper. 

.2 Paragraphs are longer than those believed written by TS. 
R (rhetorical structure/mode of writing) 

R1 gives information, figures, factual details 
.1 gives many details, but to some degree, essential for readers who are 

unfamiliar with the topic 
.2 so many details that it becomes uninteresting to Thai readers. 
.3 does not give enough background knowledge for readers 
.4 gives enough detailed background knowledge so that readers who are 

unfamiliar with the topic can understand the editorial 
R2 gives personal opinion/expresses point of view 

.1 gives mild opinions/does not express opinions emphatically/point of 
view seems detached/does not make a strong point 

.2 gives strong/aggressive opinions/ has strong voice/"punchy" 

.3 The opinion of the author is clear. 
R3 evoke, appe^s to readers' emotion(s)/argimientative 
R4 so many details/more of information giving/data listing than expression of 

personal opinion/reads more like news report 
R5 events are recorded/narrative 
R6 uses modals such as "should" and "need to" 
R7 argument rather than news report 
R8 no "catchy" first paragraph 
R9 The editorial reads like a translation/is believed to be a translation 
RIO reads like US editorials 
R11 close to what would be considered a US editorial, but not quite 
R12 does not read like an American editorial 

S (spelling) 
51 British spelling 
52 British spelling as '^sspelling" 
53 American English spelling 

W (word choice) 
W1 word choice/use of vocabulary items that are not preferred by ES/American 

readers 
. 1 correct but does not sound like that of ES 
.2 that would be considered funny/weird/unnatural/unusual/outsider for 

ES/American newspapers to use/not the terms typically used in USA 
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.3 not many descriptive adjectives/concise in words 

.4 Some of the language seems unidiomatic. 

.5 The word used is vague/is not precise. 

.6 "American" phrases are forced and not natural. 

.7 inconsistent foraiality of word use/mixture of fonnal and infomial 
vocabulary 

.8 use of vocabulary items in uncommon contexts 

.9 begins a sentence with "But" 

.10 The writer tries to use a larger vocabulary than s/he possess. 
W2 use of words/phrases/expressions that when judged by a native speaker, sound 

native/ not odd (The code in decimal point below may be used with Thai 
subjects' judgment without the claim that the words sound native) 

.1 use of emotion eliciting words/phrases 

.2 use of unusually complex/sophisticated vocabulary 

.3 use of descriptive adjectives/use of "flowery" language with a lot of 
adjectives 

.4 use of slang/idiomatic expressions/The language feels idiomatic. 

.5 use of colloquial terms/casual wording 

.6 Vocabulary is not terribly sophisticated/not too difficuh. 

.7 Vocabulary is clear and on-point. 

.8 use of "code words," which is "esoteric" among Thai people 
W3 use of words that would not be required by certain readership 

.1 that US readership would not require 

.2 that Thai readership would not require 
W4 use of double negatives 
W5 British expressions 

WT (writer's LI) 
WTl If the writer is a native speaker of English, s/he is British rather than 

American. 
WT2 The writer is not American. 
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